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HINDUISM 

,l .. HistO!;l 

1 .. Vedic Hinduism, or the per:j.od when the~ were written, 1500-800 B.,C"' 
Lyrical writings, embodying nature worship, praise of the gods, prayer, 
petition; the four castes mentioned, Rig .. V* 10:12., 90 .. Aryan invaders 
had descended from the north and suppressed the native black people. 

2., Classic, Brahmanic Hinduism: 800-500 B. c. 
a.., Early priestly formalism, and the writing of the Brahmanas. Formulation 

of sacrifice and rite in worship of the gods,. 

b. Develo~ment of philosophical Hinduism by Brahm.in sages and the writing 
of the Ut,mishads, which had taken their distinctive form by the 6th 
centu:rJ 599-500 B., C.,). The main intellectual content of Hinduism 
develops in this period., The basic concern was with the problem of 
evil, pain and suffering, which attended selfhood; realization of the 
distinction between mind and matter was thought to be essential for 
the solving of this problem. The type of life, or method, or way of 
salvation resulting from this outlook was to attain mystic knowledge, 
by ascetical practices, that would identify the self with Brahman or 
Absolute Being,. Knowledge of this identification would cancel the 
sense of the reality of physical, material existence,. with its expe
rience of individuality and evil, and thus bring release from pain 
and suffering .. See list of terms below,. Ballou p, 102• 

3 .. The remaining intellectual and religious history developed a rivalry of 
techniques for obtaining such release, as the doctrines of the Upanisha~s 
came to be variously interpreted and expanded,. 

a,. Heretical or reform movements: 
Jainism(founder: M?~~), stressed extreme asceticism .. 
Buddhism (founder: Gautama), repudiated extreme asceticism, finding 

a middle way between it and sensual indulgence,. 

b.. Developnent ,Q! Six Orthodox schools of philosophic thought and philo
sophies of religion within Hinduism from the 6th century B .. C,. to the 
9th century A,. D • ., with the most intense period of growth between 200 
and 850 A. D. The three starred systems are of chief importance for 
an introductory study: 

·%Vedanta (and Mimamsa) 
Sankara, great 9th century A. D,. interpreter of Vedanta. 

1E$ankhya and 1fY'oga Isvara 
Kaila, 6th century B. C. founder of Sankhya 
P tan·ali, 2nd century A. D. interpreter of Yoga 

(Vaisheshika and Nyaya) 
(For these and the Mimatnsa systems see Noss pp 243 and 245n) 



c. Developnent of ways of salvation in addition to: 
Jnana Ma.:rga: the way (or ways) of philosophic knowledge, above 

outlined,.. 
Hindu piety: selects one of three ma.jo:r ways, or combinations of ways: 

Jnana Marga: the way of knowledge .. 
Karma Marga: the way of works., 
Bhak.ti 1-darga: the way of devotion,. 

The popular or cultic forms of Hinduism, developing most intensively 
between 200 and 1700 A. D .. (see later discussion and Noss p,. 248f) 
were various expressions of the way of works and the way of devotion.. 

.Among other emphases the famous Bhagavad-Gita is a primary scripture 
of devotion .. 

d,. Personalistic thinkers, i.e. those who came to think of Brahman as a 
Personal Being, or so interpreted the meaning of the Upanishads, which 
:remained ambiguous at this point,. 

Ramanuja, llth century A .. n. 
Ramananda, 13th n 
Kabir, 15th u 

e,. Modern reform movements: l9th-2oth centuries: 
Brahma Samaj: pro-Christian 
Arya Samaj: anti-Christian 
Scientism, secularism, Communism 

f. Some noted modern Hindus: 
Sri Ramakrishna 
Rabindranath Tagore 
Mohandas Gandhi 
Sarvepalli Radhak:rishnan 
Vinoba Bhave 
Jawaharlal Nehru 

Philosophic• religious 
ethical 

Important Terms 

Caste terms: 
The classic four: 

Brahma (n) 
atman 
sansara 
karma. 
avid.ya 
maya 
samadhi 
moksha 
jruma 
yoga 
dharma 
ahimsa 

- and others. 

Brahm.in: 
priests 

Kshatriya: 
nobles/rulers 

Vaisya (iivassaln): 
common people 

Shudra: 
non-Aryan blacks 

outcasts or 
untouchables 

Cultic terms: Gods, 

Brahma 
Shiva 
Vishnu 
Rama 
Krishna 
Kali 
avatar 
shak.ti 
yoni-linga 

etc. 

- and others. 



II, Main Hindu Literature 
' -

l. Of the earlier classic period: -

a. Vedas, 1500-800 B,. c .. Lyrical nature worship in praise of gods,. 
Tagore on: t8poetic reaction to wonder and awe of nature and existence8i:e {fo 

b .. Brahmanas., 800-500 B., c. Brahmanic Hinduism, sacrificial formalism .. 

c,. Upanishads, 6th century B. C,... Philosophic Hinduism-. 
Tagore: a1calm of meditation, seeking manVs release from fear of 
cosmic forces" .,.,'f. The term HUpa.nishadsn literally means tvsittings near 
a teacher": 

- Secret, forest writings of the ascetics who had withdrawn to 
meditate., 

- No single system of philosophy - Rather the U. a source of 
many systems and doctrines. 

- Set forth techniques of meditation designed to solve life ?s proble.ms 
through a system -of salvation by a.scetic knowledge .. 

d. .Qod,e of Manu, taa, collection of rules of life composed by legalistically 
minded priests about 200 B., c .. vt (Noss p., 226)., -~'f. 

2. Devotional/more popular literature: -

e. Rama:yana Epic 500 B., c.. V,ishnu iil form of Barna. 

f,. Mahabharata Epic: 200 B. c .. - 200 A,,. D., Vishnu 

Bhagavad-Gita: 200 A., D4 Vishnu in form of Krishna., 
Tagore: napproach to reality through devotion, or disinterested 
livingi~ .. 

g .. E1u:.....~: narrative and didactic literature: 
300 B., C., - 900 A ... D. E .. G,. Bhagavata-Purana: Krishna Vs boyhood, 
900 A .. D. 

h~ Tantric literature .. Ritual, magic 3 phallic (sex magic)., 
Shiva and shaktism prominent .. Compiled about 1300 A., D. 

·It· From Hindu Scriptures, N,. Macnicol, ed.,, E., P,. Dutton & Co .. 

** John B., Noss, ManVs Religions. The Macmillan Co.,., 1956 .. 



III., Basic Ideas of Classic Hinduism 

In order to become acquainted with Hinduism it is necessary to know the 
basic philosophic ideas of the major early scripture)) particularly the 
Upanis~. These ideas are conveyed by fundamental, S1.1:i: 1.skrit terms,., The 
following analysis is based on the !Jtianisha.c!§. and later writings., 

L. h,t:nw_11 means the divine 9tbreath9?, or ~~spirit•e, 9isouln, or 99seJ.fi? that 1:1.ves 
in all men universally .. It is that spark of psychic reality that cont:i.nues 
through the many individual, bodily reincarnations., It is deeper than 
personal consciousness or individual personality (which is rendered by the 
term pu:ru.sh9).,, The individual, material existence of atman, embodied in 
earthly life, is the primary evil association, Ballou 10.2,-.::]g~ 

2., grahman or f?r11..hman-Atm is the neuter impe:r-sonal ground of all being, the 
ultilnate Whole or Unity behind all natural phenomena.. For one t.hingi, it 
would be the unity of all the atmans of indiv'i.dual men in the univers3.l 
Atman or Life Spirit .. The following are major characteristics, qualitieG, 
or wiattributesn of Brahman as set forth by the Ved~ and the Upanishads: 

Ballou pp., 3; 38-9; 4.0; 56-9; 62 ... 71; 74-6; lll-112r. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Behind all physical forms -- physical forms are merely modes of 
his/its ex.i.stence, 3; 38-40; 63; 66; 70,. Brahn:an Vs all-pervading 
unity is il1.ustrated by the parables of the honey and the sea, 
pp<) 65-6; J.llD --
Immanent in all things, pp .. 68-9; 1Q 

Yet in itself other than any finite mode or form, pp,. 68-69 - thus 
i9transcendentvi, 1-.m 

Timeless, pp., .Q.2.; 142 

Non- or trans-material, pp,. 69; 71; 1§., where expressions 
?1incorporialn and 0 cteep darkness" used., Is i•S;d.i~itvv., 

(6) The ultimate repository of all knowledge and truth., p., 12,A-B; 
known by mind alone, p., 58C .. 

(7) Non-conscious/impersonal - analogy of sleep and death, pp,. 21_; §2; 
'lJ..C,. Yet see 1§; 12.§B; lllD-112., where Brc:thman is described as personal,. 

(8) Moral distinctions lost in Brahman, PP• ,ilBC, 2.§:D 

(9) The world is an illusion, 70D-71A.. Brahman is beyond all evil,. 

Other related terms are: 
Brahma: tt.e personalized Creator of popular Hinduism -

a remote figure., 
Brahmin: 2, caste or cult designation, referring to a member of the 

highest caste in India; and the religious outlook of the 
Brahmin. priests,. 

Brahminfam or Br,:1run,,3,nism: the thought and practice of classic 
philosophic, orthodox Hinduism 



Sankara on Bra~ 

(Sankara: noted orthodox Hindu philosopher, 788-820 A .. D .. 
This selection was taken from He.rtshorne and Reese: ™-lo~o-pj}ers SJ?.eak ~ 
.QQ.g, Univ .. of Chicago Press, 1953, P• l 70f o trans.9 George Thibaut) 

ttBrahman, which is all-knowing and endowed with all powers, whose essential 
nature is eternal purity, intelligence, and freedom, exists.~...Brabman as the 
eternal subject..,,(the inward Self) is never an object, and .. ,.the distinction 
of objects known, knowers, acts of knowledge, etc..,.,is fictitiously createdc.., 
That srune highest Brahman constitutes -- as we know from passages such as 
?that art thou 9 -- the real nature of the individual sou.1 9 while its second 
nature, i.e •. that aspect of it 'Which depends on fictitious limiting conditions, 
is not its real nature 0 ¥the True, the Real, the Self, whose nature is pure 
intelligences, .... knowing itself to be of the nature of unchangeable, eternal 
Cognit:i."on, .. .,.lifts itself above the vain conceit of being one with this body, 
and itself becomes the Self, whose nature is unchanging, eternal Cognition .. 
As is declared in such passages as ?He who knows the highest Brahman becomes 
even Brahmanv .. .,eThere is only one highest Lord ever unchanging, whose sub
stance is cognition, arid whoumanifests himself in various ways.,.. .. A man may, 
in the dark, mistake a piece of rope lying on the ground for a snake, and run 
away from it, frightened ano trembling; thereupon another man may tell him, 
vno not be afraid, it is only a rope, not a snake 1 ; and he may then dismiss 
the fear caused by the imagined snake, and stop runningn But all the while 
the, presence and subsequent absence of his erroneous notion, as to the rope 
being a snake, make no difference whatever in the rope itselfe Exactly anal
ogous is the case of the individuaJ.. soul which is in reality one with the 
highest soul, although Nescience Lignoranci/ makes its &ppear different ••• As 
therefore the individual soul and the highest Self differ in name only, it 
being a settled matter that perfect knowledge has for its object the absolute 
oneness of the two; it is senseless to insist (as some do) (e.g. the Sankhya 
Hindus) on a plurality of Selfs ..... 

"In the same way as those parts of ethereal space 'Which are limited by jars 
and waterpots are not really different from the universal ethereal space, and 
as the water of a mirage is not really different from the surface of the salty 
steppe -- for the nature of that water is that it is seen in one moment and 
has vanished in the next, and moreover, it is not to be perceived by its o,vn 
nature (i,.ee1 apart from the surface of the desert)--; so this manifold world 
with its objects of enjoyment, enjoyers and so on has no existence apart from 
Brabman.,.,.,the entire complex of phenomenal existence is considered as true as 
long as the knowledge of Brahman being the Self of all has not arisen~ .... Just 
as the light of the sun or the '."noon which pervades the entire space becomes 
straight or bent as it were when the limiting adju".l.cts wLth which it is in 
contact, such as a finger, for instance, are straight or bent, but does not 
J:<?.all_y become so; and ju.st as the ether 9 although imagined to move as it were 
when jars are being moveds does not real1;y move; and as the sun does not 
tremble, although its image trembles when you shake the cup filled with water 
in which the sunis light is reflected; thus the Lord also is not affected by 
pain, although pai.n be felt by that part of him which is called the individual 
soulVi., 



a,. Sansara or ~sara is the fact of transmigration of one 9s atman through 
endless individual bodily reincarnations. If one could but break the 
round of incarnations or end sansara, and be united with Brahrnan, all 
suffering and evil would end for that person. Sansara, condemning the 
atman to successive individual existences is evil~ In other words, 
mental and bodily individuality or personality is evil because such 
is the locus of suffering, Ballou .5..2Q; fil; 111:J 109-112; 121;123., 

b. ~a.. means ndeedn or ~~rksVi and in broadest philosophic sense is 
the law of transmigration, its ethical explanation. Karma is the 
basic moral causation of existence and the sansara process or course: 
there are retributive consequences to all actions, which make for the 
rise or fall of the soul or atman according to its deeds while in the 
various incarnations of sansara. A 1111goodu11 life in one incarnation · 
trill mean a higher stage of life in the next; a 911bad111 life will depress 
one vs status in the ne.xt incarnation,. Karma is the Hindu (and Buddhist) 
te:rm indicating that the uni verse is fundamentally ~ moral place fi::17B. 
proces;a_. It is _Qosmic justice, and on the lowest plane of original 
Hindu thought meant the :impersonal, mechanical, fatalistic process or 
law of retribution that assured punishment for evil or sin committed» 
whereby the evil-doer is depressed to a lower caste, or even into 
animal form,in his next bodily sojourn. Major characteristics of 
Karma, according to the Hindu scriptures, are: 

(1) A law of reincarnation, P• 1211 by absolute moral causation, p. 121 

(2) A deterministic cause or fate that makes life what it is, because of 
conditions established in the previous incarnation, p. 121; 122; 
123 (See Noss pp. 135-139) 

(3) Makes the evils of this life punishment for prior lives .. 

(4) An impersonal law above even gods, who are subject to it, p. 122. 
(Noss p .. 135.12 - Qeorl@ Foo,t Moore ws quote) 

(5) Yet seed of the idea of freedom, or that one can control the force 
of Karma, p. 123 .. 

(6) It is the evil process from which we must escape, p .. ..u]2; 'lJ.Ac 
(Noss p .. 231B: analogy of drop of water to the ocean)., 

The major problem, then, for the original Hindu rnind became: how to 
break the wheel of sansara-karma, or free the atman from condemnation 
to continued incarnations? 

5,. ~!li and 6,. Avidya: the answer lay in the belief that sansara-karma con
tinues because of ma:va, or the illusion that materiality and all forms of 
accompanying individuality are real, permanent or significant qualities 
of existence. Avic;lya. is the ignorance causing this illusion, maya, that 
materiality-individuality are real. Life is miserable; the cause of this 
is our individual existence, bodily and mental (personality) to which W$ 

are condemned by sansara-karma., We hear a sage in the Upan:b§~ say, 
tYQnly when men shall roll up the sky like a hide, will ther,e be an end of 
mise:r.y91 , Ballou p .. 71A .. {f' 

,~ Robert O .. Ballou, edG ~ Bible_ ,2f, ~ ~' The Viking Press, 1939., 



1'fSalvation9i would be to escape in some way this individual existence of 
ours .. How? We must overcome ma.ya and avidya» themselves aspects of evil 
sansara., Thus, as Noss s1.m1rnarizes the problem, for original Hinduism: 
0 not moral transgression,. .a. but rnenta,l error is the root of human misery 
and evil99 ., Change Avidya (ignorance) into jnana (knowledge) .. 

7. Msl~sLinuk-ti and 8., Samadhi (Ballou p .. fr2.; 74-5; 14.1-2): ~,?.: or 
salvation, release, freedomj means the final release that frees the atrnan 
from the material world and in<iividual existence.,. Such release is brought 
about by the severe ascetic mental control ( which the later yoga system 
developed to a high peak of discipline) that causes us to know the real 
situation of the mrl.verse: na.~ely, that materiality and individuality 
are illusion (are untrue and unreal)$ but that all things are one in the 
trans-material~ trans-personal Brahm.an,. Samaghi is the state of trance 3 

induced by various physical and mental disciplines in which moksha may 
be experienced,. 

8,. !}_rahma-i,:.::rld (Ballou 53): referes to the state of being finally withi.."1 
Brahman after the wheel of sansara-karma is broken; it is a state of 
complete detachment from this world in which things seem material and 
individual; a state of immediate intuitive l'iknowledgevv or experience 
superior to the knowledge of analytical, logical, or discursive reaso?l"
ing,. In Brahman the atman does not nthinkvw; it rests; mental peace is 
achieved~ of which sleep is the best present analogy, Ballou 56; 65,. The 
state of Brahman is not personal, conscious or individual like western 
concepts of 91'Heaven99 or 111'i.rrunortalityv~,. (v'Nirvana.11 is the Buddhist equiva
lent to the Hindu Brahma-World),. 



TV.. The Orthodox _§Qhool..2, 

Various Interpretations of the Way of Knowledge 
(jnana marga) 

1~ Vedanta -we may classify as ~xt~~ !!lW-§1'/l• (A monism is a type of philos
ophy that says that all of reality is~ kind of thing or quality or that 
reality rests on one ultimately explanatory principle.,) The word Hv,edanta0 

means the end of the~, and in the history of Hinduism the vcdanta 
system embraces the general philosophy of the Upanishads just reviewed" 
The greatest interpreter of Vedanta was the 9th century, A .. D .. , Hindu 
philosopher, Sankara~ A diagram will help us visulaize the main outlook 
of Vedanta (to be completed in class): 

Brahman 
sou1/seir 

81Matter" 
nrndividual 

existenceH 

Summary in terras of the themes of Reality and Salvation: 

B.._eality: provisional dualism
ultimate monism: 

Material, indi~Jidual, temporal world 
seems provisionally realo The world 
s3ems dualistic (i"'e" matter on tLe 
one hand$ mind and spirit on the 
other) only in so far as the ultioate 
oneness is not noted. The dualistic 
appearance of things is an illusion -
ma.ya: m:9.3:::§:. is th.it m'..£±1§2.£§. ~ 
~ Wi~ncljyid~ i~ rea:J. .. 

Ballou 141 BC and 
Sankara quote 
ante, A, C., 

Salvation_: the intellectual annihilation of matter is the technique whereby 
we achieve emancipation -- the realization that matter/individuality 
is not real is the higher knowledge.. Emancipation means: co:ning 
to see that the dualistic appearance of things is only illusion, 
that Reality is One in Brahman .. Vedanta 9s philosophy of salvation 
emphasizes ~.r..£.tion ~ the Absolute !2~AY.g, Brahman., by can
cellation of the appearance of individuality and personality~ 
and the materiality in which the sansara process encloses them .. 

In western philosophical parlance Vednnta would be call.eds in addition to 
extreme monism, an impersonal absolute idealiom. The word absolute would 
mean here the all-encomp~ssingoneness of being; the word idealism here 
would mean the non-materiality of such being. (For the related Purva
Mima.nsa system see Noss, p. 345n) 

Vedanta philosophy resembles monistic and idealistic systems of the west, 
notably those of Pannenides (5th century B. c.), Plato on his monistic 
side (5th-4th century B .. C.,L, Plotinus (3rd century A,. D,.), Spinoza 
(17th century A .. D.), Hegel, Mary Baker Eddy1 F. H. Bradley (19th-20th 
century A .. D.,) .. 



9., 

Vedanta is the main line system thought in India, so far as the philos
ophical interpretation of Hinduism is concerned; it is the most ''orthodoxn 
of the prominent schools. Vedanta. is sometimes identified as VtBrahmanism~w • 

Another important system is the Sankhya-Yoga. It reminds us of the great 
dualistic systems of the west, in their emphasis upon the distinction 
between matter and mind, or spirit, e.g. those of Plato on his dualistic 
side Md Descartes (16-17th century)$ 

2., 2,0u!ill.Y.2 and ~ are very much related systems and may be considered 
together as m.rcreII!.e _gyalisn:J:o (Dualism is the philosophy that says there 
are two main kinds of reality, 911mindH or 19spiritn on the one hand, "matter?'< 
or ~"material naturen on the other). 

a. The word §..ap~ signifies the numbered list of twenty-five principles 
that explain existence (Eliot II 297). Its founder and chief inter¥ 
preter was the 6th century, B,, c. philosopher, Kapila., who broke away 
from the monism of the 1112,anisba.ds, or reinterpreted them in his own 
way., We may call Sankhya a dualistic., provisionally persona.listic, 
and avowedly atheistic system of thought 11 the point of view of which 
may be suggested by the diagram.: 

s s s s 
s s s 

Matter 

Unlike popular belief, 
Kapila said that there 
was no All-Soul or 
all-inclusive Personal 
Being or Deity, and 
established his attack 
upon theism at the 
problem of evil, saying 
that a good God would 
not create an evil world 
such as ours. 

Summary in terms of the themes of Reality and Salvation: 

Reality: Matter (prakriti) is absolutely and eternally real (and 
changing). In addition to matter there are individual 
souls (purusha) which are also absolutely real and 
eternal, and in their ultimate state of Respiritn are 
utterly unlike, and distinct from, matter., (Unliice 
matter they do not change)• ~l"~ ll ~.£ .9onfusi<?_E £! 
~ 1>.oul-spirit with ms~.. (Contrast Vedanta~s in
terpretation of maya). There is DQ Brahman .. 

Salvation: the intellectual is.9lation 2! &uJ...;;:spirit l:r:2m ~t~ 
constitutes the technique of emancipation from sansara
ka:rma. It is not knowledge that absorbs into Braham. (for 
there is no ultimate Brahman in this sytem), but knowledge 
that discriminates between two kinds of being, matter on 
the one hand, finite soul-spirit on the other. Sankhya 
conceives release as the recognition of the utter differ
ence of soul-spirit (not by transcending the dualism 
toward an ultimate monism as in Vedanta.) but by malting 



10 .. 

the distinction all the more definitee Salvation would be 
the extreme point at which the soul is in complete isolation, 
a mirror in which nothing is any longer reflected .. Moksha 
is vtKaivalyaiv, complete separation from the material world, 
na state of eternal, but unconscious indivi.duality"i (Noss) ... 
Eliot describes Sankhya is idea of salvation in the follcw.i.:ng 
way: the souJ.Vs relation to matter and suffering is like a 
crystal to the red flower which it reflects. The crystal 
looks red, but really is not.. gttfuerefore no soul is bound, 
or is liberated, or transmigrates. It is Prakriti, which 
has many bodily forms, which is bound, liberated and tra:ns
migrates1'1 ( quoted by Eliot from the Sankhya scriptures, 
Eliot II 301-2)* 

The Sankhya system is extremely pessimistic because of the obvious dif
ficulty of realizing or achieving the absolute diffe~ence between soul and 
matter, of destroying the actions of material sensation., The lack of this 
discrimination causes the pain and suffering of existence .. (We will see h(lw 
the Sankhya and Buddhistic systems are very much alike in this respect,. Recall 
that Buddha was another 6th century B .. C., reformer of Brahmanism)., 

b. Yoga as a system of thought is like Sankhya in its dualism and pro
visional personalism, but unlike Sankhya in its addition of a Supreme 
Soul., Isvara, to the many finite huma..'1. souls.. In the more theistic 
Yoga thought Isvara is conceived as the personal Creator, and may be 
compared to the later personalistic conceptions of Brabman in the 
Ramanuja (11th centucy A~ D.,) and Ramananda (13th century A .. D.,) 
sects., The term yoga means ''to yoke''., · Yoga as a system of thought 
and discipline was developed by Pantanjali in the 2nd century A., DG 

Summary in te:rms of Reality and Salvation: 

Realit;z: ss s s s 
s s s 

Matter 

Salvation: the Yoga theory of salvation is like that of Sankhya 
(Ballou Ui,8, 150),. Yoga has become most famous on the 
side of its technique, or as a system of disci.12.lin,2 to 
attain moksha., Noss says 0 Yoga 1s greatest appeal lies in 
its physiological and psychological measures to assist 
the mind in the effort to concentraten or usuppress its 
own conscious movements•:,, Since consciousness befuddles 
the soul the aim of Yoga is to destroy the actions of 
sense by severe physical discipline and mental concentra
tion,. 

* Sir Charles Eliot:Hinduism ~ Buddhism, E.., Arnold & Co.,, London 1921,. 



11., 
~an.tchya Passages 

Dualistic outlook: 

-n,...it is the -will that accomplishes the spirit 1s experiences, and..,..,it is 
-will that discriminates the subtle difference between Nature (prakriti) 
and spirit.,...,1v 

(from a 3rd cent. A,, D,. Sankhya writing, Radhakrishnan & Moore: 
Sourcebook In Indian Ph..:b..~sophy~ Princeton, 1957~ p. 437 .. Original 

sources noted p,. 425-M 
9iThe reality of the world follows from its being the product of non

imperfect causes, and from the absence of any impediment to its realityvi 
UThe author tells us that the teachers of non-duality are to be 
rejected ••• by means of the non-existence of any proof to lead to 
the cognition of the unreality of the universev,. 

(From a selection of Sankhya writings taken from authors ranging 
from 14th to 18th cent. A. D .. , Radh. Ib .. P• 452) 

2 .. No Ultimate Unity or unified Personal Spirit, Isvara (Brahman) 

iiThe accomplishment of results is not under the supervision of a Lord 
(Isvara) because that is effected by karman .. 

iiWere Isvara an independent creator, he would create even without the 
aid of karma, (but this is not so). If you say that he creates, 
having karma as an auxiliary, then let karma itself be the cause: 
what need of Isvara? 

i'IMoreover, activity is seen to proceed from egoistic and altruistic 
motives. Neither can any egoistic motive belong to Isvara. And 
were his motives altruistic, then, he being compassionate, there 
would be no justification for a creation which is full of pains 
Nor is there any activity which is purely altruistic, because such 
activity proceeds from a desire for selfish gain even by means of 
doing good to others, etc .. ~'I 

(From above mentioned selections) 

Yoga on Isvara 

tiisvara is a distinct purusa, untouched by the vehicles of affliction, 
action, and fruition ........ 

.... As former bondage is known in the caso of the emancipated, not so 
in the case of Isvara ... ..._ He is ever free., ever the LordiW 

(From the Yoga Sutras of Pantanjali., Radhakrishnan, Ibo p., 458... 
Original sources noted p .. 454.J 

UThe main interest of Pantanjali is not metaphysical theorizing, but the 
practical·. motive of indicating how salvation can be attained by disciplined 
activity. u .. 

99The special feature of the Yoga system is its practical discipline, by which 
the supression of mental states is brought about through the practice of 
spiritual exercises and the conquest of desiresvt., (Radhakrish11an and Moore., 
Ib., p. 453) .. 
See Noss on Isvara p. 247. 



We devote the following further section to Yoga, not only because of its dis
tinctive character as a discipline or technique of release~ but also because 
its study is a key to characteristic Hindu ethics,. 

V. Yoga Disciulin~ 
and Hindu Ethics 

(Ballou P~ 14~1) 

12 .. 

X,Qgg di12cipline reflects Hindu asceticism and ethics at its best: the 
over-all aim of Yoga is to emancipate the soul-spirit from the befuddlement of 
sense consciousness by suppression of the functions of the mind and higher 
personal consciousness, e., g., Ballou p .. 146f: logical thought 

error 
imagination 
sleep 
memory 
i.e~ individual personality 

1. For aim of Yog9:: see Ballou£• 1Li.6B, 148B, JbB~,Q, ,llil2 

2. For situation of the Yogin see Ballou P• ill A,~ 
3 .. The technique of the Yagin: 



1'~ Eight Stac..-r~s of Dis~i~ 
(Yoga Sutras of Pa anjali) 

(1) External, ethical preparation: 
the following moral rules of 
Dharma or~ (duty/law) must 
be observed: (Ballou 143C, filD) 

respect life - iiah:i.msaWi 
n truth 
0 property 

practice chastity 
abstain from avarice 

These are affirmed to be 
universal laws, ~allou 148D 
Compare the Ten Commandments 
of Moses .. 

(2) Internal, ethical preparation: 
(Ballou 143, lli) 

purity of thought 
prayer, study of texts. 

(3) Postures,(Ballou 1l:,JQ, ~, 149B 
(4) Breath control, e.,g. up one 

nostril and out the other 
(5) Withdrawal of senses or mind from 

sense objects.,(Ballou 143-4, ~) 

( 6) Fixation of ,.miBQ .. (Ballou 145B, C, 
148D) 

(7) Contell1!2.lation of the true nature 
of the self - higest meditation, 
(Ballou 148D) 

(8) Emancipation (samad.~i): a super 
or non-conscious state in which 
all sense of subject and object 
ia eompletely lost,' and matter 
and spirit stand wholly apart .. 
Only with death is there complete 
deliverance. Called the state of 
149D .. (Yet see Ballou lk8A). 

!,hr,ee types or degrees of Yoga 
tl·~ sum.tnarize the eight stages 

I., Disci]line of Devotion or 
Pious attitu~g&: Bhakti Yoga., 
(Recall Bhakti Marga)., 
Disinterested service 
dedicated to God., In the 
Bhagavad-Gita we have the 
best example of this plane 
of Yoga., 

II. Physical Discipline or 
exercise based on a mythological 
psychology: Karma or~ Yoga~ 
(Ballou 143--z;:r-

III .. Discipline of Min_g or exercises 
in concentration whereby the 
soul-spirit comes to understand 
its true self as totally apart 
from matter: Ra.ia Yoga .. 

lJ,. 

Isva.ra, Ballou 11+7, Ballou 1422, 1hlfil, 

This achievement is termed by Pantanjali as 19the reo.lization of the selrn, 
Ballou l4?B .. 

If we take this Yoga system as a classical expression of Indian piety, we may 
say that Hindu ethics is nself-realizational" in the sense that the initial 
effort is concern with the self, with the ultimate aim to annihilate the 
conscious apex of the self and its suffering,. From. the standi:oint of our 
western values, this is, of course, v2self-realizationa1n in ar;. extremely 
introverted and nihilistic sense. 
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We should not suppose that nyogan is n term associated only with the Sankhya 
system of philosophy.. The expression means iiyoke•9 and would indicate, in 
general, the forms of religious discipline, contemplation, and devotion which 
are guided by ascetic ideals., For example, the f3hagavad-Gita, which we present
ly study iii mentions 911yogan a number of times, although, rather than a Sankhya 
writing, it seems to be a document which came fr~n Vedantist or Monistic circles~ 

Sir Ch~rles Eliot speaks of Hindu ethics and of the general outlook and aim of 
the Yogi in the following significant summary:-

u,. .. the Vedanta, although in a way the quintessence of Indian orthoda.xy, 
is not a scholastic philosophy designed to support recognized dogma 
and ritual. It is rather the orthodox method of soaring above those 
things. It contemplates from a higher level the life of religious 
observances~ •• and recognizes its value as a preliminary, but yet re
jects it as inadequate. The Sannyasi. or adept follows no caste obser
vances, performs no sacrifices, reads no scripture. His religion is to 
realize in meditation the true nature, and it may be the identity, of 
the soul and God. Good works are of no more importance for him than 
rites, though he does well to employ his time in teaching. But Karma 
has ceased to exist for him: Vthe acts of a Yogi are neither black nor 
white 1 , they have no moral quality nor consequences. This is dang0rous 
language and the doctrine ha.s sometimes been abused. But the point of 
the teaching is not that a Sannyasi may do what he likes but that he 
is perfectly emancipated from material bondage. Most men are bound by 
their deeds; every new act brings consequences which attach the doer 
to the world of transmigration and create for him new existences. But 
the deeds of the man who is really free have no such trammelling effects, 
for they are not prompted by desire nor directed to an object. But since 
to become free he must have suppressed all desire, it is hardly conceiv
able that he should do anything which could be called a sin. But this 
conviction that the task of the sage is not to perfect any form of good 
conduct but to rise above both good and evil, imparts to ••• the Upanishads 
a singularly non-ethical and detached tone. The Yogi does no harm but 
he has less benevolence and active sympathy than the Buddhist monk. 
It was a feeling that such an attitude has its dangers and is only for 
the few who have fought their way to the heights where it can safely be 
adopted, that led the Brahmans in all ages to lay stress on the house
holder is life as the proper preparation for a philsophic old age. 
Despite utterances to the contrary, they never as a body approved the 
ideal of a life entirely devoted to asceticism and not occupied with 
social duties during one period.,,, ... ( :HB,, I'l 294-5) 
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VI. Summsi,q of the W~s of Salvation 

On the plane of practical, personal committment the three ways of salvation 
open to the devout Hindu are: -

The way:: of the hig~er knowl,£Si~" ..Jrla:,na Marga., just reviewed, i.,e., compre
hension of the principles and practices of the ascetic discipline 
that will induce moksha, as in the Sankhya-Yoga system., 

The W3.Y of work§.J......Karm.a Mar~, which the average man could follow more 
easily: sacrifice to the gods 

reverence and study of the Vedas 
bearing of offspring 
being hospitable. 

The way of dey0t,12D,,2-,. Bh,akti Marga, covers the sectarian movements in 
India,. emphasizing dc-3votion to the various gods. One form of Bhakti 
M3.rga is beautifully expressed in the Bhagavs,5!~, centered in 
devotion to Krishna, and rises to heights analogous to the idea of 
1isalvation by faith-Ji of western religions., 

The devout Hindu may express all of these ways, more or less, in his religious 
life. 

In Ballou, PP a 79-S5., and 102-104, The 1~<2,.f Manu and The Vishnu Pur~., 
discuss practical ethical duties that have guided Hindus through the centuries,. 
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In the Bh~gavaq:Gita we study one of the most popule.r pieces of Hindu 
devotional literature., (Bhagavad means happy or blessed; .ill.bl means Lord)., 
The~ is a classic expression of Bhakti Marga and the Bhakti level of Yoga, 
the way of devotion and common .. place piety .. Though the Qita originated in 
Yoga circles, and is generally classified as a Yoga document (Ballou 89), its 
over-all philosophical outlook seems to be Brahm.a monism .. As we have pointed 
out, this suggests that vvyogav'I was not a completely coherent system; but that 
there -were various types of Yoga, of which some, as is the~, were more like 
Vedanta .. (e,.g~ we note some contrast in the philosophical point of view of 
Ballou p. 145 and p. 148). The Gita is an eclectic type of work: it tries to 
combine all three ways of salvation -- knowledge, worksll and devotion, with 
emphasis on the latter. We trace within it some of the finest expression of 
Hindu philosophy, ethics, and religious devotion to deity. 

Observe first its setting as a story: 

The Panda clan vs,. the Kuru clan -- both are :related; kinsmen are about to 
fight kinsmen. Arju.~a, leader of the Pandu army, asks the god Krishna, 
disguised as his chariotee~, whether he should kill his kinsmen, p. 86 -
what is his duty, p. 87? Krishna?s reply: proceed in your duty as a warrior. 
In killing men in battle you really do not kill them, because men are 
imperishable souls anyway, P~ 88i This reply leads into the deeper devotior..nl 
and philosophical discourse, centering around the theme: what is onevs duty, 
or wtaction19 , or the deeper p~se of life? 

Thus the theme of the Gita is woven upon a five-fold answer to the question, 
What is duty, or VVactionwithout attachmentir, Billou 89B, D, 91C .. 

The answer is: -

1. To observe caste rules., B a.llou p .. 86., 91. 
2.. To have fam..i.ly, carry on the emanation of the race from Brahman, p. 89 .. 
J.. To meditate: develop insight and uself-identification with the Ultimate 

Realityvi (Noss) .. Ballou p., 89, 90., 91, 93A.,B, 99., 
4. To practice disinterested works or benevolence; act kindly without desire 

or thought of reward .. (Noss, IB .. ??J.2.). To be able to do this follows 
from success in meditation. Why? The answer is because of the nature of 
Brahman., with whom we seek union: after union with Brahman we can go about 
our work dispassionately, disinterestedly,. The central thought of the 
ill:!:§, is a parad.ox, something like Jesus?s paradox that we must 0 loose 
the self in order to find the selfU2 .. In the Gita the thought is, VV.Atte.in 
the non-action, the quietude and dispassion and lack of desire of Brahman, 
in order to~ rightly in lifen, that is to say, in quietude and dispassion, 
BnJJ:ou 89D, 91Da. 92A. 9JA. lOlA.. The Q.:i,.ta stresses livingin the world in 
a separated state - ... vtin the world, but not of itn (a new Testament idea)., 
Compare Ballou 99A with PaulVs list of virtues., Romans 12:9-21. Compare 
also St,. John is idea that neternal lifeH begins here and now in this life" 

5. Devotion to ~'the shining onesvv, BaU_ou 89, i,, e. the gods, esped,~lly 
Krishna .. Krishna is a type of savior here; the theme is like that of 
~y3,tio:n by f s,_tt:.h in western religion, an idea which we shall find again 
in Mahayana Buddhism, Ballou 97D. Compare St., Paul Vs theme of union with 
God through Christ, with the GitaVs conception of union with Brahman 
through Krishna, Ballou lOlB~ See Noss quote of~' p,, 2410 .. 
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Note the depth pantheism in this Hindu writing, vtNot I in them, but they in 
men, Ballou 93, 96,., Note age.in the idea of the passivity of God or the Ultimate.,, 

Questions concerning the similarity and differences between the Gita and the 
Nfil! Testament have been suggested.,, Could a principal difference between the 
two writings be said to be that between Dispassio~ (a characteristic Eastern 
motif) and Comoassion? Ultimately the reader will have to answer such a 
question of comparative evaluation from his own study of the two Scriptures. 
We might suggest that, whereas in the Bhagavad-Gita we seem to have the idea 
of i 7dispassioni9 exalted to supreme virtue, based on the nature of God or Brahman 
as its fount; the ~ Testament may stress ncompassionww, or active, serving 
love, possibly in more soci.-3,l sense than realized by the Gita. The ethical thought 
of the ~ reminds us of the philosophy of Kant, who emphasized duty, without 
desire. Both the Gita and the New Testament are profoundly alike in the belief 
that ethics follows from the nature of the Ultimate or God.. In the New TestaQ:lent 
what motivates active, outgoing love is the nature of God as such lo~(e~gsEIB·
in the First Letter of St.._ John),. 

Indeed, we find superlative, universal value in the Eastern message of vtdis
passioniv, where we may interpret this virtue as expressing need for the control 
of upsetting emotions in life,. Calmness and quietude of mind when in tune wi-th 
the Infinite Spirit has constituted a supreme quality toward which men have 
aspired.. 99Thou doest keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on theel'I', 
Isaiah 26:3. tRTherefore I tell you, do not be a:mr..ious .. uvv, Jesus, Matt., 6:2;., 
At this and other such levels of appreciation the student of the two religi?ns 
may find the Hindu Bhagavad-Gita and the Hebrew-Christian fil:.tg.~ going hand in 
hand, each containing its distinctive inspiration. We do well at this point 
to hear a noted Hindu philosopher and poet of modern times evaluate the three 
great Scriptures of his tradition in the following way., 

T9gore on the Three Great Hindu Scriptures 
(MacnicoJ., H:lndu ·scriptures, ~p. cit.) 

The Y~ are 99A poetic testament of a people is collective reaction to the 
wonder and awe of existence.,.,.,a simple faith.,,...that attributed divinity to 
every element and force of nature'l1 (p .. vii)., 

The 1],2anisha9-s take us into the deeper calm of meditation., nKeener spiritual 
longing shifts the emphasis from the wonder of the outside universe to the 
significance of the self within .. The quest for reality rebukes the emotional 
exuberance of the early (Vedic) poet, and compels him inwardly to explore the 
infinite depths of the Soul in which the central principle of creation is 
reflectedi1 (P<II vii)o In the Upanishads Oman is delivered from the fear of 
the Cosmic Forces (sansara-karma.) and is made a part of the Divine Will9', 

(p. viii) .. 

"But the Upanishads, though they measured the highest reaches of the philos
ophic imagination of our people, were yet incomplete in their answer to the 
complex longing of the human soul. Their emphasis was too intellectual and . 
did not sufficiently explore the approach to Reality through love and devotion. 
Man can never be fully and wholly fulfilled through self-discipline and knowl
edge, though that self-discipline be superhuman and knowledge transcendental~ 
A more human approach lies through love, which easily withdraws ::nost of the 
obstacles that the self interposes be:·i,\;'een the cotitemplator and -~he contem
plated, though love too needs self-discipline for its disinterested expression" 
(p. viii). 



The .fill§.,gg;yad~Gita teaches this lesson. It harmonized the approaches to Reality: 
knowledge, love, righteous living.. 1'9Thus was rounded up the entire range of 
Indian spiritual and philosophic speculation and practice, and were reconciled 
the paths of dispassiom,te contemplation of the Impersonal, of ecstatic devotion 
to the Personal, of disinterested living in the world of the actual .. Sacrifice 
of desire and not of the object, renunciation of the Self, not the world, were 
made the keynote of this harmony of spiritual endeavours0 .. (p., ix) 



VIII .. The Perso~ad.,.i.§.!,.i.~ Developn:!;~ 
Within Veg.ant~ 

With the devotion to personalized Deity found in the~ we look toward 

19 .. 

the popular forms of Hinduism, and their emphasis on various personalized Gods .. 
In the meanwhile, a mo7ement of significant philosophic importance, within the 
Vedanta school, was the personalistic and monotheistic interpretations of Brahman 
by Ramanuja in the llth century, A .. D .. and Ramananda in the 13th century., Tech
nically speaking1 Ramanujais philosophy would be called Personalistic Absolute 
Idealism, and bears resemblance to Western types of idealism of this ~...nd, for 
example that of the American philosopher, Josiah Royce~ We find the influence 
of Ramanuja upon such a noted, contemporary Hindu philosopher of religion aB 
Radhakrishnan (An Idealist View of Life, esp. p .. 338f),. The general resembla.nce 
of Ramahuja 9s belief about Deity and theose of Western monotheism will be 
apparent., 



Ramanu.ja (11th Century. A., D.,) 

On the Personal nature of Brahman, and of the finite self; the reality 
of material objects.and finite selves as aspects or modes within 
B:rahman; the persistence of the conscious subject in the state of 
release; God 9s grace as the ultimate. agency of salvation and devotion 
to God as superseding theoretical learning., (From Radhakrishnanand 

· Moore, Sourcebook in Indian· PhilosophY:, p .. 543-555"' Original sources 
· noted .. p. 509),. 

0 This entire theory L;f the Advaita Vedanta view of S8$Jka,vi} rest.s
on a fictitious foundation of a.J..together hollow and vicious arguments,. .... ., 

99To enter into details - Those who maintain the doctrine of a substance 
devoid of all difference have no right to assert that this or that is a proof 

· of such a substance, for all means of right .knowledge have for their ob,ject 
things affected with differen.9.e. -- Sh,2uld any one, te.king his stand on the 
received views of his sect Lsankarav§/, assert that the theory of a substance 
free from all difference • .is immediately established by one 9s own consciousness, 
we reply that he also is refuted by the fact, warranted by the witness of the 
Self, that all consciousness implies difference: all states of consciousness 
have for their object something that is marked by some difference, as appears 
in.the case of judgments like 1I saw this?•••• 

91 .~the essential character of consciousness or knowledge is that by its 
very existence it renders things capable of becoming objects, to its own 
substrate, of thought and speech. This consciousness ••• is a particular 
attribute belonging to a conscious self and related to an object .. .,., 

,vi.,.. .. we clearly see that this agent ( the subject of consciousness) is 
permanent (constant) while its attribute, i.e. consciousness, not differing 
therein from joy, grief, and the like rises, persists for some time, and then 
comes to an end .. The permanency of the conscious subject is proved by the 
fact of recognition ..... How, then, should consciousness and the conscious sub
ject be one? ...... 

91But the fact is that the state of consciousness presents itself as some
thing apart, constituting a distinguishing attribute of the I, just as the 
stick is an attribute of Dwadatta who carries it., The judgment vr am conscious' 
reveals an 119 distinguished by consciousness; and to declare that it refers 
only to a state of consciousness .. - which is a mere attribute -- is no better 
than to say that the judgment voevadatta carries a stickV is about the stick 
only ...... 

0 To maintain that>the consciousness of the ip does not persist in the 
state of final release is again altogether inappropriate., It, in fact, amounts 
to the doctrine.,.,,.,.that final release is the annihilation of the self.. The vp 
is not a mere attribute of the self so that even after its destruction the 
essential nature of the self might persist ,.._ as it persists on the cessation 
of ignorance; but it constitutes the very nature of the self. Such judgments 
as ir knowv, 1Knowledge has arisen in me 7 , show, on the other hand, that we are 
conscious of knowledge as a mere attribute of the self. -- Moreover, a man who, 
suffering pain, mental or of other kind·- whether such pain be real or due to 
error only -- puts himself in rel'ltion to pain -- I am suffering pain 9 -

naturally begins to reflect how he may once for all free himself from all these 
manifold affleictions and enjoy a state of untroubled ease; the desire of final 
release thus having arisen in him he at once sets to work to accomplish i.t .. If, 
on the other hand, he were to realize that the effect of such activity would be 
the loss of personal existence, he surely would turn away as soon as somebody 
h 0 72i,n to te1l him about 1r1:,lease9 ..,., .. 



"Nor can we admit the assertion that scripture teaches the cessation of 
ignorance to spring only from the cognition of a Brahman devoid of all differ
ence .... ., .,For., the ,reason that .Brahman is characterized by difference all Vedic 
texts declare e .. Lfj,tc;J 
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92In texts, again, such as 1Thou art that 1 , the co-ordination of the consti
tuent parts is not meant to convey the idea of the absolute· unity of a non
differentiated substance; on the contrary, ... i_etiJ •• 

vv~ ... Brahman --- free from all imperfection and comprising within itself all 
auspicious qualities -- is the internal ruler of the individual selves and 
possesses lordly power ••• 

" ••• the individual self also has Brahman for its Self, owing to the fact 
of Brahman having entered into it., -- From all this it follows that the entire 
aggregate of things, intelligent and non.-intelligent, has its Self in Brahman 
in so far as it constitutes Brahmanis body.,.,. ,..the whole world.,.,,.derives its 
substantial being only from constituting BrQhman1s body ...... 

nThe doctrine, again, that ignorance is put an end to by the cognition of 
Brahman being the Self of all can in no way b<;3 upheld, for as bondage is some
thing real it cannot be put an end to by knowledge., How, we ask, can any one 
assert that bondage -- which consists in the experience of pleasure and pain 
caused by the connexion of selves with bodies of various kind, a connexion 
springing from good or evil actions -- is something false, unreal? ...... the, 
cessation of such bondage is to be obtained only through the grace of the 
highest Self pleased by the devout meditation of the worshipper., ... 

vv ••• The Divine Supreme Person, all whose wishes are eternally fulfilled, 
who is all-knowing and the ruler of all, whose every purpose is immediately 
realised, having .engaged in sport befitting his might and greatness and having 
settled that work is of a two-fold nature, such and such works being good and 
such and such being evil, and having bestowed on all individual selves bodies 
and sense .... organs capacitating them for entering on such work and the power of 
ruling those bodies and organs, and having controlling them as an animating 
and cheering prindple., The selves, on their side endowed with all the powers 
imparted to them by the Lord and with bodies snd organs bestowed by him, and 
forming abodes in which he dwellsj apply themselves on their own part, and in 
accordance with their own wishes, to works either good or evil .. The Lord~ then, 
recognising him who performs good actions as one who obeys his commands, blesses 
him with piety, riches, worldly pleasures, and final release; while him who 
transgresses his commands he causes to experience the opposites of all these .... ]" . 

See S., R:-idhakrishriana, fl_n ldealtst View of LifE:.,, Goerge Allen & Unwln, 1932 
(Hibbert Lectures for 1929), p., 33lf, a Personalistic interpretation of God, 
and Chapter VII, Human Personalit:,r and Its Destiny on Karma, Rebirth, etc. 

(We should mention a further development in Hindu philosophy, since it has 
traditionally been regarded as one of the six 110rthodoxn schools. The 
Vaisheshika system, related to Sankhya in form, was distinctive in part as 
a materialistic atomism, resembling western forms of materialism developed 
by Democritus and Epicurus, 5th and 4th centuries B .. C. in .. Greece.. See Noss, 
Ib, 243n.) 
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IX. Summary of Hj nduism in, terms of .JR§,in 2h:\;t.9_sophical themes: 

I. The idea of being: 
j[edanta Sankhya 

A .. Idea of Ultimate Reality: Brahma monism, 
impersonal 

Dualism: matter vs. 
spirit -- ultimate 
non-significance of 

B .. Idea of Man: 

C. Idea of Nature and 
world process: 

II .. The idea of knowledge, 
trut,_h,,,!. or wisdcm1: 

III. Ideas of value: 

A .. The idea of the Good: 

B .. The idea of Evil: 

absolute idealism
God as impersonal 
Whole of Being. 

the personal factor, 
though Viselvesvt con ... 
tinue as impersonal, 
non-conscious realities. 

Impersonalistic, Personality not 
personal identity ultimately 
ultimately lost in significant in 
Brahman Sankhya system 
Bound by the past determinations of 
karma, man not fully free and responsible., 

Maya: illusion Maya: illusion 
that matter is that soul is bound 
real. by matter, which is 
Sansara.-karma: real 
evil on negative side; ideas of basic moral 
law on positive side that insures justice; 
punishment for sins committed, reward for 
virtues. · 

To overcome avidya or ignorance that keeps 
man in above state of illusion. 
Intuitional, immediate, non-logical,non
discursive. Ultimate truth is mystical 
rapture, not scientific knowledge. 

Above man and life - union with the 
infinite - submersion of the personal 
self :into: 
Infinite whole of Being 
in Vedanta 

Infinite un-
conscious state 
of self in Sankhya 

Entanglement in sansara-karma; sepnration 
of the finite self from: 
the unchangeable and 
eternal Being in V. 

the unchangeable 
and eternal 
self in S. 



c. The idea of Salvation: 

D. Ethics: 
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through negation of the self-finite 
individual existence by intellectual or 
philosophic iiillumination"/ 
emancipation: moksha 
Through union with 
the infinite above 
and beyond all finite 
distinctions -
absorption into 
Brahman by intel
lectual annihilation 
of matter,, 

Through intel
lectual isolation of 
soul from matter 
into an eternal 
unconscious state 
for Sankhya,, 

Kindly dispassionate relationship to others 
on practical pb,ne of ethics,, 
The Five Rules of Dharma,, 



Relation to 
Philosophic Hinduism.: 

Hindu Gods 

Brahman 
The To1personal All-inclusive Reality 

Sansara-Karma world process 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cultic/popular Hinduism: 

Brahma 
creator (rare) 

,Fis s:.vmbol: 
often n white 
wild goose, 
signifying 
his aloofness; 
sometimes 
depicted idth 
four heads 
reading the ~. 

Shiva (God of Nature) ---destroyer 
Vishnu (God of Values) 

preserver/savior. Has many 
birth-death 
generative process 

Shaktt: the consort of Shiva 
has various forms: 
P.J.rbnti Durga Kali 

Gancsha 
elephant
headed son; 
elephant 
wisdom,. 

sex magic, 
phallic worship 
orgiastic rituals; 

va1eft-h2,ndH 
shaktism,'lt(Noss p. 253) 

Also the benigned side of 
Shaktism--i ts 9Yright-hanavv 
expression: Kali as the 
creative energy of Brahman. 
(Noss P• 253) 

Shiva 9 s s:vmbols: four arms: one waving, 
another holding drum, another a flame 
or trident; water of Ganges flowing from 
he2.d; a third eye; a crescent moon on 
head; often many faces; necklace of 
serpents. 

avatars, or incarnations: 
Rama 
Krishna 
Kalki (messiah) 

These avatars t3,re Vishnu is 
incognitos whereby he out
wits the demons, overcomes 
evils. (Sex emphasis 
again in certain Krishna 
sects, see Noss p. 256) 

Vishnu 9s syn1bols: 
four arms, two holding 
mace and discus, two 
holding conch shell and 
lotus; head suLr10u."'1ted 
by high crown and diadem; 
often reclining on Shesha, 
the world serpent; his 
spouse, Lakshmi. 
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Is its polytheism one consequence of Hindu i.ntpersonalism? High philos
ophic Hinduism does not readily reach the common people. Hence the development 
of polytheism may possibly be explained as satisfying the common manvs longing 
for fellowship with personal beings. Hindm.sm seems fulfilled by a kind of 
logic: if the Ultimate is itself Impersonal Being, then it may have many lesser, 
personal manifestations in its many gods; whereas if the Ultimate were Personal 
within its own utmost Nature, it could remain only transcendent, Eternal Self
hood (as in Mohammedenism); or, possibly, be expressed in some unique way" on 
the finite plane in but one personal life, as in the Hebrew-Christian concept 
of the Messiah-Christ. 

In any case, Radhakrishnan~ whose thought we previously noted as related 
to that of Ramanuja, draws the following profound relationship, on a philos
ophical level, between the three popular Hindu Gods, and the Ultimate Brahman .. 

S. Radhakrishnan on Sign:i_J.'icance_of
4

Brabrna 2 Vishnu. Siva 

nrf we combine the ideas L~f Goi7 we are led to posit from the different 
directions o~ metaphysics, morals and religion, we obtain the character of God 
as the primordial wind, the loving redeemer and holy judge o:f the universe.,_ 
The Hindu conception of God as Brahma., Vishnu :md Siva illustrates the triple 
character., Brahma is the primordial nature of God .. He is the Vhome 9 of the 
conditions cf the possibility of the world$ or of the 9eternal objects? in 
il'Jhitehead 9s phrase. If the rational order of the universe reflects the mind 
of God, that mind is prior to the world., But the thoughts of Brahma, or the 
primordial mind, should become the things of the world. This process of trans
formation of ideas into the plane of space-time is a gradual one which God 
assists by his power of productive and self-communicating life. In the world 
process all things yearn towards their ideal forms. They struggle to throw 
off their :imperfections and reflect the patterns in the divine mind. As 
immanent process, God becomes the guide and the ground of the progress. He 
is not a mere spectator, but a sharer in the travail of the world .. God as 
Visnu is sacrifice. He is continu01.isly engaged in opposing every tendency in 
the universe which makes for error, ugliness and evil, which are not mere 
abstract possibilities, but concrete forces giving reality to the cosmic 
strife,. God pours forth the whole wealth of his love to actualise his intent ... 
ions for us .. Re takes up the burden of helping us to resist the forces of 
evil, error and ugliness, and transmute them into truthj beauty and goodness..., .. 

"Simply because there is the security that God ~s love will succeed, the 
struggle does not become unreal. God is not sirnply truth and love, but also 
justice. He is the perfection which rejects all svil .. The sovereignty of 
God is indicated jn the character of Siva. God acts according to fixed laws• 
He does not break or suspend his own laws.. 'I'he liberty to change one 9s mind 
is not true liq.erty.. God cannot forgive the criminal, even when he repents, 
for the moral 8rder 1'.rhich is conceived in love and not in hatred requires that 
wrongdoing should have its natural consequences ••• The one God creates as Brahma, 
redeems as Visnu, and judges as Siva. These represent the three stages of the 
plan, the process, and the perfection .. The source from which all things come, 
the spring by which they are sustained, and the good into which they enter 
are one. God loves us, creates us, and rules us. Creation, redemption and 
judgment are different nallles for the fact of God19 • 

(An Idealist View of Life, P• 334-35, 337~38 .. George Allen & Umtln, Ltd., 
London, 1932) 



26. 
XJ:.. Questions,_ on Hindui.§.fil 

1., As you read Ba.llou, P•- 38-41, 54-60, 62-71, 74 ... 77 list the major qualities 
or 9iattributes0 of Brahman. Do you think this orthodox Hindu doctrine of 
all things being ultimately uoneti ~ or 19unified'l9 beneath or behind things 
true? Can you justify this point of view from life or experience? Are 
there any suggestions from modern science that m:i..ght support Hindu V9monism8¥? 
Does moral insight support it? 

2 .. What do you think of the orthodox Hindu claim that the Ultimate Principle 
is non-m:aterial or nspirit¥9.. How would you define 111matterVV? 97SpiritU? 

3., What appeals., or does not appeal, to you in the sansara-karma concept? 
In your opinion, would such a law of karma be just? 

4 .. What do you think of the ove~-all concept that the Universe is governed by 
¥vmoral lawv1? Does this possibility strike; you as possible? As important? 
How would you <;l.efine ~'lmoral lawn? 

5 .. What passage in the QQan~shag_§, interests you particularly, and why? 

6.. What value 11 in contrast to the more orthodox Vedanta belief 9 do you give 
the Sankhya-Yoga concept of a V11 dt1.alismvv between 111matterv2 and @vspiritVt? 
~Jhich system do you think truer? 

7, What do you think of the Yoga bolief that the mind$ whose nature is active 
conscious life, may be used to destroy consciousness? What do you think 
of the practical side of Yoga ethics in the Five Rules of Dharma? 

8 .. · Analyze the main structure and significance of the .fil1;~.gavad-Gita as repre• 
sentative Hindu philosophy of religion,. What is your favorite passge 
of the~? 

9. Briefly summarize the Hindu concept of life, its problem and salvation., 
What in your opinion is the major difference between it and the Jewish· 
or Christian outlook? What are the major likenesses? 

10 .. Is life or existence as evil as made out in Ballou Pe 109-12? What are 
the main types of evil for Hinduism? 

11. What values or truth does Hinduism seem to have for you? What disvalues? 

12.. What do you think of the total Hindu emphasis on Viifilpersonalityvw, or its 
disvalue of the personal and individual? If Brahman is Impersonal 9 how 
could we, who are emanations fron1 Brahman, be personal? What to you is 
the essence of personality or sel.fhood? What do you think of RamanujaVs 
monotheistic concept of Brahman as world or cosmic Consciousness? 

13 .. Define briefly, and show the relationship of, each of the main concepts 
(terms) of Hinduism .. 

14 .. Briefly define the main functions and significance of the three, popular 
Hindu gods: Brahma, Shiva, Vishnu. 

15. Show how the Indian social philosopri.y of caste relates to its philosophy 
of religion., 

In your opinion how docs western social philosophy relate to Old and New 
Testament thought? Are concepts of Goct and religion important to social 
philosophy? 
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~ddhiSJ!! 

I .. History: 

1. Beginnings in an historic :g~rsonal:li,;z;~ Siddhartha Gautam.a or Gotama .. 
Unlike Hinduism in this respect. Siddhartha came to be called wtBuddhan, the 

i~enlightened onen. iwBuddhi0 means Hintellectvi .. 

a) Born 560 B .. c. in Sakya country, border of modern.Nepal. 
A member of the Kshatriya., noble or ruling class .. 

b) Legendary account of his life beneath which can see outline of a 
real life: 

- Observes world~s suffering and misery, 1.l~u 189" 
- Renounces wealth as young man .. 
- Becomes an ascetic and practices extreme austerities., Ballou 203-&, ,?OB. 
- Renounces extreme ascetic practices and attains enlightenment, or 

right method of concentration. 
- Founds order of monks 
- Spends life travelling, preaching; finally settles in Savatthi., 

c) Aspects paralleling life of Jesus as far as legendary account goes: 

- Supernatural events at birth 
Not virginal but parthenogenetic birth. 

- A pre-existing, supernatural being or Bodhisattva., who comes to 
earth to perform work of sahration., 

- Temptation by Mara. 
- Miracles., 
- Man of compassion., 
- Parables and other ethical teaching bear striking resemblance in 

some instances to those of <Jesus. 

2. Yet a class or social movement too: a middle class revolt of warrior clans 
against Brahminism (Friess & Schneider).. Parallels Jainism and Sankhya., 
Centered aretmd three themes called 0 jewelsn/nthreefold refuge": 

a) The Buddha or Enlightened One. Bodi means knowledge., Though veneration 
of the Buddha as a divine being not in early literature., 

b) The Dharma or Qhmmn_§: (Pali), law of life and conduct: 

(1) The Four-Fold Trttths Md the Eight--Fold Path., 
(2) The different degrees of liberation on basis of demarkation 

between monks and laymen -- a practical ethics. 
Special duties of laymen: 

- Ethical practices primarily°'· 
- Support of the monasterios. 

(3) Nirvana as goal: extinction of desire and thus pain/evil 
a state iiunborn, unoriginated, uncreated and unform.ectvv 
(F & S 127) 

- ~: one who so attains; a monk 



c) The Sangha or monastic community., Rules: 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

General: - laymen could enter for limited periods. 
- monks free to re,.turn to world without blame., 
- anyone eligible except minors, 

criminals, certain diseased., 
N2_ caste _gistinctions,. 

Yellow robe, shorn h;lir., 
Vows in form of recitation of creed (i,.e., The Four Truths) 
Minimum of personal possessions .. 
Severe and morbid austerities discouraged., 
(Contrast Mahavira., founder of Jainism) 

J. Spread and development in Inq_i~. Records date from about 247 B., c~ 
Prominent in India for 800 years, then virtually dies out. 

a) Spread of monastic institutions., 

b} Development of the Pali scriptures., (See below) .. 

29 .. 

c) The great §i.uEa~, or shrines, with bar reliefs, date from 2nd century B., C. 
Buddha represented only by symbols at this early period, rather than by' 
statues of later time., 

d) Emperor Asoka: reign begins 273 B. c .. , missionary zeali Buddhism spreads 
as far as Ceylon in this period., Aso}:a the example of the enlightened 
layman., 

e) Spread of Hinayana Buddhism, the older, historically more authentic, 
simpler form, to Ceylon, Burma, and Siam., 

f) The later, more elaborate Mahayana Buddhism develops in Northwest India. 
between 3rd century B .. c. and 1st century A. D. and spreads to Tibet, 
China and Japan,. 

4., Spread aaj_ development in China and_ Japan;: 

a) Emporer Ming Ti (58-75 A. D .. ) becomes actively interested,. 

b) Nomad invasions from central Asia 220-280 A .. D .. cause disruption and 
pessimism (unlike China); made soil ripe for Buddhism., The nomads brought 
Mahayana with them., Buddhism also resembled the mystical Taoism, native 
Chinese religio-philosophical school. 

c} Conflict between China.Vs humanistic/realistic/family culture and Buddhism 
otherworldliness, monasticism, etc .. The belief in the essential goodness 
of human nature at bottom of Chinese faith heightened the Mahayana develop
ment in China., 

- The Bbdhisattvas become exceedingly gracious types with Madona, female 
characteristics, universal saving powerj etc,. 

d) Monasteries helped to ~lleviate over-burdened families by admission of 
sons as monks., 

e) Taken to Japan in 588 A. D. when Empress Suika ascends thronea Her nephew, 
Shotoka Taishi, an ardent Buddhist becomes regent. Buddhism suffe~s in 
Japan in 17th century with Tokngawa Shoguns, who revive native Shintoism., 
Buddhism attains highest ref;inement i.n J'apan in such sects as Zen, etc. 
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5., Reasons for dis.solution .. of Indian Buddhism, 4,00 - 1200 A .. D .. 

a) Adverse external circumstances in the native region of the religion: 

(1) 

(2) 

Rlfil§., 470-530 A.,·· D .. , from northwest raided the monasteries where 
Buddhism had its central life .. Hinduism rather founded in the 
family and caste system, which Hun invasion could not upset partic
ularly., When Huns came., support by the lay groups was cut off
Buddhism had no close organization with the laity., 

(3) 

Reform of Hinduism at expense of Buddhism in 700 - 800 A,,, D,. under 
philosophic purifiers and interpreters like Sankara, who reconciled 
the higher wisdom with the popular religion .. Founding of Hindu 
monasteries., 
Mohammedan invasion 1193 A., D .. destroyed the Buddhist monastery 0£ 
Bihar and massacred the monks .. 

b) Internal decay and corruption: 

(1) Chants, postures of meditation became outward, stereotyped modes 
of devotion., 

(2) Erotic worship appears as Buddhistic mythology expands to include 
consorts of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, e. g .. Tata cult: goddess 
consort of Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. 

(3) Monks aimed at becoming great wizards rather than practicing older 
ascetic virtues. Buddhist occult, Trantic literature develops 600 A~ D. 



II .. Main Buddhist Literature 

l •. The early canonical Pali (northern dialect related to Sanskrit) writings: 
called the three baskets, Tripitaka, all presented as discourses of the 
Buddha ..... Asoka 9s reign (begins 273 B .. c .. ) saw commencement of this 
literature: 

a) Vinaya Pitaka ( discipline basket): monastic rules and practicee, o.g_. , 
The First Sermon 

b) Sutta or Sutra Pitaka (instruction basket): basic doctrine as to 
cause and cure of suffering, e .. g .. Dhamm.apada 

3L, 

c) Abhidhamma Pitaka (metaphisical basket): advanced doctrine on psychology, 
causation, etc .. 

2 •. Numerous later scriptures and translations in Sanskrit language, Chinese, 
and others , .e .. g. . ~ Lot us Sut ra 

The selections with which we shall be mainly concerned in this course are the 
following in the order of study: 

Ji.inayana writings: 

Questions Which Tend Not to Edification, Ballou pp., 256-259 
The First Sermon iv 212-213 
The Nine Incapabilities n. 244 
Setting-Up of Mindfulness n 244-251 
Dependent Origination and On 'rheology Ut 259-263 
Rebirth and Karma ii 287-294 
The Mighty Ocean of Dhamma u 275-276 
The Sorrow of Visakha ti 280-281 
The Brahmana from The Dhammapada Vt 303 

The Nirvana of ~he Buddha, from E., A., Burtt, Ihe Teaching of the 
Compassionate BuddJ1.s: (Mentor) pp., 115-ll8 

Duties of the Theravada J,ayman n 108-111 



Mahayana ~itings: 

The Diamond Sutra 
The Lotus of the True Law (Lotus Sutra) 
Asvaghosha 9 s Discourse on Awakening of Faith 
Selections from A Manual oJ Zen Buddh,1s,m 

(D,. T., Suzuki) 
. On the Absolute Mind, Enlightenment, etc,. 

Selections'from Burtt (as above) on 
A Bodhisattva 9s Grace 
Absolute Mind and Immediate Enlightenment 

(a Zen passage) 
Salvation by Faith (a Shin passage) 
Zen Layman 9s Ideal 

Selection on Nirvana as Love, from 
Lin Yutang, The Wisdom of China and I~ 

Contemporary Buddhist scholars: 

· D,, T,. Suzuki (scholar in Mahayana thought) 
M. Anesaki (historian of Jap,mese Buddhism) 

Ballou pp. 331-336 
. Vlf 316-330 

0 336 ... 340 
n 351-365 

pp .. 133 ... 134 
194-200 

218-222 
238-239 

pp .. 552-555 

A., K. Coomaraswamy (Research fellow, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) 
s. Hisamatsu (Zen Monk, Kyoto) 
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III. Relation to Hinduism 

Buddhism was a practical revolt from Upani~ Hinduism of the 6th century B .. c .. 
One of other such revolts., e,.g., Sankhya under Kapila., Jainism under Mahavira,. 

1., What did Buddhism _Q,PR.9se in H_;_Lnduism? 

a) First, it rejected the extreme asceticism and self,:-:tortu~ of the Yogi,. 
It was a revolt in personal ethical concepts., It advocated a middle 
way between extreme asceticism and physical indulgence, no doubt the 
basis of its lasting appeal,. 

b) .T.b.L.9£.$.mic Monism of the tIJ?.anisJlg._dsl) and the method of speculation that 
led to it. Buddha opposed the idea of salvation by the higher speculation, 
jnana marga, or way of metaphysical knowledge, ~al~..2,51::22. Indeed., 
Buddhism soon becomes speculative, more rationally penetrating perhaps 
than Hinduism itself; but at first it emphasized a psychological and 
ethical rather than a speculative or philosophical technique. We may 
therefore say that Buddhism was a .revolt in method., and in intel-
lectual concepts and aims. 

c) The Brahmanic rules of anirrta,l..§n_cr;i,f1;ce and devotion to .Personalized 
deity., Buddhism thirdly was a revolt in ceremonial concepts and 
practices. It emphasized n,~ (which Hinduism later took over), or 
reverence of all life vs~ sacrifice. Original Buddhism rejected 
bhakti marga, or religious devotion to personal deity., We wilJ. see 
how this follows from its rejection of the cosmic monism of the 
Upanishads .. 

d) The Brahmanic caste systemo High and low might become followers of the 
Buddha on a plane of equality., We thus see lastly that it was a revolt 
in social concepts. 

2. Yet Buddhism carries over certain of the....!lli~in Hindu conceEts and gives_them 
a new content., In the main it carries over the Hindu pessimism about life, 
that it is evil and something to be fled from, i.e. it continues the Hindu 
emphasis on the non-significance of -~.r§.£llil:l existence.. We shall see, 
however, in spite of this outlook how Buddhism develops one of the highest 
systems of ethics that the east bequeaths to history,. Moro specifically 
Buddhism continues the following main things from Hinduism: 

a) Sansara-Karma; but Buddhism, as we shall presently see, gives to this 
idea a new, more positive note,. In tho meanwhile, the secret of over
coming sansara.-karma, it said., was to break desirej and the consequent 
striving which gives rise to pain and suffering. 

b) Dharma: law or duty. The Buddhist rules for right living are given in 
ttFour TruthsVi and an 99Eight-fold Path9i, or steps., to fulfill these truths .. 
(The Pali term for law: dhr&ma) 

c) Moksha or final release. (Later Buddhism develops Yogi-like practices 
to induce sambodi -- recall the Hindu samadhi,. Buddhi means intellect; 
bodhi meansillumination) .. 



IV... Origi_11,~l Philosophy and Term__§_: 
Hinayana Buddhism 
(South East Asia) 
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Buddhism in original form was a type of Vipsychological self-cultureva (Noss) 
rather than a nreligionn in the typical meaning of the term .. Even more than in 
Hinduism salvation depended upon onevs self and onevs own resident powers, rather 
than upon external forces .. Hence the concept of personal effort or~ became 
a paramount theme .. 

As with Hinduism we may best become acquainted with Buddhism by examining its 
terms; a preliminary list, with brief definitions 9 follows: 

tanha: desire or thirst 
dukka: pain or suffering 
skandhas: the self conceived as non-unified or separate physical and 

psychic sto.tes 
an~-'~: the self as Lcr:1-unity, or not real in its own right 
anicca: the self is t:rclins.itory 
sambodhi: equivalent to the Hindu samadhi 
fu~: parallels in mean.i.ng the Hindu Brahma-World 
dharm!!,s;1,: the rule of conduct of the $-.fold path, parallels Hindu dharma 
mettt,i: benevolence or love 
ahimsa: reverence for all life 
~t_ or arahat: a monk, or one who attains enlightenment, saint 
sa~gha: the monastic community 

We may relate these terms and ideas in the following way: 

1., The doctrine of evil .. The history and doctrine of Buddhism starts with a 
practical aim, namely, to overcomo desire in life or tanhas, and its consequent 
pain and suffering., dukkn.. Ballqu

0
P,P. _212-213.. What further concepts are 

necessary to this end? 

2 .. Doctrine of man .. In order to overcome tanha and dukka Buddhism believed that 
it had to deny that the self was a significant, permanent unity of some kind; 
it denied the existence of iVpersonalityi9 conceived as a metaphysical reality .. 
Accordingly, what we call nmanvv, vvselfrt 3 

9Vso1,1l9i, 1iminctn, uvpersonality-n is 
simply~ collection of constantly changing states or skandhas. Ballou 
pp,. 245-248. 260D-~1A. 232-33..9-.. There seem to be five such separate states 
or skandhas, according to Buddhist psychology: 

The body and its parts ... 
Conscious feelings, e,.g .. pleasure, pains, fears, anxieties., sorrows., our 

emotional aspects. 
Sense-perceptions,.and related conceptual knowedge, i .. e.,.psychic images(?) 

- Higher, more abstrGct conscious thought and value judgments. 
Instincts and the s~b-conscious. 



In sum, this idea of man or the self bears close resemblance to modern 
behavioristic and naturalistic theories of mind., There is no central organizing 
unity of mind or personality; the 'ltegon is only an apparent, illusory center,. 
The self is non-unity, nothing real in its own right, anatta. The self is 
transitory, anicca. In modern western terms, we may call this £ill .§&._sociationist 
theory of mind, which the 18th century phtlosopher David Hume brought into clear 
focus as a theory,. 

The Buddhists early recognized a problem in this theory: if there is no 
unity to the self, what passes over in the sansara-karma process? 

3,. The doctrine of cosmic moral l_aw..:.., or sansar3:;:.karma., Buddhism gives more 
flexibility to this concept than Hinduism did., 

a) First, to answer the above question, sansara or rebirth takes place 
without any soul-substance passing over from one existence to another,.. 
Merely the accumulated or built up evimpressionev., 99consequencen, or 
vvcharacterv' is transmitted., as a signet ring gives its impression to 
the wax .. said the Buddhists, or as fire is lit by another fire., one 
candle by another, without one candle passing into the other., Noss 169., 

b) Karma for the Buddhist is a law of freedom guaranteeing the efficacy 
of personal effort; the Buddhist emphasized that by free moral willing 
one can break the Wheel of sansara and achieve release .. There is a 
subtle difference between the Hindu e.nd Buddhist concepts of karma., 

In original Hinduism, karma is conceived mainly as the moral law that 
determines one 9s status in the future incarnationll according to deeds 
done in this present life., Karma is mainly a deterministic, fatalistic, 
retributive justice. For the early Hindu, it is judgment which assigns 
moral guilt. For Hinduism karma is the impersonal cosmic moral law 
determining men (and gods), over which men have little control, tithe 
inevitable consequences of the deed once done97 (Eliot II 294) .. 

In Buddhism, karma is the principle of freedom in moral law, whereby 
one can atone for, and overcomell the consequences of past sin: it is 
free and redemptive,. Karma, for the Buddhist, is mercy; it opens the 
way for progress and betterment. It assures moral responsibility; it 
is the good means by which we may overcome evil .. Ballou 293-9~ .. In 
Buddhism karma is that principle by which we may transcend the conse
quences of the deed; there need not be an inevitable outcome: we can 
change the outcome by a later decision,. For the Buddhist, karma is a 
moral law, not only cosmic or above man, but within man., which he him
self can utilize or direct for good,. Karma is therefore more person
alized in Buddhism and makes man a freer being than he seemed to be 
for Hinduism,. The Encyclopedia of Religio11 (ed., Fermf*"says, v~Karma., 
which to the Brahmins was hardly more than a mechanical, superstitious, 
fatalistic operation of retribution, was transformed by the Buddha to 
mean moral energy, with which a man may exercise his free will, break 
the chain of causation, chart the course of his future, and produce 
the meritorious fruits of his own conduct11V,. Anesake, in his H~story 
of Japanese Religion-lf-¾says~iBelief in Karma is not a blind submission 

~} The Philosophi9al Library, New York, 1945 
ik~ Routledge and Kegan Paul.11 London, 19,36 
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to fate, but a step towards a strenous effort to overcome selfish 
motives and to emerge from the vicious narrowness of individual life 
into broad communion with other beings, especially with enlightened 
spirits,. The doctrine of Karma works negatively, to relieve one from 
distress and remorse, and positively, to arouse a senso of oneness and 
continuity of lifen (p., 74).. Jiallou 36j_. 

4,., What doctrine of realit:y as a j'rho~ does original Buddhism have? Contrary 
to Vedantas and more like Sankhya Hinduism, Buddhism said that there was 
no one, fixed, Eternal Being, such as Brahman., For original Buddhism, 
there is no God, either in the impersonal Hindu sense or in the personalized 
sense of western religions ... All there is is natural process, forever becoming, 
forever passing away,. There is no permanence inBeing; but only flux and 
change,. The only over-all principle is the law of karma. Ballou 256-5,9, 
261 ... 2 ~ (JBQ, .~) 

Buddhism takes the impersonalistic type of idealism, represented by 
Hinduism, to a kind of logical conclusion: if the Ultimate Unity is im
personal, of what good, whnt significance ls it? Why say ther.e. 
is any nultimate Being11'1 at all? Accordingly, Buddhism rules both the con
cepts of personality and being from the cosmos altogether 5 going even 
further than Sankhya in opposition to Veddnta~ In brief the Buddhist 
picture of reality is a sophisticated materialism$ reminding us very much 
of behavioristic psychology and modern critical naturalism. The points of 
similarity with modern critical naturalism may be summarized. Buddhis.~, as 
does modern critical naturalism, 

- denied the idea of a transcendental unity to the self, 
- aimed to be non-metaphysical or non-speculative in its method, but more 

concerned with practical things, 
- emphasized reality as process and change, and denied that there was, or 

that we could know of, an ultimate metaphysical Unity or Being such as 
Brahman or God,. 

- defined religion as self-culture,. 

(In its concept of the Absolute Mind we will find later that Mahayana 
Buddhism makes a radical return toward the Vedantist conception of Brahman.) 

5 ... Nirvana, or the ultimate state of the soul, seems more negative in earlier 
Hinayana Budd.l-iism than the idea became in later Mahayana. Nirvana for 
original Buddhism seems to be annihilation, extinction, nothingness, the 
blowing-outofcraving and therefore of personal life itself. It was 
opposite to the doctrine of personal. immortality in the western sense. 
Burtt TCB (Mentor Books). p. 115-16e 

It also seemed to be the cessation of moral evil. Ballou l:U_. 

Eliot, however, the noted interpreter of the Indian religions, says that 
Nirvana was not a totally negative state for the Buddha. He claims that 
for Buddha himself Nirvana was conceived to be a positive but indescribable 
state, to be sure without atman (soul) or even skandhas (states of con
sciousness) .. Eliot says that Buddha constantly refuses to describe Nirvana, 



but emphatically says he does not teach annihilation (Eliot, HB, I, 235),. 
But if Nirvana is not the expei·ience of a unified consciousness, can it 
be, for all practical purposes, more than annihilation or nothingness? 
Even Eliot admits, in his interpretation of early Buddhism, that nthe 
state of a Saint after death cannot be legitimately described in language 
which suggests that it is a fuller and deeper mode of lifen (Th .. 233) .. 
We shall see how the idea of Nirvana may assume more positive meaning in 
later Buddhism .. 

V. Buddhist Ethics 

Read carefully Ballou 2J2-14, 2k.lh 248-51., 259-61., 276, 280, _'illl,. The 
ethics of Buddhism seeks the middle way between a life of sensual indulgence 
and extreme asceticism, 212A. The following points should be noted: 

1 .. The Four-fold Noble TrutJl§.~ Ballou 212-13 and the Eight-fold Path, 
Ballou 21.i.8-51, if understood and followed., will make for detachment and 
release from the world of desire and striving and therefore pe,in and 
suffering: 

1st Truth: all life is painful from birth to death; this is the 
dominant .fact of existence, §ukka 

2nd Truth: Craving or desire is the cause of pain, tanha 
- for physical things, satisfaction of appetites,._ 
- for existence, personal life as such., 

3rd Truth: Cecessation of pain is possible by emptying self of all 
craving and desire~ sambodi 

4th Truth: the 8-fold path is the way or method of such release, Dharma 
or dhamma. Ballou 244..L 2k.,8:i±• 

(1) Right views or philosophy: the above outlook, i.,e,. the four 
truthsi;, Like all Indicm systems Buddhism 
ultim.::_tely insists on knowledge as the way to 
attain salvation... For earlier Buddhism, it was 
knowledge of psychological facts rather than 
knowledge of a transcendental or metaphysical 
Being. 

(2) Right intention or aspiration: renunciation of aggression and 
cruelty, aims at kindness and benevolence, or 
love, Ballou 213, 249111 M~ 

(3) Right speech: no lying, slander; gracious mannerly conversation., 
Ballou 249,,. 

(4) Right action/deeds: no killing, stealing, fornication .. 

(Mote with Nos, 3 and 4, the similarity to Moses VI, VII, VIII, 
& IX commandments)" 

37,. 
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(5) Right livelihood or living: no deceitful transactions, proper 
occupation for oneis tin10 and energies, no drunkenness., 

(Conrpare Nos,. 1-5 with Bhakti Yoga: subjective and social ethical 
discipline).._ 

(6) Right effort: practice of self-w.aster>J, disattachment; discrimination 
between wise and unwise desires, so that steps 1-5 
may be taken with ease., 

(Compare Karma or Hatha Yoga: the milder mental discipline)., 

(7) Right mindfulness: mental clarity about this processi long hours 
spent to the right topics .. 

(8) Right meditation/concentration/rapture: perfect deliverance by 
suppressing the total conscious self, Ballou 250, 
sambodhill the trance-like state leading to a.rhathood, 
and Nirvana.ll free from v~cogitationvi., 

(Steps 7 and 8 may be compared to the highest Raja Yoga, or 
intense mental discipline, but ~rlthout the severe 
physical discipline ot self-torture which often 
accompanied Raja Yoga)& 

Ballou p .. 2/i!±, 303 

Sir Charles Eliot explains the Buddhist ethical goal in the following memorable 
summary: 9~The evolution of the self-controlled saint out of the confused mental 
states of the ordinaFJ man is a psychological difficulty. As we shall see, 
when the eight fold path has been followed to the end new powers arise in the 
mind, new lights stream into it., Yet if there is no self or soul, where do 
they arise, into what do they strearn? __,,.,.. That which can make an end of suffering 
is not something lurking ready-made in human nature (as the Hindu concept of 
atman) but something that must be built up: mrm must be robornj not flayed and 
stripped of everything except some core of unchanging soul., As to the nature 
of this new being the Pitakas are reticent, but not absolutely silent ... ., One 
of the common Buddhist similes for human life is fire and it is the best simile 
for illuminating all Buddhist psychology~ To insist on finding a soul is like 
describing flames as substancesa fire is often sopl-:en of as an element but it 
is really a process which cnnnot be isolated or interrupted., A flame is not 
the same as its fuel and it can be distinguished from other flames. But though 
you can individualize it and propagate it independently, you ca.:n.riot isolate it 
from its fuel and keep it by itself II Even so in the h11man being there is not 
any soul which can be isolated and go on living eternally but the analogy of 
the flame still holds good., Unseizable though a flame may be 9 and undefinable 
as substance, it is not unreasonq,ble to trim a fire and make a flame rise above 
it fuel, free from smoke 9 clear and pure. If it were a conscious flame, such 
might be its own idea1wi (p. I 218-22)., 

2,. The Buddhist conce_pt of ~21.§. .... 2..r benevolence, ngie~tan, the second step in 
the Path., Authorities differ in their interpretation of Buddhist love .. 

Noss says that Buddhist practice iVwas so much more generous than 
their cautious world-denying theo:ryvv; that Buddhism has been a religion 
of good works., He continues, however, to suggest that love to the Buddhist 
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sage is impersonal, abstract, disattached, wqove of everyone, but not ofn .. 
any onell~ (Noss}.. (Recall the similar concept of the Bhagg.vad-Gita)., 
u1 .. Such love is the product of an a1most infinite withdrawal from everyday 
li'.fe.. It is not a love whose chief mark is selfless self -,.identification 
with others .. It is impartial goodwill on the part of one who has saved 
himself and wishes to teach others how to save themselves too, provided he 
is not himself imperiled therebyvt (Noss, 179)., Ballou 280D, ,128A,. 
Also Noss p .. 17,:3 .. 

HEven for great benefit to another let no man imperil his own 
benefit. Keep first thyself aright: then mayest thou advise 
othersvw ( Quoted from the Dhairlfil_aJ29da by Noss, Ih. 179) 

According to such Buddhist passages as these the student may be disposed 
to draw the following, possible distinction between Buddhist love and 
Hebrew-Christian love: 

Buddhist love: vtmettai1 

disinterested love, 
dispassionate concern, 
benevolence for the sake 
of benevolence -- an 
abstract conception 
of love., 

Christian love: Viag_a)2£9' 

interested love, 
compassionate concern, 
benevolence for the sake of 
persons -- a concrete and 
personalistic conception of 
love., 

Sir Charles Eliot,however, says that the Buddhist idea of love is equivalent 
to the New Test2Jnent ~, that vvmettan corresponds 11vexactly to the Greek agape 
of the New Testament1• (Ib. I 216 9 Note 2)., Sir Charles says that ''Active 
benevolence and love are enjoined as a duty., .... ?v in the sense of s,_gape nnd quotes 
the Buddhist scriptures to support his point: VAll good works whatever are not 
worth one sixteenth part of love which sets free the heart., Love which sets 
free the hea:~t comprises them: ., ., .as c., ,twhen the sky is clear and cloucUess the 
sun mou.,.11.ts up on hig:1 and overcomes darkness in the firma1,1ent~ o ceven so does 
love ,;,.Jhich sets free the soul and cor'.lprises all good works, shine and give 
light and radiance 9 ., And the following: 1As a mother at the risk of her life 
watches over her own child; her cnly child, so let every one cultivate a bound
less lo,re toward all beingsn., (These quotations respectively from the Itivuttaka 
III 7 and the R~ta-~±I?,ata 1-8). 

If, on the theoretical side, Buddhist sages discovered the idea of agape in 
their concept of metta, Hebrew-Christian moralists would rejoice thnt what they 
believe constitutes the highest moral principles have appeared from time to 
time and in significant degree in other cultures like Buddhism.. Such a common 
discovery would in no way weaken or detract from the Hebrew-Christian insight., 
Rather the Old Testament £[1..'?-~E::9, 1 the New Testament :}E.QJ?f.~ and the Buddhist 
fil§_tta, if they are the same, strengthen each other 1 by s\.1ggestL'lg that one Truth 
has been at work in vc.rious streams of history for mankird 2 s good., 
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Apart from theoretical distinctions, however, from the very day of its founder, 
Buddhism on its practical side has emphasized active benevolence. Its original 
revolt from caste distinctions gave to it an implied equalitarian social philos
ophy of far feaching developmental possibilities, which no doubt in our own day 
will contribute significantly to the cause of democracy" now in its birth pangs 
in the Orient., Anesaki, noted Japanese Buddhist scholar, has somewhere described 
the union of the theoretical and the practical in Buddhist ethics and religion 
in the following terms: i~Mere knowedge or a solitary immersion in mystic con
templation, without practical moral actions 9 is not perfection, and in the same 
way morality without insight into the depths of truth is baselessVi" 

The concept of love as active benevolence may be more pronounced in Mahayana 
Buddhism than in its original form .. This would be due no doubt to distinctive 
characteristics, centering in the Bodhisattva ideal, shortly to be studied, of 
that later, more developed Buddhism. 

3. A third major point of Buddhist ethics., and philosophy of religion, parti
cularly in its earlier and Hinayana fotm, h[:,S been its emphasis on the 
accumulation of personal merit., It has often been described, wlth consid
erable accuracy, as a religion and a philosophy based on the idea of 
salvation by personal effort, or self-help through the accumulation of 
meritorious practices. Even in the ~k~hayanist Dimond Sutra we have this 
principle stressed, indicating it as a characteristic ~of Buddhist 
thought, 12.allou p~ 332-336., This passage suggests that there are degrees 
of merit, some forms.,, such as study and teaching, being superior to others, 
such as alms gj_ving() Typical forms of Buddhistic merit have been the 
following: 

Building of stupas. 
Adorning them, as for instance, with goldleaf .. 
Pilgr~nage to sacred spots and shrines3 
Prayer, repetition of sacred words .. 
Performance of rituals, such as placing of flowers on 

altars, turning of prayer wheels 11 etc., 
The doing of good works, such as alms-giving, feeding the 

Buddhist monks., 
Scholarly endeavors, such as reading of books, teaching, 

research. 
The higher meditative practices of the Eight-Fold Path itself., 

Indeed, the Eight~Fold Path upward to Arhathood has constituted the principal 
ladder of Merit in Buddhism., The merit ideal in the Buddhist religion is 
parallel to that aspect of western faith which has emphasized salvation as 
depending in part on iigood works 11i 0 (e .. g .. The Epistle of James in the New 
Testament) 

What is unique in Buddha 9 s phJJ . .Q_.so·2hy of reli~:i_.Q.I}? Eliot. m-ites, evaluating 
Buddha, 1111It is a jUst compendium of his doctrine .... ., to say that human life 
is like a diseased body which requires to be cured by a proper regimen,. 
But the Buddha?s claim to originality is not thereby affected, for it rests 
upon just this, that he was able to regard life and religion in this spirit 
and to put aside the systems of rit'Ual, speculation and SE!lf-mortification 
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which were preached all around him~~-*In detaching the perfect life from all 
connection with a deity or outside forces and in teaching man that the 
worst and best that can happen to him lie within his own power, he holds a 
unique position91 (Ib .. I 201, 213) 

Hinayana Buddhism, accounted more like the original system of the founder, 
Gautama, which we have been examining thus far in its main outlines, was 
a name assigned by Mahayanist Buddhists.. t'IHinayana91 means 11lesser vehiclen, 
i .. e. a doctrine suited to the salvation of a lesser group. In a sense it 
was partially a name of disparagement given by the Mahayanist sect to the 
other group.. In western studies, however, t}1e name remains as indicating 
the more original form of Buddhism now prevailing :itJ. the countries of South 
Eastern Asia, Ceylon, Burma, Thailand (Siam), Cambodia, Malaya 9 Indonesia .. 

Hinayanists have traditionally called themselves Therava_llil Buddhistsjl or 
19the way of the eldersn., 

The self-assigned name 1 
97Mahayanaav means 'ltgreater vehicleqw, i.,e,. the doctrine 

suited to salvation of a larger group. 

~I. Mah9~yan~_Buddhism~ 
North East Asia: China, Japan 

and Tibet 

Mahayana, appealing more to the masses, than the austere, unadorned 
doctrines of the Founder, is sometimes called the more universalistic form of 
Buddhism., We find many of its ideas and modes of expression present in so-called 
Hinayanist com1tries. Its main spirit has been ably summarized by Noss. Though 
Buddhism in its original form did not appenl to the masses JI 'lithe masses became 
interested.not in the teaching, but in the m,GB. Original Buddhism would not 
have had so great an effect on the history of religion in the Orienty if the 
coldly rational philosophy of the sage of the Sakyas had not been mediated 
through a personality that could be adored. Fortunately for the future of 
Buddhism, its founder balanced the arahat ide:11 of self-salvation with the 
ideal of compassionate goodwill toward all living beings, and practiced that 
compassion himself. Thus there grew up after hj~1 a cult that took refuge in 
hj_m., the compassionate as well as enlightened one 9 even more than it did in his 
teaching., so difficult to underste,nd and practice2e (pp. 181-182). 

The principal developments of Mahay:ma Buddhism are the following: 

1. It moved toward philoso£hical monism tmd ide~ll.mn, reminiscent of Vedanta 
Hinduism,. Gautama came to be regarded as but one manifestation in human 
form of v1an eternal Buddha n,::1,tur8 or essence, which appears in innumerable 
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human and heavenly Buddhas made manifest in the countless worlds of infinite 
space and tirne119 (Friess and Schneider, .&.\:J:.,gion in Various CulturesL 
k_llou 338-3t;.0 2 357-328 2 362., Burtt. p, 121.i:.f.. Compare Hinduism 9 s Brahman 
and contrast with earJier Hinayanist doctrine of the non-unity and flux of 
ultimate reality or being., This concept of the Absolute Unity, Essence, or 
Mind in and behind the world of phenomenal things was indicated by the strange 
term, nsuchnessi1• The Buddhist Suchness may be a more positive idea than 
that of the Ultimate Brahman of highest Hix1du speculation., iiln Mahayana 
Buddhism the Absolute Essence or Suchncss is,....,a sort of Love-behind-things 
that produces Buddhism~9 (Noss) Perhaps Suchness may be more practically 
defined, as a student aptly put it, as the iicondition of being in accord 
with Buddhalli (Cynthia Hagner), who, we add, is Ultimate Love and Unity, an 
eternal (and probably impersonal) mind. 

2.,· Jt multiplied angelic beings, who came to be called Bodhisattvas, as mani
festations of the one!, etern-'.11 Buddha nature or Suchness., A Bodhisattva 
is a Buddha-to-be, a type of savior or personal angelic force of grace, 
ww .. ...,holy beings who, although emancipated voluntarily postpone entrance 
into Nirvana to remain in some sphere of existence as guardians and saviors 
of others iv (Friess and Schneider, p.- 157).. They are characterized by 
compassion or love for the mul.titudes~ Ballou ;28-329~ Burtt,_p. 131-13,l:!;., 
In the Bodhisattva ideal Buddhism expresses·the idea of self-sacrificing 
love, simi:µi,r to agape,, Burtt p., 134.,. 

3. Il shifted emphasi§_from salvation.l2Y accum,ulat,io.IL2J merit to salvatiorr 
by grace 2 faith, aJld immediate enligh~erunent.. Faith or trust was put in 
the efficacious grace of the Bodhisattvas, who were worshipped as lords of 
creation and who possess an infinite sto:ce of' heavenly merit available for 
the saving of men., (Compare the Western expression nthe merits of the 
saintsn)., Originating in China, the Shin (Japanese name) sect has emphasized 
such salvation by faith in the Bodhisattva?s grace, principally that of 
Buddha Amida (or Arnita), Lord of the Western Paradise., Ballou 338, Burtt 
133-134, 218-222. 

Ze:n Buddhism, which is closely related to philosophical Taoism, stressed 
dhyana, contemple.tion, or salvation by a process of immediate enlighternnent, 
whereby the sage in meditation experiences oneness with the ultimate Buddha 
Mind., Zen ideas may be tracod in the following passage, Ballou 327B, 328C 
339B, 360-361, 365i Burtt 196-199, 238-2390 

4. Prayer in the more common sense of petition~~~~ significant., Prayers 
can reach the Bodhisattvas~ the personalized beings dwelling in angelic 
places .. Contrast the lack of prayer in earlier Buddhism .. Thus Mahayana 
became a religion in the more typical sense than was early Hinayana. The 
mechanical whirling of prayer wheels, which releases (or accumulates?) 
merit for the turner, is a familiar sight in Buddhist lands .. 

5., Nirvana came t_g_ have more :eosi~meaning. as infinite or absolute Love~ 
Lin Yutang, Wisdom of .Qh.i!lli ~ ~, p .. 554-556, (Lankavatara Sutra)., 
Those who aspire to become Bodhisattvas volunarily postpone their own 
entrance into the ultimate Nirvana, to remain in a realm of virtually 
eternal, pen:mnal :immortality, where they are available to men as angelic 
forces of grace, Ballou 329., · 



YII ... The Spiritual Beings ~f 
Mahayana Budd}4sm and Mahay_~na Sec~ 

1... Manus hi Buddhas: saviors who have appeared in the past as human beings, who 
have become enlightened, helped others to be, and have passed on into 
Nirvana .. These cannot be reached by prayer now. 

2., Bodhisattvas: Buddhas-to-be or in-the-making .. They serve present needs., 
Principal Bodhisattvas are: -

Gautama himself before his entrance into this world, and now as 
1'9Sakyamuni111 , the deified Gautama, after his life in this world, 
Ballou 182., 

Man.iusri: assists those who wish to know and follow the Buddhist way or 
--la.w, Ballou 317 .. 

Avalokita or Avalokitesvara: a Bodhisattva who appears especially to this 
age as the name implies. Assists on the practical level: saves 
from shipwreck, robbers, sickness, grants conception to women; 
saves from moral evils, such as lust, rage, folly, etc. Appeared 
333 times in saving work for mankind., Became the Madonna-type 
Kwan-Yin in China, Goddess of Mercy. 

Ms,itreya: the next Buddha, or future l'Vmessiah?9., Will do for the next 
world cycle (kalpa) what Gautama has done for this age: will 
come, be enlightened, show others the way, etc., Ballou 317 .. 

3. · Dhvani Buddhas: HBlessed ones9' ( dhyana: contemplation); did not achieve 
Buddhahood as human beings, but c.re spiritual beings who have always dwelt 
in the heavens, e~g~ Arnita or Amida, Lord of the Western Paradise. Assures 
future bliss for his worshippers; he mediates salvation by faith, out of 
the store of his abundant merit, ~urtt 218 2 222~ The spirit of this Buddhism 
was captured in the colossal image of Arnita., sitting in the Kamakura Park 
in Japan, a bronze statue which expresses sublin1e contemplation, and illus
trates the transcendent heights to which Buddhist art rosij. 
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~hayana Sects 

(The Japanese names are given with the Chinese equivalent) 

Sh:i.n or Shinran (Japanese founder),. Ching-:i!;!, Chinese for •VPure-Land~t or Heaven: 
~ation by pure faith in AmitaVs grace. Compare Protestantism?s salvation by 
faith theme, Burtt 218f,. 

Zen; Chinese Ch 9 an; salvation by immediate enlightenment through meditation or 
contemplation (dhyana)., Closely related to philosophical Taoism., Burtt P• 195-200, 
238-239,. 

Tendai; Chinese T9ien-Tai: salvation by a more inclusive understanding of all 
phases of Buddhist tradition -- gradual attainment of enlightenment through study. 

Shingon; Chinese Chen Yen: salvation by repetition of mystic words., 

Nichiren sect: against Buddhist pantheon and otherworldliness; emphasized this 
world, political and social righteousness and nationalism., 

Lamaism (Tibet): polytheistic, magical, in some expressions phallic like Tantrism 
and Shaktism in Hinduism. 



VIII'.. The Lot us Sut ra. 

Classic of Mahayana Buddhism 

1., Historical information: 

a) Translated into the Chinese from Sanskrit c., 255 A., D .. 
Oringinated in India., 

b) A Mahayanist tract which teaches that the Greater Vehicle (Mahayana) is 
to supersede the Lesser Vehicle (Hinayana).. It says that Buddha taught 
Hinayana .first but expects Mahayana to be accepted now., 
Ballou 318., 

,2. Legendary, apocalyptic setting: 

a) Purports to be the last will and testement of Sakyarnuni (the transcendent 
heavenly Gautama) given on the Vulture Peak at eve of his translation to 
Nirvana. Calls itself the Lotus of the Wonderful Law and represents 
itself as the final, highest teaching of Buddha4 

b) Note the apocalyptic setting: the Buddha as an exalted, divine being, 
from whose brow stabs forth a supernatural light 1 that illuminates all 
the realrns of being, Ballou 317. (In Bk XI, not given in Ballou, we 
read of a ti~2,nsformation of the whole cosmic environment into a more 
beautiful and. everlasting place)., Compare Jewish and Christian 
Apocalypses like the Books of Daniel and Re;J..elatig_£,. 

3., In its larger message we have the pinnacle of Mahayanist thought: 

a) The exaltation of the Buddha as a supernatural personal being., Buddha 
is depicted as the all presiding personal presence who assists all 
souls to attain salvation, by grace and faith over and above human 
effort and merit, Ballou 328A, 329A.,, (Compare St .. Paul, Luther).. Is 
this the final personalization of the idea of karma? Burtt, Ib ... 133:-34 

b) The impartial, universal love of Buddha is set forth, resembling the 
NT idea of love and the Fatherhood of God, Ballou 328A,C. Note the 
parables of the Householder and Lost Son and of the Rain~ Ballou 323, 
327, and of the Burning Housey the Physician, Burtt IB., 142, 16o., 
Compare Jesus 9 parables of the Prodigal Son and saying that the rain 
falls on the just and unjust alike, Mtt 5:45 .. Note the differing 
t;y-pes of n1oveVI' in the attitudes of the fathers in the Buddhist and 
in Jesus parable of the Prodigal: In the botll._§_ the father tests the 
son to see if he is worthy, vzmature and mentally developed9V, Ballou 327., 
In Jesus 9 paraole of the Prodigal, the father forgives a sinful and 
unworthy son, upon the lattervs repentance. In JesusV story, the 
father goes out and is anxious to make himself know~ to his son; 
whereas in the !&,t,:us the son has to prove worthy of his father~s 
patronage.. In the 12:t.1:-1§. parable, however, there is the idea of grace 
in the last utterance of the son, Ballou 327B. (The technical or 
polemical teaching or point of the Lotus parable: as the poor man is 
amazed to learn of his relationship and the legacy, so the elders of 
Buddhism, standing about 1,istening., are amazed to learn of this new 
doctrine of grace -- Mahayapa - at the lips of the Buddha). 



c) Universal salvation is desired by Buddha, Ballou 328-9, Ballou 29A-B., 
Commenting about this point w .. E., Soothill says, ViThis supreme liberation 
(Nirvana) cannot be attained by self-discipline and works; it can only 
be attained by faith and invocation., Salvation by Fnith is then the 
fundamental doctrine of the Mahayana School. According to the Lotus 
teaching no sacrifice is required, no expiation, no atonement, nothing 
but faith in the infinite mercy and infinite power of the Infinite Buddha 
who lives and reigns forever.,.~It is manifest, then, that the spiritual 
message of the Book is revolutionary in its character811 (The Lotus of 
the Wonderful Law, Oxford, 1930, P• 35). 

d) Recognition of human moral freedom and emphasis on the divine restraint 
in dealing with men: Buddha?s tactic here with men is persuasive; his 
grace is free; it may be freely accepted -- this seems to be the largest 
implication. (It is not i 9irresistible grace9• · as· determined 
compulsion, in the Calvinistic sense) .. The Buddha nature will finally 
come to appeal to all, so that all will voluntarily accept it and be 
saved., 

e) The doctrine of a provisional, personal :unmortality is set forth .. 
Personal :immortality is a state of soul short of ultimate Nirvana .. We 
note this in Ballou 329 in the depiction of the universal cosmic preach
ing of the Buddha in countless world. ages, through successive personal 
existences for the salvation of all beings.· After this virtually 
eternal, :immortal work or role, the depiction is that the Lord Buddha 
looks forward to his vvcomplete extinctioni11 or Nirvana, 329C .. · Again 
Soothill 9 s comment is illuminating at this place, nwe may say, then, 
that the soul continues its personal life; if not endlessly., yet in 
du.ration beyond the calculation of. mundance arithmetic.• .e11 (Ib,. ·p,._ 52). 

(In Bk VI of the~, not reprinted in Ballou, the near-endless, 
personal, paradisial existence of certain disciplesj who will rule as 
Bodhisattvas for countless kalpas or eons in various heavens, is 
depicted.. . For example about Haha-Kasyapa, Bk VI says, i?His domain 
will be beautiful, free from dirt,.,.,.thorns and uncleanness; its land 
will be level and straight with no uneven places 9 neither hollows nor 
mounds; its ground will be lapis lazuli; it will have rows of jewel 
trees, golden cords to set bounds to the ways, bestrewn with precious 
flowers, and purity will reign ever;ywheren (Trans .. by Soothill),. 



Selections from 
THE LOTUS OF THE WONDERFUL LAW 

by 
W. E~ SOOTHILL, Oxford Press; 1130 

47., 

w. E. Soothill comments: On to the stage now comes perhaps the most dramatic 
scene in the whole pageant. Suddenly there springs up from the earth, to the 
midst of the sky, a Stupa or Shrine, of stupendous size and magnificence., It 
is made of the seven precious things, that is, gold, silver, and various pre
cious stones. It is 

nsplendidly adorned with five thousand parapets, thousands, nryriads of re
cesses, and countless banners and flags; it is hung with jewel garlands; myriads 
and kotis of gem-bells are suspended on it. From it comes the exquisite fragrance 
of rare sandal-wood, filling the whole world. The thirty-three celestial gods 
rain celestial flowers upon it., The vast assembly of beings., gods, huni.nn and 
non-human beings pay homage to it o iv 

From the midst of the Shrine there comes a mighty voice saying: 

0Excellentg Excellent: World-honoured Sakyamunii Thou art able to preach 
to the great assembly the Wonderful Law-Flower Sutra of universal and mighty 
Wisdom, by which bodhisattvas are instructed and which the Buddhas themselves 
guard and teach., Thus it is, thus it is, World-honoured SakyamuniJ All is 
true that thou sayest~n 

91Then the Buddha sent forth a ray from the white curl between his eyebrows, 
whereupon east-ward there became visible the Buddhas in five hundred myriad kotis 
of nayutas of domains, as the sands of Ganges., All those domains had crystal 
for earth, jewel-trees and precious te.:xtures for adornment, were filled with 
countless thousands, myriads, kotis of Bodhisattvas, with jewelled canopies 
stretched above them, covered with network of jewels. All the Buddhas in those 
domains were preaching the laws with ravishing voices~ and innumerable thousands, 
myriads, kotis of Bodhisattvas were also seen, filling those domains and preach
ing to the multitudes. So, too, was it in the southern, western, and northern 
quarters, in the four intermediate directions, in the zenith, and the nadir, 
wherever shone the ray-signal from the white curl.n p. 159-160 

9'Thus all around h::i.m the Three-Thousand-Great-Thousandfold World was filled 
with Buddhas; though as yet, from even one point of the compass, the Buddhas 
who had emanated from Sakyamuni Buddha had not finished arriving,. Then Sakyamuni 
Buddha, desiring to make room for the Buddhas who had emanated from himself, in 
each of the eight directions of space tr1:1.r1sformed two hundred myriad kotis of 
nayutas of domains, all of them pure!J without hells, hungry spirits, animals, 
and asuras, and also removed their gods and men to other lands .. The domains 
thus transformed also had lapis lazuli for earth and were ornate with jewel
trees, five hundred yojanas high., adorned in turn with boughs, 1eaves, blossoms, 
and fruits; under every tree was a jewelled lion-throne, five yojanas high, 
decorated with every kind of gem; and there were no great seas, nor great rivers, 
nor any mountains .. ~i p,. 160-161 



t9Then the four groups, seeing the Buddha who had passed away and been extinct 
for immeasurable thousands, myriads, kotis of kalpas, speak such words as these, 
praised the unprecedented marvel, and strewed on the Buddha VAbundant Treasuresi 
and on Sakyamuni Buddha heaps of celestial jewel-flowers. Thereupon the Buddha 
VAh1mdant Treasures i within the Precious Stupa shared half his throne with Sakya-

muni Buddha speaking thus: YSakyamuni Buddhai Take this seatP Whereupon 
Sp,kyamuni Buddha entered into the Stupa and sitting down on that half throne 
folded his legs. Then the great assembly, seeing the two Tathagatas sitting 
crosslegged on the lion-throne in the Stupa of the Precious Seven, reflected 
thus: Vthe Buddhas are sitting aloft and far away. Would that the Tathagatas, 
by their transcendent power, might cause us together to take up our abode in 
the SkyJ-? Immediately Sakyamuni Buddha, by his transcendent power, received 
all the great assembly up into the Sky, and with a great voice, universally 
addressed the four groups saying: 1Who is able to declare the Wonderful Law
Flower Sutra in this Saha-world? Now indeed is the time,. The Tathagata not 
long hence must enter Nirvana. The Buddha desired to bequeath this Wonderful 
Law-Flower Sutra, so that it ma.y ever e;dst3c 91 P• 162,...16.3 

vt 9Good sonsj Now I must clearly announce and declare to you. Suppose you 
take as atomized all those world, everywhere that an atom has been deposited, 
and everY'nhere that it has not been deposited, and count an atom as a kalpa, 
the time since I became the Buddha still surpasses these by hundreds thousands, 
myriads, kotis» nayutas of numberless kalpas4 From that time forward I have 
constantly been preaching and teaching in this Saha world, and also leading and 
benefitting the living in other places in hundreds, thousands, myriads, kotis, 
nayutas of numberless doma:Ln.s. Good sonst During this t:L11e, I have spoken of 
the Bud cha Vl'Burning Light12 and other Buddhas, and also have told of their enter
ing Nirvana,. Thus have I tactfully described them all. Good sonsj :whenever 
living beings came to me, I beheld with a Buddha?s eyes all the faculties, keen 
or dull, of their faith, and so forth; and I explained to them, in stage after 
stage, according to their capacity and degree of sal-vation, my different names 
and the length of my lives, and moreover plainly stated that I rrrust enter 
Nirvana. I also, with various expedients, preached the Wonderful Law which is 
able to cause the living to beget a joyful heart,.' eo .... u 
...... Because all the living have various natures., various desires, various activ
ities, various ideas and reasonings, so, desiring to cause them to produce the 
roots of goodness, the Tathagata by so many reasonings, parables, and discourses 
has preached his various Truths. The Buddha-deeds which he performs never fail 
for a moment. Thus it is, since I became Buddha in the far distant past, that 
my lifetime is of numberless kalpas, forever existing and immortal 9 .v, p., 201-203 
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Soothill's Evaluation of the Lotus: 

wvrt is manifest, then, that ·the spiritual message of the book is revolutionary 
in its character., Not only are these doctrines of salvation given, but there is 
presented the panorama of unlimited universes, all of them ever-changing mani
festations of the All-Buddha, of whom Sak;y--amuni is but one expression in one of 
infinite worlds; the assurance that the Eternal Buddha is both transcendent and 
immanent; the teaching that every world, every universe, is a flower of the 
Eternal Lotus; the call to faith as a greater force than disciplinary or ascetic 
works; the proclamation of the Eternal Buddha., and of his Salvation for all., 
even to the devils of hell; the assurance of the ultimate enlightenment of all; 
the universality of buddhahood for all, because all are potential buddhas, or 
enlightened ones - such is the inspiration of this masterpiece of literature,.,wi 
p;11 35 

1iThe doctrine taught, whatever its origm., is as revolutionary to Buddhism 
as was the doctrine of Our Lord to Judaism.. In the Gospels we have a human 
figure treading the human stage of action.,. commanding the affection of the 
common people, disturbing the vested interested of ceremonialists and legists, 
ending in a cruel death, and a further revelation to certain disciples. In the 
Hinayana texts we have a human teacher who, having diagnosed the cause of the 
disease of transmigration, teaches his disciples an ethical remedy by mental 
control and discipline. In Mayahana, especially as portrayed in The Lotus Sutra, 
we have a dramatic presentation, reminding us of the Revelation of St. John at 
Patmos, with his vision of i'Qne like unto the Son of Man' who was yet VAlpha and 
Omega v, Vthe first and the last v, together wlth the angels and the heavenly 
host, the sealed book, the vials, and so on. In this great Sutra we have a 
dramatic presentation of a glorified earthly Buddha, who is yet a Buddha from 
of old, an eternal Buddha, together with an incalculable host of Buddhas and of 
all intelligent beings in the universe, assembled at a vast meeting in the sky, 
when the revelation of the last and ultimg.te Lotus doctrine is made., The whole 
is the creation of a brilliant dramatist whose name is unknown, but who has 
left behind if not the greatest, then one of the grer,1test religious dramas in 
the world.9' pps .. 55-56 



IV. Summary of Buddh3;.§! 
by Jl{ain Philqsophical Themes 

I .. The Tdea of Being:-

A. The idea of ultimate reality: 

B,. The idea of man: 

c .. Idea of nature and process: 

II .. The idea of knowledge 
truth and wisdom: 

Hina:rc},!lli 
(Original Buddhism) 

All is process, 
change, flux. - no 
eternal unity of 
being~ A sophisti
cated materialism, 
atheistic .. 

No unity of psychic 
being: only the 
skandhas or transient 
states of the self,. 
An irnpersonalistic, 
associationist theory 
of the self, more 
critically impersonal
istic than Hinduism. 
Yet man free to end 
Karma., 

See A above -- in a 
sense there is only 
nature and process. 
viz., rebirth and karma .. 

Metaphysical knowledge 
not important (cp .. 
modern positivism) -
but psychological 
imowledge is: 
4 Truths, 8-fold 
Path the way to 
release and peace. 
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Nphayana 
(Developed Buddhism) 

An eternal compassion
ate Budd..11a Mind 
(Suchness) behind the 
phenomenal world ( cp. 
Vedanta) .. An absolute 
idealism, theistic in 
tendency., Manifesta~ 
tions in the many 
Bodhisattvas .. 

Oneself and all others 
a part of the Absolute 
Buddha Mind (cp.Vedanta), 
Jfiahayanist after-life 
includes provisional 
personal immorality 
until findl Nirvana. 
Man needs the help, or 
grace, of Bodhisattva 
forces to end Karma. 

Rebirth and karma real 
enough so long as 
particular forms,. 
qualities,a..nd finite 
individuality are not 
noted as illusory 
(cp. Vedanta) 

Awareness of Ultimate 
Buddha Mind comes by 
:i.rnmediate enlightenment 
-- cannot be known or 
experienced by logical, 
analytical reason (Zen) 
Knowledge is ultimately 
intuitive and mystical. 



III .. Ideas of Value: 

A,._ The idea of the 
Good: 

B. The idea of evil: 

C,. The idea of 
Salvation: 

Hin[kY§:Ila 
Release from pain and 
the desire that causes 
it -- Nirvana: an 
ultimate psychological 
condition in which all 
awareness of personal 
existence has been 
extinguished .. 

The world process: of 
rebirth, pain, and 
desire as such is evil, 
physical and psychical 
existence are evil,. In 
sum the ego or 
individuality, which 
defines existence for 
living creatures, is 
evil,. Evil is emotional 
in quality: unsstisfied 
desire -- gives rise to 
all the practical evils 
of life,. 

Suooression of desire,. 
The- arhat ideal in which 
self effort( or accumu
lation of merit: com
passion, charity, study, 
ascetic practice) is the 
be.sic technique,. Karma 
operates positively in 
conjunction with free 
will or self effort to 
overcome desire and 
rebirth -- karma a law 
of gra.ce and freedom 
Nirvana: nothingness(?) .. 

~ 
The impersonal reality 
of the Buddha Mind 
transcendent to the 
phenomenal world: to 
share the compassion 
and love of this Mind 
is the highest aim, is 
Nirvana .. 
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Same as Hinayana plus 
ignorance of the Ultimate 
Buddha Mind behind the 
world, and failure to 
participate in its com
passion. Yet a practical 
acceptance of life while 
it lasts this side of 
ultimate enlightenment -
the '19layman ~ s idea1vi is to 
suffuse life with Budd~1:.i.st 
quietude and compassie,:..1, 

Suppression of desire 
plus dispelling of 
ignorance about the 
ultimate nature of the 
world as Buddha Mind; 
by means of: 
a) faith in the 
Bodhisattvas (the 
spiritual beings or 
saints) and their com
passionate, saving grace, 
and/or 
b) immediate enlighten
ment apart from merit or 
works (i.e. charity, 
study, ascetical prac
tices) though these may 
be practiced on side .. 
Nirvana: oneness with the 
infi.11.ite compassion of the 
Buddha Spirit .. Karma 
(cosmic law) becomes 
personalized in the 
Bodhisattvas, or its 
effects transcended or 
annulled by them. 
A restoration of optimism .. 



Summary of the classic Indian systems on evil and salvation: 
Hinduism and Buddhism: 

l. The ideal is emancipation .!.r,Qm history, from time existence .. 

2., Denial of the personal factors of existence -- the basic belief is that 
individuality is the cause of trouble. 

52 .. 

3- Yet from their very pessimism about the world, these systems, on the best 
side of their practical outlook, have developed one effective way of dealing 
with suffering, viz. by personal endurance and quietude, and by good will 
and compassion" 

L_ Questions on Buddhi~ 

1. Give a sketch of the life of BudcL~a; compare and contrast the account of 
his life with that of Jesus. 

2... How is Buddhism a revolt from Hinduism; how a carry ... ove-r of Hinduism? 

3.. What are the distinctive philosophical doctrines of original Buddhism and 
the terms that bring these out? 

4. What do you think of the Buddhist theory of the mind or self as i1skandhasi9? 
How can we explain ment'.11 relations, e.g .. grammatical, logical, memory
relations, learning and gro'Wth experience on this basis? In your opinion 
is the mind more nunity9Y or a unifying energy than original Buddhism allowed, 
or not? Ask yourself the question: can there be consciousness without 
unity? What subjective experiences seem to disclose a unity of conscious
ness within? What experiences suggest diversity and incoherences within 
our conscious experience? Which to you seem to overrule, on the whole, 
the factors of diversity or those of unity? What factor to you seems best 
to define what we mean by spirit? 

5 •. How does the Buddhist doctrme of karma differ to some extent from the 
Hindu? How do you evaluate the Buddhist belief that accumulated demerit 
would pass over in the sansara process into nnew lifen, which has no -nsoul 
connection1Y with the former incarnation -- would this be just? What doctrine 
in western religion is this like? Is this phase of Buddhist thought consist
ent 1tdth its idea that karma is a utilizable law making for freedom and 
possibility of progress toward salvation? 

6. What do you think of Buddhism1s belief that there is no ultimate unity of 
Existence, or Divine Being -- but that all that there is is movement, process, 
change, and flux? What to you, if any, are permanent or enduring factors 
or qualities of existence? On the theory of flux and non-unity, can we 
explain the world 9s physical integration? On this theory would ultimate 
moral integration be possible? On this theory is opt:Lrnism about life and 
eristence possible? What contrasts, if any, do you find in your own view 
and the original Buddhistic philosophy? 
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7,. Note that in the eastern systems thus far studied we have discovered several 
possible philosophical or metaphysical positions, "With counterpart in 
western philosophy and religion: 

Vedanta Hindu.ism is a classic type of impersonalistic idealism~ 
Sankhya Hinduism represents classic body-mind, or spirit-matter dualism~ 
Hinayana Buddhism (Original Buddhism) is a sophisticated materialism 

or naturalism, bearing striking resemblance to modern western 
critical naturalism and behaviorism., 

RamanujaVs philosophy is a Personalistic Absolute Idealism., 

So far, which of these do you think is nearer to the truth, as over-all 
philosophies of existence 1 and why? Defend your positiono 

8., What is your reaction to the· discovery of several of Moses ts. :important com
mandments -- against 1'.illingll stealing, fornication, and lying -- in the 
Buddhist e.thical code? Does this make Moses? laws less important? What 
are the four noble truths? To what extent do you think them true., or not? 

9. What do you think of the Hindu-Buddhist concept of ahimsa? Are these systems 
superior to the western view toward an~nal life in your opinion? What about 
harmful microbes? 

10. Do you think the Buddhist concept of love, metta, like the Hebrew-Christian 
agape? If so what is your reaction to this discovery? If Buddhism is like 
Christianity in this respect, would this make the New Testament less signi
ficant? State and defend your position,. Noss asks, p. 168, 91How can love 
issue from anyone engrossed in his own salvationn. Is this a fair question 
to ask of Buddhism? 

11. Is desire the root of pain and evil? ls there a kind of desire which is 
the very highest good? List severt,l modern evils; classify them as to type 
of evil; attempt to exple.in what their source is; and how to correct them. 

12. Sketch the Mahayanist philosophy of religion. How is it like and unlike 
Hinayana? Carefully analyze~ Lotus Sutra as expressing the distinctive 
doctrines of Mahayana. 

13. What do you think of its philosophy of personal supernatural spirit forces 
who are ready, by their 99gracen, to smre? Of what in the Christian tradition 
does this remind you? What in your opinion should be the balance between 
salvation by merit (worl~s) or by ngrace~' and 1111faithn? How would you define 
VVfaithn in broadest terms? How would you define salvation in broadest terms? 

14. Indicate the main ideas of the Shin and Zen sects., 

15. Can we have a high ethical system l"l'ithout belief that conscious personality 
as such is ultimate., or that ultimate Being is Personal., i .. e. belief in 
God? What is the relation between ethics and religion in your opinion? 

16., What is your favorite passage in the Buddhist scriptures studied? Why? 
Compare and contrast Buddhist and Christian parables, 
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I. General Characteristics 

1 .. Its relation to the Indian sxstems. Noss has drawn the distinction between 
the Chinese and Japanese world outlooks (apart from Buddhist and some Taoist 
influences) and that of India in the following terms (p .. 291): 

In Hinduism and Buddhism the Indian 
mode of thought 9itends to give the 
value of an illusion to nature -
or at least yearns to triumph over 
itvt., The stress is on the denial 
of nature as unworthy or unreal .. 

In Confucianism and Taoism the 
Chinese iihave cultivated an 
aesthetic appreciation of nature .... 
Nature is not the ultimate reality, 
but it has a valuable role to play 
in the life of mani it is a real 
and not deceptive structure .... .,ww 

The Chinese and Japanese have 
stressed iillL.,acceptance of nature 
~s worthy an~l. good., Man and Nature 
are intimately, or wvorganically not 
externally or accidentally, relatedWY 
(Noss p. 293) o -* 

The practical corollary is that the 
way of salvation is to find the 
eecr0t of harmony between Man and 
Nature?s. or RealityYs full being, 
or Law. Tao. 

2.. Confucianism as V?hurnanismw11 and vvideal i smn.. The Confucian philosophy has 
sometimes been called a i1humanismi'1 or 'lihumanisticn,. So it is, if by humanism or 
humanistic we mean, in general, a positive appreciation of nature and the natural 
life, or bodily and sensory experience, as good; and that the way of wisdom is 
the harmonizing of the various natural forces or factors of existence. The Chinese 
have believed that one of these i 11natural factors 91 is man?s discerning mind, with 
its higher sense of values, aware of a cosmic source of values in a spiritual 
order above and beyond hi~, in the vast reaches of TVien nnd its Tao, Heaven and 
its Laws. ~ith these, man must ultimately be harmonized. At this level, Confucian 
thought emerges into an idealisrn.9 strikingly like Greek or Platonic and Aristote
lianism philosophy. 

~~ John B. Noss: ManVs Religions, Revised Edition, Macmillan, p. 291-293, 1956 



II.. MAIN HISTORY~ Ll,TERATURE. NAMES 2~ TEfil~ OF 
THE CONFUCIAN SYSTEM 

1 .. The Classic. or Formative period: 6th century B., c .. to 1st century A. D .. 

a) The long Chou dynasty 1122-256 B .. C.,: a high fedual period., Decay 
sets in between 722 and 221 B,. C.,; culminates in a period of violent 
civil disorder., Thus thoughtful men ponder the problem of society_.., 
wonder how it can be stabilized and reconstructed .. Types of answer: 

(1) The lega~ (better termed the totalitarians or centralists) 
wish to do away with the feudal system entirely, by advocating 
a strong central, imperial order., Thus apologists for a strong 
ruler: Duke Chu of Ch 9in becomes totalitarian emperor Shih 
Huang-ti in 221 B .. c .. 

(2) The Taoists advocated complete decentralization as the way of 
social salvation vs. feudalists and totalitarians .. Results 
in a completely individualistic, a-social (anarchistic) type 
of philosophy., 
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(3) The Confucians wanted the feudal system iirestored in a rationalized 
and idealized form?9 (Noss)., Set forth the principles ·which they 
believed would restore and perfect the feudal system .. 

b) Names of the Classic period and main literature: 

Kung-fu-tse (Confucius): - 551-479 B,. C .. ; from ancient province of Lu., 
- Of noble origin -- family had fallen on 

hard times. 

Tzu Ssu 
Tseng Tse 
Tsesze 

- A teacher after mother?s death .. 
- Tradition says Prime Minister of the 

state of Lu in 501 B., C., 
But had to resign because of his 
upright administration. 

- Wanders with disciples -
itinerant teacher and sage., 

- Sayings collected in Analects 
after his death. (Lun Y~J 

492-413 B., C., Author of the Doctrine of the Mean (Chung Yung)., 
and tradition says grandson of Confucius. 

Meng-Tse (Mencius) 372-289 B. C,. Greatest orthodox interpreter of 
Confucianism in ancient times., Emphasis on natural 
good..'1.ess of man., The writings of Mencius have come 
down as The Works of Mencius (~11,g-tze) 



Other names: 

Mo Tzu (Mo Ti) 
Motse 

468-390 B,. C,. founder of Mohist sect,. 
Emphasized mutual love .. 

Han F·ei.. d., 233 B,. C,. legalist .. 

Hsun-tzu 298-238 B .. c.: opposed Mencius views: thought human nature 
naturally bad -- a pessimist and materialist .. 
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Tung Chung-Shu 171-104 B. c. gathers and canonizes the Confucian scriptures .. 

c) Shih Huang-ti (Duke of Ch 9in) opposed Confucianism; Confucian scholars 
lost their lives, books burned,. But short lived opposition,. The Han 
dynasty c .. 200 B. C., to c.. 200 A.. D .. was f~V01Z,ill?le to Confucianism ru.1d 
made it a state cult, i.,e., the official philosophy of the imperial 
government,. Maintained its favored position as the official philosophy, 
through ups and downs, until modern times .. 

Study of Confucian classics became official basis of education for 
civil life -- stiff exams .. Examinations based on the Confucian classics 
were abolished in 1905 when the Republic superseded the empire,. 

2.. The Scholastic period: begins 23-220 A,,, D., (later Han dynasty) - extends 
to 10th century A. D. 

a) Study of the classics, growth of empty formalism, ritualism. 

b) 220-280 A. D. a time of troubles: 
- China splits into three kingdoms disunity .. 
- External invaders from central Asia -- misery. 
- Inroads of Buddhism. 

c) Confucianism challenged by rival faiths: Taoism, Buddhism .. 
Effects on Confucianism: 
a) Growth of legend and miracle to keep pace with Mahayana. Buddhism., 
b) Images of Confucius appear in temples -- exaltation to semi-divine 

status., 
The curriculum of the Confucian school saved it: the study of the 
Analects, etc.,, kept it on an even course in spite of above embellishments. 

d) Neo-Co-gfucianism, a revival of classic Confucianism. Began latter part 
of T?ang dynasty, 618-907 A .. D., Attempted to get back to pure Confucianism 
before Taoist and Buddhist borrowings, abov'e noted; but it exceeded 
original Confucianism in philosophical elaboration toward idealism and 
monotheism., Main names: Chu Hsi, 1130-1200 A. D. became main Confucian 
authority (cp., St. Thomas Aquinas in west). Wang "Tiang-Ming 1473-1529 A. D., 

and Sankara in India 
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Terms 

The following represent basic Chinese philosophical, religious, and ethical 
terms.. To attempt to understand some of their meaning will. a.id in the appreciation 
of the Chinese philosophies of religion .. 

Yang-Yin 
Tao 
T 9 ien 
Shang-ti 
J:,i 
S11u', 
Cl::li,h) or Ch? eng 

Jen 
Te 
Chung-Yung, ho 
Ai 
Wu-wei 



IIIe Basic Confucian Concents and Terms 

1,. The Idea of Reality or the Universe as 9 Whole: 

a) Tao is possibly the most appropriate term to begin explanation of the 
Confucian system of thought,. Basically the word means path, way, or 
road,.- Philosophically, Tao is the one universal system of moral. law 
or truth that regulates Heaven and earth@ It sets forth the Chinese 
belief that the universe is moral 9_rger, a moral place and process. 
It stands as important in the Confucianist and Taoist systems as Karma 
does in the Hindu and Buddhist,. It resembles the Hindu-Buddhist karma 
in the main respect that it is moral law, issuing, as we shall see, in 
practical injunctions for life that are similar to the best ethical 
ideals of the Indian systems,. But the Chinese concept of cosmic moral 
law, Tao, is unlike the Indian kavma-sansara in the main respects 
(1) that it does not include the idea of rebirth or reincarnation; and 
(2) it constitutes the universe as fundamentally good 9 not evil .. 

Tao is also ultimate spit,it11,a~ reality; physical laws and processes 
are derived from it. The Confucian concept of Tao parallels closely 
the western idea of 'i'moral lawV2 .. 

Balloup .. 414. 419. 421 2 427-8 are various places in the Confucian 
scriptures that bring out the idea of tao .. We turn, however, to the 
Lin Yutang edition of the Golden Mean of Tzu Ssu ( noted below anal. fm.md also 
his Wisdom of Confucius, p., 104 ... 34) for our analysis of tao and the in 
Confucianist outlook in general .. In our review of Chinese philosophy 
and religion the Golden Mean of Tzu Ssu (or Tsesze), grandson of 
Confucius, is as important as the .!l.E,:9.n~shads, the .fillagavad~Gita, the 
First Sermo11 of Buddha, the Setting-Up of Mindfulness, or thE! Lotus 
§.1).tra in the systems already studied., We ref er to pages in Lin Ytang 
Wisdom of China and India: 

(1) Tao is cosmic, universal -- in man but also beyond or above man, 
845, 846-7, 848, 859, 860-61, 862 .. 

(2) Tao is not visible 9 but an invisible spiritual presence, 845, 848., 

(3) The Golden Mean implies that it is lmown intuitively, a nriori, 
innately, 845~ 848, 862, 863., 864,. Its truth is seen in reason., 

(4) It is verified empirically by personal and collective, historical 
experience j 860., Life tests its validity in experience., 

(5) It is absolute Truth, 858., 

(6) And the source of all being, infinite:1 and eternal, 858:1 859. 

(7) It has concrete expression in the duties of Ii., 853 9 and in 
Chih 9 Shu, and Jen .. 

In su.~, philosophically speaking, tao is the unifying, organizing, harmonizing 
moral law or v1wayvv of the whole cosmic order: heaven, earth, man.. It is 
spiritual and eternal.. Its natural tendency is evtoward peace, prosperity, 
and healthn (Noss) It makes existence fundamentally good,. 



b) T9ien is translated Heaven, and in commonpla;oe sense means sky., 
In advanced philosophical sense it connotes the objective, cosmic status 
of the moral law, tao, as there, before and prior to, above man, though 
also in man, Lin Yutang WC~, 860-61 (Tzu Ssu); SOlf (Motzu) 

At this point the question arises, is this cosmic moral order or tvHeaven'' 
Personal or impersonal? Does it stand for personal God or Deity in the 
western sense? Confucius himself, carrying on the ancient tradition, 
thinks of Heaven with mystical reverence, since it was the source or 
fount of Tao. Accordingly Heaven would be 1111God11V for him., Noss says, 
Confucius vvr elt that he had the backing of Heavenvv and reveals a genuine 
1111prophetic11? type of consciousness, or 111religious91 consciousness .Confucius lls 
saying, VVHeaven begat the power (te) that is in me9? reminds us of the 
famous line in the Hebrew prophet ¥.icah, 3:8, WVBut as for me:i I am 
filled 'With power, 'With the Spirit of the Lord, and with justice and 
might, to declare to Jacob his transgression and to Israel his sinn .. 
Noss concludes that Confucius felt his message had eternal significance 
"because it had its origin in the moral order of the worldi1 but that 
we would call Confucius is attitude vvhardly .. ,..,supernaturalistic or 
monotheisticn, or fully personalistic, in the western sense (Noss, 
MR., 1st ed., pp., 366-67)., 

Yet it may remain an open problem whether Confucius thought of Heaven as 
personal., It is reported in the Analects that he once said, viBut there is heaven; 
-- that knows megtw (Ballou p., 412)1} Also, Tzu Ssu in The Golden M~an, reported 
that Confucius spoke of God in personalized terms, Lin Yutang, WCI, p .. 850D, 
864-A; and we hear in The M:?an that 9'1Nature is vast, deep, high 1 intelligent, 
infinite and eternal9'1. (Ib., P• 858D -- underscore ours) ~H!:-

Motzu, the semi-Confucianist (who like Confucius favors feudalism but differs in 
certain details, Lin Yutang, WCT 786) possibly came nearer to a personalistic 
idea of Heaven and Tao in his concept of Heaven as Love, Lin Yutang, WCI 794-5, 
801-4. He seems to use Heaven, T?ien, and God on High, Shang-ti (the traditional 
term referring to the highest personal deity) in an equivalent sense, Ib. 802. 

Is MotzuVs conception of Heaven as Love like the Hebrew-Christian idea? 
According to Hughes, naivt is Motzu 9 s term for love (Chinese Philosophy in Classical 
Times, ed., E,. R .. Hughes E,. P .. Dutton, Everymans ed .. 1942 p,. 45D).. As we study 
some of the passages from Motzu we note the following: on man 9s side love means 
mutual or utilitarian love, Lin Yutang WCI 794-5, love of neighbor, if neighbor 
loves in return .. On Heavenis side, the Heavenly love for man is the love of a 
patron or lord for his vassals for the sake of keeping order among his vassals, 
Ib,. 803 - it is the love of a righteous judge for righteous order among the 
citizens, 802 .. More than this, however, is it like the New Testament forgiving 
love, outgoing to another in his need, beyond utility and the legal requirement? 
Lin Yutang believes that Motzu 9s concept is the New Testament love, agape, 
Ib, p .. 785. We hear Motzu speak of Heaven 9s love in highly personalized terms 
as concern for the very tips of our hair,. Ib. p. 804A (cornpare Mtt. 10:29-31). 
Also see Lin Yutang, WCI, p. 795A (Motzu); P• 857B (Tzu Ssu); and Ballou p .. 389D 
(Book of Poetry). 

* Robert 0,. Ballou, ed. The Bible of the World,. Viking Press, 1939 
** Lin Yutang, ed.. The Wisdom of China . and India., Ra..11.dom House, 1942 



In conclusion, as to whether Heaven is represented as Personal Love in these 
Confucian passages and in Motzu, may 1l'lB not say that indeed there seems to be 
present in a number of places an implicit personalism and concept of agape, 
or something very close to agape_,. 

62 .. 

Earlier we indicated that in the Neo-Confucian renaissance of the Chinese middle 
ages, Chu Hsi (1130-120 A,. D.,) spoke of the Great Ultimate, or Reason behind 
things., We noted the growth of the Confucian ideas of Heaven and Tao toward a 
specific philosophical idealism, and that Chu tended to think of the Ultimate 
Re,::i,son in personal terms,. (Recall similar personalistic developments in Hinduism, 
Ramanuja; and in Buddhism, Mahayana) .. Noss,., p,. 391.,. 

If viethical idealismv~ may be defined as belief in an objective, cosmic moral 
law, in broadest sense the original Confucian philosophy may be remembered 
principally as an ethical idealismj concerned with practical humanistic values. 

2. The Idea of Man 

a} ~an is a spglt~al being by virtue of his relationship to Tao, the 
moral law, Lin YutaM, WCI 8/±f}_o Man 9s moral consciousness or conscience 
is the cosmic moral order flowing in and through his mind., 99 .. .,,. When 
a man practices the moral law he does the will of Heaven99 (Noss) 
Ballou 379. 421 2 45,4,2 459.. 1411. Yutang 848 2 .860. Man 9s knowledge of 
the deeper moral law is an inner, a priori, or intuitive awareness, 
Lin Yutang 863 .. It is man 9s nature basically to express, or live Tao .. 

b) Man therefore is basic,ally good -- life and existence are good when 
morally ordered. Man 9s natural tendency is to do the right in the long 
run.- Thus in the Confucianist view there is an optimistic attitude 
toward life and human nature 9 which, as we have seen, constitutes the 
V'lhumanismn of the Confucian philosophy,. The reasoning seemed to be 
the following: being such an intimate participant in the nature of 
Heaven, Confucius believed that a man could not long avoid doing the 
will of Heaven, Ballou 424 2 439. k51-5,3 .. At this point we note the 
similarity between tho Confucian and the Greek philosophy of Socrates 
and Plato. 

c) The Conf.ucian outlook on Human personality. or psycholcig:v is nrealisticn: 
human personality is a combination of physical and mental factors., 
Man is a psychophysical whole -- he is not a spiritual soul alone, 
living in an alien material body., Such realistic understanding of 
man resembles the Hebrew-Christian view of the Bible, and the over-all 
Greek view of Plato and Aristotle (though Plato in certain aspects of 
his thought tended to be V1dualisticvv like Sankhya Hinduism) .. 

In addition to the problem whethe:r the mind is Viunityn or vvnon-unityn 
(original Buddhism)» two further views or problems concerning man 9s 
nature have come to light. We suggest these in the following two 
diagrams: 



Man as a psychophysical whole: 

Mind 
and 

Body 

Confucian thought, Ballou 
379, 455 .. 

Hebraic thought. 
GreBk thought, principally,. 

The dominant sense of value on 
this side of the picture is 
that the physical body and 
material nature are good, 
something which the spirit 
or higher mind can control 
for good., 

Man as ... a dualist~c .... bei11g: 

Mind 
vs .. 

Body 

Hindu thought, especially 
Sankhya,. 

(Some aspects of Platomc 
thought) .. 

The dominant idea on this 
side is that the physical 
body and m3.teri~l nature 
are bad, something which 
the spirit or higher mind 
must oppose .. 

3~ fil?: im.J?lied concept of evil in Confucianism might be stated in the following 
practical way: evil arises when man finds himself in disharmony with 
9iNaturewi and its Tao.. Nature, however, is basically good; sensory life 
may be sanctified when, illuminated and controlled by reason reflecting 
cosmic moral law .. What are the reasonable rules of life that help us to 
achieve this harmony? 



IV4 Concent?_S:f_Iµ.ght ap.d Wrong: 
Human Dutz and Salvation 

A,. General Ethics 

What is the practical content .of Tao, the moral law? In general terms, the 
Confucianist would answer this question by saying., let the natural factors and 
forces, of body and mind, llllact in their due degreewt, Ballou 422, 455, Lin Yutang 
845, i.e. in moderation, according to a happy mean, in due proportion or balance: 
this is the secret of harmony and happiness. The ethics of the Confucians is 
quite like the ethics of Plato and Aristotle,. The Confucian ethic is. not an 
ascetical ethic like the Hindu Yogi, or the Buddhist Arhat, but a iteudaemonistict\l 
ethic like the Greek concept of human good. Aristotle emphasized· a golden mean 
of action, between excess and defect. The Confucians have the same conception 
of practical life. The Chinese name for T7,u Ssu~s essay brings this out: llYChungn 
means ll11meanv\l II or middle way; ?llYungvll means steadfast., Accordingly, we should walk 
along a nstead.fast 111 or ngolden meanll1 of action.., Jl diagram will help to visualize 
and compare various major types of ethical philosophy: 

-~nd 
Body 

Mind cancels 
body., The 
main tendency 
of the Hindu and 
Buddhist sages. 
11Samadhi9v 

Eudaemonism: 

Mind 
and 

Body 
functioning 
harmoniously 
together,. 
Chinese, Greek, 
and Hebrew sages. 

i 1Chung-Yungnf ,ijho~ 

Sensua~; 

_]:_;gi.JL 
Body 

Body cancels mind~ 
Some sensualistic 
philosophers have 
advocated this 
approach, such as, in 
history and literature 

Aristippus 
Don Juan 

In particular, for the Confucians, the following ethical terms should 
be noted: 

1 .. Li or 19proprie.tyn.., The Confucians advocated li, or principles of social 
order for the recovery of China in the 6th century B .. c.. Li meant the duties 
and respect that one feudal class should pay to another; superiors and 
inferiors must know their place and duties. Thus, in one phase of its 
meaning, li would express the ideal working of feudal responsibility .. Li 
also meant filial or family respects and duties 1 such as those between a 
son and father. For the five great reL~tionships of Li see Ballou 3SO, 424 .. 
Li seemed to mean reverent obedience to feudal and family custom JI on five 
levels of relationship; those between: 

Ruler and subject 
Father and son 
Husband and wife 
Brother and brother 
Friend and friend 



Observe that in the Book of Rites (the~) li is discussed in connection 
with familiar, basic ethical principles, or commanrunents, which seem to con
stitute its deepest meaning. These i~cultivate 11i harmony in human relationships., 
Ballou 380De 

v~ruthfulness in speech~'I.,, 
Prohibition against v;plunderingvi 41 

Prohibition against 11~murders111 ., 

If men ttneglect~11 these i1rules of proprietyn, how sh':1.11 they get along? 
Compare here the VI, VIII, and IX Commandments of Moses. (For comparison 
with Moses X Commandment concerning avarice or covetousness, see Ballou 
406A, 414C; and for general admonition implying responsibility in marriage, 
Ballou 424D; Lin Yutang, 848A). 

Coordinate with li, and as a basic expression of it, the Chinese sensed the 
fund2.mental ethical quality of v11truthfulnessvi.. Accordingly, we have a 
second primary term: 

~~--. ·_~·{' /! j "°' _,~ 

2 .. [{:)h~lii\c~i1! or 119sincerity11'.. When we read the Chinese scriptures at this 
point we observe that 9'sincerityn does not mean merely pious seriousness 
or earnestness, but rather the fundamental moral principle or law of 
veracity, or truth t,8;ll,;iI;J,g,.+1tr-q$.two;rthiness, integrity, honesty, non-deceit 
in word and deed t:.,'the tx 'Commandment of Moses: UThou shalt not bear false 

/?; , ) 

witnessn. Ballou, J,80, W,, fil; lr_l6, 420, 425-6,,, 

In the Ballou edition of Tzu Ssu 9s Steadfast or, Goldel}_~Il it is phrased 
that ~'sincerityv? or truth ( ~:i:w, ch ~eng) is the basic law of personality, 
and consequently the fundamental ethical principle. Ballou 426C~ 

~J6,J w"",, S:;.b~~ : 'r·'';y,-:i:/ /•cc~-f"""-v,,__,(;t ; ---·------""---,-, P 

3.J,,,Shu or 9'reciprocity": the Golden Rule,. Confucius slates Rule positively, 
as well as negatively~ However., he limits the principle of returning good 
for good to the circle of the good, saying that the criminal should be 
treated rather with O justice Vt, Ballou 403,, k09, 412-:-13, !±23,. The principle 
of reciprocity was also eArpressed by Motzu~s emphasis on mutual or utili
tarian love, ai, Lin Yutang, WCI 79l1,,-? j andll in this form, may transcend 
the limitation which Confucius placed upon it. (Recall our previous dis-
cussion). -

4,. Jen or 11 'righteousness?Vfc· ~met"a3::---vi.Ttt:re9~'n'OT" 9~nored: :rrower~e.. The 
principles just reviewed constitute jen, righteous, humane life, benevolence, 
magnanimity, charity, iw1ove~9, flallou 41Q,. Lin Yutang, WCI, p .. 794 (note 7) 
84 7 • These characterize the humane, good, or Utrue mani9 ( jenjen) .. 

j \II;' 

~.~·meT~,r:ic~ue,,"'""-m~ l§..n, righteousness, we,re expressed formally as 
embracing five virtues. By e:immining the two translations in Noss and 
Ballou de~i~ng moral vir~ue we will __ be a.~le t~ relate m~,, clearly some 
of the principles above discussed,. The five virtues or_·- (related to, 
but not to be confused as identical with, the five feudal obligations of 
li), Ballou p,. 416A; Noss P• 358 are: 
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(1) tiGravityu (2) 0 Generosityvi (3) visincerityn (4) nEarnestnessn (5) 1VKindness'11 

(1) nself-re
spect?V 

(2) 11~gnanimityn (3) V1Sincerityn (4) nEarnestnessn (5) 1111Kindness~i 

We should note that Confucius put righteousness of life or ethics above religious 
ceremony, saying, iiif a man is not a true man, what is the use of ritualsW9• In 
this respect he resembles the greatest of Old Testament prophets, esg• An1os, 
Micah, etc,. Confucius, however., scrupulously adhered to the established religious 
ceremonies of his time. 

The summation of ethics is vvwisdomn (Jzh) or moral lmowledge., For the Chinese, 
human well-being rests on moral truth actively engaged in, or implemented,. 
Knowledge was more than just scientific or technical information, but full moral 
awareness actively realized, Ballou 420., 

In another respect resembling the Greeksj the Confucians observed that there 
was a close relationship between what men do individually and what they do col
lectively or socially., Recall the social implications of li already discussed., 
Beyond this we note the following principal aspects of Confucian social philosophy: 

1. The Confucians emphasized £BYironment nnd education_as important molders of 
ill.§. -- men, being naturally goodp V'lbocome corrupt only when environment and 
education make them son (Noss)., Ballou 4~A.C .. 

2~ They advocated an ideal aristocratic, feudal order, government by example of 
moral conduct in the rulers., The ruler is a type of ideal philosopher king, 
as for Plato$ Bailou 381, 399 2 410. They seem to have had a paternalistic 
concept of the state or government: a social order led by virtue, rather 
than by positive laws. This concept of government seems to follow from rule 
one above: if the social environment at the highest level is righteous, the 
whole society will tend to be righteous and tranquil 3 because the people 
( the reasoning seemed to be), being good at heart, iia,re responsive to good 
in those above them1s (Noss). 

J .. The rectification of names: confusion sets in when words change their meaning .. 
We have modern examples of such confusion in the Communist use of terms like 
i'ldemocracyn, VVfreedomn; or use of' terms like vi,11.rnericanii JJ npatrioticn, 
vvAmerican Wayvv, V?communisV1 by some Americansg, BQ:,;llou 410 2 41_,l,. This reminds 
us of the principle of identity of terms in logic, the fundamental law of all 
reasoning and communication,which points out th~t terms should be used in one 
and only one way in logical disputation., if argument is to succeed and advance 
toward truth,. 
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4. A generation after Confucius, Mencius emphasized that the feudal order be 
administered for the good of the people, not just for the nobles, thus 
bringing to light a democratic tendency in Confucianismll Ball.,,QY.JJ..:b• Will 
this tradition, in the long run, result in the modification of the harshness 
of the present totalitarian regime in China? 

V,.. Confucius Vs Religious _Teaching 

1.. We note his cautious attitude about speculation concerning the supernatural, 
and we are reminded of Buddhais opinion along this line. 

~~Absorption in the study of the supernatural is most harmfuli9 

(Noss 361C, An. II 16) 

Confucius 9s main point seemed to be that we must not let absorption of 
interest in the supernatural distract one from concern with human welfare, 
Ballou 40JA,. 

2. Though on the speculative side he remained i 1aloof from the concerns of 
popular religionn (Noss 363), he endorsed, and participated in, rituaJ., 
observances, Noss 361D: -

a) Village exorcisms. 
b) Ceremonial bathing. 
c) Animal sacrifice, Ballou 400D. 
d) Sacrifices to ancestors. 

3. He seemed ambiguous in his attitude toward the signific:1nce of prayer, 
Noss 362C 1 363A. 

4. Was convinced that when men practice the moral law~ Tao, they do the will 
of heaven. In this respect we have already spoken of his v11propheticn type 
of consciousness. 

V'IHeaven begat the power (te) that is in me111; (Noss 341C, An .. VII 22) 

Can we characterize Confucius as a vaguely mystical type of Chinese social 
prophet? 



His Elevation to Divine St_atus: 
Development of the State Cult .. 

1 .. Homage by Han emperors, 141 B .. c .. r .. Casual sacrifices to, prayers to, 
honorific titles bestowed,. These trends established Confucianism as a 
state cult,. 
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2 .. Regular sacrifices ordered by Emperor TVai Ts1.lllg of Tiang dynasty, 630 A,. D. 
Every prefecture to erect a state temple to Confucius .. 

3 .. Images of Confucius placed in the temples in the 8th century A. D,. Elaboration 
of the sacrifices to his spirit .. 

4.- Endowed with the title, •1Master K9ung, the Perfectly Holy Teacher of 
.Antiquityvv by Chia Ching, Ming Emperor in 1530 A,. D., Restored the Confucian 
temples to their earlier simplicity; the images of Confucius were replaced 
by tablets in his honor,. 

5o A Manchu edict of 1906 made the sacrifices to Confucius equal to the 
immemorial ones to Heaven and Earth. 

6 .. The Kuomingtang regime was loyal to the Confucian virtues. 

7. Confucianism is renounced by official Communism .. 



VI. Chinese Popular Religi911 
(Prof., Dubs - Columbia University) 

1 .. Different from the three religions: Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism.,. Actually 
there are four religions in China, when we add the actual religion of the 
common people, which Prof., Dubs calls vithe national religionn.. The mission
aries call it idol worship,. It is in fact a 91Santa Clausn religion; worship
pers 99worktt the gods; the gods are utilitarian powers., The ordinary people 
rarely approach the great gods. For example, sacrifice was made to the god 
of Heaven by the emperor only once a year, in a formal ceremony.,. Minor gods 
care for the minor people.. Worship is performed by proper officers., not by 
the people. Emotional feelings are not nec.essary in the worshipper; payment 
to support worship is .. Gods provide sanction for good and evil behavior. 

2 .. Gods are anthropomorphic, magnified human beings. They live in a dwelling 
that is also their nofficev1 - the temple.. They may be located in an object, 
a shintai (Japanese term).., Idol and ancestral tables both are shintai., 
The reverence for shintai is not worship of wood and stone, but-of spirits 
in shintai., The principal popular gods are the following: 

a) The Jade Emperor, X.::1-huang shang-ti: the supreme god; was officially 
recognized in the 12th century A., D .. He has family, ministers; is a 
god of thunder, lightning, etc~ 

b) The regent of the Jade Emperor, TVai-shan: god of earthj especially 
China; presides over life and death; has a colosaal bureaucracy of 
spirit helpers., 

c) The City or county god, Chieng huang .. Was well known in the 13th 
century., 

d) The local god., TVu-di., cares for an area about 3 miles in radius., 

e) The Kitchen god, Dzao-jun. Goes back at least to 3rd century B., c. 
Cares for family; the wife is his priestess., His shintai is usually 
a paper picture annually pasted above the stove., He reports to his 
spiritual superiors monthly and at end of the year. 

3. There is an indefinitely large number of other gods, revealing the animistic 
side of Chinese popular religion, e.,g .. : 

Door gods, gods of the water-jar, of the well, a goddess of the latrine., 
god of weal.th, deified locally famous heroes, agricultural gods, gods 
of trades and guilds .. The gods of special religions may also function 
as gods of popular religion, e.g., the Goddess of Mercy, Kuan-yin 
(Buddhist) gives children., There is a god of war, of literature, etc. 
There are also numeous evil spirits that must be appeased or warded 
off. 

4. Ancestor reverence or worship: prayers, oblations, sacrifices, are offered 
to ancestors out of respect or reverence for them, and also to secure 
protection and promote prosperity of the family. 
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VII., Summary of the Confucian Sy~t~m in Terms of Main Philosophical Themes 

I" The Idea of Being: 
A., Ultimate Reality: 

B,. The idea of man: 

C., The idea of nature: 

II. Idea of Knowledge: 

III., Ideas of Value: 

A .. The idea of the Good: 

B. The idea of evil: 

C., The idea of salvation: 

Lower nature, human nature, Heaven are an 
ordered whole governed by the moral law, Tao., 
Tao is Im.own and felt in moral conscience~ 
wwtruth0'i., Tao is thus the sum total of the 
rational structure of existence. 

Related to Heaven through tao, which is 
expressed in his conscience; thus a nspiritual0 

being, in his higher mind. Naturally good., 
The body and physical life not evil, but a 
definite part of manvs nature as good. 

Physical nature is good .. Unlike the high 
Indian systems, Hindu or Buddhist, the Chinese 
nhave cultivated an aesthetic appreciation of 
naturen (Noss). Lower physical nature is not 
ultimate for them, but has a valuable role, 
and a real, not a deceptive, structure .. The 
Ch:inese ~ted nature. (Recall that the 
L"'ldian thought 11vtends to give the value of 
illusion to nature -- or at least yearns to 
triumph over i tiw (Noss)., Indian thought 
tended to deny nature as unworthy and unreal)., 

There is ultimate or absolute truth in Tao,. 
Moral lm.owledge is the complete form of 
knowledge.. Tao is Im.own i.11.tuitively but may 
be tested empirically. 

Total existence is good by virtue of Tao., 
No i.11.herent evil or evil process., 

Man 9s lack of harmony with 0 naturen and its 
Tao., Practical, social, human evil is a 
result of bad environment and bad education. 

Man and nature are organically related: the 
way of salvation is to find the secret of 
harmony between lower nature, human nature, 
and heaven., Finding and liv:ing Tao (lis shu., 
chih, jen) with the mind in ordered control 
of body., is the secret., Heaven sends judgments 
when the laws of Tao are broken,. Righteous 
personalities :in government will guarantee 
righteous social order .. Sum: organize positively 
the factors of earthly life~ (Contrast the 
Indian theme that ma..11. must escape from nature 
and the factors of earthly life as way of 
salvation)., 
i» u .. Man can attain salvation through the 
realization of his essential nature.n · 
(I4ll magazine, April 4, 1955) 



VIII.. Q:yestions on Con!£qianj_§fil 

Describe the social situation in 6th century B. c. China that called forth 
the Confucian philosophy., What were other types of philosophic reaction to 
the social disorder of that time? 

2c, Describe the Confucian concept of To.2,o How would you compare it to Karma 
as to its function or purpose? How evaluation it in comparison to Karma? 
What is an ''ethical idealism0 ? 

3"' How is man :related to Tao and what is the basic Confucian idea of mari? What 
is the role of man vs itbodyn in relation to his 29spiritV11 ? How does this kind 
of "realistic?8 psychology differ from the concepts of man in Hinduism? 

4. Explain the difference between asceticism, eudaemonism, and sensualism, as 
major types of ethics, and which of these does the Confucian ethics 
exemplify? Cite Confucian passages to bear this out. 

5~ Explain briefly the main ethical concepts of li, shu, cihih or cheng, jen as 
the concrete content of Tao. Are shu and chih universal and eternal vemoral 
laws0 in your estimation? Could a society get along without them? "What 
like laws do you find in Hinduism and Buddhism? Can human reason know 
ab.solute moral law? 

6.,, .Of what kind of love does Motzu seem to be talking in WCI p.. 794f? Can 
you think of other kinds of love beside nmutual loveit? Should highest 
love be concerned with nrewardvv? If love is vvusefuln, is it love? Is 
vvsacrificial loveu realistic? Is it possible in life? In your opinion.,, 
does Confucianism have an idea of sacrificial lo,re in the Hebrew-Christian 
s.ense? 

7 • How do you evaluate the Confucian conception that human nature is basically 
good? Would Hitler have fitted Mencius 9s conception of man? 

8,. Do you think that sin and human evil are a by-product of bad environment 
and bad education, as Confucianism taught? What makes v9environmentvt or 
neducationn bad? 

9.,, How far is "good government77 a matter of personal integrity or good 
character on the parl of administrators and rulers? What other factor 
is important in addition to pers00:al ilit,~,gr:5,:t,y? What error does doctrinaire 
communism seem to fall into respecting these factors? What recent expos6 
suggests that Soviet leaders may be recognizing this error of classic 
cornmu..~ist theory? 

lOe In your opinion, does knowledge of the right guarantee virtue, as Confucianism 
tended to say? 

11,. Is there any nabsolute truthn as the ChunE,::Yun_g claims? Can you state 
several propositions that seem to you "absolute truthsn? 

1211. Are moral truths known i?intuitivel;ytv or by ?Wexperience9i? 

13.,, What is your favorite Confucian passage? Why? 

14. Are there any weaknesses in the Confucian system, in your opinion? If so, 
state them and explain why you think so.. What are its special strengths? 
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TAOISM 

I •. General Facts 

II. Basic Ideas 



I~ GBneral Facts 

l .. · Taoism an ambiguous term meaning either 

a) The high thought of Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu - i,._e., classic or 
philosophical Taoism or 

b) The mixture of alchemic magic and religion dating from the late Han 
dynasty 206 B., C., - 221 A,. D. (See Noss for popular Taoism)"' 

2. The two early figures: 

..: Lao-tzu or (Lau Tan) b. 604 B., c. Tradition says wrote Tao-Te Kin_g, ···' 
- Chuang-t!Zu or (Chuang-Tze) 369 B .. c .. - 286 B .. c.. WorkfJ of Chuang-tz:J:! 

3., Use of general Chinese term :812., Law of Heaven, Way., Truth, but fills it 
with its own special construction., 

4,. Its concept of the Tao reminds us of Hindu Brahman in some respects., Also 
like Buddhism in its aim to overcome selfish desire., 

73., 

5 .. Unlike Indian systems in its positive attitude toward nature; accepts nature, 
both physical and human as good,. Ballou 481 (TTK XXV): earth and man are 
two of the four supreme things, the others being Tao and Heaven., This 
positive attitude toward nature is like Confucianism~ 

6. Taoism is unlike Confucianism i...~ its opposition to feudalism as a way of 
treating the disorder of the late Chou times. It espoused rather a type 
of philosophical anarchy, inspired by its concept of wu=~i, the non-action 
that acts& 

In sum, philosophical Taoism, in its preoccupation with the cosmic Tao, 
seems more mystical than Confucianism, reminding us of the Indian systems 
in that respect (we have previously pointed out its close relation to 
Zen Buddhism); it also emphasizes 1vNaturevv, and men Vs relationship to 
her, as the expression of Tao, in some contrast to the Confucian concern 
with vvsocietyvv., Taoism is a more individualistic and ascetic, religious 
philosophy. If, for the Confucians, salvation was spelled out in the 
general terms of man 9s harmony with Tao ~,.hr~ugh,_his_.§9,~elati~hips 
and responsibilit~~: for Taoism, salvation is to be achieved by the sage 9s 
direct and mystical relationship with Tao~ 



II,. Basic Ideas 

1. The Tao: Ultimate Reality 

Read Ballou 
p., 471 I 

474 XI 
476 nv 
478 
479 XXI 
481 Il.V 

from Tao-Te Kin_g: 
484 XXXII 
485 XXXIV 
486 XX.XVII 
497 LXII 
499 LXVII 
502 LXXIJ1 
504 LXXIX 

Chu9P_g-tzu 
p .. 507-12 

517-18 

74,. 

a) Tao is the inexpressible, indescribable, Absolute Unity, without 
quality,; that lies behind or transcends aJ.l sensory phenomena .. Not 
non-existence in a negative sense as nzerovi, but non-exitence in the 
sense of not being any of the particular objects with their various 
qualities that we know in every-day experience .. A trans-rational 
monism (or idealism?) in the sense that there is no rational 
description of the Tao,. Like other such systems: F. H,. Bradley, 
Plotinus, Vedanta Hinduism, Spinoza(?),. The Tao is undifferentiated, 
Impersonal Being .. 

b) Yet all the objects of the world in their various forms come from 
the Tao., 

c) Mystical unity with the Tao is the ultimate goal of the sage -
compare Indian systems, Ballou 477. 

d) Ethically speaking, Tao is basic moral law, to which we cannot go 
contrary., 

2. The concept of man, implied by the above scriptures, is similar to the 
Confucian view in its emphasis on man as good~ if he permits himself to 
become one with the Tao of Nature. We add to this manvs heightened 
awareness of his mystical identification with Tao or Nature .. Taoism 
has an ascetic ideal for man, without the Indian pessimism, derived from 
belief in .§_ag~a~q• Lao Tzu was opposed to religious ceremonialism, 
Ballou 487 .. 

3 .. Taoist Ethics (genera~) 

Read Ballou TTK: 

472 III 
473 VIII 
474 X 
1+76 XV 
479 XXII 
4BO XXIV 
481 :XXVI 

483 XXX 
484 XXXI 
485 XYJ{VI 
486 XJ<JCVII 
487 Y.Y,XJX 
489 XLIII 
490 XLVII 

491 XLVIII & XLIX 
492 LI 
494 LV 
497 LXIII 
499 LXVII 
501 LXX 
503 LXXVII 



At first Taoism seems a paradoxical, non-sensical, even nihilistic system,, 
Stresses v1non-action8', wu-wei, non-activity. A quietistic ethic, but not 
in the sense of the extreme withdrawal of the Hindu Yogi or a Simeon 
Stylites,, Laotzu says Wthe Tao of the sage acts but neve:r contends211 

(LXXVII).. By non-action, then, Taoism means, at least in part, non
aggresiveness, or non-self seeking action. Ballou 491, 500, 503,, Love 
is emphasized, Ballou 491, 499, 500, in a way that transcends Confucius Vs 
limitation of the Golden Rule,, 

75,, 

The figure of water: water yields to external pressures, but finally over
comes them - best way to solve life~s contentions: be utterly un-contending,, 

Fung Yulan (History of Chinese Philos~) says, n.,.,.it is a mistake to 
think of wu-wei as anything suggesting complete inactivity, renunciation, 
or the cult of the unconscious. It is rather a peculiar way, or more 
exactly, the natural way, of behavior.,,.,.,the way of wu-wei is the way of 
spontaniety, to be contrasted with the artifical way, the way of cleverness 
and superficial moralityva (p.,. 36). Lao-t zu 11s idealization of infancy vais 
nothing more than the idealization of the natural state,, It is not the 
state of ignorance and incapacity,, It is rather the state of quietude, 
harmony.11 a11d insighti9 (p., 37).,.ii' 

Lao-tzuYs ethical paradoxes, emphasizing the strength of the weak, reminds 
us of Jesus 9 thought, TTK YJT, XI, LXXVII, XLIII, LXXVI. 

If taken too literally, however, the Taoist ethic seems completly negative.,.or 
nihilistic., How could one even n1ovevv, for love is activeZ Would not one 
simply sit and gaze or contemplate? 

The Taoist philosophy of inaction leads to transcendental or mystical 
powers, according to Lao-tzu, Ballou 492, 494., The clue for the later 
magical development of the system., 

4 .. Social Ethics: Ballou 493 LIII 
495 LVII 
496 LVIII 
/+98 LXV 
501 LXXII 
502 LXXV 

Opposed to feudal society and aristocracy, Ballou 493; is equalitarian. 
Laissez-faire organization of society -- nearly anarchistic,_ 495 .. Best 
government is the one which governs least, 495., 

Opposed to poverty, 501., Anti-intellectualist: vs. education, 498-99. 
Anti--:military, 483-4; and pacifistic., His idea that one nation should 
humble itself before another is certainly an advanced international 
altruism.., Ballou 497 .. 

{*" Pr:inceto:rt University, Press, Vol.._ I, 1953 



Chuang:t:zu 

1 41 Relativity of Values is emphasized in Chuangtzu., BRllou 507, 510, 512., 
Only hinted in Laotzu, 499.,_ A trans-rational monism., with its philosophy 

76 .. 

of an Undifferentiated Absolute such as The Tao, will present this difficulty.,-
Do all values become blurred and meaningless in such an Absolute? 

2., Chuangtzu does not see the value of charity, Ballou 517-1$., Is this the 
logical outcome of the Taoist et~ic of inactivity? Contrast Laotzu, 503. 
Chuangtzu takes the doctrine of inactivity more literally than does 
Laotzu, seemingly. (Though see Ballou 528?)., Are the idea of love and 
charity and the idea of non-action and quietism incompatible? 

Instead of Tao as an Ultimate, Absolute Be:ing, transcendent to nature, 
Taoism may mean that Tao is simply the sTu~ total of nature in all her ways -
of which the ethical way of quietude or non-action is her highest expression., 
Rather than to call Taoism a form of Vt.Absolute Idealismvv, it may be better to 
speak of it as mystical, benevolent 111'naturalismi'v-. 
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ZOROASTRIANISM 

L, Gener~ Cornpari§.2!1, of the Religions 
of the Far and Near East 

A general comparison of Hinduism, Buddhism, and original Taoism in the far 
east, to the Zoroastrian, Judeo..;Christian, and Islamic philosophies of religion 
of the near east would bring to light the following differences: 

The orientals were notherworldly",. They stressed identification of oneself 
with "God" or the Ultimate Reality as a way of salvation., and prevailingly regarded 
this Reality in impersonal terms~ Salvation was flight from personal identification 
with this world and its evils to an impersonal Absolute, beyond this world., 

On the other hand., the near eastern religions are more 0 this worldlyn; and 
they conceive of God or the Ultimate as Personal Being. They inte:r-pret salvation, 
not as the identification or loss of personal being in God., but rather as personal 
fellowship 'With God. This fellowship is a conscious, ethical union of the wills 
or purposes of personal spirits, which battle with this world 2s concrete evils, 
in the effort to overcome them. If the basic ideal of the Indian systems was 
emancipation .!£2!!! historic, time existence, and, in order to accomplish this, the 
denial· of the persmne.l fa.ctoirs of existenee;, tke ideal mf the, near east has been 
the emancipation·2t history itself, or its 91redemption° from an evil to a good 
state. The hope is that this may be accomplished by stressing the personal factors 
in existence, and fulfilling the laws of life that would bring persons into their 
highest possible well~being., individually and social.ly,.. .In sum, if the far eastern 
religions were,more transcendental, speculative, and 0 :m.,vsticalQ1 in their outlook; 
the near eastern systems are "prophetic" and eteschatologicalllY; that is to say, 
they see the possibility of, and are concerned with, the transformation of concrete 
social evils in historic time., The far eastern systems are often called life 
denying; while the near eastern religions have been termed life affirming .. 

We noted that Confucianism, unlike Hinduism and Buddhism, is also life 
affirming; it is interested in the here and now, and in many significant ways 
resembles the near eastern religions above mentioned, as well as the Platonic and 
Aristotelian philosophies. We also noted that all of these ijystems have basic 
ethical codes that closely parallel each other in the great laws, namely, those 
regarding the sanctity of life, property, truth, sexual discipline, and.a non
avaricious disposition of spirit., 

II1 Historical Data and Terms 

1 .. !J,terary Sources: 

a. Avesta or Zendave~ 
- Gathas: reportedly the hymns of Zoroaster -- oldest parts of Avesta., 
The larger part of the original Avesta was destroyed by Alexander the 
Great in 4th century B. c. (356-323 B. c.) upon invasion of Persia and 
destruction of the palace at Persepolis. The books of the Zoroastrians 
were said to have been written on nine thousand ox hide.a. 

b111 The Pahlavi texts: the later writings. 



2. Life of Zoroaster: 

a. c. 660-583 B~ c. Very uncertain as to facts. The Denkart :in the 
Pahlavi writ:ings portray his life as a series of marvels; omens and 
prodigies attend his birth, sorcerers try to kill the young child, etc. 

b,. Seclusion at 20 years_. Vision at 30ci 

c. At 42 makes first convert (a cous:in) and then wins King Vishtaspa, the 
"Constantinevi of the faith. 

d. Struggle with the Karpans~ priests/sorcerers: Magical procedure to 
make the crops grow, protect cattle, etca Compare Sth and 7th century 
prophets in Israel, vs. Baal worsh~p. Zoroaster a great religious 
reformer and ethical prophet: succeeds in lifting Persian religion 
from one of magic and sorcery to a high ethical faith.. 

3. Outline of the history of Z9rpastrianifil!!,: 

a.· Pre-Zoroastrian period: relation to Vedic Aryan religion - terms, 
gods similar. 

b. The reforming work of Zoroaster?s prophetic personality -- basic 
ideas established., 

Ce First emerges into real history with Cyrus the Great who establishes 
Persian empire with capture of the Chaldean capital city of Babylon, 
538 B .. c. (Fall of Babylon and Cyrus mentioned in Hebrew Bible, 
Isaiah 45 and~~ 1) .. 

d .. Defeat of Darius I at Marathon 490 B .. Co and Xerxes I at Salamis and 
Thermopylae 480 B. C., kept Zoroastrianism out of Europe, breaks its 
bid to become a world religion., 

e .. Major setback with Alexander the Great Vs conquest of the near east, 
334-323 B., C.,; no longer an official national religion. 

f,. · Experiences some revival during Sassanian empire 226-651 A., D .. 

g .. Near complete destruction by Mohammedan conquest of Iran, Persia and 
Sassanid empire 651 A .. D .. , Zoroastrianism reduced to a minor cult in 
Persia, the Gabars; those who emigrated to India known as Parsis today. 
Both Gabars and Parsis exist today., Latter, though small, a very 
influential group in India, a well-to-do commercial class •. 

4., Elaboration of Zoroastrian doctrines began with the Persian empire: ntypical 
of any religion founded by a. prophetic personality but propagated by priests 
and kings~v (Noss) 

a.. · Veneration of Zoroaster" 

b. Development of angelology, demonology, tendency toward polytheism, e.g .. 
development of Mithra cult in which, Mithra, the Persian sun deity, 
became virtually a second god to Mazda .. 

c. Development 0£ doctrine of evil into a complete eth~cal dualism. 



di Detailed development of eschatology, i .. e,. doctrine of' the end of the 
world and future life,. 

e. Increasing emphasis on ceremonial purity., 

5,. Some principal terms: 

Ahura Mazda or Ormazd 
Asha: truth and its archangel 
.Ame.sha Spentas 
Fravashis 
Daena 
Saoshyant or Soshans 

Angra Ma~yu or Ahriman/ Ahraman 
Drug or Druj: the lie and its demon 
Daevas 

III,. Philosophy of Re1ligion 

,1.. The Zoroastrian idea of the universe as a .wh,oJ,.~.. The metaphysical and 
theological outlook of Zoroastrianism, in its developed period (532-B" c .. 
and following) is a combination of dualism, monotheism, angelology, and 
a penetrating psychological and ethical interpretation of man .. 

a. · Vertical Dualism - Spirit vs,. Spirit (contrast Sankhya tihorizontaln 
dualism, mind v;s .. matter): 

The Cosmic Gulf 

Angra Mainyu or Ahriman and 
The Dominion of Evil (North). 
Mars good and creates evils: 
e.g.,, Winter, darkness, false
hood, poisono.U'S snakes, plants, 
the demons; does 99counter 
work99 Ballou 578, 590., 

v-s .. 
'' .. 

• 
• 
'" .. 
• 

Ahura Mazda or Ormazd and 
The Dominion of Q2_od (South)., 
Creates and preserves the good, 
e ... g .. summer warmth, light truth, 
the cow, fire, good plants, man, 
angels., Ballou 578-80, 589-90, 
627 .. 

Cosmic.warfare rages between these two sides of existence, good and evil, 
Ballou 592, 627 .. Zoroastrianism presents a third major type of solution 
to the problem of evil.. .Evil is not illusion (as suggested in Vedanta 
and Buddhism) 9 but is a reality; neither is matter as such believed to be 
evil or the source of evil (as in Sankhya) .. Evil has its source in a 
cosmic, demonic Spirit, Ahriman. In the long ru..vi, Ahriman and his evil 
works will be overcom~., 

p,. Monothe~. Along with the above dualistic outlook Mazdaism is 
ultimately monotheistic by virtue of the fact that Mazda is to gain 
the final victory.,.,_ good is to subdue evil., Although in developed 
Zoroastrianism Satan seems to be co-eternal from the past with God, 
in the long run Satan and his works are to be destroyed, leaving God 
and the kingdom of good supreme in a universe free from evil. That 
Satan is not a co~equal god is suggested in the fact that the Zoro
astrians were opposed to dernon worship. Ballou 573,. Mazda, as well 



/ 

as bei...~g the transcendent Creator, is the immanent spirit of good will 
and moral law in men, Ballou 561-71, 590 .. (Compare the Hebrew-Christian 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit). God for the Zoroastrians may be discovered 
in the profound reaches of psychological subjectivity, a supreme Spirit 
of Immanence, as well as understood to be the objective and trcinscendent 
Creator .. 

c., Elaborate cinge_lology and demonolo©:,& The angels and demons are personi
fications of good and bad disposition or spirit, as well as patrons of 
good and bad physical objects and processes .. They are grouped in 
elaborate hierarchies of good and evil in the following way: 

Ahura Mazda, 
The Lord, 

The All-Knowing One, 
Good: Truth 

-.... 
Amesha Spentas '\ 
Seven Archangels 
,.....-- ~-- ··-...... 

Y t . '\ aza as, :t..,e., 
Lesser Angels 

..... "' .. ,. ............. oo ... .,Ballou 590 

........ .,.,Personifications of moral qualities 
and patrons of good things, 
e.,g,.: Vohu: good thought., useful 

animals., cow, dog. 
Asha~ truth, righteousness, fire. 

vvThe cosmic righteous /---i;---~ 
( Free Will ),. ., ,. ., ., .. ., ... ,. .. ,. Area of 

cont$st between 
God and Satan 

order pervading all 
things pure9'1, Ballou 1386 

Lesser Demons & 
Monsters 

-......__ ,.,.,.,..,.-<"' 

The Daevas., i.,e,. 
, Seven Arch-demons / -- ··-- -- - - ~-

., ..... .,_._.., .. .," .. Personifications of bad moral
qualities and patrons of bad things, 
e.g. Aka: vile thoughts, 

Angra Mainyu, Ahriman, 
Evil, 'I'he Lie 

Drug: the lie, falsehood., 
Indra: vice, deception. 
Aeshma: anger, brutality toward 

cattle. 
Zairich: decay, poisonous plants 

d., The Fravashis: technically the spirits of the departed, but also the 
basic (Platonic-like) la.111/'S, ideas, forms of all created things and 
processes$ natural, moral, and historic. The Fravashis are the 
:immanent, personal purposes of God in all things good,. Ballou 594f .. 

e., Nature is a subordinate, derived, or l)Vcreatedvv order of reality, 
inferior to God and man$ though the proper home of man; and it con
stitutes part of the battlefield between good and evil, Ballou 578-579. 
Compare Hebrew-Christian and Islamic thought .. 

2 .. The idea of men: 

a. The Zoroastrians have 2 unitary 9opcept of huma..~ personalit[, in contvast 
to the skandhas of Buddhism -- men are true, spiritual persons, by virtue 
of freedom of will or s.oul... Bal.lou 568, :292, 597, 599 ~ 615. 



b •. Man has freedom 2£ ~, his cardinal attribute; he is a free moral 
being, subsumming the meaning of his unity and transcendency of spirit-. 
The cosmic warfare centers in man Vs soul,. Evil struggles with good to 
possess him., Every decision of will is a victory of one side or the 
other.. The saying that our souls are frequently ~vnot at onevv 
(Ballou 571) recognizes the conflict of freedom within itself~ In his 
freedom of will, man reflects the very nature of Mazda, Ballou 5710., 
Compare the Judeo-Christian concept of 0 the image of God?Y in man.c 

c., Man is ~ suprem!i work .9f. creation, and is to have dominion over the 
world by subduing evil, Ballou 581... (Compare 8th Psalm, and Gen.,, 1),. 
The Zoroastrians placed the supreme value in personal life,. 

IV, Moral Teachings and Ceremonial 

1... Evil is the work of an alien principle .. Ballou 621 

2 ... Mora.l law.exists as objective, cosmic order, and is the expression of the 
personal Will of Mazda, Ballou 5.2.lf# 

3 •. Man has freedom of will, but must heed the moral order, to attain highest 
well-be:ing. Thus the Zoroastrians defined freedom in profoundest sense 
as moral responsibility. As free and responsible, man must be active in 
the warfare with evil, Ballou 568, 592, 627, 615. (Contrast the ethical 
"quietism1'1 of Hindu-Budd..1'1ism). Note the centering of moral virtue in 
inten"ti.2n and it~ completion in deeds or activity in the recurring 
formula vvgood thoughts, good words., good deeds9i.. ( Compare Jesus' Sermon 
on the Mount and Buddhais Eight-fold Path) Ballou 565, ill, 599, fil3 617. 

4-. "Note the Zoroastrian commandments relative to personal ethics, delivered 
as the very nature of Mazda, Ballou 590, covering the familiar principles 
of harmlessness, speaking the truth, promot:ing the well be:ing of others 
in charitable ways, avoiding slanderous and false accusations, and 
inordinate pridefulness or self-centeredness of spirit, i.e. concern for 
self to the point of heedlessness of others. Has a non-ascetical attitude 
toward sex life, Ballou 595, 599, but stressed the monogamous ideal as 
the nsecond place where the earth feels most happyvw, Ballou 574., (See 
further, Max Muller SBE Vol. IV, 463 178-9, 205) 

5. Observe the keen sense of social justice, stemming from their activistic 
ethical spirit, Ballou 575, 579, 580, 586, 590, 599, 625. 

6., Sin is understood to be malice of thought, rather than ignorance of mind 
or passion of body, Ballou 565, 590D-91. 

7,. Idea of salvation~ It is :interesting to observe that the Zoroastrian word 
9vnaenan means both law and religion.. Summing up about salvation in the 
Zoroastrian belief, Lehmann writes: 



83 ... 

•• the f:inal vict6ry will depend on,.ocollaboration of God and man., No 
other religion has made the work of man a condition of the ultimate success 
of the Divinity; and, because the system of Zarathrushtra does so, we may 
truly say that in a unique sense it is the religion of morality; duty bEiing 
an inherent religious necessity, and moral actions the inevitable consequence 
of the religious principle8v -i~ Encyclo12e£!i.a, of Reli,g:!.o!L.§!1,d_:Ethi2Ei 

Ceremonial: centers around the preservation of purity of elements, earth, 
fire, water; protection of cow, good plants. Note Noss on the Parsi fire 
ceremonies.,· _Lehman says that the ceremonies are nA system of purification 
to expel the evil spirits found ::l..n nature and in human lif evv *ERE op.. cit,. 

_u .. Eschatology: Idea of History and Destiny 

( 89Eschatos~9 : the fa!'thest, last, the end) 

1,. Zoroastrianism has a l:inear ro essive conce tion of historical rocess, 
Ballou 619. Contrast the H:indu-Buddhist (and Greek cyclical concept of 
history; and compare the linear conception of the Hebrews •. History has 
its beginnmg in the primal warfare between the Spirits of Good and Evil. 
The universe is the work of Mazda; Ahriman maliciously attacks and mars 
as his strategy, with the winning of man as his objective., Man sometimes 
yields to Ahriman, or sins., Thus all ranges of evil, natural and moral 
are explained as the work of ah alien principle •. Ballou 621., 

2. ,The historx of the world is divided into four periods of 3000 years, each 
a scene fu the cosmic drama or contest between Mazda and Ahriman: 

a. First 3000 years is an age of 8ispiritual creationvv, i.,e .. Mazda formulates 
the Fravashis - the basic laws, forms, ideas, intelligent plans of 
order for all being and process. 

b. Second 3000 years: the material world is created according to the 
ideal pr:inciples, or Fravashis, i.e., Sky, Water, Earth, Plants, 
Animals, Man. , Ballou 627-628., _Note the similarity to the story of 
Creation in Genesis 1. Ahriman also creates the demons in this period. 

c. _Third 3000 years: irruption of Ahriman and his demons, who sow evil 
in the world. Also the period of the early history of mankind until 
the Zoroastrian revelation .. -

d. Fourth 3000 years: 
- Advent of Zoroaster (b.c.· 650 -d., 583 B.C.) 
- The course of present history. 
~ The Apocalyptic closing of time - characterized by: 

The advent of Saoshyant or Savior, Ballou 631; has JO assistants, 
11.5 men, 15 women., .Ballou 633., 

The Millennium., or 1000 years of peace and righteousness; a 
preparation of all men.kind for eternity, Ballou 631., 

Universal resur:rection of the body, Ballou 631-32 .. 

* Source · of this quotation unknown., 



The Last Judgment: a flood of molten metal to pass over all 
men; the righteous come through unscathed; sears all the 
evil out of the wicked., Ahriman annihilated; hell itself 
is purified and added to an immortal world, or a New Heaven 
and a New Earth., Note the idea of universal salvation .. 
Ballou 633-34 .. 

3.. The des~:iny of the individual so~. Heaven is a personalized place where 
personal life will triumph on a new plane of existence, Ballou 623 .. Note 
the present stages of ascent into Heaven or descent into Hell through 
good or bad thoughts, words, and deeds~ Ballou 599, 601; and the idea of 
eternal life beginning here and now as an ethical quality of life. After 
death the soul crosses the Chinvad Bridge, a judgment span, which grows 
wide for the righteous, or narrow like a razorVs edge for the wicked., Hell 
yawns beneath. Also note a middle realm of purgatory, a limbo between earth 
and heaven where some souls await the final judgment. 

VI0 Historical Influence 

1. It is highly probable that the foregoing ideas of Zoroastrianism greatly 
influenced the development of Hebrew apocalyptic thought, which rose 
late in the Old Testament period,. The Hebrews were subject to the 
Persians, or Zoroastrians, between 538 B~ C,. and 332 B. c. It was not 
until after this period that the apocalyptic books of the Hebrews, such 
as Daniel :in the Old Testament, and many non-canonical apocalyptic tracts 
(collected and edited :in Charles, PseudepigraPha; made their appearance. 
Many of the apocalyptic ideas of the Zoroastrians are found in these late 
Hebrew writings, such as,elaborate angelogy, the Last Judgment, Xhe 
Resurrection of the dead, The coming Messiah in the Son of Man mode, the 
Purging of the world by fire, the Millenni\lill, etc.-

2.. Its :influence on the Roman Empire a...'1.d early Christianity may be noted :in 
the widespread cults of Mithra and Manioheism. Manicheism was the only 
serious rival of Christianity in the west. For example, St. August:ine 
was a M:--:michei prior to his conversion to Christianity, after 'Which he 
combated Manichei$m. Along with Judaism, its montheism and high ethical 
standards helped pave the way for Christianity. 

3. It is a living religion today with the Parsis of India, renowned for 
their high ethical standards. 
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A., 

The Religion of the Old Testament 

I. The Classic Age of Old Testament Thought: 
E..~odus to the Prophetic Reformation -- an 
historical resum~, 1300 B. c. to 500 B. C., 

II., Major Aspects of Hebraic Philosophy of Religion: 
the ideas of God, the World., Man, Right and Wrong, 
Suffering, and Salvation .. 

B .. 

Contemporary Judaisw 

!II., Beginnings of Judaism: Post-Exilic Period; 
Post-Biblical, Medieval, and Modern Trends 
an historical resume. 

IV .. Modem Judaism -- the Three Philosophies: 
Orthodoxy .. 
Reform., 
Conservative .. 

v .. Major Aspects of Jewish Ceremonial 



The Rel,igion, of the __ 0ld Testament 

I.. The Classic Age. 

Exodus to the Prophetic Reformation 
Main Literature, Personalities.,. and Events 

Principal literary. S~,r:2,es for the Glas sic !:d!l!.: 

86 ... 

l... Semetic Creation and Folk ~i~: 

e.,g. stories of: 

Source material, Genesis, chs., 2-11. ch., l2f 
Ballou, p.,. 643f .. 

Adam and Eve (Gen., 2-3) 
Cain and Abel (Gen., 4) 
The Flood, Babel 
The Patriarchs., 

Many modern scholars believe that this literature existed in the form 
of oral folk-epics prior to about 950 to 750 B., C., when two unlm.own authors 
or editors compiled and combined these accounts of creation, manvs origin, 
the flood., etc,.., with the stories of the Patriarchs (9il_nesfa chs ... 12f) i"e .. 
those of Abraham., Isaac 9 Jacob, and Joseph. 

Modern scholarship has indicated these authors by the symbols J and E, 
who write slightly variant accounts of the Patriarchs. The symbol vwJvv is 
based on one prevailing use of the name of God as "Yahwehvv ( older spelling 
9VJehovahn), fou':ld in the J source., (In the King James and Revised Standard 
Versions, il'Yahr>Tehi'I is translated n1ord"v)" The t'<Ev1 symbol refers to the 
prevailing name of God, 'IYElohimn, as found in that source. J may also 
refer to Judea, the southern kingdom, where contemporary scholarship believes 
the source originated; while E may indicate 97EphraimV7, or the northern k:iL.g
dom, the locality of the E author,, (For a..'1 example of J see Gen., 16:1-6f, 
treatment of Hagarf Abraham 9s concubine, in comparison to the E reporting 
of the same story, Gen., 21:9,=14f; or J, Gen .. 12:10-20, how Abraham deceived 
a king regarding his wife, Sarah, in comparison to E, Gen., ch. 20:lf) .. 

J and E may also be compared to a third major source of priestly origin, 
to which Biblical scholarship has assigned the symbol ,Ypn • 

2... Th_e P:t;iest)_y authorship of' ~he npentateu,(?,h7w,. the first five books of the 
Bible, Genesis; ExodU§., kJ:1ticus, ·Number~, Deuteronom;y:: 

e.g., Genesis. chapter.l (Ballou 641-3) 

The Priestly author or editors were responsible for the first majestic 
chapter of Genesis,.a creation story which differs from Jis account in 
Genesis Chapter Two (verses 4b and following) .. P has combined J and E with 
his own priestly tradition into our present Penteteuch, which tells the 
story of GodVs cover+ant with tpe nation of Israel.. This story has its 
clim.ax in the account of Moses a.nq the Exodus.. (Ballou p .. _ 694 ... 721),.. 



We may trace the Priestly authorship,, or editorship of the Pentateuch, 
according to an unfolding emphasis on the ceremonial aspect of the Covenant" 
The priestly story begins with the establishment of the Sabbath (Gen .. 1, the 
covenant with Man); Sacri!ice (Gen. 9, the covenant withNoah}; ~~cision 
(Gen,. 17, the covenant with Abraham);~ (Ex., 12:4.3); and further 
ritual requirements presented :in the story of Moses as found in Exodus and 
the subsequent books of the Pentateuche* 

Also important in all of the sources is the moral aspect of the NationVs 
covenant with God. In addition to ceremonial duties, the people of Israel 
are to fulfill basic moral obligations in their personal and social relation-, 
ships, if they are to stand in fellowship with God., This ethical aspect has 
its climax in the Mosaic Commandments, Exodus 20f (E) (Ballou p. 714-716)., 
Both ceremonial and ethical sides of the covenant are summarized as~, 
God 9s Law.,, In observing moral and ritual laws, God will establish the Nation 
and vouchsafe to it an influential destiny among the nations. 

Though the two stories of creation - P (Gen. l, Ballou p., 641-643) and 
J (Gen.,· 24bf, Ballou p., 643-646) -- differ in a number of interesting details, 
they enshrine a similar philosophic, ethical, or religious interpretation.· 
of the origin of the world and its purpose and meaning,.. They teach that the 
world is the work of one Divine Intelligence, as its ulti1nate cause; that 
God brings it into being out of love; that man is a creature of superior 
spiritual endowment relative to the animal and inanimate levels of nature; 
and that he is to have vvdominionv~, or a positive destiny in his struggle 
with evil., In general teaching, all of the sources of the Pentateuch have 
one underlying moral messageQ It is that all history is subject to the 
moral laws of God; who requires moral righteousness of men; and that God 7s 
purpose iS nto bring all nations to a true knowledge of Himselfn (Wooster 
Syllabus P• 143} through the labors and ministry of Israel.,, 

Many scholars believe that the Priestly authors performed their skillful 
ed:i.ting and interpreting of the earlier history of Israel during the 3rd or 
4th centuries B. c. The Priestly tradition, however, like that of J anq E, 
had its origin in, artd flowed down from, earlier times. 

3• Other ma.jar literary sources for the classic age: 

For the story of Israel in the early days, in addition to the Priestly 
library of the Pentateuch, other major literary sources are unarrative92 

books like ~~ and Judge.£.; 0 court-chroniclesn,enshrined in the books of 
I and II ~uel and I and II Kings ; and the writings of the ~'prophets vi, 
particularly those of the 8th to the 6th centuries B. C,., Jllil9.§., Fo~e~, Isaiah, 
( chapters 1-39), Micah, Jeremiah, Isaiah ( chapters 40-66), and Ezekiel .. 
(Ballou p~ 761-834~ 940-997). 

1300 B., C.. - 500 B.c. 

1.,, ':fhe formative period of the Hebrew nation -- from the liberation from slavery 
in Egypt to the establishiment of the monarchy. Sources: Exodus, Joshua, 
Judges, 1 Samuel, 1300-1000 B .. c. 

* See e,.g. excellent account in B., W., Anderson.: Understanding 2 ffig Testament, 
Prentice-Hall., 1957, p,. 384-390. 
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a.. Moses:· Many Biblical scholars assign c.,, 1300 B ... C.,, as the general 
date of Exodus from.Egypt., The religion of Yahweh, a desert God; the 
Tert Commandments., Not a nature God, but behind the scenes .. - The contract 
or covenant: not a tribal God or totemic deity, but has a moral or 
conditional relationship with his people~ He adopts them; they choose 
to follow him,- according to whether they carry out their ceremonial and 
ethical responsibilities.,. If they do not, He will chastize them, or 
may even reject them., Thus, with the future open, the history of the 
Hebrew people is to be free, providing opportunity for their great 
religious leaders to reinterpret the meaning of the covenant in pro
gressively deeper moral terms, according to a growing understanding of 
the nature of God and His will for men. 

b.. ~q,l,ll, the nature .... fertility religion of the Canaanites, the earlier 
inhabitallts of ancient Palesti.'1e 1 against whom the Hebrews were now 
endeavoring to consolidate their rule, constituted the major ethical, 
religious, and social threat to the moral and democratic religion of 
Yahweh,., This threat continues through the 8th, 7th, and 6th centuries 
B .. · c.' as a principal clue to understanding and evaluating the work of 
the greatest writing prophets from Amos to Ezekiel .. 

Major aspects of Baalistic (Canaanitic) culture which the prophets 
opposed were: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The concept or meaning.of Deity as solely subsummed within 
the fertility forces of nature, vegetable, animal, and human., 
The worship of these deities (with whom Yahweh was confused) 
in manners appropriate to their functions as fertility gods, 
e .. g., sacrifice of infant children, sacred or temple postitution, 
and other superstitious modes of appeasement. 
Despotic social and political institutions, (e..,g., Ballou 825-
B27) .. For the story from Moses to the prophetic reformation, 
study Noss, p,. 469,-503 .. 

c. Samuel: last and greatest of Israel 9s judges, and priest and seer in 
time of Saul, the first king. 

2,. The united and divided rnona:rchies: 999-800 B., C., or 10th and 9th centuries:· 
Sources: II S~,, I & II Kings, I &_II Chronicles,. 

a. David and §21..qmon, kings of the united monarchy, father and son,. 
Northern te:rritory of Israel under Jereboam I, rebels aga,inst Solomon Vs 
son, Rehoboam, for continuing the oppressive policies of his father• 

In this period we read of early 2wpropheticn personalities 9 who, in the 
name of Yahweh ?s moral eovenant or constitution with the nation, pro
tested against highhanded o:r tyram+ous practices of the rulers; notably 
N~a11, vs. David (Ballou $00-802), and Ahijah vs .• Solomon. and Rehoboam. 
Z Ballou 817-819). · 



b •. ~l.i,ialJ.: great, early prophetic type :in time of k:ing Ahab of Israel 
c., -850 B,, C.·Against the worship of the Baals, the fertility gods of 
ancient Canaan; opposed to the tyrannous policies of rulers, queen 
Jezebel., (Ballou Po 821-27) 

In the story of Elijah we may also trace a deepening awareness of the 
mind of Israel of how God makes Himself known to men, that is to say, 
in the :interior way of 91a still small voice2'i of conscience, or perception 
of truth and value, more than,.as was previously stressed, in stupendous 
manifestations of objective nature, :;,uch as Uwind'ir, or 11earthquakevv, 
or 2Vfireu. (Ballou p. 823-824). 

3.· The threat of fot§,iga conguest, c. 800-.587 Bo c. The chief development on 
the international scene, dur:ing the later period of the Hebrew monarchies, 
was the success:t ve rise of two Mesopotamia.'1 empires to new power: A.s..s:_ria 
(c.,·$00 to 610 Bo C~) in the northern region of the Tigrus-Euphrates river 
areas, with its capitol at Nineveh; and Qh~ (610 to 538 B .. c .. ) in the 
south., with its capitol city at the ancient site of Babylone 

When these large totalitaria.'1 powers., Assyria in the late 8th century, 
Chaldea-Babylon in the late 7th century, swept down across the Fertile 
Crescent into the little western, seaboard countries, they destroyed the 
81'tribesn, or the local independence of the Syrian., Tyrian, Philistine., 
and Hebrew principalities~ 

The great interpreter of the prophets, George Adam Smith, has said 
that the result o.f this development was the destruction of the tribal con
ception of religion for the Hebrews., After the Assyrian conquests only 
a larger, more universal conception of Yahweh and his religion would be 
convincing, a conception of Yahweh 9 s will and his religion which would put 
meaning and purpose into the overwhelming tragedy of foreign conquest and 
subjection .. The 8th and 7th century prophets saw this larger necessity, 
and came to kn.ow God :in terms large enough to include the Assyrians and 
Chaldeans as His special instruments of judgment :in historyo From this 
time on Yahweh becomes, in the thought of the prophets, more and more the 
Lord of all nations and peoples; Hebrew religion becomes increas:ingly 
internationl& (See II Kgs~ 15:29; 16:5-9; 17:1-6 for reference to the 
Assyrian menace or Ballou p~ 831-833)0 The conception of YahwehVs world
wide scope was to i.~crease the importance of his ethical demands at home. 

By the 6th century with the Second Is~iah the prophets have discovered 
that he is a God of Sufferi.~g Love as his primary nature. It is at this 
general time, then, that the fall awareness of what God may be dawns upon 
the western mind through the experience of the Hebrew people. It is note
worthy, as a later chart suggests, how at this same period :in history other 
peoples and cultures, through the messages of their sages and tiprophetsii, 
were also learning someth:ing about the Div:ine Compassion and Love. 

4. Age of the great prophetic reformet§_: the writing prophets. c .. 750-600 B.C. 
Source material: books of~, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah, Jeremiah, Deuteron9m.X 
and the books of King~ and Chronicles. Qualities and work of the prophets: 

a. Great moral preachers (not magica.]. foretellers of future events).,. 
Proclaimed God as moral, ~thical., a:;; speak:ing through moral conscience,. 
Lifted the concept of God fq.r above the contemporary fertility religion 
of the baals. 



b,. Did warn of impending judgment that God would bring for the nation 9s 
sins; and predicted restoration» if the people would repent of their 
sins,. 

90 •. 

c. Present in great detail are their descriptions of current personal and 
social sins; they counter these with the idea of neighborliness, justice., 
and love, as Godis will for the people; not only for Israel, but for 
all people,. 

d,. The idea of an Ideal King or political-type Messiah appears in I Isaiah 
(chapters 1-39) and 'in Micah,. (Ballou p., 953, 959) 

Sum: more important than formal ritual., ceremony, and sacrament is their 
definition of filigio~ sthical action. (Ballou 9k0-9612 965-?Il.~) 

Northern kL~gdom of Israel fell to Assyria...11s, 721 B~ C,. 
Southern ki.11gdom of Judah fell to Chaldeans., 586 Bo C,. 
--ends Hebrew independence t1ntil modem t:1mes, except for a brief 

period under the Maccabean leaders of the 2nd century B,. c. 

5.,. The Bab.x~~11ian Fue:iJ:._e: 6th century, 586-532 B. c. (Ballou p,. 981). 
Two disth1ct developments in this period., and in the following centuries: 

a,. Yn.iY<::::~ali~.ic etJ}~~ under II Isaiah ( chapters 40-66) is 
carried forward to new heights., Through her capb.vity and suffering., 
Israel is to be the special Servant of God, who v,611 teach 
ethicc1.l monothe:ir-rn to the world,. The Messiah COJJ.cspt is developed 
in terms of Suffering Servan.to The background of ·i;his development 
lay i;.1 the nei-.r p:ti:•blem of evil: why was the nation called upon to 
suffer in capt.ivit-y? Answer: not just for punisl1ment fer past sins., 
but also for reden1ption -- God would use the exi1r,d and captive Jews 
as a redemptive agent among the nations., 0£9§.§ .. ~g~'t,; ~1£D..2,l-997). 

The t1nderst2J1<:1dng of Yahweh as forgivingi redemptive love toward all 
men, as well as author of moral law cmd historical judgment, and the 
desti.rcy of L:;rael 'Is religion as to include all peoples in a universal 
fellcfl:rnhipJ) was c2,!'ried. on in signifJ.cant strearn.s of post-Exilic 
thought in Juda:..sm.. Tl::.i:3 continuation is observed notably in many of 
the Psalms; in Lbe narrative book o:£: gr;t,.tL; in the prophetic parable of 
~h, which championed the s-i:',atus of Nir-evi.tes (Assyrians) as children 
of God too, on a.'1. equal foot:in.g '1'1-ith his chosen Isreal; and in certain 
aspects of some apocalyptic literature at its best, such as the book 
of ~Jlitl). (Ballou 852-858, 1006-1009, 1010-1026). 

b. ~gratio!_lproph~cy tlllg§,r_Ez~~el: the consolidation of Judaism as a 
purified people, with a religion of purified ceremonial as well as 
exemplary ethical requirements. (Ballou p. 982-991). With EzekielVs 
work, and subsequently for all ti!ne, IsraelVs religion on the side of 
ritual and worship was purged of the base baalistic and polytheistic 
influences that had encumbered its earlier ceremonial,. (Ballou p. 
982-991). 



The history of restoration Israel., however, 'Which began when Cyrus 
the Great., Persian conqueror of Chaldea-Babylon (538 B. c_), permitted 
some of the Jewish leaders to return ( c-,. 532 B<> C.) to the old home 
site of Jerusalem, to rebuild life there on a semi-independent basis, 
was not totally inspired by the universalistic message of some of the 
earlier prophets,. We note this trend toward a narrower nationalism 
and exclusiveness in such books as (at an earlier date) Nahant; Obadiah; 
in some aspects of ~.'~I.§., N£!1emiah, and ~t; in a number of v([Ei.preTatoryvt 
Psalms; and in the apocalyptic books of vengeful spirit such as Joelj 
and numerous non-canonical apocalypses. (Ballou p. 835-852, 963-964). 

Summary .. of th~ ProI?hetic. Movemel}t .g!l-d- Reformation 

If we take the rise of the prophetic movement as the chi~f development of 
the first five-hundred years of IsraePs history, we may note that it falls into 
three periods: 

(1) 10th.,.. 9th centuries (c,. 1000 B. c. to 800 B .. C .. ). For the early 18bands" . . 

of the prophets, or nNebi?im'", m:oppecy :w~~efense of the 
national llli• Such earlier figures as Samuel (if we may call him a 
type of prophet), Nathan, Ahijah, Elijah, and Elisha were stirred by 
patriotism,; or nationalism, in behnlf of Hebrew supremacy, political, 
ethical, and religious. 

(2) 8th - 7th centuries (800 B~ .c .. ta 600 B., c .. h For such figµres as Amos, 
Hosea, I Isaiah, Micah, and Jeremiah., wophecy was a rin__ging ethical 
criticism and warning..!:.Q the national life, which had become rich~ soft., 
and corrupt., · 

It is at this period that the Old Testanient idea of wia prophettl', or 
one who speaks out for Yahweh, took on its characteristic meaning of 
one who announces a moral warning. These prophets defined themselves 
as moral forth-tellers 9 that is, declarers of GodVs will about right and 
wrongo. (Micah 3:8; Isaiah 1:16-20; Jeremiah 18:7-11; and in the next 
period Ezekiel 3:16f - Ballou 951D; 955-956). 

A prophet is a foreteller, or one who i1predictsva only in the general 
sense that he is acquainted with the operations of moral law as a cause
effect principle, which brings disaster if people break it, but tends 
to bring peace and happiness if they keep it. 

They are not clairvoyants, who magically foresee distant, future 
events in detail. They have moral foresight, not occult foresight.· 
Their moral foresight derives from their keen understanding of human 
nature, and t~e nature of God and His moral laws. (Compare Churchill 9s 
prediction of the Nazi conquest; one reporter predicted the Korean War 
some months prior to its outbreak) .. The prophets had foresight because 
the;y had,in,sight vu,. into the nature of m/3,l'l, God?s highest and best 
will :for man, and .God 9S WO.rk in history through the instrumentality 
of men. 

··Vi(' 



They ''predictn so that their prediction may not come true! 
Isaiah 1:16-20 and Jer., 18:7-11: they warn of calamity and judgment 
as the sure result of personal and social sin, precisely in order to 
urge their generation to repent and change their ways, so that their 
prediction of judgment may not come to pass~ If the moral purpose is 
fulfilled - that is to say, if ch,;1.~ge of heart and life on the part 
of the people is effected - that is sufficient., The prophet has 
accomplished his mission as one who warns the peopleo 

(3) From the 6th century (600 B.- c •. to 500 B., C{/) to a.bout the 4th century 
(400-300 B .. C.,) and following, .P..!:2J2~9LWJJ:~~ (II ~P 

Chap., 40; Ballou p., 991), an encouraru::.~ent a!!cLil.l~:iJ:€&!!19n to a peo:e.+~ 
}:!'QQ§.£. national life as 1?.Qliticall:y_; iQdeR~11Q.ent had. been destr9.1~.. We 
have previously noted the two trends that this theme took: toward uni
versalism in II Isaiah (Chaps~ 40~66) .and the book of Jonah; toward 
restored nationalism in Ezekiel and his successors., 
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Hebrew:Prophecy in Relation to World Histor;x 

The period from 750 B.,c .. to 350 B. c. was one of the most :important400 
years in the history of human thought., The Prophetic movement in Israel was 
a part of a spiritual and ethical upheaval that embraced the whole of mankind. 

8th cent: 

7th cent: 

6th cent: 

5th cent: 

4th cent: 

3rd cent: 

2nd cent: 

Israel Greece Persia fudia China 

Amos, Isaiah 
Hosea, Micah 
Jeremiah Hindu 

Zoroaster sages 

II Isaiah(?) Pre-Socratics Buddha Confucius 
(Thal.es, etc) Lao-tzu 

Socrates Mencius 
Plato 

Book of Aristotle Apocalyptic 
Jonah thought 

Apocalyptic 
thought 

(1) The parallel rise of other great 91propheticn or ethical 
movements inspired by religious :insight gives more signi
ficance to the Hebrew development: in the eys of faith, it 
suggests that the Divine Spirit was working commonly in all 
these cultures to bring manldnd as a whole to a higher 
understanding of right and wrong and a deeper knowledge of 
Himself •. 

(2) Perhaps the unique contribution of the Hebrew prophets was 
their successbul correlation of ethics to religious per
sonalism, that is to say, religion as based on the conception 
of the Ultimate as Personal, Loving Being. Though the non
Hebrew systems were strong on ethics, and many of them 
generally speaking, monistic philosophically; and though 
they tended toward ethical monotheism in their historical 
development ( as for example certain trends in Hinduism and 
Buddhism), they were on the whole weak in their conception 
of God as ultimately Personal. (Zoroastrianism an exception, 
but too dualistic). 



II. Major Aspects of Hebraic Philosophy of Religion 

The following study of basic concepts in Old Testament religion, represents 
the great ideas at their high-water mark in the developing thought of Israel., 
Many of these ideas reflect the essential teachings of the prophets, whose rise 
and work we have just outlined., Our scheme will be to indicate the most advanced 
level of understanding about God, Man, Right and Wrong, Evil, and Salvation,, 
Such an analysis will suggest the basic philosophy of the Judeo-Christian 
religious .system., 

A. The Idea of God and the Universe: 

l., The conception of Deity in ~ld Testament: God is one, Qmnipresent, 
personal Mind or Intelligence., The ultimate source or ground of existence 
is Personal Being., As we study the Old Testament we note a full definition 
of God as Personal in the following terms: 

a., He is Self-conscious intellect or Mind., and source.of moral Truth .. 
b., He is conscious of his world (to contrast with Arlstotle"s conception 

of God?) 
c., Has moral character: 

.~ Righteous intention or will., All moral truth is an expression 
of God9s will. 

- Love or compassion, i.e. outreach toward his world. 
d. He has power to deal with the world?s problems: 

- As original creator; and as sustainer, both of nature)) and of the 
individual., 

- As increaser and preserver of value in finite time and historical 
process,-- i.,e. His continuing activity is to overcome the evils 
of life and history. 

743 A Deuteronomy 6:4 - The Shema --Ballou 906,..8 Psalms 103~104 
915-16 Psalms 139 
991~94 II Isaiah, Ch. 40f 
949-50 Hosea on Godis Love. 

In the high Old Testament, God 9s love is often rendered by the term 
chesed, variously translated ~'mercyii (KS), or •1steadfast love11 (RSV)., 

2. God 2s· relation to nature: .........,_.,.._. __ 
a. He creates and sustains the universe, Ballou 641 Gen. le 

907 Ps~ 104. 

Note in Genesis Ch. l .that the i-rorld comes by orderly stages. In our 
terms it suggests a relatively evolutionary outlook -- the nearest 
that any ancient sages came to a u1scientifici.1 view of creation-. It 
seems more dignified to believe that the Divine method, as the story 
may suggest, was one of orderly growth, rather than one of magic 
(Charles Fe Wishart). 
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We should not, of course, press too far the analogy of the ancient 
Hebrew story of creation in Gen .. l to modern evolutionary ideas. The 
Q,enesis account is written from the standpoint of ancient cosmography, 
e .,g .. with ?Vwatersv? above and beneath a central and stationary earth, a 
fixed ??firmamentn of heaven above, etc., The poii."lt of the ancient author 
is not to tell hOJ::L our world came to be, but by Wh9l].l, as a question of 
ultimate philosophic causality; a.~d for what_p~ .. His answers were 
that the world has its origin in a Creative Intelligence, and exists as 
a good home for man, who is to have an important destiny. If there is 
vvtruthv? in the creation story of Genesis it should be understood as a 
possible philosophic, moral, or r~ligious truth., 

b .. God in his ultimate Being, is not limited to phenomenal nature and her 
process. Thus we may say that the Hebrew conception of God is 0 non
pantheisticiv e nPantheismvv usually means the conception of God as the 
impersonal Whole of Nature, like the conceptions of the Ultimate that 
we found in Hinduism and Buddhism~ In the Hebrew thought, howeverjl 
although God is responsible for nature as creative power, He stands in 
His utmost being vvtran.scendentn to her. To state it negatively, God 
would be, whether nature were here or not, God is the '9authorn of 
lower physical nature, although his iVpowervv is manifest in it. He can, 
however, express Himself, and is present, in natureis higher levels, 
e.g. in the human mind on its moral side: in human conscience, in 
righteous conduct and just social relationships; and in historical 
process as a wholell where it comes to express true values., In these 
terms, God 9 s Spirit is vvimmanentvv (Ballou P• 942D-943C) 

Ultimately, God is creative power, a..11.d moral truth, above man, human 
history, and physical nature. These levels are derived aspects of 
his power or being~ (That God either ordains and sustains natural 
process, or law, by an immc;J.nence of vvp0werv'I or an immanence of V'lbeingn 
... - Ballou 907, Ps, 104 _..,, is a philosophical problem that the Old 
Testament does not clarify)s 

c. Accordingly, the Hebraic philosophy has a three-fold levels conceptions 
of the worl~ or bein.gi or existence: 

(1) God 
(2) Man 
(3) Nature: .... 

Animal 
Inanimate 

These are j.nterrelated levels with 2 and 
3 derived planes of existence; the Hebrew 
philosophy has the conception of the 
derivative nature of man and the world .. 
4i?,llou 8_8lt Ps. 8., There is no hard 
dualism between the higher levels, . God, or 
Man, and nature, as in Sankhya Hinduism. 

d. Nature or natural process is good; the created world is not evil, as in 
the Indian systems, Ballou 941 2 Ge~-~ .. 

Ballou ,9,::Z3 2 . Song_,_ol, SoJ,omou 
For example, the classic,wholesome Hebraic attitude toward sex is set 
forth in the .§£nE of Sofomon in the Old Testament (note, however, that 
this writing suggests the monogamous ideal for sex life). 

·"' 



3.. How is God known or apprehended? The Old Testament suggests answers in 
outline -co this question, without presentfog full-dress philosophical 
dissertations on the subject .. The elements, however, of the three classical 
types of V•reasonsn for belief in God are present in the Old Testament -
These are not arguments of a logically abstract kind; they are rather 
dynamically affirmative declarations, representing what the Biblical 
authors believed to be profound experi~12.£.~~God, as intellectual and 
emotional awareness. 

a ... The awareness of God through experie£_~: a mode of reasoning 
b2.sed on external or empirical observation of nature Vs 0 order0 , 

Viperfectioni9, 0 design11 v or npurpose11 , leading to the idea of its 
intelligent Cause, or Maker, ~:Q...ou..§4-1,, _G3!1_0 1 

f&l:tou §85 • Ps.J 9; 907 .2....f P.. lOk 
In such passages we have the substance of the ncasual19 and ·~teleological9V 

arguments for the existence of God .. The following further reasons for 
belief in God are ascending or deepening modes of intellectual experience 
or perception .. 

b., The awareness of . ..Q.9.9-_i~oral experience: a mode of reasoning 
based on the inner moral experience of awareness of values and 
conscience, suggesting more,l 11law11V, and Cosmic Moral Mind as Source 
or Ground of the law; with the added empirical observation that 
history seems to attest the presence of such law, in the fact that 
men and groups which do not practice neighborliness and love do not, 
in the long run, survive 9 or conversely and positively, when men 
collectively practice kii'1dness. and love, their society tends to 
survive .. This is the a,rgrnnent for God as found in the prophets, i .. e,. 
implicit in the books of ~, BQ~, 1.§fil. .. fil:h etc,. 

Ballou 886, Second half of~. 19 
942-943, ~.§. 5:4-14 
949, H~ 6:6 
951, Micah 3:8 
956, I Isaiah 1:18 

Bible Deut. 30:11-14 
Jer,. 20:8-9; 22:lJ-10; 31:33 

ls. 26:2, 2 

Such is the substance of the classic i1moral arglnnentv1 for God., 

c. .Awareness o:f_ God through religi~2,xpeJ;:_ien~: derived from a sense 
of God 9s help to oneself personally in leading a moral and a well 
poised or triumphant life,. 

In discussing this area of the experience of God we are dealing 
with the Old Testament idea of salvation at its personal, psychological 
heart .. (In a following section we discuss salvation again in somewhat 
more inclusive or generalized terms .. ) The Old Testament discloses 
two primary modes in which Divine Power personally is felt. We have 
the concept of religious experience: 

(1) As beginning and conti.111,ling in a sense of moral well-bein_g, 
_§ustained by God Vs presen_£§,. Such noted, joyful Psalms as 
Nos 11 1., 15, 23., 24, 26., 100, ll9, 121., 139, 141 suggest this 



type of experience, Ballou 879, 882, 886, 888-89, 910, 9150 
This outlook is present in part also in such books, concerned 
with the inner life., as Hosea, Jeremiah, JC212., and Ecclesiastes., 

(2) ~gin.'1_in_g___in a sense of moral se~f:,d:i,._sii,atisfaction., Many of 
the Psalms suggest an experience of God as forgiving love in life, 
that relieves and renews conscience, when burdened with a sense 
of moral failure or sin; and that rei.~tegrates, or re-establishes 
selfhood, in poise, inward security and well-being. 

In sum, on such levels of experience, bearing on psychological 
and mental well-being, the sense of the Divine Reality is accompanied 
by a f eeli.~g of new assurance, a stabilizing sense of all-rightness 
with the loving Source of Being, regardless of past errors, failures 
or sins. Such experiences of mental and emotional renewal of the 
soul were acknowledged as the wondrous uplifting of the Divine 
Spirito God 9s Presence was deeply known in the removal of anxiety 
and fear. The coming of a new mind., or release from anxiety, could 
not always be calculated, or scheduleda The Biblical authors 
realized that the Divine Spirit must work in and through the 
complexity of our freedom; they often said they had to wait 'l'l:in 
patiencen to find relief and renewal,. In any case, such may be 
the meaning of many of the timeless lines of the Psalms and 
Prophets§! such as, Ballou p,. (888, Ps. 23); 889, Ps. 25; 895-97, 
Ps., 42, 46; 897-898, Ps,. 51; 906-907, Ps,. 103; (910, Psl> 121); 
912, Ps., 130; (915, Ps,. 139); 993A, II Isaiah 40:27-31,. Add to 
these references in Ballou such others as Is., 26:3;, or Ps., 40:l-5f; 
I Isaiah Ch., 6, Ballou, 957; II Isaiah Ch. 55, Ballou 995-996 .. 

On either of these levels 1 such experiences., if true., would not 
mean that God, or the Divine Spirit$ is an external, coercive 
force that destroys our freedom as men,. &ether the implication 
of all such passages would be that God speaks as an inward voice 
of truth; which strengthens our freedom by giving it new insight 
and power., This :inw~rd working of the Divine does not detract 
from the belief that God is the objective source of truth and 
value, in ultimate Mind beyond the finite self., 

4 •. God is the Lord of History: Its ultimate destiny is in His hands. God 
is present in historical process at two levels: 

a., In the major factors of creation or nature itself as the Hebrews came 
to understand it, that is, in individuality or personal life and its 
freedom ( the Vi image of Goan im man) .. 

b,. And in the realm of moral values and truth, of which men become :in
creasingly aware through experience and reflection, and may embody 
in their personal and institutional life. (See discussion below on 
Evil and Salvation) 



B-., . The Idea . of Man 

We have already suggested some of the Biblical idea of man., Let us summarize 
in the following waY: 

l.. Man stands on an intermediate or deriv~ plane between God and nature., 
ThE3re is a creative Mind, above man?s mind, upon whom man depends for his 
being, to whom he owes reverence and love, and whose righteous laws he 
must obey. The Greater M:ind is disclosed to man?s mind in the truth 
experience, particularly moral truth., The derivative nature of man seems 
a fundamental metaphysical truth that has important ethical consequences:. 
because of God above him, man., or a man, cannot set h:i.mself up as the 
highest, or as god·, and rule over other men., tyrromize and enslave them. 
Man, in his turn., is above, and lord of, nature; he stands on a higher 
plane of being than animals and the inanimate realm., Ballou 881 2 Ps., 8,. 

2. Man is created .in the t'limage of .. GodU.., Ballou 6J.i.?, Gen., 1... What does this 
mean? In general, it meMs that man is a personal be~ng like God, a 
spiritual being, the elements of which are: 
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a,. That man is f~. There is a height or self-tr,mscendency, a vertical 
dimension in his mental nature that puts him above and beyond deter
mination merely b~l natural, mmterial causalityi., Though he is in part 
a natural, determined being, there is an alititude of personal power 
that makes him truly free in the highest spark of his spiritual being; 
this enables him in a measure to determine his own course and destiny. 
He is not solely determined by his natural or physical environment. 
He knows this higher freedom intimately in the freedom of his thought 
within, i.,e., j_11 his freedom of mental delj_beration 9 and in his freedom 
of will or action after deliberation,. 

b. That man is a v?moral be:L."1.gvt by virtue of this freedom; he is capable 
of moral discernment, of developjng moral conscience and life; he is 
capable of moral growth, and is responsible for his acts., 

Ballou 644-6 Gen., 3 
987 Ez .. 18 

Bj_ble Jer. Ch,. Jl:29,. 

c. That man is a rational being; he i's capable of higher intellectual 
life, of which his moral life is an aspect. He wants to know the 
reasons or causes of things -- a being of higher curiosity and 
intellect than the animals, Ballou 644-5P Gen., 1-3; 956B, Is .. 1. 

In sum, man is a being of rational moral freedom,. Reason, moral discernment 
or conscience., and freedom are facets of the same unitary spirit,. Reason 
is free: to think 9'rationallyvv is to think freely, or to search for the 
answers to problems., Furthermore, to think rationally is to search for 
the best answers: accordingly, ~a~ develops a sense of values as the ful
fillment of his freely questing spirit, and his capacity as moral .. 
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·J1, Man is a psychophysical unity (recall the Confucian idea)., He is not a 
· rl.ualistic being ivsoul1; Vis,. nbody1• o Body is not evil inherently" Body is 
an expression or instrument of the higher controlling spirit, which an:imates 
it 11 Man Vs will unifies his nature; he is a unitary spirit, not a collection 
of psychic states as in original Buddhismo The Hebrews have essentially 
what ih modern philosophy is sometimes called a wtpersonalistic11 conception 
of mind. 

4. Being a free spirit 11 man can choose evil or nsinw~, The Hebrew definition 
of sin is evil disposition or malice, and may be expressed socially as 
agression on neighbor, or disrespect for personality., Sin is not bodily 
passion, as with the d,ualistic systems; though body and passions may be 
the instruments of sinful pride., Ballou 664, Gen., 4, Cain and Abel., 

At this point some further analysis of the idea of sin is necessary 
in order to avoid misconception of the Biblical meaning: 

In acts· of deliberate or conscious choosing of evil, man goes against 
his own higher rational, moral, or personal being as the image of God., 
Accordingly, the Biblical authors speak of sin as agajnst God, as well as 
against neighbor~ Another reason why sin has a 11theological11 dimension, 
as well as nsocial11 dimension, is that the human neighbor against whom one 
may aggress, is God 7s highest work in creationo Therefore, such aggression 
would be against the very purpose and effort of God Himself., 

In profoundest Hebraic thought, however, sin is not inevitable; it 
may be avoided :in life, so that, on the whole, one ma3r lead a life free from 
sinful pride and aggression., Many of the Psalms already cited, and other 
passages imply this. (Indeed, some passages in the Old Testament suggest 
that sexuality, or some other quality not defined, constitutes something 
originally v1sinfulv1 in human nature, as eog .. verse 5, of the famous pen
itential Psalm 51, Ballou 898. Such places, however, should be balanced 
with other sayings, particularly those of the great prophets, Jeremiah in 
Ch .. Jl:29-30, or Ezekial jn Ch., 18, where the concept of vvoriginal sinV1, 

in the sense that there is something which inevitably determines us to 
sinful action, is ringingly repudiated). The point is, rather, that man 
should cultivate righteous intention or motive, which will guide him in 
vvpaths of righteousness11 ., Such great Psalms as the 1st, or the 19th, or 
the 23rd, and many others, proclaim this possibility., 

We have already mentioned, in our discussion -of religious experience, 
how man may rely on the Divine Spirit for help and sustaining strength., to 
lead the moral life; and on the Divine Love, for foregiveness and grace 
when he falters or fails~ 

Further, the Biblical concept of pride in its relation to sin must be 
clarified., The Old Testament does indeed recognize our common, or 11natura1vv, 
human tendency toward inordinate pride, in its various ranges: pride of 
power, of wealth, of position, of class, even of intellect and spirit, 
that is to say, 1~pridefuln attitudes which tend toward selfishness and 
unloving relationship with others. Such pride may lead to situations of 
sinful aggression., In sum, the Hebrew Scriptures point to our common moral 
sloth, our failure to understand human need, and to express or respond to 
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love. In view of this tendency., it urges men to seek the Divine help to 
overcome these wealmesses,. But the Old Testament does not mean, as it is 
sometimes misinterpreted, that all ~1pridev1 is sinful~ There is a natural 
pride, which is not. sinful, but psychologically necessary, as normal self
esteem, or self ... respect, expressing our very nature as sacred persons under 
God •. Everywhere, both Old and New Testaments teach this sacredness of one 9s 
own person, which is source and see.t of vwnormal11 or 11normative prideii.,. 

Likewise, when the Old, or the New TestamEJnts, refer to nrepentance11 

as a desirable and necessary moral quality, they do not mean that persons 
need have, or must develop, a hyper or morbid sense of self-dissatisfaction, 
or consider themselves gross sinners or criminals in some way, before they 
may be recipients of the Divine love, grace, or favor; or before they can 
otherwise 11lmown or i1have experiencen of God Vs presence in life.,. In addition 
to contrition for possible gross sin, such as the 1iblood guiltiness11 or 
crime alluded to in Psalm 51, 11repentance11 may stand for the general psycho
logical value of being willing to acknowledge our mistakes and shortcomings., 
It means 11to think again11 , that is, to examine ourselves, and be prepared 
to aclmowledge ways in which we might improve., There could be no psycho
logical or moral growth or any kind without such normal 92 repentancen as a 
natural part of our spiritual experience., To experience repentance need 
not mean that we must look around within ourselves in order to bring to 
light some imaginary dark, or gross evil, which we must get rid of •. It 
may mean sometimes, of course, that human beings should feel sorry or con
trite for injury done, so that the breaches of fellowship between.men and 
neighbors may be healed, and the full moral will of God realized in, and 
between, persons., 

5., Man is a religious being: he may seek fellowship with God; God 7s love and 
forgiveness are available to man~ as is Godis help and strength to live the 
moral life.. (See preceding discussion on the nreligious argumentiv for God). 

Hebrew mysticism wasa~ ~ysticism., The idea of man 9s possible 
oneness with God meant identification of moral will and purpose, with God 
and fellO'WTllen in ethical fellowship, rather than the identification of manVs 
vvteingev ,m toto, and loss of his personal nature, i.11 the Divine Being. 
God speaks to man, and is present in or to human life through moral con
science,. The life of God and the life of man overle,p in the common experi
ence of Moral Truth.. Ballou, 942-3; Jer,. 22:11-16., 

Religion, in its universal, psychological meaning, may be defined as 
devotion to whatever is regarded as supreme in value. Using this definition 
for the moment, the idea of man as a religious being in the classic Old 
Testament may be summarized in the following way. Over and above any other 
object or good, the Hebrews came to realize that the supreme values are 
persons themselves. There is something in individuality or personality as 
such that suggested to them what is highest in 91meaningn or value, and also 
probably deepest in being. They recognized that persons are the superior 
order of reality and value. At the apex of this scheme of the supreme 
evaluation of persons, which may give to it its truth and poweri the Hebrews 
believed they sensed a personal source of e:x:;istence as such, or a trans
hmnan, but personal Divine Reality,. He is the fountain of the humane values 
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considered necessary, if human life is to live on the highest personal, 
political, and cultural plane., It is, therefore, honor and reverence to 
Hirn, best expressed in our respect for, and help of our human neighbor in 
his person, as God 11 s supreme creative expression, that defines religion 
for the classic Hebrew mind, Ballou 954, 943, 949, 995., 

.Q_., The Idea of Right and Wrong 

1. The universe is f-qndamentall;v .9, place of moral 12rocess or 1~ (compare the 
other religions studied), 

Ballou 713 Ten Commandments ( center of the meaning of .1<2r.illl) 
94lf Amos 
955 Is., 1:18 

2., Resgect for persons is the basic moral lc!:.1:U the sum of the Ten Commandments 
of Moses .. Respect for persons is put in most positive way as love by 
Hosea., Ballou 945, (Heb., chesed: v1steadfast love11 , or nmercy11 i.) 

3,. Sin is aggr..§sSiQ.n on other life, or disrespect for personality. This 
ethical definition of sin is implied in the Cain and Abel story, Ballou 646,. 
The 111theologica1v11 meaning of sjn is understood in its ethical meaning: sin 
against personality is sin against God as the author of personal being~
sin against God is disrespect for the Divine Source and Ground of personal 
being in God; fundamentally expressed in God 1s major created work, one 11 s 
human brother., (See previous discussion of sin)., 

4. Moral law has its source in God 11 s personal will,i "What does this mean? To 
respect persons respects God 9s highest work in creation; therefore, when 
we love our neighbor we do, or express, GodVs highest will. This is what 
the Hebrews meant by GodYs will as highest ethical standard., Ballou 886, 954. 

5. Moral law or truth has a human ].pcus too: in man Vs mind and heart, when he 
finds it there, or lets God disclose it to him in his deeper moral reason 
or conscience, Deut., 30:11-14 Ps .• 40:8 

Jer., Ch. 31:33 Jer. 22:16 
Is., 1:18., Ballou 956 

6 .. Moral law governs history and life: nations that break the law of love will 
perish, in the long run; those that keep it will tend to survive. This is 
the over-all teaching of the great 8th and 7th century prophets., and states 
for them the fundamental law of history. 

7. Note the significant. concrete expression of moral law in the personal and 
social ethics advocated by th_§s_e prophe,t_s., They were against slavery and 
oppression; were for democracy and the rights of man; they insisted upon 
integrity in the administration of justice in courts of law, in economic 
and cornmerical dealings; they emphasized watch care of the poor and need.y in 
the community; they proclaimed a high., monogamous sex ethics, Ballou 713f., 
(Ex. 22lf, Ballou 715) 
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D. The Idea of Evil and Salvation from Evil 

i. Historic. social. human or man-caused evil._2r sin (Man 9s inhumanity to man): 

a .. God deals with this level of evil through moral law working in history 
as judgment .. Human sin is thwarted by historical judgment and punish
ment,. The message of Amos and the other great prophets formulated the 
inevitable outwork of moral law (we might call it today an over-all 
statistical average): according to the prophets men and nations that 
are corrupt perish; those that are kind arid just survive,. 

Through moral law working in history and men 9s lives as love and for
giveness, when men repent.. This would vouch safe the positive side 
of the worh'ing of historical law just stated~ that men and nations 
which are kind and just on the whole tend to survive. Ballou 968-9., 
Der .. 18 .. 

b .. God works in life and history at the core of things through righteous 
persons, Ballou 959i Bible, Is .. 32:lf. The saving effect of righteous 
personality is the root idea of the Messiah in the Old Testament .. In 
Isaiah Ch .. 53 the teaching is that love must turn suffering to good 
account; this is the ultimate positive way that God deals with suffer• 
ing -~ it may have a redemptive or saving role (compare the Buddhist 
idea of suffering) .. 

c., Through righteous social order or organiz,ation, Ballou 713f: The Ten 
Commandements and early laws of Israel,. II Sam .. 5:lf: sets forth 
the idea of iilimi ted21 ., or vi const:ttutional monarchy1V., We find the 
idea of international law and world government in Isaiah and Micah, 
Ballou 952, 959., (Recall point 7 under idea of right and wrong). 

At this place we might well summarize the Febrqic philosophy of 
histor;)!e History is 'l'lprogressive'l'I, developmental., or linear. History 
for the prophets was like an arrow, rather than a circle (contrast 
Hindu and Greek cyclical conceptions of history). In spite of sin., 
historical evil., and reverses, man 9s history was moving toward a 
wonderful consummation., Apparently more optimistic about human social 
forces themselves, and the effect that God~s spirit of justice and 
love would have in moving in them, some of the prophets thought this 
event would take place within historical time, and defined it as. a 
Golden Age of universal., peace, prosperity, justice., and international law, 
under the inspired leadership of Israel and her ethical religion, 
Ballou 952, 959. The apocalyptic prophets, on the other hand, who 
were more pessimistic about the possibility of a happy outcome within 
history itself., looked for the consummation beyond historical time, 
in a transcendent or heavenly future, established by a direct, super
natural intervention of God. 

2~ Natural or physical evil, i.e. pain and disease: this is the special 
problem with which the Book of Job wrestles. Job repudiates the idea that 
disease is a divinB judgment for sin, as did J.esus at a later time. 1Job 
hints at the scientific idea of the reign of natural law as the largest 
solution to the problem of evil, Job Ch. 38, Ballou 874fe Job questions 
the over-all teaching of the prophets that righteousness inevitably brings 
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health and prosperity, and wickedness calamity; for what about righteous 
individuals who suffer? The prophetic teaching about historical retribution 
may work for human life as a whole, considering men and human groups in 
the mass, as a kind of statistical average. 

The deeper problem, however, of righteous individuals who suffer is 
considered by the Book of Job in the above way, and by the II Isaiah in 
Ch. 53. The latter sets forth the idea, as we have already noted, that 
through suffering, love and service salvation and bette:rment may ultimately 
come. In I~ and Job the Hebrews escape the utterly pessimistic con
ception of suffering of Hinduism and Buddhism, suggesting a theory of 
suffering in conformity with their optimistic view of l.ife and existence 
in general., 

Summary: The OT Idea of Salvation 

By this time you are aware that there are two major streams of thought 
in the Old Testament that bear upon this theme: the prie~lli and the E~ophetic. 
The former concerned sacrifices 3.nd man 1s ceremonial duties; the latter man Vs 
ethical duties. Though they are sometimes rival forces, they are not, in the 
final development, entirely exclusive. On the one hand, we have seen how the 
highest prophetic insight utilizes the concept of i•sacrificen by turning it 
to profoundest ethical account in Isaiah 530 On the other, the Old Testament 
ceremonial-sacrificial tradition, in its later development, as revealed in 
many of the Psalms., expresses the characteristic Hebrew concept of salvation 
as ethical communion or fellowship with God,. 

Fosdick points out that we may trace the lift of the sacrificial-ceremonial 
tradition, toward the advanced spiritual or inward meaning of personal fellowship 
with God, in the major fact that vvafter the final destruction of the temple of 
Jerusalem., Jewish rabbis began teaching prayer as a substitute for the old 
offer:ings..,o(Ps. 14l:2)1v (GUB 205) .. ~l- This development in the priestly tradition 
reveals the influence of the prophetic movement upon it. Fosdick continues, 
0 the Books of Ezra a."'1.d Nehemiah, for example, represent the passionate devotion 
of the post-Exilic community, rebuilding the holy city and temple and restoring 
the sacrifices .. ~.,?Remember me, 0 my God, for goodv (Neha 13:31). Clearly, to 
men like this t.he sacrificial system was not a substitute for the interior 
practise of God Vs presence but rather the Voutward and visible sign of an in
ward and spiritual grace? '"'"lt is in the Psalter, however, that the development 
of personal prayer within the sacrificfal system is most convincingly made 
e videntvv, as Psalms 27, 42, 43, and 66 bear our ( GUB 2lf5-20)" .Jf-

On the negative side, salvation :L.'1 all religious systems has meant escape, 
and attainment of ultimate security and peace,from evil of some kind or degree. 
On the positive side salvation has meant the process by which men come to stand 
within the divine favor or security.. What constitutes nthe divine favoriv is 
defined differently at different historic levels of the Old Testament, according 
to varying conceptions of God 9s nature and requirements. In the highest reaches 
of Old Testament thought, salvation, or the state of standing in the divine 
favor and security, is defined as personal, ethical fellowship with men and God., 
We are now prepared to analyze this development more fully •. 

-lf. Guide to Understanding the Bible, Harper, 1938. 
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In largest Hebraic understanding. the ultimate Good, to or for which p:i.en 
are saved. is the fulfillment of personal lif.~. for 9neself and oth~., Personal 
life is not to_be denied or annihilated, as in Hinduism and Buddhism., Rt,,.,,,Sal
vation~® "for Leasterri/ mysti,9.al religion is a union of substance in which the 
personal self is lost; for LHebrai_g/ prophetic religion it is a fellowship of 
persons in which the real self is achievedn (Harris Franklin Rall, .Q.hristianit_;y: 
64-65).,. This concept of the ultimate good has as its background the Hebraic 
optimism about the finite material creation., The first chapter of Genesis 
declares that the world a."ld man were created good and were intended~good. 
Finite personal being or existence is regarded favorably in the Hebr~ic view 
( in contrast to the Hindu and Buddhist), because all existence has its source 
in Ultimate Personality or an ultimate Person, God,, The love of God t.hat comes 
before all other love is recognition of the cosmic status ar.i.d worth of person
ality. The fulfillment of personal life for the finite person would be fellow
ship with the Ultimate Person, as the ground and source of his being .. But the 
sign by which we profess our lmowledge and love of God, is the knowledge and 
love of our neighbor, concern for men as GodVs highest creative work, the 
expressions of his very being nearest at hand. Personal fulfillment in fellow
ship has an earthly realization in our soc:ia 1 a,."ld historical relationships; 
and ultimately it has a heavenly and immortal consurnmation, according to 
Biblical thought. 

The primary evil from which we are saved is et1-d.cal., rather than physical 
or metaphysical .. (We have seen how the Hebrews dealt with the problem of 
physical evil., or pain, in JoQ). The evil from which we must be saved would be 
those inordinate forms of pride that would lead to sins of aggressfon and in
justice. Man may fall into sin through temptation to use hi§ higher spiritual 
capacities of freedom and reason for entirly selfish purposes. 

According to the highest thought of the Old Testament, however, sin is 
not pre-determined or inevitable (Ez., Ch& 18); men may live, or come to live, 
prevailingly in freedom from si..11; and salvation may be expressed in terms of 
initial and continuing sense of moral-well-being, as GodVs spirit may inspire 
and sustain the moral life. 

Thfo Old Testament doctrine of salvation in its most positive possibility., 
as freedom from sin, or relative sinlessness, as a legitimate practical ideal, 
does not mean, of course, that human beings, in their finitude, or lDnitation of 
judgment, experience, moral perception or moral will, do not sometimes fail in 
duty, or upon occasion blunder, to realize that action has been less than 
iwperfectly idea1vi.. A life is ·.,justified.ii, in the BibLi.cal doctrine, if it is 
characteristically free from evil or hurtful intention, free from inordinate 
ranges of pride, and makes continuing effort to live Vir:i.ghteouslyn, that is, 
humanely and justly, and in integrity. 

When men do sin, however, salvation takes place through repentance and 
inward cleansing, the sacrifices of a loving and yielding heart, and is assured 
or guaranteed by the ethical nature of God as forgiving love .. Thus, in most 
inclusive sense for the Hebrews, salvation is a fellowship of persons -- it is 
ethical and personal union or communion. It is love., The nsalvationn which 
the Hebraic mind experienced was indeed iimystica.lv? and 'irapturous•i I but it was 
the mysticism and rapture of communion: with God and fellow creature., Love 
and compassion are the dominating emotional and intellectual characteristics 
of this salvation. In Hebraic thought, moral oneness with God constitutes 



ultimate assurance of the divine favor or security -- a union of motives, 
purposes, end acts of will. The most intense expressions of this concept of 
salvation as ethical fellowship with God are found in the prayers of Jeremiah 
and in portions of the Psalms. 

The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? 
The Lord is the stronghold of my life; of whom shall I be afraid? 

Ps .. 27:1 
Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord: 

And who shall stand in his holy place? 
He who has clean hands and a pure heart, 

who does not lift up his soul to what is false, 
and does not swear deceitfully. 

He will receive blessing from the Lord 
and vindication fron the God of his salvation. Ps. 24:2-5 

The Law of the Lord is perfect, reviving the soul; 
the testimony of the Lord is sure 9 making wise the simple; 
the precepts of the Lord are right:, rejoicing the heart; 
the commandment of the Lord is pure, enlightening the eyes; 
in keeping them there is great reward\) 

Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins; 
let them not have dominion over meZ 

Then I shall be blameless, and innocent of great transgression .. 

He judged the cause of the poor and needy; o ... 

Is not this to know me? says the Lqrd~ 

Ps,. 19:7-13 .. 

Jer,. 22:16 
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III •. Beginnings .Qi. Judaism: Exilic and~ Exilic Periods 

At this point our study returns to where we left our discussion of major 
historical developments on page 90 and 91. Note again the paragraph on page :90 
which referred to nRestorat;i.on prophecy under Ezekieln,. 

The classic Exile of the Jews to the city of Babylon, capital of the 
Chaldeans., is defined by the dates 586 to 532 B@C. Two important Biblical 
writings come from this period, those of 11Second Isainh~i (principally Chapters 
40 and 55 of Gur present book of Isaiah), and those of Ezekiel. We have already 
discussed the outlook of 11Second Isaiah11 (page 90), an unknown author, who 
many Biblical scholars believe wrote sometime in the latter half of the Exile 
period, possibly as a resident of Babylon. Somewhat earlier in the 6th century., 
Ezekiel formulated his plan for a restored Jewish nationo Much of EzekielVs 
book seems to have been written during the time of the captivity, though some 
of it refers to the period prior to Nebuchadnezzer 1s final invasion of Judah 
in 587 B.C. From Ezekiel Vs time forward, except for the Maccabean period, the 
principal fact on the international scene was the continual subjectiqn of the 
Jews to foreign overlord$ (recall the.earlier destruction of the northern king
dom of Israel by the Assyrians in 721 B.C.): 

Chaldeans 
Persic:ms 
Greek and 
Hellenistic 
rulers 
(Maccabees 
Romans 

586 ... 538 B.C. 
538-334 B.c. 

334-166 B.C. 
166-63 B.C.) 
63 B.C.-135 A.D., when Jerusalem was 
destroyed in reaction to Bar Kokba 
revolt. 

1. Ezekiel: looked forward to a restoration of national life in Jerusalem, 
with restored Temple and purified worship; emphasized stricter observe.nee 
of ceremor1;y and ritual,. (Ezekiel, Cho.pters 8, 20, 36, 43-46) 

In 532 B.C,, Cyrus the Great., Persian king, who had conquered the Chaldean 
power in 538., and inherited its empire, permitted a Jewish party under 
Zerubbabel to return from Babylon in-order to restore the Temple and 
rebuild Jerusalem(~, Chapters 1 and 2). In the middle of the next 
century, during the reign of the Persian monarch, Artaxerses I (465-425 
B.C.), Ezra and Nehemiah retur~ed to Jerusalem to continue the restoration 
program attempted e3.rlier by Zerubbabel. 

2. Ezra and Nehemiah: These 5th century Jewish pioneers were evidently inspired 
by the ideas of Ezekiel, as revealed in their emphasis on an exclusive 
_g_ommunj.tx, on ceremonial purit_x j.n strict keeping of the feasts and ritual 
observances, and on a theocratic or .12.t.~_s_tl;y; 9y_g§nized state (Ezra 7:1-10; 
Nehemiah chs. 8, 10; Ballou 835-36, 839-40 3 842-43. The numerous references 
in the books of Ez~ and Nehemiah to the Law or Torah, which these leaders 
stressed as hereaftBr to be the authoritative stnndard for faith, conduct, 
and ceremonial observance, probably meant the Levitical, or Holiness code 
enshrinedinthe book of Leviticus, Chapters 17 to 26. Pious editors, 
thinking and writing in the prie9tly tradition in Israel, had long since 
been at work compiling such material. c-
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At the time of the restoration, Israelis leaders believed that the 
only way the Jewish people could be returned to a position of influence 
in the world was for the nation to become a churchly commtmity whose 
ritual purity and ethical beliefs would be an example (Ezekiel) to the 
worlde Was this, after all, the pre.ctical, institutional way the Jewish 
community could fulfill the missionary ideal of II Isafah? In any case.t 
Ezekiel?s plan of a priestly or theocratic state prevailed, until the 
Romans destroyed the Temple in 70 A.,D. (Through the eyes of early Christian 
criticism we get a glimpse of this priestly religion centering in Temple 
worship and animal sacrifice, in the Gospels of the New Testament)., The 
emphases were: I?£iestly authority. and~£!:~ strictly observed in 
terms of ritual and ethical prescriptions., 

3., The Pharisees: arose in late old testament times as a party; stressed 
observonce of the Mosaic Law; understood religion to be a union of ethical 
righteousness and ritual formality., 

Some of the Pharisees took to an extreme the concept of religion as 
performance of minute and numerous ritualistic duties. It was such groups 
that came under tho critic:is:m of Jesus and the New Testament authors. 
Other ancient Pharisees, and numerous former and modern Rabbinic 
scholars, while acknowledgLng the role of ritual in Jewish life and 
faith, have emphasized the ethical side of religion as primiarily charac
teristic of Jewish piety. In the New Testament period the school of Hillel 
was the more liberal group of Pharisees; that of Shemmai the more conser
vative or strict. 

4. The Diaspora or Dispersion. After the Chaldean conquest of 587 B,C., the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem found life to be precnrious indeed., They were 
never again permanently independent or economically secure., The exile 
of the Jewish leaders to Babylon under Nebuchadnezzer in the 6th Century 
grew in succeeding periods into a general exodus or d1spersion of Jewish 
emigrants from the old home site in Judah, Jewish life was expelled by 
political catastrophy, and pulled by economic necessity, out upon tho 
gentile cities of the eastern Mediterranian. Many descendants of the 
original captives remained in Babylon and Mesopotamia; others migrated 
to Egypt and Alexandria; to the islands of the sea; to the cities of 
Greece, and to Rome. 

l ) 
5,, Rise 0f S:vnagogue ~stem: churches or places of worship1'<,in cities of the 

diaspora; to take the place of the Temple and sacrificial worship after 
70 A.,D,. 

6.. The Old Testament writings were completed between 500 and 100 B.,C,.. 
Editing and compiling of: 

The historical narratives-
The legal literature--
The prophetic books--
The wisdom literature and Psalms. 

In 90 A.D. a council of Rabbis at the city of Jamnia, on the coast of 
Palestine, fixed the canon of the Old Te~tai~ent virtually as we now have it,. 
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commentaries on OT and the Law. 
Jerusalem and 1\3abylonian versions; finished respectively 4th and 5th 
centuries A .. D."jl In Je:wish eyes, equal to the Old Testament itself, 
the TaJ.mud has remained a ~-,u,~~k~'~" source of authority and inspiration 
for Jewish piety and culture., 

Medieval and Moder11,Develo_p_ments 

Post-Biblical and Medieval Juda:i&m: period of formation of Jewish i 9Qrthodoxy9!., 

I 

Informal, nature of' Synagogue worship., 

a. Prayers take place of sacrifice., 
b. Lay readers take place of priesthood., 
c~ Emphasis on social life Md moral conduct, with continuation of traditional 

ceremonial, such as circumcision.:i Passover, and other feasts. Although 
Temple worship, animal sacrifice, and official priesthood.were absent 
in the synagogue system, it realized a signific13llt portion of EzekielVs 
ideal and program in rctai.'1ing and emphasizing the ethical side of 
Torah and much of tho Lawvs ritual prescription., Stress:ing a religion 
of ethics, inner spirit and prayer, as flowing through one side of 
Ezekiel 9s thought, the synagogue gave important expression to the 
message of the 8th and 7th century prophets from Amos to Jeremiah .. 

3 .. Heightening of Jewish religious and racial consciousness as everJWhere a 
minority group on defensive agcc:i.nst Christianity and Islam (though Jews 
better off in Islamic countries)g Ghetto life .. 

4 .. MQin medieval :intellectual trends: 

a .. Jewish Scholasticism or philosophy: Moses Maimonides., 1135-1204: 
great Aristotelian Scholar, 

b., Kabbala: magic, occultism,. 
c... Hassidism or Chassidism: pietistic., mystic., purist (back to Scripture) 

revolt against TaJ.mudic authority. . iVI-Iasid92 meant pious. The modern 
phase of the movement was founded by Israel of Moldavia in 18th century 
Poland, but its ideas go back to 12th and 13th century Germany. 

Judaism from the 18th Century to Present 

Continu:ing of historic orthodoxy: Orthodox Judaism 

, 2~ &._q_,_11cipation or modernizat:i,.on movement under Moses Mendelssohn 1729-86 in 
,~ Germany. Hope of freedom of Jews culturally, ethnically .. Hope of acceptance 
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by Gentile culture as effect of modern philosophic liberal 
enlightenment and scientific outlook. 

This ideal has tended to fail, since Gentile civilization has not 
received the Jews in every way that the earlier wvemancipatorsvv hoped, e.g._, 
to speak of Gentile opposition on its worst side, Russian progrnms under 
the Czars, HitlerVs massacres, anti-Semitism in the U,i,S,. and elsewhere,. 
But cc1modernizationi1 has achieved success in other ways, for example in: ~ 

3. Contemporary liberalization mQvemen~ within Judaism; these take two forms: 

a. Reform Judaism: most modernistic or radical. Abraho.m Geiger 1810-1874, 
Acceptance of modern critical scientific outlook. Complete reformation 
and modernization of customs and theology. 

b. Conservative Judaism: a middle way between Orthodox and Reform Judaism, 
Solomon Schechter 1850~1915. 

4. ~pni~: may have three expressions or meanings: 

Nat1.onalistic: resettlement irt historic home of Palestine. Theodore 
Herzl 1860-1904. 
Religious: special religious.mission or message to world in spirit of 
II Isaiah. 
Cultural Zionism: Jewish people to maintain distinctive cultural 
characteristics, thereby m.".1-king unique cultural contribution to modei:r.n 
world. 

JV. Modern Judaism - The Three Philosophies 

Common FeD.turos of all Jewish ,N01fil§.! 

· 1., A way of life, a culture, rnther than a creedal system., No· creed except 
Shema: vvr-Iear, 0 Israel, the Lord our God_, the Lord is Onevv, Deut. 6:4-9 
(Ballou, p., 743) 

2. General authority of certain scriptures: 

a. Religious and ethical principles of the Torah, which means in general 
the OT 111 More specifically it means the Pentateuch, or Word of God as 
given to Moses in the first five books of the OT. 

b11 Talmud as common laws of Jewish ethical discipline., 

All three groups friendly -- no sectarian schism .• 

No synod or hierarchical organization, or central church authority or 
government. Each congregation autonomous: the synagogue -- most ancient 
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democratic form of church government. Organized like Baptists, Congregation
alists, Disciples of Christ, Quakers in Christia.~ity. 

(Acknowledging the many degrees of opinion which exist among ,Jewish people 
individually relntive to their religious philosophy., the following sketch does 
not presume to analyze all shades of difference. Rather what is suggested is 
the general outlook of each group as to what appears to the present analyst to 
be its distinctive intellectual values) 

1. Orthodox Judais~: as to general outlook carries on the ancient traditions, 
the old Jewish forms of life, litany, dietary practicos; literal interpre
tation of the Torah., Traditionally its theological tenets have followed 
the famous thirteen dogmas of Maimonides (1135-1204 A.DI))! 

God~s existence. 
His unity, 
His incorporeality. 
His timelessness. 
Approachable in prayer. 
Belief in prophE,c;y- - that God sends prophets. 
Superiority of Moses to all other prophets. 
Revelation of the Law of Moses in tho Pentateuch. 
Immutability of the Law. 
Divine Providence. 
Divine Justice .. 
Coming of a personal Messiah. 
Ressurrection and human immortality. 

For traditional orthodoxy Judafam has meant a specially chosen people of 
God (with its beliefs and practices) which by its exnmple upholds the ancient 
prescriptions of the Mosaic I,awi in" all possible detail ,::is the ideal before 
all peoples. Accordingly, the Sabbath, the ancient festivals, and the dietary 
laws are strictly kept, nnd effort is made to avoid all pr8scribed defilement. 

In strictest sense, 2;'.9.r_§J:l or Law has traditionally meant the Pentateuch of 
the Old Testament (the first five books), which is believed to have been given 
by Moses on Sjnai, to be supernaturally revealed, and to require literal inter
pretation. In wider sense, 'Torah hc1,s meant o.11 teachjng which is regurdod as 
authoritative~ both oral nnd written~ With the tendency to thjnk of revelaton 
as now closed J change has been difficult in Orthodox Judaism. Where change 
has occurred it has been defined as "i.lj_terpretrtilm1• rather than a.lteration or 
abrogation of the law~l 

Traditionally~ Orthodo:;r Jud::dsm has looked for a 12ersonal Messiah, and 
has interpreted the messianic age as one of peac·e nnd brotherhood, to be 
realized on earth in historical time.,2 It favors a Zion0st movement in 
Palestine only to the extent that traditional Judaism rnny become dominant 
there.3 

l. Rabbi Bernard Harrison 9 v~Judaismvv, in The Annals of the American Academy 
of Political and Social Science, March-1948, p. 27-28 
Ibid p. 25, 28 
Ibid P• 27 
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Orthodox Jews claim some 2 million adherents in the United States~ 

Speaking of the dif.ficulty of changing the law to meet new conditions., a 
Jewish analyst writes, nm truth it appears that only Moses can change the law 
of Moses. The difficulty is that no one recognizes a Moses-.-and so changes are 
not effectedt"'l The resulting problem for Orthodoxy has been that of holding 
the younger generation, seeking some resolution of the inconsistencies between 
modern problems and thought and the ancient law. For example, Orthodox males 
should not touch a razor to the face .. Is, however, the use of an electric 
razor proper, s:ince, of course, no prohibition of this is found in the ancient 
law? The inconsistency between modern necessities and some ancient custom has 
led many of the younger group vveither to a complete break with all observances 
or to a transfer to the other wings of Judaism.n2 

Characteristic of the following, more VWlibera1vv forms of Judaism is the 
willingness to change, or to accept as principle, the validity of re:interpretation 
of the Law. Indeed the authority of the Pentateuch itself is sometimes cited 
for the right to believe that the law need not be rigidly fixed •. , In Deut •. 17: 
8-11 permission is given the w1priestsn and the n judges'1, V1in those daystv of 
the future, to decide cases for which there is no precedent, thus underscoring 
on Biblical grounds the belief that Judaism contains a philosophy of progressive 
interpreation adequate to meet the needs of developing civilization. 

2.. Reform J'9&IBism: a thorough-gojJ1g modern, rational approach to religion 
emphasiz:ing extensive reform in thought and practice, by reinterpretation 
of the Law :in light of modern knowledge and problems; stresses liberal, 
personalistic theological and humanitarinn beliefs: 

Personal God. 
Freedom of man; man's dignity as a person: respect for persons 

as basic moral law. 
Possibility of prayer. 
Sin and evil are real and constitute a problem. 
Immortality. 
OT prophets, especially $th-6th century B.c., in addition to 

Moses, are the basis of theology and ethics--hence a strongly 
social conscience. 

For this group, Judaism, in its central philosophical s.ig:n.ificance 
appears to mean the ethical and theological teachings of the great Sth 
to 6th century B,,C. prophetsJ> from limos to II Isaiah.. 91It is upon 
Prophetic teach:ing that Reform Judaism lays its stress .. 9R3 Originally 
for the Reform group, Judnism was more an ethic and a general theological 
outlook than a race, culture, cult, or creed. However, though it may 
still be said that theiri7omphasis is on conduct rather than a creed9V ,4 in 
recent years, Reform Judaism has reemphasized (as in the Columbus Platform 
1937) that iiJudaism is the historical religious experience of the Jewish 
peoplen. 

--------·-
1. Rabbi Bernard Harrison, nJudaism1v, in The Annals of the .American 

.Academy _of Political and Social Science, March, 1948. p.. 28 
2. Ibid Pe 28 
3.. Rabbi Louis I. Newmnn, VVReform Judaism~' in B,eligion :in the Twentieth 

,QQ_ntury. ed., Ferm, Philosophical Library 1948, p • .320 
4,. B. P .. Church, A Faith for You, Rinehart & Co. p., 125 
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Inspired by the words of the Talmud that ~tthe ri)shteous of all nations 
have a share in the world to come'', Refbrm Jews ha'll't) a universal or inclusive 
conception of religion,. 19We believe with Less'ihg in Nathan the Wir;e, that 
any religion which leads its adherents to the good life is a true religion.tvl 
Though making no special proselytizing emphasis, but reflecting the spirit 
of II Isaiah, IsraelVs inspiring mission is to be a people chosen to responsi
bility rather than to privilege: "Because God revealed himself to them, they 
are chosen to lead the world into ways of truth and righteousne.ss"n2 

With its fountain source in Moses and the prophets, revelation has a 
continued expression in the progressive, intellectual, spiritual, 1md moral 
development of the human race.. Revelation is not closed, but is still open 
through alL channels of human reason where truth is discovered; revelation 
is present in the advance of natural science and phJ.losophy, a:ndin humane 
ethical thougllt and social practice,. The concept of progressive revelation 
is movingly expressed in a prayer found in T,he ,U11ion Pra;yer_BooJs.: 990 Lord, 
open our eyes that we may see and welcome all truth, whether shining from 
the annals of ancient revelations,- or reaching us through the seers of our 
own time; for Thou hidest not Thy· light from any generation of Thy children 
that yearn for Thee and seek Thy guidance•73 

Central to its concept of revelation would be Tof'ah., Torah, howev(;1r, 
is defined as nreason over traditionn, and rather than a single deposit of 
supernatural disclosure to Moses on Sinai,- it is 99a record of the Spiritual 
insights of generations of Jewse•94 Refoxm Judaism is i 9built upon the con
cept of Torah or Jewish religious culture or re;J.,igious 9civilization~.1v5 

Reform Judaism has a humanistic or generalized conception of the ' 9Messiah11 : 

Mankind as a whole may be, or come to be, the 0 anointed99 , -- 'i 0 e 0 the new 
righteous humanity to come in the future will be 19Messia}J.v~.. ''Reform Judaism 
interprets the Messianic ideal, not in terms of a person or a group of persons; 
it speaks rather of a Messianic Age with Israel as the Priest People 1md 
Humanity as its own MessiahYY~ · Reform Jews have not agreed among themselves 
over the Zionest issue; accordingly, adherence to Palestinean Zionism is left 
as a matter of individual consciencee This body of Jews have some 800,000 
adherents in the United States. 

· Prof .. Horace L. Friess and Herbert w .. Schneider have slUlllnarized Reformed 
Judaism in the following terms: v,rn many ways Reform Judaism resembles Deism 
or liberal Protestantism more than it does the orthodox Judaism of the synagogue., 
Recently, however, there has been a tendency to shift from the rationalistic 
and cosmopolitan ground of the founders toward a more mystical theology and 
toward an appreciation of the Hebrew renascence now taking formn7,. Disillu .... · 
sioned with 19th century emancipation ideals, many modern Jews have come to 
feel that they can nemancipate0 themselves in a more realistic sense by making 
a distinctive cultural contribution to the world. This can be done by main
taining their connnunal life as Jews, while at the same time accepting the good 

1.. Louis T,. Newman, "Reform Juda1smvv in Religion in the Twentieth Century, 
ed. Ferm, Philosophical Library 1948, p. 319 

.2. B. P., Church, LJaith for You, Rinehart & Co .. p., 125 
J,. Published by The Central Conference of American Rabbis, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

1930, 1945 .. 
A .. · Harrison, op. cit. Pe 29 
_:5. Louis I .. Newman, op. cit,. ,p,,. 319 
6.. Ibid p,. 319 
7. Religion in Variou~ Cultures, Henry Holt & Co .. P• 295 



features of modern, scientific culture., Conservative Jews adopt this out
look as the best vision for Judaism. 

3. Conservative Judaism (sometimes called Nee-orthodox Judaism): acknowledges 
the need for moderate reform, by accepting the facts of modern science and 
progress. This type of Judaism, however, desires to retain all hallowed 
Jewish practices. It seeks to keep the prescriptions of Torah in modified 
form., consonant with modern life., The watchword seems to be, keep 99reformn 
Jewish - do not reform to the point where Judaism is in danger of obliter
ation., On the ceremonial side of religion, as a kind of modernized orthodoxy, 
it protests against the excesses of Reform Judaism, though on the philosoph
ical and theological side, like Refopi, it accepts the modernist, rational 
approach as its predominant outlook., 

Reminescent of 0,rtl"log.ox:y, Conservative Jews have a stronger sense of the 
significance of Judaism or Israel, than did early Reform. Without equivo~ 
cation,, e9Judaismn means, not just abstract ethical doctrine, but a distinctive 
civilization. Conservative Judaism blends the cohesive, social and historical 
outlook of Orthodox Judaism with the theological outlook of Reform Judaism, 
A representative of Conservative Judaism writes: tvJudaism, being more thq.?1 
a system of abstract universal ethical data, but an all-embracing comprehensive 
way of life, should seek to express itself in all forms of literature and art 
and communal organization, as well as Festivals, Sabbaths, Holy Days, daily 
ritual and synagogue.n2 Without :implications of exclusiveness, the mission 
of Israel is defined in a way similar to Reform, It is hoped that Israelis 
righteous example will lead all men to God, though the non-Jew need not 
become a convert to Judaism. The non....Jew may find salvation by living 
according to the 92laws of elementary decency and righteousness 0 n3 

By revelation and tvTorah99 Conservative Judaism does not mean s1.tpernatural 
disclosure, but, like Reform it means moral, rational, and spiritural insight.4 
Torah means the special insight of the progressive intellectual, spiritual, 
and moral development distinctively of Israel.5 Torah includes Bible, Talmud, 
codes, and Responsa, the ceremonial laws and the ethical teaching, and viis 
binding, and its sanctity assured, not so much because it was revealed on 
Sinai, but because it found expression in Jewish life through thousands of 
years91 and i 9embodies the historical experiences of the people of Israel,. vv6 
Robert Gordis in Conservative Judaism writes: nour goal is loyalty to an 
evolving law, which is the will of God as revealed through the experience 
of Israe1.n7 

This branch of Judaism rejects the traditional Orthodox concept of the 
Messiah, though in the conservative prayer book references to the Messiah 

1. Jewish interpreters recognize a "rightn, a 91leftvr ( the Re constructionists), 
and a larger 9'centrist groupn within Conservative Judaism, Bernard 
Harrison, op. cit. Po 31, note 32. 

2. Sim.on Greenberg, vvconservat:;ive Judaismev in Religion in the Twentieth 
pentury. op. cit. p. 327, 325 
See also Bernard Harrison, op, cit. Pe 32 

3o Harrison, op. cit. P• 32 
4. Ibid P, 31-32 
511 Ibid P1.1 32 
6. Ibid 
7. Behrman House Inc., 1945, New York P• 77, q~oted by Harrison op. cit. 

p. 32 
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Messiah are retained as a syni.bol.1 Its concept of Messiah parallels that 
of Reform Judaism, described above., (With, however, the emphasis that 
Conservative Jews place on their historic social continuity,- does Messiah 
mean to them the special role that Israel, as God 9s Messianic nservantn., 
people., or nation, are destin_ed to play in the conversion of the Gentiles 
to ethical monotheism., as in the thought of Second Isaiah? If so, their 
concept of Messiah would lie somewhere between traditional Orthodoxy and 
Reform views, which stresses a more generalized., humanistic interpretation). 

Zion:i,sm recruits much strength from Conservative Judaism.. 99With its 
strong sense of tradition and its emphasis on religious nationalism, the 
support of Zionism comes naturally to Conservative Judaismii.,2 Conservative 
Jews believe that the Diaspora--the Jews living in the world at large-need 
a political center of life in Jerusalem,3 somewhat as the world-wide Roman 
Catholic Church needs Rome and the Papacy., 

Conservative Jews number approximately 800,000 followers in the United 
States.., 

Summarizing Zionism, Prof$ 8 ,Friess and Schneider write: vwzionism is 
the contemporary and on the whole secular expression of the ancient Messianic 
hope in its nationalistic form, given impetus by the prevailing nationalism 
of recent times and by the revival of anti-Semitism, which gave pause to 
post-Emancipation enthusiasm. vi4 

1. Harrison op_. cit., P• 31 •. 
2 .. Hnrrison op,. 9it. P• 33. 
3. Ibid,. 
4. ~oligio11, ,ID Various Cultures, op. cit. P• 296, 



V., Ma.jor Aspect.s of J.§wish Ceremonial: A Sketch 
' 

The Blessings t S:ynagome, ,::.,.nd S:1.bbath . . 

UThe fundamental concept of the Jewish ceremonial system is that 
God continually reveals Himself in nature, in history, and in manvs daily 
life., Each ceremony seeks to emphasize some aspect of this Divine reve
lation, and thus becomes a special means for communion between man and 
God., By stress:ing the common dependence of all Nen on God, ceremonies 
strengthen the· sense of human kinship,. By drawing attention to the pheno
mena of nature., they help develop mnnvs sense of the aesthetic, and increase 
his joy in the contemplation of beauty. By opening up vist3.s of achievement 
and satisfaction, they help free him from subjection to material needs and 
desires, and enable him to fulfill his higher potentialities• v'll 

1. Ritual blessings -- recited when a Jew nenjoys any particular aspect of the 
world,1i p., 26., Such as: 

When he awakes in the morning--thanksgiving for rest, the new day, etc., 
Before and after each meal (p. 37 e:x.c.-unples). 
Special blessings such as at the sight of trees in spring; of the 

ocean; at meeting a friend after a long absence. 
On hearing bad news, or occasion of bereavement (p., 38) -- blessing 

God as the ultimate Judge of affairs. 

2. The Synago~ -- its supreme importance after the Temple was destroyed: -
a. Essential elements of the architecture: 

- The Ark, containing the Scroll of the Law. 
- A stand for the reader. 
- No human figures used in the decoration of the Synagogue., 
- Symbolic representation of the tablets of the Law on the Ark. 
- Candelabra of eight or nine branches. 

b. Community prayer the chief element of the service" A quorum of 
10 males over 13 required for service. 

• Any adult male Jew may lend congregation. 
- Sometimes special readers and chanters appointed. 
- Each synagogue has a board of lay directors and officers. 
- Traditionally prayer three times a day for every Jew: if 

possible, at public service, but may be recited privately. 
Important elements of the service: -

- The Vamidah or qvstanding'7 prayer (p. 44-45) 
- Recital of the ShelrlD., Deut., 6:14 • 

.3" The Sabbath (Shabbot) .,._ the day of rest: -
Begins a little before sunset Friday. 
Candles are lit in the home by the housewife-says a prayer of blessing 
to God before she looks at the light., 
Service in the synagogue on Sabbath eve (Friday evening) and on the eve of 

the other festivals. 

1., Louis Finkelstein, nJudaismH in I.h;L.Religio!1§._ of Democracy. ed. Robert 
Ae Ashworth., the Devin-Adair Co., N.Y,., 1949., p., 36 



Family returns home for the Sabbath meal: 
- Two loaves of breact.,or hallos, symbolizing the manna in the 

wilderness. 
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- Cup of wine: head of household recites a blessing of sanctification 
of the day. Partakes of the cup and passes to others" 

- Ritual washing of hands • 
... Blessings for the bread, the meal, and after the meal., 
- Hymns. 

In Conservative and Reform congregations the Sabbath eve service occurs after 
the meal, owing to modern business life., 

Traditionally no breakfast on Sabbath morning or other festivals, prior to 
morning service. A noon meal after service, like the Sabbath eve meal, 
and a late afternoon meal. 

Concludes after sunset with a ritual blessing signifying the division between 
the Sabbath and the weekdays. 

i 7The rigid prohibition of work on the Sabh,i.th does not, as is frequently 
believed, make it a day of gloom for the observant Jew .. On the contrary, 
the complete release from all mtmdane concern, the concentro.tion on the 
study of the Torah, and the joy in the sense of communion with God, make 
it a day of great, though perhaps indescribable, delight.,l 

furposo of Major Jewish Fcstiv~]& 

n,,.., The three festivals of the ancient pilgrimages, Passover, Pentecost, and 
Tabernacles, are primarily periods of joy ••• 

YiThe significance of each festival is enha,.'1.ced through the natural and 
historical :interpretations associated with it., All of them are :intended 
to increase man 9s faith in God by reference to His revelation in the natural 
order, and also in the succession of human events., Their symbols are parti
cularly significant in an industrial and commercial civilization, where man 
tends to be separated from nature; e-rid their reflection of the Divine purpose 
in history gives one strength in times of :international crisis, and fills 
one with humility in moments of peace and prosperity. The purpose of the 
festivals may thus bB said to place human life in both its cosmic and 
historical perspectives. They enable Man to see himself both as part of 
Nature cilld as distinguished through the providence of Godv1.2 The following 
fe'l:l:Y'commanded ii"l the Mosaic Law are regarded as nmajor festivals.,n3 

1. Passover (Pesach) 
- End of March)) beginning of April. 
- nThe great festival of the re-birth of Naturevi.,4 ''arid exodus from Egypt.vi 
- •1But th-e hist.ari.cal aigniiicance of Passover as commemorating the 

Exodus and the promulgation of the idea of freedom in the world, has 
far overshadowed the agricultural phase of the festi valV? • 
Characterized by the eating of unleavened bread, nthe bread of Affliction 
(Deuteronomy 16:3), recalling to each Jew, the bondage of his ancestry 
in Egypt, and emphasizing by inference his equality with the humblest 
and most oppressed of menv~. 

- Ex. Chs,. 11-12., Lev. 23:14, Deut., 16:J. 

Louis Finkelstein op. cit., P• 55 . ., 
Ibid p.,. 55-56. 
Ibid p .. 70. 
F-i.-,kelstein OP- cit. 

5
Thean' quQtc·Cl•,tions descriptive of these feasts are 

mciudect tet~een p; 6 d ·10 
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2., Pentecost (Shabuot) 
- End of May, beginning of June., 

i?the festival of the wheat harvestn (F.,x., 23:16) 
iialso commemorates the Revelation on Mount Sinai, and is therefore the 
festival of tne Ten Commandmentsn.,_ (Ex., 19:20) 

- Frequently confirmation of young people on first day., 

3 ... Tabernacles (Sukkot) - Feast of Booths 
- In October., •. 
- Commemorates the late harvests;, . 
- ivalso Commemorates God 9s protection during the period when Israel dwelt 

in the wildernessn .. 

~~While on these festivals communion witn God is sought through joy, 
on Rosh Ha-Shannh and Yom KipPur it is sought through solemnity., _They are 
described as Days of Judgment when all living things pass before God, to 
stand in judgment for their deeds during the past year .. •9 

4,. :~h Rsiligious New Years Day (Rosh Ha-Shanah) - earlier, Feast of Trmpets., 
- Last three weeks of September or beginning of October., 
- -Sounding of ram?s horn at the synagogue service each morning .. · 
- Special prayers for Divine forgiveness •.. 
- VVThe festival of Rosh Ha-Shanah itself is particulc.".rly devoted to prayers 

for peace and prosperity for all mankind, and for life and happiness for 
individual human beingsv'l., 

- nrt also emphasizes the recognition of God as King of the Universen .. 

5, Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur) 
Oral confessions of one Vs sins,.. 

- Distribution of money for charitable purposes., 
"The Day-of Atonement is a season not only for repentance for .trespasses 

ugainst the ceremonial law, but more especially for trespasses committed 
against ethical conduct in relations between men., Forgiveness for these 
trespasses can only be obtajned when the man who suffered wrong pardons 
the injustice., It is therefore customary for anyone who is conscious of 
having :injured a neighbor, to obtan1 forgiveness before the Day of 
Atonementn.., 

'l'IThe Day of Atonement thus becomes a day for the renewal of bonds of 
affection and friendship between men2'1 11 

- t'IThe ten days beginning with the first days of Rosh Ha-Shanah and ending 
with Yom Kippur, are called the iTen Days of Penitencei-11 .. 

Others: - Finkelstein speaks of these as the vwtwo lesser f esti vals~i., 

Purim: the feast of Esther, occur:i.ng in the first half of March. Exchange 
of gifts between friends; charity for the poor., . 

Hanuvs.kah: the feast signifying the rededication of the Temple during the 
time of the 1-f.taccabees, December. The Feast of Lights.,_ Sometimes 
thought of as the Jewish 9VChristmasn .. 
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Personalities of Reform and Conservative Judaism 

Gergym;y 

Reform 

Moses Mendelssohn (1729-86) 
(Emancipation) 

Abraham Geiger (1810-?4) 
(Change through growth) 

United States 

Germany 

David Einhorn (1809-79) 
(Modern Prayer Book) 

Isaac M. Wise (1819-1900) 
(Union of America,.~ Hebrew Congregations, 1873 
Hebrew Union College, C:inci...'111ati, 1875 
Central Conference of iwerican Rabbis, 1899) 

Kaufman Kohler 
(Pittsburg Conference: platform of U.S. Reform 1885) 

Samuel s .. Wise 
(Jewish Institute of Religion, Cincinnati, 1922) 

Conservative Judaism 

Sainson R. Hirsch (1808-88) 
Zecharias Frankel (1801-95) 

(Jewish Seminary of Breslau, 1854) 

United States 

Solomn Schechter (1850-1915) 
(The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York 
City, 1886) 

Mordecai M. Kaplan (1881- ) 
(Reconstructionism) 

Louis Finkelstein (1895- ) 
(Jewish Theol,. Sem. of America) 



The Jewish problem: a religious and racial minority. 
How to solve? Three ways attempted in modern world by Jews: 

l. ~ancipation ideal of early 19th century Reform Judaism: hope that the 
Gentile community would accept Jews in every way as equals and brothers, 
partners in an enlightened, progressive civilization. Difficulties with 
this ideal: 

a., Gentile prejudice prevented complete absorption; even burst into 
violent anti-Semitism. 

b. Loss of distinctively Jewish cultural contributions, if absorption 
too complete._ 

c. Relation to Christianity? 

2. Zionism: dawns as hope of mid-19th century. 

a. But is Palestine, even if exper:unent there were successful, large enough 
for all Jews? Will there always be a diaspora? 

b. Passes responsibility from the Gentile moral conscience to the Jew. 
c._ Arab hostility. 
d. Moderate success may be possible. 
e. Relieves immediate problem in post World War II Europe. 

3. Dias2ora nationalism doubtless the larger solution for most Jews. 

a. With religious and moral vvzionismvv as contribution to the world.,, 
b. Constitutional minority rights for Jews must be secured .. 
c .. As world presses toward democratic political international organization, 

security for Jews will increase, assisted by such developments as the 
H'Ulll8n Rights Charter, a deeper understanding between Jews, Christians, 
and other religious groups. 



Questions .on .Old Testament Religion· and Judaism 

What major Jewish ceremonial interests or emphases suggest a ttpriestlyn 
_aut:horship of Gene.sis., Exodus, and the Pentateuch as a whole'? 

120 .. 

2., The Mosaic covenant with God contained what two major aspects? What imper;.,. 
tance for ·the subsequent history of Israel. was the ~~freeui cbntract between 
Yahweh and the people ?~B 

. 3. What was Baal.ism and its significance :in the history of Israel? 

4,. What was the significance of earlier prophets such as Nathan, Ahijah., Elijah 
as spokesmen for. the Covenant with Yahweh :in connection with :incidents of 
social justice? 

5,. State the importance of the threat of foreign conquest ',by such world powers 
as Assyria, Chaldea, etc .. , to Israeivs deepening understand:ing of God. 

6,. What was the significance of the prophetic reformers of the 8th to 6th 
centuries. B .. C .. in Judah and Israel? What religious con.fusion did they 
attempt to clarify? Through what channel of human nature did they proclaim 
God as speak:ing? What was their conception of God? Of the nature of true 
religion? With what conception of religion in their day did this contrast? 
What did they 'l~predict'l'I? What to them was the nature or function of pre
diction? Refer to Amos, Micah, Isaiah, etc .. in Ballou .. What specific social 
evils did they denounce? 

. 7.. When was the great Exile, and what two theories concerning how the nation 
might be restored to significance in the world developed from it? State the 

· significance of II Isaiah and Ezekiel .. 

. 8. What was the main idea of God in classic Hebraic thought? Cite passages from 
Ballou to br:ing this out., How did it differ from the Hindu and Buddhist 
views? Do you find ways to reconcile some aspects of these contrasting 
systems of thought about the Div:ine Reality? 

9.. What was the Hebraic conception and evaluation of nature? and of physical, 
earthly existence in general? How compare to the Hindu-Buddhist? To the 
Confucian? 

10... What were the three main ways God was known or apprehended by the Hebrew 
mind? Cite passages in Ballou suggest:ing these experiences of God .. Which 
of these narguments2f appeals to you most, if any? 'What value, if any., do 
you give to those that appeal less? 

11,., What are the main elements of the Hebrew concept of man? Compare with the 
Hindu, Buddhist, and Confucian ideas of man., What element seems to come 
mto sharper focus with the Hebrews? 

12,. If the Hebre-,...rs (and the Zoroastrians) were correct, how free are we as men? 
What would be the essence of our freedom? What is the rel~tion of freedom 
to reason or intellect? How does .freedom and re,3.son give us a i~onsciencen? 

13,. Are we determined in life by any factors? By what and to what extent? Can 
we sometimes V'lrise abo:veV1 and change the detenn:ining pressures upon our 
lives? 
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14., How is the vtunityvi wt.ith God., or the nature of the religious vision or exper
ience., for the Hebrews different from the concept of unity with the Divine 
in Hinduism, Buddhism? 

15,11, In what major respect is the Hebrew ethical philosophy like the Hindu, 
Buddhist., Confucian systems? Compare MosesVs Commandments with Bhakti Yoga, 
with Buddha Vs 8 ... fold patho 

16i. What differences do you find between the Hebrew concept of moral law and the 
idea of karma? 

17,. 'What is the core of the Hebraic idea of moral law? 'Where and how brought 
out in Ballou? Do you think respect for persons, and love, are itmoral lawR9? 
Defend your position,. Must all societies be governed by a 11Ten Commandments"? 
How far are Moses?s commandments universal? 

18.. 'What is the Hebrew concept of history? How does it differ from the Hindu
Buddhist? Do you think t'here is a moral law of retribution and reward, in 
over--all sense, governing the destinies of men in the mass? C.m you cite 
examples of the operation of such law? What experience of ancient Israel 
seenis to bear out the working of this law for the prophets? 

'.19,. What levels of insight concerning the nature of evil and solution to the 
problems of evil did the authors of the Old Testament express? 'What deeper 

· grappling with the problem of evil do we find in Job? How does II Isaiah 
give suffering a npositiveYv value? Do you think redemption or salvation, 
human betterment, comes by suffering? 

20.. What is the Hebraic conception of Salvation? How does it differ from the 
Hindu and Buddhist? Answer in terms of the varying conceptions of the 
ultimate V'lgoodn to be attained and the nature of ~•evilH to be overcome? 
In what practical respects regarding life are the Hebrew and these other 
concepts of Salvation similar? 

21. Outline the formation of the basic structure of Judaism in the post-E.."ti.lic 
period. State the significance of Ezekiel 2s plan of restoration; the 
significance of Ezra?s a.~d NehemiahVs work; of the Pharisees; of the 
diaspora; of the synagogue; of the Ta]Jµud. Of what significance was the 
Jewish subjection to successive world empires? 

22,. What was the main philosophy regarding a program for Judaism of early 
reform persons such as Moses Mendelssohn? What difficulties stood in the 
way of vvemancipationei ideals? 

23. State the general outlook of each of the three modern Jewish sectarian 
groups: Orthodoxy, Reform, Conservative Judaism. How do each ·.·. 
differ in their interpretations of wvJudaism1•, ¥YTorahn, and ,,the Messiahi'I? 
In what respects concerning these major themes are they alike? 

; 24. What is the main content of Jewish ceremonial life, including the nature of 
the synagogue, Sabbath, the festivals? 

25. What is the Jewish viproblemiv,? Recent types of answers to the problem? And, 
in your opinion, the best solution to it? 
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l• Origin ~ _Qate::t .Qf ~ New 
Testam~ Writing§, 

124 .. 

In 90 A .. De a council of Rabbis at the town of Jamnia in Palestine fixed 
the Old Testament canon largely as we now have it .. 

The primary sources for the life and teachings of Jesus are the four Gospels, 
Matthe~, .. ~, ~, and John, and to some extent, the letters of Paul. Why did 
the early church come to accept these literary sources? What are their charac~ 
teristics of authorship and dates of composition, and to what extent may we rely 
on them as authentic sources? A study of the life and teachings of Jesus pre
supposes such questions as these, concerning the nature, and general trustworthiness., 
of the primary dOcument.s-. Specifically, for our introductory purposes, we shall 
consider briefly two problems: how did the early church come to have a New. 'Testa
ment canon which :it regarded as authoritative scripture? and what are the sources 
.of the Synoptic gospels, Matthew, ~a.rk, and 1.12J<:~? These three Gospels are called 
1'1Synoptic" because they all present the incidents of the life and ministry I and 
the thought of Jesus., in very sim:il9,r terms. The Gospel of John differs from 
them in a number of significant details 1 both as to the life and interpretive 
·outlook,. 

A. The New Testament Canon ·~------
i. -~ need for . .51 ~..QU,: Why did need for an authoritative Christian Scripture 

arise? In the growing competition of writings, it became urgent to find a 
basis upon which the early church could counter fantasy and heresy. For 
example, there were the following prominent influences: --

a) GnoIDc ~~, one form of which said that Christ had not really lived 
as a flesh and blood man 1 but was a ghost or phantom who had appeared 
to the Apostles. 

b) A.p,.Qcryphal Gospe!~, which were circulating fanciful stories in connection 
with the life of Jesus, e.g .. Ballou p .. 1256. 

c) Marcion 9s Bible, 150 A.D., which ruled out all the Old Testament and 
included only PaulVs letters and Mark. 

It became "imperative to have some standard by which the teaching of the 
church could be regulated.nl 

2. The proc~~ .Qf ~ill£..!!• By what process were our present New Testament 
books selected as Holy Scripture? Irenaeus ~s principles, 180 A .. D • ., were a 
second century formulation of canons of excellence, trustworthi.~ess, and 
authority that might guide the early churches in their evaluation of 
numerous documents circulated among them. A document must have: 

a) The tradition of an apostle as its author, or someone closely associated 
with the apostles. 

1., E. F. Scott: The Literature of the New Testament; Columbia Uni~ersity Press 1940., pa'ge289 ..,..,..... · 
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b) Must contain nothing contrary to the rule of faith, e .. g .. that ex.pressed 
in the early sermons of Peter and other apostles, as reported, e.g .. , 
by the Book of Acts, emphasizing Jesus' death, resurrection, and savior
hood. 

c) Must be supported by one or more of the leading churches .. 

These rules of selection represented the effort of a thoughtful leader of 
the 2nd Century church to bring principles of rationality to bear upon the 
problem of the authenticity and value of early writings. 

Bishop Athanasius of Alexandria (293-373 A .. D,.) :published his famous Easter 
Letter, 367 A,.D., enumerating the present books of the New Testament and 
declaring that henceforth they would be the authoritative body of Christian 
Scripture .. By what authority did Athanasius make his list? His opinion 
reflected the good judgment of the church at large,. Among numbers of 
disputed books, he selected those which, by common agreement, had come to 
be regarded as best. The. NT Scriptures were an empirical growth: in the 
early competition of writings those established themselves which appealed 
most deeply to the experiences of the early Christian heart, will, and 
intelle.ct,. ~VThe selection was maq.e unconsciously the the mind of the church 
at large,.~.The church, in the end, selected those writings which had already 
selected theinselves,...,It was by their intrinsic work that the writings won 
their place,.vw2 

/Ii C' /k,/ ~· u/ .. ,. '··-' 
g. · The Sources ~ Trustworthiness of the Synoptic . .Method 

3. ~ Smoptic Problem,. What are the conclusions of modern Biblical scholar
ship as to the composition and general dates of the Synoptic Gospels? A 
study of this question is called the Synoptic Problem. Briefly stated, 
such a study observes the similarity between Matthew, Mark, and~ and 
seeks to discover their historic relationships, concerning matters of 
authorship and relative dates of writing. In pursuing this it discovers 
the sources upon which these Gospels are based. E. F. Scott has ex.pressed 
the findings of modern Biblical scholarship relative to the Synoptic Problem 
in these terms: UThe Gospels, as actual compositions.., .,may be late, but 
they are made out of materials which had existed long before .. vv3 Contemporary 
scholarship points to the introductory paragraph of the Gospel of Luke as a 
first important clue leading to the above summary. Careful reading of Luke 
1:1-4 4 reveals the following significant data:...- · 

2~ Scott, op., cit .. 9 page 293 
3. Scott, op .. cit.,, page 19 
4,. vvrnasmuch as many have undertaken to compile a narrative of the things 

which have been accomplished among us, just as they were delivered to 
us by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of 
the word, it seemed good to me also, having followed all things closely 
for some time past, to write an orderly account for you, most excellent 
Theophilus, that you may know the truth concerning the things of which 
you have been informed .. n Luke l:1 ... 4 (RSV) 
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a) The author tells us that a number of writings, ("many have undertaken 
to compile a narrativen) existed previously to his own composition., 
i.,e 11 the Qs>§.2.tl .Q.£ ~., v .. l.11 and the implication is that he is basing 
his own writing upon them" By LukeVs comment, then, we are certain 
that the literary codefication of Jesus' life had already begun by the 
time Luke writeso 

b) Luke suggests that he himself was not an eyewitness to these events, 
but that he is attempting to be a conscientious transmitter of the 
information that came to him, which he believes had its origin with 
vveyewitnesses _,ii v"' 2. 

c) He further says that he has studied his sources closely; that he has now 
revised them into a more orderly acco,mt; and he affirms his faith in 
them. that they are true. 

This·introduction states Luke's purposes in writing his Gospel. Part of 
his intent resembles what we would call today that of an V9historian, u a 
recorder, a transmitter. The first point above indicates that he uses 
existing documents, and such a method is the first principle of valid 
historical writing .. His other intention is to be an interpreter, or 
theologian, as were the other Gospel authors. We must conclude, then, 
that in the light of his own set of values and conunittm.ent to the Christian 
movement, Luke tries to be a trustworthy reporter of the accounts that came 
to him. 

4 .. ~ Documents to 1'.!hich ~~ alludes., Where are these earlier written mate
rials of which Luke speaks? Are they extant anywhere; can we find them? 
Some of these sources are quoted verl2i!i:!:lli! in our present Gospels. In order 
to locate these source documents we have to examine a scientific kind of 
book called a v2Harmony of the Synoptic Gospels/25 published in three columns 
with the texts of Matthew and Luke on either side and that of Mark in the 
center. The arrang~meri"t discl~;;- how ~ a..'1.d ~ resemble Mark; 
resemble each other, and how they differ from M.gr,!s, and finally from. each 
other. An analysis of the following diagram will reveal why Mark is placed 
:in the middle and how scholars conclude that Mark is the oldest of the 
three Gospels. 

Matthew Mark ~ 
Virtually all Mk • ., word -
for word is found in Mk. Mk. Mk. 1. 
Mtt, and Lk,. 

About 1/6 of Mtt. and Lk 
is constituted by wvQ,ve 
another source than Mk, and 
not appearing in Mk. Qm Ql 2. 
(except possibly in frag-
mentary form.)., 

Mtt. 3., 

Lk. 4. 

· 5. E.g. Burton and Goodsp~ed: A Har;p.o& Qf ~ Synoptic Gospels, Scribneris, 
1929. 
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¼That conclusions · may we draw from an analysis .of the Harmony? 

· (1) ~ is the ,o1dest of these three Gospels., Obviously, had Mark 
copied from Matthew and Luke he would have most certainly used 

':the extra material they had, in order to round out and enrich 
his own report., Accordingly, the simpler and shorter document, 
that of ~r.1£.,., argues for its priority :in time; Matthew and Luke 
write later, us:ing Mark as their primary source,. The ~rk 
material emphasi2ies the life, or ministry or 91a.ctsi7 of Jesus, 
and to less extent the sayings., 

(2) The symbol HQn comes from the German word "quelle, 91 meaning 
•27source.,ii Q seems to be itself older than Mark, because as 
many 6 modern scholars believe, Mark to some extent seems to 

·use Q, or a version of.Q .. Q was a written source, and had cir
culated as such when it came to the hand of Matthew and Luke. 
We know· this because the Q material, frequenil.v word for ~d, 
appears ·6he same in Matthew and ~.. Prominently character
iz:ing 21Qti are the sayings of Jesus, such as, The Sermon on the 
Mount, found in Matthew and to a considerable extent in~ 
(Burton and Goodspeed, Harmon-,y page 42-43.) 

(3) Reading across each level of the diagram above and do-wn the 
entire picture at the same time, we discover that we have in
creased our sources by £!1:.~• The four sources,now are: 

Mark, Q, the Lukan source, the Matthian source. 

When we ask, To what extent may we trust the Gospel record as to itsgeneral 
historicity or authenticity, concerning the main features of Jesusi life 
and teachings? our confidence is supported by the discovery: (1) that the 

· Synoptics are based on earlier accounts -- there were a variety of sources; 
(2)-some of which at least we know to have been fixed in writing (e.g. Q, 
Mar~, and some of the latter's sources?); (3) with all of them basically 
agreeing as to the main features of the life and teachings. Prof. Amos 
Wilder of Harvard University concludes: iifu this way our ultimate sources 
are not the synoptic Gospels, but their pr:incipal sources, Mark and Q, both 
representi..~g oral tradition slowly taking shape in the 4ovs and early 5ovs, 
tested by continual repetition before eye~witnesses and subject to their 
criticism. So behind the most important parts of our S;ynoptic Gospels 
stand not three, but twelve, even hundreds of eye .. witnesses. It is true 
that the earliest form of this tradition was later subject to some uncon-

8 scious shaping, especially perhaps in the process of being written down.ii 

5 ... The. Formation.and dates of the New Testament Literature .. If we divide the 
~ ----.-~ ~ -- - --··------- -----first century of the Christian movement into three '2generationsii of the 
classic span of thirty years each; and ask what may have been the primary 

6.,. E.g. 'see -Burton and Goodspeed., sp., cit.. pp. 43, 77 for suggestions of 
·.Qin.Mark., 

7 .. · ·For a detailed study of the Sources of Mark, the student should consult 
the' virntroductionw to a standard modern commentary, such ap H,. Branscomb: 
The Gospel •£1 ~.rk, in the Moffatt Connnenta:i.7 series, published by 
Harper and Brothers,. 

8. From'classsyllabu$., .Andover Newton c., 1940 .. 



.literary interests of each of these periods in the developing ch'urch, the 
fpllowing arrangementhas sometimes been suggested as a convenient way to 
:indicate the dates of the New Testament literature: 9 

1st gen~ration 2 30 - 60 A.D. Primary interest in: -

a) Preservation of Jesus nsay:ings /~ e.,g., 
iiQ.,n Sermon on the Mount material., etc .. 
~k2'1 source on the Parables" 

b) Report of the main incidents of his "life/' e.,g., 
Ma1:J.f!.2~Rr.£§..§., both written and oral 
Accounts_~f the "pqpsioni!...!1fil3.k: --

... Jerusalem m:i,nistry., trial., death., resurrection 

c) Circulation of·the letters of the missionary movement., 
i.,,e., PauPs letters written at firsthand, the dates 
of many of which can be ascertained quite accurately, 
eog,,: --

-~g.:!J-,9.lla, 49-51 A.,D., 
-W_.Q£;;.:i,ntj1i~, 54-57 A-.D .. 
-~, 57 A.Do 

2n_d gen~rati£9,,1 60 - i~~~R· Primary interest represented 
by the effort to preserve contact with the past by collecting 
and writing the accounts of Jesus as Messiah and Savior (recall 
LukeVs introduction, Luke 1:1-4): ...... 

a) ~~.ti£ Ce 70•85 A.,D,. 

b) Luke - Acts c. 85-95 A4D., 

.Another major concern of this generation must have been to 
speak to the growing problem of persecution, e.g .. Revelation., 

JrsL~tlS:tf!"ti9,r1.~J_Q._::_120 Ai>J2• -- Primary interests: (1) to 
i...ri.terpret Ch:r.fatianity in the light of Gentile ( Greek) philo
sophy, and (2) to speak to important problems of the early 
c'(1urch as a growing institution, e.,g .. : 

a) John 9s Gq,_s}2el and Fit:::it Letter 

b) ll. - III John, ~et..fil:, Jusl§. 

9 .. F9r detailed discussion of the establishing of these dates a standard 
-· _modern commentary may be consulted., such a,s, Illi?. Inte:rpr5:terVs Bible., 

or other standard works such as E. F., Scott, op. cit. 
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Study Questions 

111, Why did an authoritative scripture come to be needed? 

2e- By what process and persons were our present New Testament books finally 
selected? What final date? How do you evaluate the discovery that the 
NT was canonized as Holy Scripture by a rather natural process? 

3 .. Why is~ 1:1-4 an important record in the study of the origin of the 
Gospels? 

4,. Where, and what are, the earlier writings to which Luke refers in hfa 
introduction? What is the Synoptic problem and what is its importance? 

5 .. Of what significance are these sources in establishing the general 
historicity of Jesus? 



II.. The Historical Backg_t,Q;t.m.d of Jesus' Min;ist:ry 

A~ The Political and Economic Situation: 

1.. Roman dominati,Qno For many centuries the Jewish nation in Palestine 
had lain under the heel of foreign overlords: 

-Assyrian conquest of Israel and 
threat to Judah 

-Chaldean (Babylonian) 
-Persian 
-Greek and Syriac 
Hellenistic 

-(Maccabean period of 
precarious independence) 

-Roman 

721-610 B,.C,. 
597-538 B,.C., 
538-332 B .. c. 

332-166 B .. C~ 

166-63 B.C., 
63 B .. C. 

Pompey conquered Jerusalem i..~ 64 B,.C. Although the Roman administration, 
in the application of principles of law and justice, attempted in some 
respects to be a h11i"llane one, it was resented by the freedom loving Jewish 
nation. To cushion th.eir overlordship, the Romans permitted the Jewish 
dynasty of theHerods,father and three sons, to rule as puppet kings. 

2,. ~ Ambitions and .Q_tuelties of~ fle~ods: 

-Herod the Great,. 
-Archelaus, 
Judea-Samaria,. 

-Philip, 
Decapolis region,. 

-Antipas, 
Galilee and Perea. 

40-4 B,.C., 

4 B.C,. - 6 A.D,. 

4 B.,C,. - 34 A.D. 

4 B .. C .. - 39 A.D. 

3. A succession.of liSfill.JE. governors ru.1~ ~de~ after Archelaus ~ deposed 
in 6 A,.D. Pontius Pilate was governor between 26 and 36 A.D., the time 
of JesusV ministry. For twenty-odd years Judea had felt the direct 
weight of Rome~ 

4. The principal economic problem was the .QY§!:-taxation .2.! tqe Eeopl~ by 
various authorities. The pretentious building activities of the Heroda 
,(e.g. Herod the Great Vs new Temple; the costly Hellenist~~ cities of 
Sapphoris and Tiberias of Herod fu~tipns) were financed by levies .upon 
the people,. In addition to this, Roman taxes were raised by J.ocal .Jewish 
appointees ( the tax collectors or ~ipublicans~• mention.eel in the NT) 1 who 
,practiced extortion in the exercise of this function~ Lastly 1 there were 
the Temple taxes or tithes commanded by the Jewish law:, The wealth and 
power of the priestly caste, the Sadducees, or the temple rulers in 
Jerusalem stood in great contrast to the ht1mble situation of th$ poor, 
the artisans, farmers, fisher folk. The pictur~ 1$ reflected in the 
Gospels in such parables as the WidowY 9 mite, or in the incident of 
Jesus driving the money changers from the tempie. By this act he 
indicated his opposition to the commercial deb~sement of religion, 
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B., The Religious Situation: 

The religious circumstances of Jesus' day were characterized by two main 
concerns, one, an emphasis by leadirtg groups on ceremonial observance as 
constituting the indispensable heart, of religion; and, two, various types 
of Messianic hope.. ' 

1.. The growing emphasis .Q!! keeI?ing the Law .Qr. Torah, since Ezekiel ~s time 
(Ezeki,§1 chapters 40-46; Ezra., N.ehemiah.) ~ Christians have customarily called 
this aspect of the religion of the time the outlook of the Pharisees, and 
have described the chief "sins0 of such vv1egalistic religionn as: --

_nundue emphasis upon the external observax1ce of the Sabbath, n 
- 9'the importance attached to the distinction between the clean and 
the unclean" (foods, people, ablutions), 

-Vihypocritical assumption of special holiness: in prayer, alms-
givmg, and fasting .. vvlO 

At its extreme., such religion attempted to keep every minute rule that 
tradition had built up around the Torah or Law of Moses. As a group the 
Pharisees felt that the coming of the Messiah depended on the literal 
keeping of the law .. Jesus was opposed to a legalistic religion of seeming
ly mere form, rather than genuine ethical substance, na burden grievious 
to be borne.,99 he said, Mtt,. 23:4 (Ballou 1134, 40) 

However, in order to see the controversy between Jesus and the Pharisees 
in broadest perspective, it should be kept in mind. that opinion differed 
widely among Jewish teachers as to the scope of oneVs duties in keeping the 
law; and between the Pharisees as a whole q11d the Sadducees as a group. It 
may have been the narrower or more conservative school of Pharisees, that 
of Shemmai, in contrast to the liberal more progressive school of Hillel, 
against which the criticisms of the New Testament are mainly directed. In 
defense of the Pharisees of that time, Jewish scholars indicate that as a 
whole they were the progressive group in Judaism as opposed to the Sadducees, 
or Temple authorities. In addition to its severe criticism, the New Testa
ment suggests that Jesus was, upon occasion, friendly with Pharisees arid 
Scribes: 

Mark 12:34; Matthew 22:34 - He said that some were not far from 
the kingdom, i.e. those who shared his deeper spiritual sensitivity 
and discernment. 

Luke 7:36; 11:37 - Had fellowship with the Pharisees at dinner. 
13:31 - Warned by them that Herod was seeki.~g his life. 

John 3:31 - Came to him for teaching. 

Matthew 5:17-18 - Jesus not opposed to the law. 

Acts 5:33-38 - Pharisees friends of early Christians. 

10., fill Introduction 1Q. ~ Study £! ~ Bible, by James Anderson, et.al .. 
Published by the College of Wooster, page 150 



Concerning the Pharisees and the problem of the New Testament presentation, 
Kaufman Kohler,, noted Jewish scholar wrote the following:11 

"No true estimate of the character of the Pharisees can be obtained 
from the New Testament writings; which take a polemical attitude 
toward them .... ~nbr from Josephus, who, writing for the Roman- readers·. 
and .in view of the Messianic expectations of the Pharisees, repre
sents the latter as a philosophic sect., 0 

nThe Pharisees formed a league or brotherhood of their own (haburah), 
adntitting only those who, in the presence of three members, pledged 
themselves to the strict observance of Levitical purity., to the 
avoidance of closer association with the Vfun Ha-Harez' (the ignorant 
an_d careless boor), to the scrupul.ous payment of tithes and other 
imposts d:ue to the priests, the Levite and to the poor, and to a 
conscientious regard for vows and for other peoples I' property.,n .. 

Their progressive qualities~ emphases: 

-Asserted nthe prirtciples of religious ctemocracy and progresslt against 
the Saddt,1cees orTemple rulers .. Emphasized nthe priestly sanctity of 
the whole people of Israel,." 

-UThe very jnstitution of the synagogue for communion, worship and. in-,.. 
struction was a Pharisaic declaration .of the principle that the Torah.is 
9the inheritance of the congregation of Jacobtgi (Deut .. -33:3) .. , 

.... tess rigid m the execution of justice than the Sadducees, e.g .. inter-. 
preted ~ talionis t.o mean 11due compensation with moneyri - whereas 
Sadducees interpreted lex t:..s;)Jonis literally ... 

-Liberalized an.d deepened the Spiritual significance of the. Festivals e.g .. , 
Relative to the Day of Atonement., vtthe Pharisees wrested the power of · 
atoning for the sins of the people from the high priests (see Lev .... 16:30) 
and .transferred it to the day itself, so that aton~ment was effected even 
without sacrifice and priest, provided there was genuine repentance .. is 

-Liberalized Sabbath practices, e.g .. made allowance for carrying things 
(Jer.,' 17:21-4): extended the definition of 9placei to include a mile 
tiad.ius (old rule; could not leave your place on the Sabbath» Ex ... 16:29). 
ve., .·~their object was to render the Sabbath a 'delight i (Is. 48:13), a. 
day of social and spiritual joy and elevation rather than a day of gloom.,n 

-Strengthened the position of women in the home tvagainst the caprice of the 
husband/V by introducing the marriage document. Women after childbirth 
could return to the household without protracted isolation for weeks» even 
months, as p:rescribed (Lev., l2:4-?; 15:19 .. 24)11 .. ...,the Hillelites, and 

11. Excerpts from~ Jewish J;glG:yg1,opedia, Vol. IX, ed Isidore Singer, 
Funk and Wagnalls Company. 1905 Pe 661-666. Heb: vtPeruishim'ie; Aramaic: 
"Perisha,n ( the singular of eiperishayan) ~'denotes v one who separated 
himself,' o:r keeps away from :persons or things impure, in order to 
attain the degree of holi..'1.ess and righteousness required in those who 
would commune with God.,..., 1i Gk: J?harisaioi 
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especially Aki'ba,in beingmore lenient in matters of divorce, l:ad in view 
the welfa:re and peace of the home, which should be based upon affection.,.. ,.Rt 

-Stressed learning: The Sadcj_ucean part represented "the interests of the 
Temple, while the former, Lthe Pharissic parti/ were concerned that the 
spiritual life of the people should be centered in the Torah and.the 
S;yna.g~gue .. While the Sadducean priesthood prided itself upon its aristo
cracy of blood~othe Pharisees created an aristocracy of learning instead, 
declaring a bc:1.stard who is a student of the Law to be higher in rank than 
an ignorant high priest .. 

Aspects .Qf their philosophy:· 

-nThe aim and object of the Law, according to Pharisaic principles, are in 
the training of man to a full realizatj,.on of his responsiblity to God and 
to the consecration of life by the performance of its manifold duties • ..,.,, 
(664) .. · . 

,.;people to deal with one another tvaccord:i.ng to the dictates of love.vs 

..;.acceptance of God 9s kingship: implies acceptance of GodVs special 
decrees; also commendments vvaictated by reason ano. the h'L11'nan consci
ence .vi 

-the av6idance of sin. 

-the fulfillment of God 9s commandments nwithout expectation of reward,. 99 

.:..stressed nBe holy as the Lord your God is holy" (Lev., 19:2) -- the 
imitation of God as a.~ ultimate sanction for ethics(cp. Jesus)., 

- 99Love thy neighbor as thyselft, is declared by them to be the principal 
law,. 

UJt is a slanderous misrepresentation of the Pharisees to state that they 
idivorced morality and religion I'~ when everywhere virtue 9 probity, end 
benevolence are declared by them to be the essence of the Law..,.av (665)., 

"Still, the very air of sanctity surrounding the life of the Pharisees often 
led to abuses.,. ,.iv 

vv,.a.they added new restrictions to the Biblical law in order to keep the 
people at a safe distance from forbidden ground: as they termed it, 
9they made a fence around the law 9.,..Thus they forbade the people to drink 
wine or eat with the heathen, in order to prevent associations which might 
lead either to intermarriage or idolatry ••• After they had determined the 
kinds of work prohibited on the Sabbath they forbade the use of many things 
on the Sabbath on the ground that their use might lead to some prohibited 
)..abor,. •• It was here that the foundation was laid of that system of rabbinic 
law iN'hich piled statute on statute -until often the real purpose of the Law 
was lost sight of'. .... 99 ( 664). 
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nk ancient bara.ite enumerates seven classes of Pharisees, of which five 
con.sist of either eccentric fools or hypocrites: (1) tthe shoulder 
Pharisee, 9 who wears, as it were; his good actions ostentatiously upon his 
shciulderf (2) 1the wait..:.a.-little Pharisee v who ever says 'iWait a little 11 

until I have pe:rformed the good act awaiting me; v (3) 'the bruised Pharisee, 9 

who in order to avoid looking at woman :runs aga:inst the wall so as to bruise 
himself and bleed; (4) 9the pestle Pharisee, v who. walks with head down like 
the pestle in the mortar; (5) 'the ever-reckonmg Pharisee, v who says YLet 
me know what good I may do to counteract my neglect; 9 (6) 'the God-fearing 
Pharisee,~ after the manner of Job; (8) 9the God-loving Pharisee,v after the 
manner of Abraham.- .. Ro Joshua b. Hann&n::i.ah, at the beginning of the second 
century, calls eccentric Pharisees 'destroyers of the worldv ••• and the. term 
'Pha:risaic plagues' is frequently used by the leaders of the time.,n 

vvrt is such types of Pharisees that Jesus had in view when hurling his 
scathing words of condemnation against the Pharisees, whom he denounced 
as ?hypocritesv.,., .. ~offspring of vipersv.,..iwhited sepulch:res 9 • .,.,Vblmcl 
guides 9 ... .,He himself tells his disciples to. do as the Scribes and Pharisees 
who sit on Moses seat bj,d them do, but he'blarnei;3 them for not acting in the 
right spirit.., .. for pretentiousness in manyu,,things (Mtt., 23:27). Exactly 
so are hypocrites censured in the Midrash (Pes. R xxii ed., Friedmann, p .. 111), 
9wearing tefillin and zizit (phylacteries and fringes), they harbor evil 
intentions in their l;ireasts., Otherwise the Pharisees appear as friends of 
Jesus (Luke 7:37, 13:31) and of early Christians (Acts 5:.38; 29:9).n 

Only in regard to intercourse with the unclean and unwashed multitude, with 
the.· 'am-haarez, 9 the publica..r1, and the sinner, did Jesus differ widely .from 
the Pharisees (Mark 2:16; Luke 5:30; 7:39; 11:39; 15:2; 19:7) .. In regard 
to the main doctrine he fully ag.ceed with them, as the old version (Mark 
12:28-34) still has it. Ow-ir1g, however, to the hostile attitude taken 
.toward the Pharisaic schools by Pauline Christianity, especially in the 
time of the emperor Hadrian, 9Pharisees 9 was inserted in the Gospels 
wherever the high priests and Sadducees or Herodians were orig:L~ally men~ 
tioned as the persecutors of Jesus (see New TestamentL and a false impres
sion, which still prevails in Christian circles and among all Christian 
writers was created concerning the Pharisess.," .,n 

n .. uJewish life was regulated by the teaching of the Pharisees; the whole 
history of Judaism was reconstructed from the Pharisaic point of view, and 
a new aspect was given to the Sanhedrian of the past .. A new chain of 
tradition supplanted the older, priestly tradition ..... Pharisaism shaped the 
character of Judaism and the life and thought of the Jew for all the future,. 
True, it gave the Jewish religion a legalistic tendency and made ·iseparatismv 
its chief characteristic; yet only thus were the pure monotheist.ic faith, 

· the ethical ideal, and the intellectual arid spiritual character of the Jew 
preserved in the midst of the downfall of the old world and the deluge of 
barbarism which swept over the medievalworld,~ 19 

2,. ·~ t;y_Qes .Q,{ Messian:!£_ hope present another important aspect of the religious 
situation in Jesus i day• T.he people of Israel had long believed that they 
would win a· victory over their enen1ies I the succession of foreign oppressors, 
and that · an age of righteousness and peace would finally come, not only for 
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t'}:'1emselves, but, in its best expectation, for the world and mankind as a 
whole.111 Their Messiah would be God?s agent in bringing in the new day., There 
was difference of opinion, however, as to what kind of Messiah he would b~ .. 
The :word n:Messiah91 means one who is especially •9anointed,vv or appointed of 
G9d to do a task11 12 

In general terms, we find two predominate views of the Messiah :in Jesus~ 
time: first, the Messiah as 91Son of David9'1 or a pc:;>litical figure; and second., 
the apocalyptic or heavenly ivson of Man•9 conception., In addition to these, 
a third concept, that of the suffering W'IServantii of Yahweh, was present in 
the literary tradition of the Old Testament., Although this third view may 
not have been held by any particular group--save possibly by Jesus himself 
in relation to the Son of Man idea--it constitutes for some modern students 
an :important clue to Jesus~ self-interpretation, and to his historic signi
ficance. 

The central questions, however, of historical :importance and of New Testament 
scholarship, are whether Jesus associated his work, or himself, with any of 
these views, and, if soj with which one, or which combination, and in what 
sense or meaning? How these questions are answered will influence the in
terpretation of Jesus 9 vvethics, 91 that is, his teaching as to the WVKingdom 
of God/' its nature and requirements,. Modern scholars differ in their 
points of view. Presently we endeavor to outline the main possibilities"' 
In the meanwhile we should describe more fully what the three views were. 
Judging from Old Testament material and extra-Biblical sources of late Old 
Testament times, we discuss these views :in the probable order of their 
historical appearance:--

. (1) Th~ isl~ £1:. Q.. 129...+.iB-..Sbk .9.!. 1£!!.£lz ~.:W2-.§l1» a descendant or nsori 
of David,r1 who would lead Jewish armies in victory over the Romans, 
Md set up a world-wide kingdom of righteousness and peace under 
the leadership of Israel., He would be a man especially endued 
of God, with power to overthrow Is1:-ael Vs enemies, to rule in 
righteousness and justice and do away with all human evils., He 
would be part military leader, royal judge, and ethical teacher, 
a divine or semi-divine king of the messianic age~ Some of the 
prophets invisaged this age to come on earth as the outcome of 
historic time. It would be a day of universal peace, plenty, and 
justice., (I Isaiah, Micah--Ballou 959)0 In some quarters, the 
outlook in Jesus? time had corrupted this broader vision into an 
emphasis on vindictive punie.hrnent of Isarel 9s enemies under the 
victory of a military messiah. 

(2) The. ~sstah as a ~rvap.t of Go_g~ who, by his suffering for 
righteousr:.ess sake, would be an agent of salvation in the world,. 
We find this understanding of the Messiah in the nservantv~ passages 
of Second I~11=h~l:1 (notably chapters 41 ... 5 3)3 Such personage woui!.d, 
by long suffering, gentle persuasion, by teaching and example of 
loving sacrifice., bring Israel is message of ethical monotheism, with 
its concern for justice and brotherhood, to the world •. 

Biblical scholarship is divided as to whether the Second Isaiah 
intended the portrait of the long-suffering vwservant9t in chapter 
53 to be that of an incti.vidual, or simply the personification of 
Israel., the nation., now living in exile and captivity._ Israel, 

12.. Heb ... i1Mashiach;n Aramaic; V'IMeshicha;'lv Grecized form 'liMessias,'l'I 
(Enclycppedia of Religion; ed., Ferm, Philosophical Library, p 8 . 485) 
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the nation, is so portrayed a number of times in the Servant poems 
of Second Isaiah prior to chapter 53. Be this as it may, the idea 
of messiahship as primarily gentle•service, rather than milit~ry or 
political power; constitutes the main point, and is f-cund as a 
significant element in the Gospel picture of Jesus. 

(3) DJ~ .§J22£s:1Y.:elli Son .Qf !i<}ll(> The Greek word 0 apokalyptein" means to 
'11u.YJ.1teil11 or 0 uncover 0

1• Apocalyptic writings purport to unveil, that 
is, to reveal the time of the end. This type of literature flourish
ed in Israel in the last two centuries before Jesus, and into the 
Christian era.· It was characterized by cryptic, symbolic figures of. 
speech, such as those encountered in the book of Q.aniel :i.n the Old 
Testament., and in ~§)]&lli!!. in the New Testament. As the most noted 
Biblical examples of apocalypse, a study of the book of Dani.§.! or of 
Re1rnlation, will disclose that they were written at a time of per".'" 
secutioo.by the foreign power, .in the case of Daniel that of the 
Syria-Greek ruler Antiochus IV, about 168 B.,C.,; Revelation suggests 
one of the Roman persecutions of the late 1st century A.D~, perhaps 
that of the Emperor Domitain (81-96 A«>D.,). The over-all purpose of 
such books was to inspire courage and hope in a persecuted people,· 
by proclaiming that the end of their suffering w:as near, and a time 
of glorious deliverance at hand, by GodVs supernatural ;intervention 
in the affairs of men., God 9s angelic, messianic agent, or nson of, 
Man/i would appear on the clouds of heaven to perform this work. 
(Daniel chapter 7, Ballou pp~ 1022-1023). Accordingly., in this view 
the Messiah was to be a supernatural hero, a transcendent being, to 
whom divine powers were delegated. Other important features of 
apocalyptic thought and writing are the following~·-

-Israel would have opportunity to take vengeance on her foreign 
enemies, who would be overthrown by the Son of Man. 

·-Cosmic signs and dire portents would indicate the end of this 
world age, sUch as: stars would fall, 

moon would turn to blood., 
sun would be darkened, 
supernatural beasts would come out of the sea, 
human calamities and distresses would increase. 

-A new, immortal age would be issued in, in which the old world 
would be supe~naturally transformed, history ended, the dead 
resurrected to stand at the Last Judgment, presided over by 
God himself, swthe Ancient of Days .H 

Though the Jews may have developed apocalyptic ideas on their own, 
many scholars believe it to be likely that they borrowed some of these 
conceptions from the highly apocalyptic religion of the Zoroastrians, 
or Persians, under whose rule they had lived for two centuries,, In 
any case, there were many apocalyptic books in late Old Testament 
and early Christian times. In addition to 12.@~l, the hooks of ~ 
and ~i~h are prominent expressions of apocalypse in the canonized 
Old Testament. Moreover, many non-Biblical o:r non-canonical apocalyptic 
tracts were written in this period. Among these were: 

-The Book of Enoch, c,. 64 B.c., 
-The Assumption of Moses, c. l century A.D. 
-II Esdras (4th Exra), ~. 1 century A.D. 
-The Apocalypse of Baruch, 2nd Century A.D .. 



Such names in their titles as n.Enochn nMoses ," etc.,, indicate that 
many of these books were written as pseudonymous works., Many 
scholars believe that such is the nature of the book of Daniel in 

' --the Old Testament. (Apocalyptic writings have been collected in 
the Oxford ~mcry:pha .s!!!£! Pseude,P.igrc1P..h,a, edited by Charles.) 

Discussion of Apocalypse brings to the fore the use of another, 
associated term, ~~.. J&§.9batplo_& (eweschatosea: the furthest, 
last) is any doctrine of the last times, or the out come, or end of 
history. We have just reviewed apocalyptic eschatology, and prior 
to that the messianic-political type of eschatology of the Son of 
David · tradition. 

We have stated that the chief problem of New Test.ament · scholarship 
is to determine, if possible, with which concept of the messiah and 
his eekingdomve Jesus may have associated his work and life; or with· 
which combination, or modification of concepts. Did Jesus have 
specific or particular ~.~ views? What eschatolcigical _ 
hope formed the backgro,md of his ethical teaching., .and his preaching 
of the kingdom of hei:ivE;in·? Some such question as this states the 
problem of the_ Gospels in broadest terms., so fara,s modern scholar
ship9s effort to come to understand the historical Jesus is concerned., 

Phrased in its most critical way the specific issue_ is: was Jesus 
an rvapocalyptioYw prophet, that is, a preacher avowing the apocalyptic 
type of closure to historic or mundane affairs? The attempt to 
answer this question, or indication of.the several ways in which it, 
has been _answered i..'1 contemporary times, constitutes the underlying 
duty of any effort to pr~sent an interpretation of the life and 
teachings of Jesus,. The following sUllll11ary anticipates our type of 
resolution to this problem,. · 

C,. Types of Jewish Reaction to Rome and the C~entral Concxrn of the Christian 
··Movement -

l,. Compromi~}i and Q£..~12,Q.ration ml! Rome: the policy of the Sadduccees and 
Herodians,. The Sadducees., who derived their name as the heirs of Zadok, 
high priest :in David 9s time, included the priestly rulers or temple powers, 
and other wealthy, commercial and aristocratic groups~ Secure economically, 
they did not desire change., Accordingly they were indifferent to messianic 
and apocalyptic hopes, but rather supported the house of Herod., They 
embraced a more conservative view of the Torah than the Pharisees by ruling 
out the oral tradition and insisting on the letter of the written law .. 

2.. Revolt Msins,t ,Bome: advocatEid by the nzealot9r party., This group were 
political direct-actionists., who wanted no compromise, such as Sadducees 
and __ Herodians were makmg.. _On the other hand, they wanted :no waiting for 
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s:i,gns from heaven . ., s,uch as the apocalwptists expected. They said, rather, 
n1et e;omeone arise to command them, ih the spirit and valor of David of 
old, an.d they would hail him 9Son of Pavid'· Messiah--and rally.G$to his 
standardu~nl3 They exemplified one side of the political materialism 
that dominated the day., The Sadducees and the apocalyptists each express
ed other sides of the current materialistic outlook .. 

3~. Apocal;y}2tic intemrenti2.n fr9.m the ~..§.: the apocalyptists looked for the 
descent of super--natural, divine armies (cp .. lgtl 3) that would break the 
Gentile yoke; or for the appearance of the. Son of Ma.11 on the. clouds~ whose 
supernatural power, in the form of a flaming breath (cp., 4 ~ 13) would 
destroy Israel?s enemieso Some of the apocalyptic literature expressed a 
spirit of vengeance, taking delight in the expected destruction and punish
ment of the Gentiles ( cp., Assumption £f. Moses 10).. Th~ apocalyptic lit,er
ature was not all of the same valu~. Some of it breathed a larger and more 
universal outlook in the ideal of the conversion of the Gentiles (eog., Daniel 
4, and l Enoch 48) .. 14 

As a group the Pharisees shared the view that the Roman yoke could be 
broken only by a direct intervention of God .. Accordingly, they adopted a 
policy of watchful waiting, stressing in the meanwhile strict observax1ce 
of the Law. Some of them believed that if the Law could be kept perfectly 
for just one day throughout Judaism the messiah and the ideal k:ingdom 
would come .. 

4.. Announcement £f. .:!J.ll?. ,!<:ingdom _g§_ 2 pre,§_~ni 9 @.£ .E.t~§_ent+x ful_filled ethical 
~ spiritu,gl ~, whi£h aJ.1 !llifil ~.! enter now: the program of Jesus .. 
Professor Amos. Wilder has trench@tlysurnmariied the several points of 
view: gaThe Zealot said, Win the kingdom; the Pharisee, await it; and 
Jesus said,·· Enter it.,i~l5 

Jesus essentially revived the universal ethical outlook upon religion of 
the great 8th to 6th century B.C. Prophets, (eog. Ballou 943 D, 949 C, 
954 C, 956A). He rejected the popular political conception of the Messiah, 
and although he embraced the eschatological outlook of his day ( that is, 
the belief that the end of the Age was imminent or near), he came to view 
his mission in the spirit of the Suffering Servant ideal of II Isaiah, as 
passages like Luke 4:16-22 (Ballou 1063 C), suggest .. He apparently used, 
but spiritualized apocalyptic ideas, including the Son of Man terwinology; 
this he relates to, or re-evaluates in terms of a suffering service role, 
e.,g. Mark 8:31; 10:45 (Ballou l091 C; Mtt., 20:26-27),. 

13., Walter Bell Denny: '.th~ Q.c1.r.2.er .a!2.1 Significance £! Jesus, Thomas Nelson 
and Sons, New York., 1939, P• 74., 

14. See for examples of this literature, C,. K,. Barrett: The New Testament 
Backg;r<2,_U!}.Q: §£k~:t,ed Documents, Macmillan, New York,.195r;-p,. 22~ 

15 •. Andover Newton, 'tneologic;al School,. 1939-194L, 
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Scholarship.is divided as to the exact relationship to each other, and the 
place in the life and thought of the real or Uhistoric Jesus,n of these 
ideas or roles of suffering service, the Isaianic Servant., and the apoca
lyptic Son of Man., The Gospels do not give us a perfectly clear picture .. 
We shall presently outline the major differences of view concerning this 
central problem of New Testament scholarship., Suffice it for the 
moment to summarize in two ways what for many Christians may be regarded 
as the overall reaction and significance of the Christian movement., 

First, in the words of Steven Liberty: The Hclash of political forces 
and aspirations bade fair to bring disaster upon the religious future of 
mankind through the e)..--tinction of the national faith of the Jews .... It 
was through political aims and theories that, to the outside observer, 
human wilfuJness appeared just then to make hopeless the progress of true 
religion--on the one side the great governmental ambition of Rome that 
would listen to no spiritual authority in limitation of its absolute 
control, on the other the ••• Judaism ••• which more and more identified the 
nation with a policy of obstinate intransigence.,vvl6 

Second, as expressed by the noted 19th Century theologian, Albrecht 
Rits.chl: YYJesus ..... introduced a new religion,.o.by setting free the lord-
ship of.,., .... God from national and political limitations, as well as from 
the expectation of material well-being.,, and by advancing • ..,.for mankind., .. 
a spiritual and ethical union, which at once corresponds to the spirituality 
of God, and denotes theueend of spiritual creatures .. vwl7 

It should be said, of course, that the deepening spirituality of Judaism 
itself, in the growi.~g Synagogue culture which was maturing at that time, 
outside the Christian movement, was in its right a significant force in 
the advancement of the ideals just expressed. 

§.'I1illI ~j3TIONS 

1. Give a sketch of the main political situation and problem of Jesus 1 day,. 
Of the economic situation. 

2... Describe and state the significance of the Pharisaic emphasis on keeping 
the Law as one main aspect of the religious situation in Jesusv day., 

3,. Describe the types of Messianic hope as the second main phase of the 
religious situation, and indicate main OT passages which describe these 
views of the Messiah., What does the Hebrew word nmessiahi1 mean? 

4., What was the main content of apocalyptic thought as a whole and two 
prominent places in the OT which contain these views? 

5. Give a sketch of the four main types of Jewish reaction to Rome. 

16. ~ Political Re_lations .Qi Christ Vs Ministry, Oxford, 1916,. 
17,. T.h.§. Christt..~1 Doctrine .Qf Justij:ic.ption ~ Reconciliation,. 

Clark, Edinburgh, 1902 p., 455). 

Po 31 .. 
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III.. ~ Life 2.£ ~ ~ding to the Smoptic Tradition 

A,,. Mark 9 s Outline: 

l.,,. ~ Peti:.2s! of Preparation: ·~Mk .. 1:1•13. John the Baptist; the Baptism; 
the Temptation. 

2., The Ministry in Galilee: Mk 1:14-8:26 .. 

(1) Announcement of the K:L~gdom; teaches with authority; works of 
power: Mk .. 1:14~45 .. 

(2) Controversies with Scribes and Phariesees begin: Mk. 2:1-36. 

(3) Jesus? popularity :in contrast to official opposition: Mk,. 3:7-5:43 .. 

(4) Mounting crisis: popular confusion; mounting opposition: Mk .. 6:1-8:26 .. 
Withdrawal from immediate vicinity of Capernaum. and Nazareth, 7:24 .. 

3. The Retir.§111~ ~ Qisciples for Re-examination of Effect .fil!.9. Purpose 
£! His Mission: Mk 8:27-10:52. 

(5) Peter 9s Confession at Caesarea Philippi; consequences of Messiahship 
and discipleship; the Transfiguration: Mk. 8:27-9:13 .. 

(6) Journey to Jerusalem: Mk. 9:14-10:52. 

4. ~ Jerusalem Ministry: Mk, chs. 11-16. 

(7) Jesus 9 final challenge to the nation: Mk. 11-13. Entry; cleansing 
of the Temple; Conflict with the authorities; the Forecast of Doom. 

(8) ~ Passion nweekYR: Mk. 14-16. 
Last Supper; Gethsemane; Trial; Cricifixion, the Resurrection. 
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12" The Problem of~ Historical Jesus 

Before we attempt to outline the basic teachings of Jesus, we should realize 
that he taught with eschatological expectation., That is, he anticipated the 
jmminent consummation of the Age, the coming of the kingdom by the power of God, 
as the vindication of his preaching the message of the kingdom, and of himself as 
its spokesman under God,. In a number of places he is reported as announcing that 
the end would come before ?'lthis generationn would 'ltpass awayiv (e,.g,. Mark 9:1; 
13:30; 15:62; Lk .. 22:67-9; Mtt" 10:23)., 

This historic circumstance, that, characteristic of his time, he announced 
the end of 'IVhistory1v as coming soon, interjects into his ethical teachings or 
gospel of the kingdom a tension which modern studies should acknowledge., 

The critical, historical issue, however, is that the end of this world did 
not come, as he and many of his contemporaries expected., The problem, then, of 
his life for modern Christian scholarship, for historical science, psychology, 
philosophy, theology, and faith-centers in the question: What aspects of his 
teachings contain (or may be interpolated without undue distortion as containing) 
universal perspectives and values that transcend the specific apocalyptic outlook 
or setting of his own day and circumstance? Do his words speak with some validity 
for subsequent times? Moreover, for Christiq,ns particularly, what light or shadow 
might the first century eschatological expectation, in which Jesus apparently 
shared, cast upon Christian faith in his role as the Divine Son and Savior? 

To answer these questions fully now would take us deeply into a study of the 
New Testament teaching about Jesus 1 views of his own person, as various modern 
interpretations have considered this problem,. We presently analyze contemporary 
views of' the v1messiahshipVi - particularly as it relates to the apparent references 
of Jesus to M,mself as 'lvson of Mann and to the expected 12§rousia, or coming of 
this figure in power on high; and other matters involving his use of apocalyptic 
thought and terms., 

It must suffice for the present to state that some of Jesus utterances about him
self as messenger of the kingdom, and the relationship of men to him, or the 
requirements of 91discipleship /Y are cast in the 11crisisn (Wilder) expectation of 
the imminent parousia; and take on a quality of v1crisis ethic,. 11 Particularly a 
crisis doctrine of discipleship appears, as his mission to evangelize the nation 
approaches failure, and he himself faces martyrdom.18 At the same time, however, 
while much of his teaching is invested with such 11eschatological tensionn (and 
all of it should no doubt be initially viewed against this background) other 
phases of his teaching seem more universal and timeless .. He himself refused to 
calculate the time of the pariousia, and he sometimes spoke of the qualities of 
the new age in spiritual rather than in literal or material way (Lk., 17:20-21; 
Mk .. 12:24). He often depicted the kingdom in the parable and simile of real:life 
situations. It is in his true-to-life pictures or parabolic sayings, and in his 
frequently direct announcement of principles of the kingdom, as a present force 
here and now, where Christians have found the abiding values of his teaching. 

18., Amos N. Wilder: Eschatology and Ethics 1£_ the Teaching 2f. Jesus., Harper, 
·1950., 



The tone of many of Jesus. utterances, their note of ageless wisdom that 
appeals directly to mind and heart, to experience, reason, and aspiration, suggests 
that he was speaking of God and Man in terms relevant i£ ~ _§&such on any 
plane in both its personal and social needs., In such clues the faith of the 
expositor finds in Jesus i sayings an understanding of life, in its religious dinten
sions, that transcends the particular apocalyptic outlook of the first century ... 
This analyst is in agreement with the form of interpretation which believes that, 
as we study the Gospel record closely, we hear Jesus speaking with a genuine con
cern for- historical reality and the problems of this worldi with a gradual lifting 
of vision toward eschatological and transcendental themes., 9 

19.,' e.g., Wilder, op. cit., 



!Y, .. The~ Teachings of Jesus 

As systematized in one possible way, the be.sic teachings of Jesus encompass 
four major themes: his view of men; his view of God as the loving Father, and love 
as the substance of morality; his view of human duty, or ethics, in the society of 
fellowship, or the vvkingdom of heaven~?; and, as a summarizing theme, his concept 
of salvation and destiny .. In addition to these themes, regarding life and reality 
as a whole, there is Jesus 9 viewc-of himself as GodYs messenger of the kingdom. We 
will consider these teachings in this order, reserving for a separate section the 
last mentioned, presented as the problem or idea of Jesus 9 messiahship .. 

A• Jesusi Concept 2f. Mau. 

1 .. Fundamental to Jesus 9 outlook was his belief in the sacredness .Qf. human ~crson
ality, its supremacy in value and being.11 derived from his Jewish heritage. In 
Fosdick 9s trenchant phraseology the distinctive Hebrew-Christian outlook empha
sized vipersonality as boundless in value and possiblity~? and expressed the 
faith vvthat God and his univsrse are pledged to the satisfaction of personalityvs 
inherent promise.vv20 True to his Jewish inheritance, Jesus possessed an opti
mistic view that man and life are good. His affirmation of the sacredness of 
human personality is asserted in such paBsages as the following: 

Matthew 5:43---love enemies. 

Luke 

Mark 

6: 26, 30-... You are of more value than the birds 
and grass of the field. 

7: 12----The Golden Rule 
10: 29-31---You of more value than many sparrows; 

the hairs of your head are numbered 
20: 1-10---Parable of the laborers and the hours. 
16: 25-----The Great Paradox 
20: 26-27 

10:25-37--The great Commandment, and parable of 
the good Samaritan: love God and 
neighbor as thyself ,.21 

2: 27----- Man takes precedence over sacred 
institutions e.g. the Sabbath. 

Ballou 1123-9 

Ballou 1127 

Ballou 1130 
Ballou 1166 
Ballou 1133, 1091 

Ballou ll?l 

Ballou 1073 

2., Jesus often thought ·of men as being like vtwandering sheepit who need guidance.22 
This evaluation is suggested by the familiar parable of the lost sheep (Luke l5:5f), 
and, in John.is gospel, by the figure of Jesus himself as the Good Shepherd. 

20. Guide to Understanding the Bible, op. cit., P• 97 
21. Deut. 6:5, Lev. 19:18 
22. As phrased by Wesley G,. Nicholson 
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Jesus enjoins repentance at the beginning of his ministry (.Mark 1:15), end 
it is reported that he forgives the sins of people who came to him needjng help,. 
This does not mean, however, that Jesus believed that all men were abject, 
gross, or depraved sinners. Like Jeremiah (31: 29) and Ezekiel (chap,. :·~8) he 
did not seem to believe in inherited wtoriginal sin" n His sayings, as v,~luffer 
the little children to come unto me, for of such is the Kingdom of Heavonn 
(Mark 10: 14, Kg.,J,.); or., Ult is not the will of my Father, who is in heaven 
that one of these little ones should perish ii (Mtt,. 18: 14), suggests hie: 
positive or optimistic outlook on human nature in its original state,, l'n the 
incident of the healing of the blind man in JO:hn 9: 3, he is reported as 
saying, in direct answer ·to the question whether the man had sinned, iiit was 
not that this man sinned, or his parents,. 9i Furthermore, there are those 
passages where, in quite natural way, he assumes that many men are vtrighteous,t: 

Mark 2: 17----Came not to call the righteous but sinners., 
Luke 15:7-----The 99 righteous who need no repentance. 
Matthew 25:31, 37---The quiet, unassum:mg righteous who were not 

aware of their virtue. 
5:18-The Beatitudes. 
5:45-God's sun shi.11.es on the just and the unjust. 

In enjoining repentance Jesus points to the sound psychological principle of 
being willing to change our mind, to remake values that guide us, indeed to 
acknowledge past mistakes and sins, if they have occurred, and to resolve 
toward renovation and improvement. Such attitude of mind makes moral growth 
possible,. 

That the need, and the experience, of renovation and growth is normative for 
most human life may be the implication of Jesus v saying in the Q document 
(Mtt 7:11) where, in the larger context of affirming God~s forgiving and 
bestowing love, in contrast to imperfect humanity, he is reported as saying: 
"If you then, who are evil, know how to give go-d gifts to your children, 
how much more will your Father who is in heaven give good things to those 
who ask him?.,vv (The New English Bible and Smith-Goodspeed translate: i\'bad 
as you arev~)" Indeed in the famous saying in Mark 10:18 Jesus apparently 
included himself among erimperfectei men., 

3., One summarizing affirmation is certain: Jesus., like his prophetic forefathers, 
believed in human moral freedom, and appealed i9, men~s inherent :Q.Q..~sibilitx 
~~righteous., This all-encompassing outlook embraces his parables and 
teachings.23 He believed that bu.man lifG could become predominantly, or 
characteristically free from sin, Matthew 5:38-48, 13-16.. In addition to 
saying that Godgs nature as love, and his own example, were present to in
spire men in the quest for the good life, he suggested that, men 9s reasons--
as native impulae--could guide thems Matthew 7:24-27; 9:13; 12:7; Luke 12:57. 
Jesus put his faith in all kinds and conditions of men .. He excluded none 
from his society or assistance, not even official outcasts such as publicans 
or harlots. The often quoted interpretation in JohnVs Gospel, '~e shall 
know the truth, and the truth shall make you freen has summarized for Christian 
faith Jesusv understanding of men in the positive terms here set forth. 

23. E.g. The Great Commandmentp The Good Samaritan, Lk. 10:25-27, etc .. 



~ .. Christian~ 

In this section we will ~uggest some of the central concerns and perspectives 
of the Christian ethic., These are 9 the idea of God as loving heavenly Father; 
the Christian understanding of love c1,s Agape, the New Testament term that has 
come to summa,rize the V?Christi,:-m 0thic, tv in much contemporary Christian dis course, 
and the place or role of the self in the society or fellowship of selves, which 
is the kingdom of God .. 

1.. The ~rho.2£1 of .Q?__g,: Jesus carried over from his Jewish background and 
reemphasized the belief in God as a Father, concerned for, loving, and 
forgiving men vvtheir trespasses,ui if men in a like spirit of loving concern 
forgave one anothervs trespasses--to cite the familiar translation of the 
LordVs prayer., The phraseology, God as ~9Father 9 vv appears in the Old Testament 
and in other Jewish literature of the late Old Testament age. 24 In the book 
of the prophet Hosea in the Old Testament God is tenderly depicted as a father 
in his relation to Israel, v1my son,.vv The expression translated ivmercyvv or 
nsteadfast lovevv is cheseg_p a Hebrew counterpart for the New Testament agape,.25 

In the New Testament; the phrase describing God ec,s vvpg,thervv appears a number 
of times, for example, in the Sermon on the Mourt (Mtt,. 5-7, Ballou 1123-29), 
and, in that context, with love, or agape as de~criptive of the fatherly 
nature of God$26 

Inspiration for the moral life is here described as flowing from this quality 
or nature of the divine reality (Mtt~ 5:44-48, Ballou 1125D),. Central to the 
religious experience of Jesus was an :intense {and for Christinns regarded as 
unique) reliance upon, and fellowship with, God as the Heavenly Father of Love,. 

2. Agape Love: Christian love is the love for another, or for others,. It is 
respect for persons activated, into out-going, self giving service, which 
may call for varying degrees of self-denial or self sacrifice in our human 
relationships., However, rather than some inflexible vv1aw1>, or demand, it is 
the spirit of willingness to serveJ to yield, 1vto wash one anothers feet,vv 
in joy and in freedom., 27 The Er;.glish expression vvaltruismvv sometimes means 
a kind of dry, distinterested duty; as we use it below, however, we will 
mean by it Christian love, or the dyno.mic love of persons,. 

In varying syntactical forms within the New Testament, th,e Greek word nagapen 
often means this active love of persons, and is translated vv1ove.,,128 In much 
contemporary Christian discourse it summarizes the Christian ethic.,.Both 
the term and the idea are found in such well known places as the following: 

Matthew 5:44-48: 
22:37-40: 

Luke 10:25-37: 

Love enemies, etc ....... ,_.Ballou 1125 
Great Commandment.,.,..,. .,.,.Ballou ll71 (Lk. 10:25-37) 
Good Samaritan ............ ., .... Ballou 1171 

24., Psalm 68:5, 103:13; Ecclesiasticus 23:21; book of Jubilees 1:24-5 
25. HoseQ 11:1; 6:6; 10:12; 12:6., See also Hosea 11:4 and 14:4 for the 

idea of outgoing, serving, and forgiving love,. 
26., vv:·...,.,r say to you, Love( agapcte ) your enemies and pray for those 

who persecute you, so that you may be sons of your Father who is in 
heaven., • .,vi, Mtt. 5:44 

27., Agape is not nothern than justice, but includes or relates to justice, 
as that spirit which sometimes calls for arbitration or harmonization 
of sincere conflicts in interent. 

2B. In the New Testament, forms of Ag~po 2:re used in varying senses, for 



Luke 15:1-3: The lost Shoep••••••~•••.,•••Ballou 1173 
JohnVs Gospel, Ch. 15: Greater love hath no man., •• Ballou 115$ 

(I. Cor,. Ch. 13! st. PaulVs hymn to love 0 •• .,.Ballou 1201-2 
Gal. 2:20 & Eph. 5:2: Christ~s love in under-

going suffering and death 
First John 4:7-12: •••••••••••••u•••••••~•••Ballou 1231-32) 

145. 

We m2.y summarize the Christian agape in simplest terms as Givin_g 1.Q~: it 
seeks realization or fulfill.ment of otherVs interests and needs. It is 
altruism in highest mewing,_ 

Christian writers today have found it convenient to contrast the New Testament 
Agap0 with another common meaning of the word ~11ove,ii also having a Greek original, 
•1Eros,•~ found in PlatoVs be2.utiful dialogue Symposit.un., In that writitrg we havo a 
moving depiction of the self, seeking self-realization or self-fulfillment in the 
highest terms of one Vs quest for spiritual vc1.lues: truth, beauty, and the good,. 
Taking this theme as our O'li\'11 we may let Eros stand for .Q.raving Love, which seeks 
self-realization or fulfiDment of one~s own interests in some form., Eros may 
encompass the range of cravings from the desire to satisfy bodily or physical 
appetites to the satisfaction of higher spiritual needs., To speak of love for 
candy, to satisfy one 9 s sweet tooth; or love of music, to satisfy aesthetic 
craving; or love for friendship; or love of lmowlodge is to speak of Herosn on 
various planes. In addition to love for the oppasite sex, or erotic craving, as 
we say :in English, eros in Plato?s dialogue stands for the full r3l'.lge of values 
for the self., As giving love may be expressed by the classic term Altruism, so 
craving love may be summarizr.3d by the expression Egoif?...J'Il• 

Are altruism and eogism opposing and contradictory impulses or principles? 
That the ~itensionn of ethical life arises in the problem of the relationship 
between altruism and egoism is plain., That giving love, agape, should sometimes 
take precedence over craving love, or eros, may also be suggested by the Judoo
Christian ethic. But does this mean that one 9s self or personal being, in oneis 
own interests and needs, is in sont:: unalterable or irreconcilable way opposed to 
other selves or persons in their interests or needs? Does agape conflict with 
eros? Are love for others and love of self mutually exclusive? What does the 
New Testament teach about such central concerns of the ethical life? How does 
it resolve the tension between ~ltruism and egoism? What is the place or role 
of the self, in oneVs relation to other selvesj in being? This is the ethical 
problem,. 

There is considerable controversy among theologians as to precisely what 
Christian love, or agape means, relative to the role or the place of the self in 
the ethical relationship. Some discussion emong contemporary writers, suggests 
that the Gospel rules out the self and its claims--or at least much argument tends 
toward a negative view of the rights, needs or place of the self,_ For example 
it is said that there is no place for self love in the Gospe129; or that in some 
way Jesus did not really mean in the great commandment., gplove thy neighbor as 

example, not only to show the classic vv1ove for enemiese9 (Mtt., 5:44) 
or God9s love toward men (Rom. 5:8), but also to state utilitarian love 
(Mtt .. 5:40), and even love as enjoyment of life for the self, i.,e. in 
an vverosl'I' sense. In Mtt .. 22:37 I' the great Commandment., the one term 
Agapeseis covers love for God, for oneself and for neighbors. 

29. cp. George F. Thomas: Christi;m. Ethics and Moral f}iilosophy, Scribners, 
1955 9 p. 55-57, but also P• 78-79g And see Anders l\J'ygren., Agape w.51 fu:£§., 
I, 1953, Westm:inister Press 



thyself .. ~?JO Or it has been argued thP.t Christian ethical motivation is not based 
on the infinite worth of personality31-but rather that agape means to love another 
even though he be nworthless.,?1 

Other Christian opinion insists that the self is described in the Gospel as 
havjng an-d playing a legitimate role in be:ing; that the L3rgest aspect of Christian 
teaching is the worthfulness of all persons; that all persons mutually share a 
right to existence, one 9s self as well as the other, and that the Christian Gospel 
of love solves the tension between the altruistic and the egoistic impulses .. 32 

Accord:ing to such view the solution to the ethical problem may be suggested 
by Jesus 2 famous nparc:;.dorical~? utterance itself, where he expressed the pr:inciple: 
wtwhoever would save his life will lose it; and whoever loses his life will save 
it,.n (Mk, 8:35; Mtt,. 16:25» Ballou 1133D),. The problem is to :inte:epr0t what the 
losing of the self means. Does it mean self-abnegation and the obliteration of 
the self, its reduction to zero, or its complete er~sure? Does Jesus mean that 
desire., or the impulse to live, :intrinsic to person,.uity or selfhood, is evil 
and should be destroyed? Actually the great paradoz has its parallel or alter
native phrasing where, if we may join the two sayings, losing the self is defiJ.1.od 
as the dedication of self in.~~, (Mkl0:42-45; Mtt- 20:26-27; Ballou 1091C): 
vY..,..,.whoever will be great among you, let him be your minister; and whoever will 
be chief among you, let him be your servant (KJ Mtt~ 20:26-27). Jesus teaching 
here seems to be that a full-orbed motive for life would be one of dedicated 
self-giving in service lookii.--ig to the needs of otherss concern for them and their 
welfare, over and above and beyond mere concern for one self. That Jesus did not 
mean, by such say:ings as the great paradox, to rule out legitimate self-:interests, 
seems affirmed :in the Great Comrrumdment, or :in tho Golden Rule, where the self 
is expressly included as hav:ing rightful place in the ethical relationship,. If 
one insists on terminology or the letter, in the phraseology of the Great Command
ment, agape expressly :includes the idea of legitimate self-esteem, self-regard, 
or V~love of self~? along with love of neighbor .. 33 

The Christian Gospel is a gospel of self-realization for all selves inclusively,. 
Indeed,9 it is not an ethic of self-realization in an exclusive or vvselfishv1 sense., 
Josus 9 ethical teach:ings :in their full context suggests that agape is physehological
ly satisfying, whereas eras alone or by itself, as a sole motive for life, would 
be self-defeating. Live life in terms of a hypothetical eras alone, th&t is, in 
terms of self-seeking, deaf to, or heedless of other lives around us., a.."'ld we will 
miss the secret of life., or that very self-rea.lization which we legitimately crave. 
Live life,9 however, in the spirit of agape., and we not only serve and help others 
to fulfill their lives, but we find highest joy, and fulfill our own lives in the 
highest way, by so living--this, in our view, is the mean:ing o.f Josus 1 paradorical 
utterance. The total outlook of Jesus teach:ing and the New Testam.ent (as does the 
Old Testament in its highest reaches of thought) ,--2s manki.."'1.d searches for the 
solution to the ethical problem--is found in the re::..lowship that agape establishes, 
or tends to secure. 

30.. cp,. Rudolf Bultmann: Je.fild§_ and the Word, Scribners, 1958,9 Po 114-119 
31 .. cp. Paul Ramsey: Basic C~ristian Ethics, Scribners, 1950, p. 94 
32. For forceful statements of this view see Josiah Royceg The Religious 

Philosoph:y: 0f' Jositth Roye§_,. (ed .. S .. G., Brown) Syracuse Univ.,.:Press 9 l952, p.,146-7 .. 
Albert C., Knudson: ]?asic Issues :in Qhristian Thought., Abingdon., 1950, 
p,. 191 and A. C., Knudson~ The Principles of Christia4 film.£§., Abingdon, 
1943, p .. 178 

33,. See note 28 



Psychological reality seems to be this: that the love and respect that others 
have for one?s self is the highest form of self-realization. Agape achieves this; 
eros alone or by itself, does not. When one reaches out toward another, in the 
spirit of agape, that is, to love him and serve his interests and needs, over and 
beyond one 7s own--when the other realizes that his life and welfare is your concern 
too--confidence and friendship are established,. Then, as a product of this rela
tionship, when one stand in love and fellowship with others, one experiences full 
or higest well-being or joy or happiness., We know this in our deeper human 
friendships. Agape does not rule out legitimate renges of eros; it simply says 
that life lived solely in terms of eros, will not complete its destiny in fellow
ship; whereas in agape we find lifeis highest satisfactions. 

Life is a proper mixture of eros and agape, with agape a more inclusive 
statement of motive, indicating the design of others desire to live along with 
the self, and in the highest sense, together in fellowship. 

True, agape should over-reach in its aim just the closer circle of oneis more 
intimate friends--to include all and sundry and even those who may be antagonistic, 
or one 9s enemies, as Jesus says (Mtt. 5:46). It is active good will toward all 
men as sacred in their persons., In his saying in Jl.ff,.atthew 5 :46-... vBif you love those 
who love you, what reward have you'?9V--Jesus seems to mean that love should be more., 
or reach beyond, or rise higher than, bare utilitarian or mutual or market love
the love and service of others only if they love and serve in return,. 

3 .. The §.~J.f in the teachings 9f Jesus: Such passages as the following emphasize 
or suggest the right to personal life, fulfillment or self-realization as 
included in the meaning of agape and the kingdom of heaven., This theme is 
an extension of the primacy New Testament teaching of the sacredness of per
sonality., 

Mtt 5:3f --The Beatitudes: il'Blessed are those who,vv etc., Ballou 
6:32-33 --On anxiety and trust, and recognition that 

God !3.ffirms our need for material security. i9 

7:7-12 --Ask and it will be given you, and Golden 
Rule .. n 

25:21 --The faithful servant in parable of the 
talents to enter into the joy of the master fV 

Mk 12:30-31 --The Great Commandment: Love neighbor as self ii 

8:35; -He that loses life in service will find it. WV 

10:42-45 
Mttl6:25; 20:26-27 n 

Lk 6:38 
Act 20:35 

Jhn 16:24 
10:10 

Mtt 5:23 
Lk 18:2-16 

Mtt 7:6 

--Give and it shall be given you., 
-It is more blessed to give than to receive. 

--That your joy may be fulL. 
--That men may have life abundantly., 

--Passages including the idea of justice, 
acknowledging menvs fundamental right to selfhood, 
fair play, and the principle of arbitration and 
adjustment between persons. 

--The defense of oneWs person, values, and 
accomplishments ngainst heedless, unjust, or 
malicious attack or abuse. 

1123D 

1127C 

1128A 

1170B 
1138A 
ll33D 

10910 



(Rom., 12:6,, 18 

Mk<t 3s 
Mk 9:2f 

14:33f 

148 .. 

--Acknowledgment of personality differences or ngifts, n 
and personality conflicts and problems, setting 
limits to comradeship .. ) 

--TtJhere Jesus selects the disciples so that they would 
be near him, and passc.ges which expressed his need 
for fellowship with special ':'riends., 

We may conclude by saying that there is an explicit doctrine of vtrewards11 

in the Gospel, which emphasizes the self,. (Mtt,. 5:3,, 8, 10; 6: 4,6; 10:42; 
Lk~ 6:35; 11:28; Mk., 9:47). 

Christianity has two ultimate objectives, an objective of motive, and an 
objective of results. Its objective of motive is Agape; its objective of results 
is the Kingdom, or Fellowship. Each of these may be transposed and become means 
and result for the ot:·1er.. In stressing agape we must not forget that one ultimate 
objective of the Christian ethic is fellowship, and fellowship implies oneself 
and oneis fulfillment as well as the other self and his fulfillment.. Agape is 
the means to fellowship .. We should expect to experience a sense of well-being, 
or personal fulfillment (or v~self-realizationiv) in doing any right or duty, 
including Agape,. (Mtt .. 5:lf; Acts 20~35; Lk. 6:38; Mtt. 25:21, 7:7-12). The 
Agape-Fellowship polarity of the Christian ethic means the self-realization of 
all selves in a bond of serving love to each other. The Christian ethic, of 
course, is not self-realizational in the sense of realizing the self in exclusion 
of, or at the expense of others. 

The Christian metaphysics and Christian ethics includes oneself as well as 
other selves. The ultimacy of personality in being 2nd value is the cardinal 
motif--all pers0ns, everywhere included, one 9 s own as well as another are sacred ... 
The problem of Christian ethics is to solve the ntensionvv between the legitimate 
claims of one vs own negon and those of another.. Fellowship solves this tension 
and agape creates fellowship,. The motive of agape is to love the other person, 
in his material and spiritual need, first, in the sense that it transcends thought 
of material reward for oneself, or even of the rewc:"::-d of winning friendship. One 
may not win friendship in some particular isolated case; but he must still love 
in agapeo However, the facts usually are that friendship and fellowship are est.':.b
lished; accordingly agape tends to solve the deepest need of the self as a by
product of its activity.. Usually agape estrtblishes the earthly fellowship with 
men, as the normal outcome of the moral laws of the universe .. Agape always estab
lishes the fellowship with God. 

Self-love is an express aspect of Christian ethics, if it meMs oneVs self
respect, and oneVs self-acceptunce as a sacred person along with other persons, 
created as such by God., Agape does not mean self-denial or self-abnegation, or 
self annihilation in some morbid or extreme sense. (This would rather be the 
ethics of extreme philosophic Hinduism or Buddhism .. ) Jesus 1 highest ethical 
teachings include the self: The Golden Rule, Matthew 7:12j The Great Paradox, 
¥...ark 8:35; 10:43-44, The Great Commandment, Mark 12:30-31 .. It is a mistake to 
say that Christian ethics is not self-realizational in the highest sense advanced 
in our preceding discussion, or that Christian ethics rules out self-love, in the 
terms expressed above: i .. e. as legitimate self esteem, central to stable personal
ity~ It would indeed rule out self-realization or self-love in some inordinate 
S8nse that would exclude others from fellowship with the self, or that would seek 
to c~ominate others and to live at their expense, in the true meaning of »-sel-f
ishnessH or sinfulness,. 

Furthermore, for there to be love, there has to be one who loves~ i.e., oneVs 
Self or one is O'Wn person. For others to be served there must be a self or ones,· lf 
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who serves,. Therefor0, love itself implies oneVs self or one~s own person and 
est2.blishes it in val11Ile and in being., The concept of service implies two selves, 
one 1 s own and the othere The Christie.n ide2,l of self-forgetfulness or self
sacrifice does not me;.m to destroy the self, but to let the self become completely 
outgoing and loving as God 9 s own self is,. Consciousness lies at the henrt of the 
idee, of the self,. The difference between Christian self-consciousness 2nd pagan 
or utilit,trion self-consciousn0ss or selfhood is that the latter is dominated by 
consciousness of one vs mm needs; whereas Christian selfhood is dominated by 
consciousness of the needs of others over and nbove c:.nd be:;rond mere concern with 
the needs of the self, but nQ:t exclusive of.. Q.~ ~ aim of thEl. establishment 
Q.f. ~ §.S4rn in ~llowship. Christian consciousness does not deny the legitimate 
claim and right of oneself to existence JI or question the value of self-existence, 
a.s the Eastern religions in some respects seem to do., 

Agape includes the self., The Christian ethic L'. like 12n eclipse: it has two 
foci., One focus is self-realization.ql in the highest form of fellowship-the 
focus which is the self., However, the other focus, the focus centeri.~g on on 
other life, is absolutely essential, if the focus of the self is to be re2lized 
or to h::.ve legitimate meaning and status., Likewise the other person is commanded 
to focus on us in agnpe, to establish us,. There could be no focus of agape, or 
the love and service, and establishment of the other, for the sake of the other, 
if there were not the focus .of the self who serves and establishes, and is like
wise a focus to receive the agcpe of the other,. The outer curve of the ellipse 
itself is the society or fellowship established by these two principles, both 
selves going out to each other in agape P as the moral gravitation b;r which these 
foci are maintained in being. The Christian ethic is inter-self-realizational .. 

Jesus? ethical ideas come to a focus in the phrase» kingdom of heaven,. We 
cannot here trace exhaustively his teaching concernjng this figure of speech,. We 
suggest tne followmg outline as i.~dication of the main points. The passages cited 
range beyond contexts where the phr!J.Se i~ldngdomn is specifically used., Rather our 
effort is to look at the teachmg in an over-all interpretative way, which this 
phrase suggests., The final two points acknowledge the important historic fact 
which must be considered in stating Jesus view, of the kingdom, namely, its escha
tological fromework., Finally the allusions under point 3 to evpolitic:'J.lii and 
rveconomic?v concerns imply interpolation of such saymgs to modern experience., We 
present here on outline to guide the reader into a complex theme,. 

1., The Kingdom begins as individual in quality, quiet, unobstrusive, noticed 
by those with spiritual discernment--an immanent, spiritual force or power: Agape., 

Mt 5:3f --Beatitudes 
Lk 13:20; Mt 13:33, 44 -- leaven, tre~sure hid 
Lk 17:20-21 -within or among you 
Mk 4:26f, 9--mustard seed, Kingdom as growth 

-who has ears to hear, let him hear. 

Lk 10:25 
Mt 11:20 

--coordinate expression, vvetemal Life~w 

Ballou 1123D 
n 1164D 

vv 1164D (Mt 13:3) 



Mk 22:21-22 
Lk 11:20 

-though quiet, spiritual, individual and inwa,rd, would finally 
burst and transform the old order, is irresistible, spiritual 
power. (A point which may have come later :in the ministry) 

2 .. It is to be realized in a measure here and now on earth--by the instrumentality 
of GodVs Spirit of love working in and through men; is a present activity. 

Mt 5-7 
5:13f 
6:10 
7:24-27 

Lk 10:25-37 
Mt 25:111--30 

25:31f 

--Sermon on Mount 
--Ye are salt of earth, light of world 
--Will be done on earth (LordVs Prayer) 
--House on a Rock 
--Good Sanu..:.ri tan 
--The Talents 
--Since ye did it unto the least of these 

Ballou 1123f 
'IR 1124A 
vv 11260 
VR 1128-D 
vv 1171 
Vi 1169-70 
n 1143-44 

3,. It has a social or universal outcome--to :include all worthy men, not 
just Israel .. 

Mk 3:31-35 
12:9 

Lk 10:25-37 
Mt 8:ll-12 

13:38 
21:43 

--Whoever does God 9s Will is my brother 
-vineyard to be taken from unworthy tenents and given to others 
--Good Samaritan, any person in need is one 9s neighbor 
--Many to come from east and west to sit at table in the Kingdom 
--The field is the world 
--The Kingdom to be given to nations more worthy of it 

Mk 12:13-17 --Tribute money to Caesar: the :Kingdom~s l'tpoliticaltl' 
implications Ballou 1102 (Mt 22:15) 

Mt 20:1-16 --Laborers and Hours: Kingdomrs l'I' economicrl' 
implications ii' 1166 

i.e. The Kingdom is a Fellowship of persons: the aim, end, or objective, of the 
Christian ethic:-

Mt 5:3-16, 
38-48 

6:19-34 
7:1-14 
8:11 

25:1-13 
Mk 2:13-17 

10:14 
1k 15:11-32 

14:15-24 
17:20 

--Beatitudes 
--Love enemies, etc 
- Love of men before material goods· 
--Judge not, Golden Rule etc. 
-the Kingdom" s banquet 
--the wedding guests and Virgins 
--meal mth publicans and sinners in Levi 9 s 

house 
--Suffer the little children to come 
--Prodigal Son 
--Banquet for the poor and outcasts 
--Kgd., among you 

Rom 12:1-21 --(Christian virtue) 
1st John n vi 

Ballou 1123f 
ill 

I'~ 

n 1169 
vi 1070 (Lk., 5 :29) 

n 1091 
Vi 1173 
VI' 

I'll 1194 
I'll 1229-32 
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4., Its final victory or consummation lies in the future (possibly ult.i.n1ately 
a transcendent Heavenly future, miraculous, ineffable, glorious) an outcome which 
Jesus may have anticipated soon. Possioly he came to think of it more as a future 
realization, then a present possibility, as his tragic career moved toward its end, 
and the Kingdom seemed to be hindered by the stubborn opposition of men:--

Mk 9:1; 14:25; 13:32-37 (a parable of watchfu~:iess) 
Lk 19:11 
Mt 8:11; 13:24-30 (parable of the harvest) 

25:1-13 (wise and foolish virgins) Ballou 1169B 

In any case, Jesus left the fulfillment of the kingdom up to the Father1s plan 
an-d will, strictly refusing to suggest when it might be, say:ing that only the 
Father knew, not even the Son. 

Mk 8~11; 4:26-27i 13:32-33 
Lk 17:20; 19:ll; 11:16-20 
Mt 25:13 

In the meanwhile, men are to realize the Kingdom in their ethical action 
here and now., 

Mt 5-7 --The Sermon on the Mount Ballou 1123f 

Jesus 9 teaching that the kingdom was in real sense already present eventually 
lessened the tension of expectation in the church and helped Christian history to 
look toward a stable growth beyond the specific eschatological hope of the earliest 
decades,.34 

5. The Kingdom will judge men, if they do not accept it--it is urgent:-

Mk 12:9 
Lk 17:22f 
Mt 8:12; 13:24-30; 21:43; 25:1-46 Ballou 1142:44 

1169-70 

But it brmgs judgment on all evil men, who reject it, Israelite and others; 
it is not merely apocalyptic judgment on Israel?s national enemies. 

In sum, JesusV expression iThe kingdom of heaven~ defined the good life as 
fellowship or society. The ld.ngdom idea and his teachings on the sacredness of 
personality and love are mutually implicated,. The k:ingdom, in most general sense, 
means that one finds love and fulfillment of personality, and true ~'lrighteousness, V'I 

only in the best social relationships; and suggests the reciprocal point that 
respect for personality and love lie at the foundation of all good society. 

The social imp4..913,tion;1 m:_ the K:inggom. From the standpoint of our contemporary 
interest in social ethica, it should be acknowledged that Jesus does not say :in \ 
specific terms ·what an ideal political or economic order would be., He was not a 
political or economic philosophBr., Christian interpreters believe, however, that 
his great sayings and parables are filled with basic pr:indples of ethics, founded 
in the love commandment, which by implication, are rmgingly democratic. His 

34. Compare Noss, op cit. P• 572 



ethical utterances would make tyranny and slavery impossible.. The nearest we 
hear him speak to the express problem of the state and to economic society, are 
found in two sayings, perhaps, the tribute money to Caesar (Ballou 1102) and the 
parable of the laborers 2nd the hours (Ballou 1166). 

Far from implying that Christi:mity is passive, or indifferent to type of 
political order, we may interprolate from the discussion about the ta.x that it 
is a teaching bursting agamst totalitarian philosophy~ In addition to acknowl
edging a duty to Caesar, or the state, Jesus suggests here that we owe ultimate 
allegiance to God., over and above Caesar.. The deepest implication of this saying 
is that the duties and rights of individuality and personality transcend those of 
the state-ultimate matters of conscience are for individuals before their God to 
decide, not for Caesars to decidei 

The laborers and the hours parable, over and beyond its basic idea concerning 
the lavish grace and love of God. in the kingdom fellowship., in contrast to the 
ordinary prudential and calculating relationships of men, suggests a message for 
economic order. It is that economic society should minister to human need; that 
VVindustry shall exist for man, and not man for industry.v934a More basic th3Xl 
profit motive even, or conjointly with it and humanizing it, the principle of 
respect for, and service of persons is the larger motive for economic life and 
relationships., as it should be for all human relationships .. 

~ q Concept £! Salvation and Dest.in! 

1., His proph~ outlook. If we may define salv,:-:+ion, in general way, as a 
condit:ion of vvgoodn or 9iwell-bei..."1gvv for life :ree from evil that ma,y beset 
it, then Jesusv view of salvation would be a state of joyous sonsh:tp to, or 
fellowship with God, the heavenly Fatherv in a life of love, neighborliness, 
social conscience and nonenessvv of moral purpose., expressed as the vtkingdom 
of heavenn and as vietemal life.e\' On its negative sido, the evil from which 
freedom is sought, would be the 'i9sms, vi with their practical consequences, 
which might beset us--evil.,aggreesive life heedless of others., inordinate 
self-centered.11ess, and selfish pride, to continue in which is a state of 
V?darkness,n judgment, and apartness from God,.35 

Typical passages which throw light on Jesusi view of salvation would be the 
following: 

Mk .. 1:14 
3:35 
8:35 
2:5 
5:34 

Lk. 7:50 
10:25-37 

HRepent and believe in the gospel .. VP 

"Whoever does th0 will of God is rn:y brother .. n 
nwhoever loses :tis life ...... will save it .. t9 

vvMy Son, your sins are forgiven .. Vi 

nyour f,'.1ith has saved you; go in peace.,11 
11Your faith hath made you well; go in peace., ~1 

In reply to the lawyer who asked: 1'what shall I do to inherit 
eternal life?, n he repeated the parable of the Good Samaritan 
and then said: ~o~ do likewise,, H 

Speaks of the Leist Son who repented and returned to his father. 

34a George Buttrick, The ~~ .Qi Jesus~ Harper, 1928, p,. 161 
35 Mtt., 6:23 cp, also Mtt., 8:12; 22:13; 25~30~ Luke 11:34-36; 22:53 .. 
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Mtt., 5,7 Sermon on Mt .. : Whoever does and hears, his words will stand 
like a house upon the rock. (7:24) 

6:U. 11'1...,If you forgive men their tres~)asses 9 your heavenly Father 
will forgive you., v11 

22: 47-50 Love God and your neighbor as yourself, thus fulfilling V'lall 
the law and the prophets,.'IV 

25:40 ~As you did it to one of the least of these my brethem, you 
did it to me. 9'1 

Jn. 13:14-17 11iYou also ought to W?.sh one another?s feet,. For I have given 
you an example, that you also should do as I have done to you,.,.. 
If you know these things, blessed are you if you do them.,n 

14 :15-- John 9s Gospel emphasizes ethical action or the practice of Jesus 
15:14 comm:-mdments whereby the believer may become vione 111' with him 

and with God., 

In stun, Jesus has a thoroughly prophetic concept of salvation,_36 To the 
question, What shall a man do 1~to inherit eternal life?,rt Jesus replied in the 
simplest ethical terms: repent., lov0 and serve thy neighbor., honor and love God 0 37 

2,. The sc1nctions 9f hi§. ~£. :fil1.9. 12rogram. For what ultimate reasons does Jesus 
appeal to men to enter the Kingdom of God? What are the final sources of 
authority of his ethic and pl;;m of salvation? Jesus emphasizes f::mr sanctions 

primarily., The first three of these Prof., Amos Wilder calls the Vifundo.mental 
sanctionsn while the fourth in its transcendental aspects he terms a ~iforma1vi 
sanction., the nature of which Jesus could anticipate o~ly by symbolic expressions 
suggested by the apocalyptic thought forms of his day .,38 

(1) The appeal to reason and common sense; to moro.l truthll and the innate 
moral possibility of men:39 

Mtt. 7:24-27; 9:13; 12:7; Lk., 12:57 

(2) The appeal to the nature of God as Love; this is the ultimate sanction; 
Mtt., 5:45; 48; 7:21; 10:8b; Mk. 12:J0-31; Lk., 6:35-36; 15:3-24 
(I John 4:7-21) 

In Lk. 15:7 and 23:43 it is evident that God to Jesus was interested 
in repentence, not in punishment. (I John 4:18) 

36. See analysis of the OT concept of salvation, Ps 103-105 
37. Recall our discussion of ~vrepentanceH under Jesus·, concept of man, page 143, 

and the distinction between normative and inordinate or excessive iipridevv 
in the discussion of vvsinn in the OT section of this Guide, page 99-100., 
We should distinguish between normal and necessary rvprideVw or self-respect, 
basic to stable personality, and inordinate or 1vselfish pride•v that hinc"ers 
love and fellowship with others. Doubtless most human beings would do well 
to acknowledge a tendency toward self-centeredness and inordinate pride of 
which we should be willing to divest ourselves, or ivrepent,,v with the help 
of Divine grace, if we are to get along with people in the best way, and 
fulfill the spirit of the kingdom., 

38., Eschatology and Ethics in till?. Teachin__g§_ .2f Jesus, op cit esp., p~ges 116f 
39., vvJmd why do you not judge for yourself what il:S right ?vv (Lk., 12: 57) 

i1Every one then who hears these words of mine and does them will be like 
a wise man, ... .,.v~etc.. (Mtt., 7:24) ,, ,,,. 
vvGo and learn what this means» VI desire mercy, and not sacrifice.,. v For 
I came not to call the righteous, but G:inners,.. n (!ftto 9:13e cp 12t7) 
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(3) The authority and example of Jesus himself: 
Mtt,. 7:24; 10:JS; 16:24: 25:40; Mk., 8:34; Lk., 9:23; 14:23; John 13:14-17; 
17:20-21 

(4) The appeal to consequences, i.e., to reward and judgment here, ~nd here
after: Jesus broc1.dens and deepens moral motive by the power of an 
endless life, as Bacon has e::-...1)ressed it 9 relative to the belief in a 
hereafter. He measures things temporal by comparison with things 
eternal: 

Mtt. 5:12-16; 5:29-30; 7:14; 18:7-10; Lk., 10:25; 23:43; John Chaps., 14-15 

The appeal to consequences may be summarized as the appeal of the blessedness 
of life when in harmony with the will of God., The Beatitudes are typical. The 
appeal to consequences on its this-wordly or practical side are expressed, perhaps 
most succ:inctly.11 in the Sermon on the Mount, in those words describing the Christian, 
or Christian life, as vvthe salt of the earthrv and nthe light of the worlct,v1 whose 
ivgood worksn are to shine forth as the enlightening and tranfornrl.ng influence .. 

Jesus ethical teach:ing as a i1social ethicsvv or a tvsocial gospeliV is of course, 
more a matter of contemporary interpretation of the basic gospel of love, than 
an express doctr:ine of the 1st Century New Testament records.. Me.ny, however, in 
modem times believe that the sayings and parables profoundly imply a social 
gospel, based on the love commandment, emphasizjng 'mman dignity, freedom, justice, 
and democracy., Such would be the widest practical (:onsequence of the kingdom .. 40 

3.. Jesus on himself as an ~trume):1.t of s.s.lvation.. The following resume 
anticipates the discussion of the messiahship in our U.?:±. section.. Suffice 
it here to say, as the messenger of GodVs kingdom of love e,nd brotherhood, 
he came to th:ink of himself in quite a normal w£:.y--just as ony teacher or prophet 
might do--!3.S an instrument of moral salvation., He realized that he was helpi..'l'J.g 
men to become citizens of the kingdom, that he was servi.ng and saving them by 
his awn living e:iv:.mple, his forgiving attitudell his heal:ing power (Mk. 2:5; 
10:43-45; Lk .. 11:20). 

The famous saying reported in John Vs Gospel, 14: 6: vvr am the way, the truth 
and the life; no one comes t0 the Father, but by me,vv is often interpreted 
in negative, narrow, or exclusive terms. Actually the larger context of 
John?s gospel suggests that this saying can be understood rather with a 
positive, inclusive meaning. In these central chapters of the New Test~ent 
Christology, John 14-15, the love commandment defines the way, the truth, the 
life, and the union with the Father. Verses 15, 21, 23 of chapter 14 and 
verses 7-17 of chapter 15 breathe a liberating inclusive spirit, rather thAn 
a confining, exclusive one (Ballou 1154-1158):-

viif you love me, you will keep my commandments.., .He who has my 
corrnnand ments and keeps them, he it is who loves me; and he who loves 
me will be loved by my Father, and I will love him and manifest myself 
to him •• cif a man loves me, he will keep my word, and my Father will 
love him, and we will come to him and make our home with him,.. .. If yoll 
abide in me .11 and my words abide in you~ asl·: whatever you will u ,.As the 
Father has loved me, so have I loved you: abide in my love. If you 

Walter Rauschenbush: !tie Social Tec:..9,higg§, 0.f ks~.~ 
vv vv 1 .. ':1 )3·)J_ggy .Q.f J",he So:J.~,.l G<:spel 

John c .. Bennett: .Qh;;:.ict ic:111i t Y .d1Q. .QQmg;i-mjj';.l]l 



keep my co.mm::indments, you will abide in my love, just as I have kept 
my Fatl1er' s co:mmendments nnd abide in his love., ... This is my corrrmand
ment, that you love one another as I have loved you.,. Greater love 
h&s no man than this, th!'tt a man lay down his life for his friends,. 
You are my friends if you do what I command you,..,,.This I coIDlllc-md 
you, to love one anothervv (RSV) 

The author of JohnVs Gospel began his interpretation of Jesus in terms of 
Greek metaphysical doctrine., He describes Jesus as the v~word•7 (or vv1ogos,H) that 
is, the rational, formative, mor-'.ll power of God that goes forth to create the worlds. 
He spoke of Jesus as Vtfu11 of grace and truth;vv and as iVThe true light that en
lightens every man .. ~ .. vr (1:9, 14) .. Such terms, and those quoted above suggest 
moral rationality and an inclusive universalism, to the effect that the life of 
love ~md moral truth., expressed in Jesus, is the only ultimate way men anywhere, 
find salvation--it includes any or all who live this VVway1~ this -~truth•V this 1Vlife., u 
As suggested :in John, Christians may have the faith that Jesus utters and exem
plifies, the moral truth by which all men come to God, if they wish to come. The 
statement of the way the truth and the life is found in the general context about 
keeping his commandments--that is s living life as he enjoins in agape--if we would 
become i~oneti with him and the Father,. This m:i.ght :include those not technically 
disciples, a point in fact, which John 10:16 suggests, where we read,..,wv .,..I have 
other sheep, that o.re not of this foldn; though~ indeed., the ultimate aim in 
JolmVs outlook is to bring them also, that nthey will heed my voice.. So there 
shall be one flock., one shepherd.rt 

In the meanwhile, however, there is the 11other..,,.fold.,i1 Christianity may 
be interpreted as historically flexible and inclusive., It need not be viewed as 
having a i 1built in intransigence. a4l What, in its institutional details., the 
ultimate unity of religious fnith for mankind may be in the far reaches of the 
historical future, no one may presently say.. We may believe, however, that such 
faith will not be greatly different from the highest we already know in the 
Christirm agape and its comter parts in the other world religions .. 

The spirit of universalism and religious inclusiveness is also present in 
the Synoptic Gospels themselves. 

Indeed, these Gospels contain the record of an increasing call by Jesus to 
personal discipleship to him as his historic career moved toward martyrdom--as the 
issues between him and the religious opposition were drawn ever mor sharp and he 
felt the need for uncompromising support, commitment and loyalty on the part of 
his followers .. In this historic circumstance, we have the report that he enjoined 
his followers to give up personal ties for the sake of the mission; that he even 
described the commitment to discipleship in terms of nself ha.tredvv that is, the 
hating of~ or turning of oneVs back upon the things dear to oneVs self and one?s 
family; ties that might temporize the effect of the mission., To follow him will 
be to vvrenomce a11rv that one has, to bear one?s vvown cross,iv and to meet with 
persecutions,.42 

While recognizing this aspect of drastic summons, reflecting the historic 
crisis as Jesus felt it--to the effect that commitment to the kingdom came to be 

41. Confining terms which this analyst heard one denominational representative 
use,. 

42. Luke 14:26-33; Mks 10:29; Lk .. 11:23--Vihe who is not with me is against 
me, and he who does not gather with me scatters.,~~ 



commitment to himself, or loyalty to his pe:r>son; we should consider such sayings 
in the total context of the record. They certainly make cle2r that Jesus expected 
thoroughgoing and radical chmges of disposition and life on thG part of all who 
repented at his preaching,.43 But confession or discipleship did not mean that 
all were necessarily to follow in his personal or immediate compeJ1y as did the 
Twelve, and others who were specially srunmoned,. There was Zacch:0,eus, the tax
collector1 who continued in his O"Wn calling,. We mont:i.on again the lawyer who 
asked the way to eternal life; for whom Jesus spoke the parable of the Good 
Samaritan, and then said go, do as the Samaritnn had done. Many were healed or 
helped of whom wo hear no further-a lep;::ir, a. paralytic, a centurian, Jairus, the 
Syrophoenici.an woman.. Men may continue in their O"Wn vocntions, with their varied 
gifts and call:ings, as Paul, writing within the first generntion of Christians, 
interpreted the message,.44 

The S:m,optics bea'.I:' record that il'Whoever does the will of God is my brother, 
and sister, and mother~n (Mk,. 3:31) When asked by the disciples whether the man 
who was casting out demons :in his name, but who was not following them, should 
be restrained, he said: vvDo not forbid him; for no one who does a mighty work 
in my name will be able soon after to speak evil of me. For he that is not 
against us is for us. ~9 (Mk. 9:39-40) And concluding this point at the moment jl 

concern.mg the spirit of univeralism which we fmd in the Synoptics, we may cite 
his words reported m Matthew 8:11-12: t~any shall come from the east and the 
west to sit nt the table in the Kingdom of Heaven.vi 

As a major pomt of theology we reserve for fuller treatment presently the 
meaning af his death m the Christian concept of salvntion.. It must suffice here 
to state in general terms what the approaching death may have 1neant to Jesus as 
he faced martyrdom" After it bec1.me clear that the conflict with the religious 
authorities might result in a,pprehens::Lon and death, Jesus began to connect his 
message and work with his suffering and death, and trusted that God would vmdicate 
the kfogdom in., through, by, or beyond his death--a.s the climactic event of his 
total life of self-giving and serviceo To anticipate what we discuss more fully 
later, in Lk. 4:17; 22:27, 37 he associates himself with the Isaianic suffering 
servant. In Lk 1.3:33 he speaks of his death as the perishing of via prophet.,1w 
Though it is difficult to formulate exactly what Jesusi theology came to b8 in 
the late hours of his life, we might safely conjecture that, with such Isaianic 
passages in mind)! he 1112.y well have come to look upon his death as an occasion God 
would use to disclose some deepest meaning of his suffering and sacrifice, as 
Mark 10:45 or Mark 14:22 imply. 

4. Jesus conception of .judgment. In treating this element of Jesus teaching, 
bear in mind that he shared in the main eschato:ogical thought for.In of his 
day--that God would soon end this world age and usher in the consummation 
of the kingdom. Also r0c~ll the prominent aspects of his teachmg on the 
blessedness or joy of life in accpeting the kingdom as expressing the 
positive spirit of his appealo 

He is reported, however, as also usmg such negative or warning terminology 
as the following concernmg the judgment.11 hell and perdition: t'letema1wu or 
viunquenchable fire; Vi the vifurnace of fire, n ~R-where there will be weeping 
and gnashing of teeth, iv Vi\lJhero their worm. does not die, vi a ??place of torment, vv 
vvcast into hell, vv vietemal pU11.ishment., vv45 

43.. Wilder, op., cit,. p., 109 
44., St., Paul, Romans 12:4-8 
45., Mk., 9:43-49; Mtt. 5:29; 8~l2; 13:42, 50; 22:13; 24:51; 25:30; 41, 46; 

Lk. 13:38; 16:19-31; 17··22 
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Note also that he speaks of perdition or the judgment as i1outer darkness,vi 
the place where ~iboth soul and body are destroyed, vv as being swallowed up 
by the sea,.46 How may we awlu.ttt$ these s2.yings? 

Firstly, we may conclude that Jesus believed that failure to live the message 
of the kingdom would bring judgment or distress., To live heedless of persons 
and of love will make for t".nhappiness of spirit on the subjective plane and 
discord end conflict on the social plane. Failure to heed the moral laws of 
our world will bring its judgment,. The son in t.he parable of the Prodigal 
met his retribution for his life of too self-indulgent pleasure when he found 
himself living with the swine .. Jesus anticipated th~t the nation would be 
destroyed, if it continued to reject the kingdom of love he had announced, 
Mk., 13:3 (recall pages 137-138)., Such is his concept of judgment on the 
natural or historic plane., What is his belief relative to the transcendent 
or eschatological aspect of judgment? 

Secondly, references to torment, hell fire, and eternal punishment, such as 
in the parable of Dives and Lazarus (Lk. 16:19-31) and the Last judgment 
(Mtt. 25), were traditional descriptions., The idea of hell, or (in the 
Greek) Gehenna, (Mk. 9:48) hBd its actual counterpart in the refuse dump 
outside Jerusalem., where fires were kept perpetually burning., The Greek 
expression Gehenna comes from the Hebrew Ge HilJllQI!!<> It w2,s in the valley of 
Hinnon, near Jerusalem, where, in earlier timc3, the Israelites had sacrifed 
children on fiery altars to }blech. This came to be a place of abomination 
and refuse.47 The scene in the parable of the Last Judgment where sheep are 
separated from the goats, and a sharp division is mnde, is in form like 
typical apocalystic thought.- We have noted that Jesus uses apoc'.l.lyptic 
thought forms but we are also observing that he trans'.~,:;nds much of their 
grosser element,. He suffuses or spiritualizes apocalyptic terms and concepts, 
<'.md seems to employ some of them in metaphorical wayso48 To what extent 
Jesus was 2n apocalyptist, in contrast to possible other interpretations, we 
have yet to examine~ 

Thirdly, the idea of a liter~l, eternal fire of torment, a vindictive, non
remedial punishment seems utterly contrary to Jesus 9 conception of the 
forgiving love of God .. (Some commentators feel that such places as Met. 25:46 
may be the Gospelists rather than the historic Jesus speaki.ng.)48a In any 
case, Jesus seems to teach in mnny places that personality is never totally 
lost or worthless, but that God~s love is always prepared to go out to the 
sinner,. Such hope is suggested in the great parables: the Prodigal son, 
the Lost Sheep, the Lost Coin, etc. The references to eternal punishment 
must be considered alongside such passages as Mtt,. 7:7-11; 18:21-22; Lk., 
17:3-4, sayings that atnounce the immediate response of God to the sincere 

46,. Mtt,. 6:23; 8:12; 22~13;, 25:30; Lk .. 11:35; 22:53; Mk. 9:42., 
47. tn Encyclopedia .Q1. Reli~iqn_~ ed. Ferm,., p .. 295 .. Note the repetition of 

the wording of Is. 66:24 in the report in Mk. 9:48; and that Mtt,. 
and Lk,. omit 9:48., 

48,. Mk .. 8:31; 10:45--as in the lowly and suffering role of the il'Son of Man.,n 
Mk., 12:18-27--as in his opinion concernin;-· condition of life in the 
vi r.e STre ct ion,. ti' 
Lk,. 11:20; 17:20--where the divine kingdom is announced in its aspect 
as a present reality in their midst., 
Lk,. 12:49-where the expression nto cast fire upon the earthte is a 
metaphor for the natural divisions tha.t his messcge and movement would 
create among men. 

48a .. Eg .. Jn,terprQ,:ter?e ;~~, Vol .. 7, Abingdon Press, 1951, p .. 566; ~ 
Abingdon filJ:21§. Co.nJ£118nt;_~:;y:, Abiricd'.Jn-Cokesbury, 1929, p,, 992" 



seeker, and the divine forgiveness seventy times seven. This metaphor stresses 
the :indefinite or infinite quality of God1s desire and readiness to forgive, 
in response to true repentance,. 

The important thing for Jesus was s~~v!;lti:on from the person:11 condition or 
visinVJ'. that may lead to Vthelltv or a state of separation from God, and the 
fellowship of the kingdom. Fosdick has said that the main point of the par
ables of judgment was to define V~he qualities of character that are eternally 
disapproved by God,vv49 so long as $1,1ch attitudes and qualities remain.. The 
principal teaching of these parables, e.g,. that of Dives and Lazarus (Lk .. 
16:19-31) is not to announce the eternal nature of hell so much as to stress 
the importance of making our decisions for the Good here and now; that life 
has its important issues, which must be decided freely and on their ovvn merits 
by free personality, without compulsion by the supernatural; and that there 
is some irrevocableness or finality about our decisions. 

Hugo Gressman in 1918 found some parallel to the Dives and Lazarus theme in 
Rq,bbinical literature, and its possible source .in an Egyptian tale, which 
recounted a reversc:11 of conditions for a rich man and poor man after death., 50 
This fact suggests that Jesus used a traditional story., Is it· necessary to 
believe that Jesus endorsed the imagery of the story, in some total or literal 
sense, any more than he endorsed the grudging attitude of the unjust judge, 
or the authoritarianism of the nobleman who became a king, characters in two 
other parables?50a The nature of many of the parables is that they are graphic 
figures of speech--not anecdotes of literal happenings--designed to teach 
important qualities of spirit that characterize the kingdom of heaven, and the 
urgency of its appeal, under the eschatological thought form or tension which 
Jesus accepted and felt. For inspiration for the characters and circumstances 
which he depicted :in the imaginative stories which are his parables, he no 
doubt often drew from familiar real life situdions, in their varied color and 
experience,. 

In any case, the irrevocableness of the award and the unforgiving nature of 
God as implied in the parable may be balanced by the sayings on the unlimited 
character of the divine disposition to forgive,. Recall also Lk,. 15:7, 11I 
tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents,iv etc .. ; 
Mtt .. 5:44, tl'I say to you Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute 
you, so that you may be sons of your Father who is in heaven,11 and the Luke 
version of this saying: Hlove your enemies., .... and you will be sons of the Most 
High; for he is kind to the ungrateful and the selfish., Be merciful, even as 
your Father is merciful., 11 (6:35;...36) 

Fourthly, Jesus v references to hell as an objective place of eternal vtfirevi 
(Mk. 9:48; Mtt. 5:22; 13:42; 25:41) stand :in contrast, if they are taken 
literally, to his references to judgment as 91outer darkness·,n and a subjective 
state of soul (Mtt .. 6:23; 8:12; 22:13; 25:30); and to his objection to the 
belief of the Sadducees that material conditions obtain in the after life 
(Mk111 12:18).. In one place the wording is that the soul is itdestroyed'' in 
hell, Mtt,. 10:28; in another that the judgment of those who reject truth 

49., Guide to Understa11.9.:gi_g th..§. Bible., op .. cit.,, p .. 283 
50 .. References to this source: William Manson: The pospel .Qi Luke, Moffatt 

New Testament Commentary, Harper., p., 190; ~ Interpreters Bible, Vol., 8 
p., 289; Hillyer H., Straton, The Parables 2£ ~., Eerdmans, 1959, P• 187 .. 

50a,. Hillyer H., Straton, Ib .. p. 189 .. Lk., 18:1-8; Lk,. 19:12-27., 



and love would be like being swallowed up by the sea, !{:-C., 9:42., These and 
the idea of outer darlmess may suggest that vvhellV~ in Jesus thought meant 
the annihilation of unworthy personal life., In any case, it is obvious that 
such expressions RS VVfiren ood neuter dar1messi? are metaphors, s;ymbolic of 
a possible truth about the condition of souls in an after life, who, by their 
O'Wn choice, are unprepared to enter the fellowship of Godgs kingdom., 

We conclude that such judgment or perdition could only be conditional, if we 
trust Jesus 9 conception of God as Agape love, which would forgive sev0nty 
times seven, even the soul standing apart who might turn to Him for forgive
ness 8!ld acceptance.,51 The larger note of the Gospel is that '1Vp6rfect love 
casts out fearn (I Jolm 4:18). Jesus appiaal-ed fundamentally to the blessedness 
o.f life in fellowship with God as the inducement to men to enter the kingdom,. 
The Beatitudes in the Sermon on the Mount are typical-52 

The uniguel')_§ss gf Jesus as teacher and man in .Q.hristian f~. Fosdick has 
well summarized that the uniqeness of Jesus as teacher lay in the v~selective 
attention°53a with which he treated the great themes of his heritage, or the 
intensity with which he focused upon the theme of the sacredness of human person
ality, and Agape love as the essence of moral reality, reflecting the Divine F.ather
hood. 

For Christians, he has also been regarded as unique in himself as expressive 
of the Divine Reality. Our task, as we look at the problem of the messiahship, is 
to illuminate this area of understanding, both from the perspective, as an historic 
fact., of what Jesus may have thought about himself--in so !:u: as this issue may be 
clarified from the accounts in the gospels--and what the New Testnment authors or 
interpreters of his life thought about him or came to think about him within the 
framework of theological evaluation. 

51.. It is interesting that there is the idec. of hell as purgatory in I 
Peter 3:19, 4: 6 where the tradition is that Jesus, between his cruci
fixion and resurrection, preached the message of repent8!lce to the souls 
in hell, signifying that early Christians were not constrained by belief 
in irrevocable judgment~ In St., Paul there is the suggestion of belief 
in a universal salvatfon, I Cor. 15:28; Eph. l:23Q The Fatherly God of 
Jesus seemed concerned about repentance and renovation of character 
rather than punishlr.enl·,·and retribution, Lk 15:7; 23:43; Mtt., 9:13., 

52. Mtt. 5:16; 48; 9:1,3; 10:6b; 12:7; Lk., 6:35.36, 12:57 .. 
53:'.c.., G,uide to Yn,derstandi,'Ylg ~ Bible, op,. cit", p. 42. 



V,. The [fili Testament and Concepts of Jesus 9 

M_es_§j.ahl:;!_ill:12,, Death, and Resurrection: 
Basic Issues :in Christian Theolog7 

A,. The Problem of ~ Messiahshin 

The reader may recall our discussion on the types of messianic hope in 
Israel in Jesusv dayjl p,. 134-139, and our preview of the type of role which we 
believe he represented, Po 138., Also recall our statement of the problem of 
the historical Jesus p,. 140-141~ 

1,. Tille cri~~..£e±. historical gu.estion is how to evaluate the apocalyptic element 
in the gospels at those express points where Jesus is reported as claiming 
to be the supernatural vvson of manjlvv who is to appear immediately upon the 
clouds of Heaven? 

William Manson in his study, Christ vs fu!! of Ee ,K;i.ngdom of QQg,, points 
out the several possible ways modem thought ha:·s treated the apocalyptic 
element in the Gospels,. 

First, it is possible to look at the apocalyptic element or term:inology 
in Jesus 9 teaching as incidental, a mere husk, that may be stripped away 
and more or less ignored,. This type of evaluation is strengthened by the 
recent opening up of the apocalyptic writings of the later Jewish period, 
which reveal that many of the eschatological ideas in the Gospels were not 
original to Christianitye Furthermore, there is the possibility that the 
apocalyptic element represents the interpretation of the evangelists, or 
Gospel authors themselves in the early church, rather than that of the 
historic Jesus., According to this view the evangelists interpreted Jesus 
in the light of the apocalyptic ideas predominant in their time. 

Indeed, there appears to be without doubt a heightening of ideas i..~ the 
record in the direction of an interpretation of Jesus as apocalyptic Son 
of man, a development suggested by a close comparison of the Synoptic 
Gospels in some places,.5j Harvie Branscomb believes that the title in its 
apocalyptic sense was applied to Jesus by the early church, and presents 
a strong argument to support this view.54 

The tendency of interpretation in this direction, then., may be to say that 
the message of the historic Jesus was centered on ethical and spiritual 
teaching; and to conclude that, as he may have thought of his mission as 
being in some way especially appointed, it was a v~essiahship of serviceuv 
to which he was called,.55 

The second possibility is represented by SchweitzerVs classic affirmation 
that the apocalyptic element is all-essential, the very kemel of the Gospel 
story., In his famous study, The guest .Qi. the Historical Jesus, (1906) 
Schweitzer announced that the man of Nazareth was a radical apocalyptic 
thinker and prophet, who deliberately allowed himself to be martyred, 
believing that God would vindicate him by causing a metamorphosis of his 
person into that of the transcendent Son of man,,56 This interpreation 

5311 E.,g,. Burton and Goodspeed: H_g:rrnon:l of thE?_ Synoptic Gospels, .QJ2 .. fil•, 
p .. 118-211 187, 241, 226, 247-21+90 

54. The Gospel Qf Mark., Harper, p,. 146-149., 
550 So Branscomb, Ib. p,. 153. 
56. Chapters XIX-XX. 



relies on such passages as Mk., l3:26, 30; 14:61-62; Mtt .. 10-23 .. In an 
eloquent portrayal Schweitzer says that the historical Jesus threw himself 
against the wheel of history and was crushed by iti Christianity, however, 
continues as a historical force because of the -.ispiritualwr power of love 
that Jesus has released into the hearts of men.57 

We have already presented in outline the possiblity of a third point of 
view .. 58 It has been ably expressed in similar vein by three respected 
scholars in the following memorable summaries: 

9'The truth is"uthat in Jesusg mind the two conceptions were really 
one (ethics and eschatology)., Religious thought always moves around 
two foci, that of experience on the one hand, and that of hope on the 
other., On the one hand there is no religious faith which does not 
include the sense of Divine forces already at work to produce a present 
salvation which does not involve the sense of deficit, a something 
wanting, which has still to be looked for from the skies. The religious 
conception always turns on these two factors, experience and hope, ethic 
and eschatology ••• The complexity of the Gospel data is however due to 
this that J.p. Jesusv teaching we see a process going on by which apoca~~ 
tic ideas are being ;translated igto te:r;rns of present and living reag:t,_y. u 

Jesus, in proclaiming the kingdom of God, and applying to Himself the 
title 9Son of Man, v was taking up apocalyptic ideas, and giving His Gospel 
an initial relation to apocalyptic hopes •• ~Apocalyptic supplied the form, 
therefore, in which Jesus announced His specific message •••• In the sense 
of having and possessing God Himself He had the assurance that God 9 s idea 
for humanity could not be long hindered. He had only to reveal God to 
men, and the Kingdom would have come ••• The Gospel of Jesus, by presenting 
the Kingdom as something already cast like a seed into the ground 9 breaks 
through the moulds of apocalyptic thought, and diffuses itself in the 
world as a religion of realized redemption ••• The teaching of Jesus, there
fore, will not be compressed within the limits of an apocalyptic doctrine 
of the Kingdom,, ,. • v159 

57,. More recently, Rudolf Bultman, accepting the apocalyptic school of 
interpretation :initiated by Johannes Weiss (188'2), and carried in one 
direction by Schweitzer, believes that the only way to save Jesus for 
the modern scientific world is by a radical process of Vide-m.ythologizingvr 
the New Testament apocalyptic picture. That is, vvae-mythologizingn would 
divest the New Testament of its plainly eschatological setting and 
message--as irrelevant to modern scientific ears--and reinterpret it in 
terms of the contemporary exist.entialist philosophy of man., The main 
drift of Bultmann 2s view is that YDJesus Christvv as savior, the core of 
the divine i?w'ordVI' in the Gospel, is relevant to modem man personally in 
his need as Vl'sinnerH--whose soul may be renewed in vertical or subjective 
dimensions by God~ s acting through the power of this Bl'faith, ~9 a supreme 
mystern of renewal hidden in the depths of being" Modern scientific 
man need not, indeed cannot, accept the eschatological framework of 
thought of the First Century when the New Testament was written. See 
Rudolf Bultmann: Jesus Christ and MytholQE;;Y,, Scribner, 1958. 

viDe-mythologizing, 9i however, is not understood by Bultmann as a process 
of l'Vrationalizingl'I' or 1'8n.aturalizingvl' or l'l'ethicizing9i the New Testament 
message, as a form.er humanistic and liberal Biblical interpretation and 
theology supposed was possibleo The similarity of Bultmann 1s view to 
BarthVs and to Niebuhr 1s, and his opposition to ?Yliberal Christologies" 
(though not to contemporary Biblical criticism) is evident. 

58., See Pe 138, 140-141. 
59., William Manson: Christ Vs~ of the Kingdom of QQs!, T & T Clark, 

Edenburg, 1918, excerpts from PP• 60-101 .. 



tvThe use of apocalyptic terms whether by Jewish writers or by Jesus in 
no way indicates an exclusively otherworldly outlook., Allowance for the 
symbolic character of these forecasts allows us to see that their concern 
is in part with the this worldly future of man.. Those elements that 
appear to set a term to the life of this world are in part transparent 
and disclose m mythical form a future of men mi.der divine judgment and 
grace, indeed, but not transplanted to other conditions of existence., 
It is not claimed that Man~ s deepest intimation of a finally transcendent 
destiny is absent from apocalyptic, but that this is joined in it with 
equally compelling intimations of divine operation in the social-historical 
future., What form this latter would take would only be suggested by imag
inative terms, and these merge imperceptibly into the imaginative terms 
with which the final goal of existence is described., e~ 60 

ritle believed the.t the day of God vs rule was near at hand"'., .,But there are 
differences from apocalypticism that are • .,.,significant. Jesus had none 
of the hopeless pessimism of the apocalyptists,...,TrUe, it was God and 
not man that was to bring the kingdom; but man had something to doc He 
must repenteeoThe beginnings of the kingdom were here ••• SatanVs kingdom 
was already being overthrown (Lk. 11:20; 10:18; Mtt .. 11:4, 5, 25-30) ••• 
And one other difference; the apocalyptists were always anxiously scanning 
the heavens for signs, and calculating times and periods. Jesus left this 
all with God.,,. ••• The emphasis of Jesus is upon the moral character of 
God. God.Vs relations with men are primarily personal and ethical,. Hence 
the rule of the inner spirit. 

nDid the kingdom of God, then, mean for Jesus simply something individual 
and subjective: That does not follow from the position taken above,. ... The 
spirit is one of good will, expressed actively in service, and the final 
test of its presence is just this service (Mk. 9:35; 10:42-45; Mt. 25:31-46). 
We are dealing here, then, not with mere inner emotion or mystical exper
ience, but pre-eminently with a social spirit that can be expressed only 
in human relationsQ The goods of the Kingdom which God gives are conquest 
of evil, forgj_veness, <>f sins, the vision of God., the gift of the spirit--
in a word the gift of life (Lk 11:20; 24:47; Mt. 5:8; Mk. 10:17f). Such 
gifts cannot be passively receivedc They make searching demand • .And 
that demand Jesus makes plain., He calls men to repentance 9 to utter 
change of heart and devotion of life •• oThe will of God becomes not some
thing passively accepted, but actively practiced,.iP61 

In debate concerning Jesus 9 relation to apocalyptic thought students have 
pointed out certain striking contrasts between his views, as expressed in 
much of the Gospel materials, and the outlook of some of the apocalyptic 
tracts of the late Old Testament and New Testament periods, such as:-

60,. Wilder, Eschatology and ~thics in the Teaching 2f Jesus, op. cit., p .. 53. 
See also P• 1330 

61. Harris, Franklin Rall, in The Abingdom Bible ~ntar:v, p .. 911-913., 



App calypt i c: 
e,..g., !L9.tl, Enoch 
literature~ 

World situation hopeless .. 

God must end the world order 
abruptly, catastrophically. 

Kingdom poseible only in heaven 
after world is dissolved by fire~ 

Son of Man to take vengeance on 
Israel 2s enemies., 

A wrathful God to blot out sinners~ 

Extravagant imagery. 

The end calciated by 
cosmic signs .. 7 

JesusV Teaching: 

World situation not hopeless: 
Jesus earnestly expects or 
hopes that his message might 
be accepted of men, right up 
to the end: His appeals for 
repentance, Gethsemane prayer., 

Parables of the Kingdom as 
growth and

6
as inward and 

spiritual., 3 

Kingdom possible on earth, 
God vs will to be done on earth; 
his message and work is in 
behalf of a present redemption64 

Jesus teaching that the King
dom is to inch).de any wli$:n who 
do GodVs will.,65 
Jes~s belief that_God is

6
1ove, 

anxious to save sinners., 6 

Teaches by natural life-like 
examples., e.,g. the parables. 

His announcements that the 
time of the end cannot be 
forecast.68 

If Mark 8:31 or 10:45 is authentic, it is clear that Jesus uses the term 
9Son of Man? in a sense unlike apocalyptic thought-Jesus has spiritualized 
the concept: (1) the son of man is already here in himself; he is not a 
future figure to come; (2) he is a dying Son of man, a suffering Son of 
man, not an omnipotent, supernatural destroyer of the Gentiles, 9 sinners, 
and an evil world. 70 He was a vwson of manl'v who vvcame not to be served but 
to serve. ~v71 

62. ~, 2:30-3:21; C., K., Barrett, The ~ .'.!'iL':l~!~ ~ground., Selects_£ 
Docum.sints, op .. cit, p .. 235-253 .. 

63., Mk., 4:20f; Lk .. 11:20; 17:20-21; 19:11 .. 
64 .. Mk .. 10:25-37; 19:11-26; Mtt., 6:12, 7:24; 20:1-16; Lk. 4:16-19 .. 
65., Mk.,3:31;12:9; Lk., 10:25-37; Mtt., 8:11-12; lJ:38; 21:43,. 
66., Lk., 15 :1-32. 
67,. Mk., Ch,. 13. 
68,. Lk,. ll:16F; 17:20-21; Mk., 8:11-13 .. 
69,. Barret, op., cit1t 242, Assumption Qf Moses 10, where, not a Son of man, 

but vvthe Eternal God alone..,uwill appear to punish the Gentiles,vt that 
Israel can be 'lihappy, vv ?Vex.ult, ~v Qlld see its V'lenemies in Gehenna, and.,.., 
recognize them and rejoice.,vv 

70. lb., p .. 236, where--in l Enoch, 48, 69 11 the Son of mc.m is to destroy 
tVsinnersvv; and similarly spoken of the supernatu:-..•al V'1rnanvv who VWflew with 
the clouds of heaven iv in 4 Ezra 13.. Compare Dan::..el 7 .. 

71 .. Mk., 10:45. There is also the possibility that Jesus uses the term nson of 
manvv not of himself, but of another personality, eg .. Lk .. 9:26-27; 17:24 .. 



l 
·~ .. 

z. A messiahship of Service., Regardless o.f his express use or not of the Son 
of man terminology, many scholars of our day believe that Jesus assumed and 
emphasized, more or less consciously, his role as a i1messiah?V or spokesman 
of service, inspired possibly by the Suffering Servant ideal of the Second 
Isaiah .. The value of this interpretation, if true, is that it would depict 
the historical Jesus as a personality who was more in touch with human reality 
as we know it., It would understand him in terms less extreme thE>..n the apoc
alyptic interpretation; it views him as a prophet for the ages, and less a 
child of the first century .. Is it a true interpretation? Did Jesus identify 
himself with the Suffering Servant theme of the Great Isaiah (Chapt. 53); 
or in what w2,y or to what e:1..-tent might Jesus, in the last tragic hours of 
his life, have taken comfort in this theme? Scholarly opinion is open;72 
the indiYidual student will haYe to decide the issue for himself 9 on the 
basis of the evidence as he may see it .. 

We here attempt to throw light on the problem in the f ollow:ing way,. 

Much of the liberal tradition in New Testament interpretation has believed 
that the historic Jesus, if he claimed to have a special role at all, 
assoeiated his life and work primarily with a message of suffering service,. 

However, in a number of places Mark emphasizes Jesus as the vvson of man;11 in 
the highapocalpytic sense., eg. 13:26; 14:62--who declared he would return 
on the clouds of heaven before his own generation would pass away. Matthew, 
whom you will recall used Mark as one of his sources., follows the latter 
quite closely in such a presentation._ Yet even Mark reports that Jesus 
refused to lay claim to the Messie.nic office as popularly conceived (8:11-13) .. 73 
Jesus refusal to give a risign~v in this passage suggests particularly the 
refusal to identify himself with the full apocalyptic notion of the messi&h., 
whose coming.ll it was supposed 9 would be preceded by many signs .. 74 We also 
recall how Mark cites Jesus as a lowly and suffering v2son of Man,. 21 

72~ Eg. for a significant defense of the Suffering Servant interpretation see 
John Wick Bowman: The Intention Q..t .<I.e.fill..§.g Westminister Press, 1943. Also 
R. H .. Strachan: 1iThe Gospel in the New Testament,vs l,ntE:rpreter~ Bible., 
Vol,. 7, p,. 15; Vincent Taylor, VVThe Life and Ministry of Jesus,vt 
Inte;rnreters Bible, Vol .. 7, p .. 117; Harvey Branscomb~ The Gospel of~, 
op .. cito, P• 145-158. 

For criticism of the view that Jesus identified himself with the Suffering 
Servant of Isaiah see Clarence T .. Craig, l'VThe Identification of Jesus with 
the Suffering Servant,vw .!l,qurn..sl of Relbgt,Qg, XXIV, 1944; p., 240-45; C. T .. 
Craig, VVThe Teachings of Jesus, The Proclamation of the IG.ngdom, et Inter
preters Bible, Vol .. 7, p .. 1.1+9 .. 

Craig cites James Moffat, I.h§:. Theology of~ Gospels, 1912; c .. J. Cadoux., 
The Historic Mission of Jesus, 1943; A .. E .. J .. Rawlinson, The [fil! Testament 
Doctrine Qi. Christ, 1926; Rudolf otto 9 ~ Kingdom Qi God and the Son of 
~, 1938; c .. c .. Torry, ~VThe Influence of II Isaiah in the Gospels and 
Actsvt (Journal of Biblical Literature, 1929, P• 249-61) as supporting 
the Suffering Servant thesis; and K .. Lake, The Beginnings 2.f. Christianity;; 
F. Burkitt, Christian peginnings, 1924, as opposed to the identification 
of Jesus with the Suffering Servant figure. 

73 .. See parallels in Lk .. 11:16, 29F; 17:20-1 .. 
74 .. This contrasts, of course, with the vvtittle Apocalypsevv of Mark 13. 



Although Luke, like &tthew and Mark., includes the eschatolog:i.cal view of 
the kingdom as awaiting a future, heavenly or transcendent consummation., 
this writer belives that the third Gospel presents Jesus in a number of 
places in a modified apocalyptic light.,74a Along with his eschatological 
concept of the kingdom, to be sure, Luke sets Jesus forth signific-antly as 
fulfilling a role described in two passages which come from the Second Isaiah., 

In Luke 22:37 Jesus is reported as directly quoting from Isaiah 53:12, the 
heart of the Suffering Servant passages, the line which says that VVhe ( the 
Servant) was reckoned with tre.nsgressorse V'I According to Luke Jesus appro
priates the sentiment of this Isaianic line as descriptive of his o-wn destiny, 
Since this particular quotation from Isaiah is not fomd in Matthew or }fark, 
its presence in Luke suggests a trend in this Gospel toward interpreting 
Jesus in the Suffering Servant light" 

Scholarship is divided as to whether JesusV quotation in Luke 4:10-19, from 
Isaiah 61:1-2, in which he identifies his role as that (or being like that) 
of the speaker in Isaiah-~is a Servant passage. Many, ho,-vever, have so 
identified the speaker in the opening lines of the first chapter of Isaiah.75 
However these finer points of scholarship may be settled, the tradition of 
Jesus as fulfilling the role of a messep~er or a prophet of suffering 
service is strong in the New Test.a.mento ro Indeed, within the very traditions 
which declared him to be 91Son of man, n we have seen the central and new note 
that he is a serving and suffering Son of man. Luke has captured this spirit 
of Jesus, as the humble server of menll in the question, put to his disciples: 

nFor which is greater, one who sits at table, or one who serves? 
Is it not the one who sits at table? But I am a.mong you as one 
who serves,.n (22; 27) 

Again a trend in Luke stressing Jesus as servant, or server, may be observed 
in the fact that this particular question and its reply, does not have its 
exact parallel in Matthew and Mark,77 though it is immediately preceded by 
the Markan source: Vilet the greatest among you become as the youngest, and 
the leader as one who serves., vv (22: 26) o This latter saying is fou::1d in all 
three Synoptics,. 

-------··--74a~ One such significant place is the trial scene, which we shall presently 
examine.,, 

75. George Adam Smith, who believes that it is an open question, but sides 
with those who view the speaker as vithe prophetn rather than 1~he 
Servantn of chapter 53, mentions Driver 9 Box and others who hold to the 
Serv::mt interpreation of Isaiah 61:1-2, 'Tili:, Book of Ifo.iah, vr,:,1 41 II~ 
Harper, Po 472, note,.. So, it seems to me 1 is the effect of ltcgers? 
view, who sides for the prophet interpreation but says the message 
reflects the imagery of the suffering servant, AJ2ingdon Bible Commentary, 
op., cit., p., 672.,, William Manson apparently sides with the Servant inter
pretation, along with the Jewish scholar Montefiore, The Go~12'.?l .Qf LuJ.i~, 
Moffatt NT Commentary, Harper, p. 4L, Craig, in the a1-ticle beforG 
cited, says that Isalah 61:1-3 is not a servant passage (p. 21.1-4),. 

76 .. In addition to the possible interpretation of Lk. 4:16-19 and 22:37 in 
this light, there are Luke 22:24-27; Mk. 6:4; 8:31; 10:42-25; Acts 3:13, 
26; 4:27, 30. 

77. See Burton and Goodspeed 3 A Harmony of the Synoptic Gospels, op., cit. 
p. 240., 



Our point here is that, whereas Mark (in which Matthew follows Mark) presents 
us with a high apocalyptic Christology (to be sure not without its servant 
note too), Luke gives us more clearly a servant Christology. Perhaps the 
plP,ce of critical difference between the two Gospels, concerning Jesus role 
as messenger of the kingdom, is found in the two versions of the trial scene: 

Mk .. 14:60-64 

V?And the high priest stood up in the 
midst, l:'Jld asked Jesus, VHave you no 
answer to make? What is it that these 
men testify against you?v But he was 
silent and mt1de no answer@ Again the 
high priest asked him, ?Are you the 
Christ, the Son of the Blessed?? And 
Jesus said, 9I am; and you will see 
the Son of man sitting at the right 
hand of Power, and coming with the 
clouds of heaven., 1 And the high 
priest tore his m:mtle, and said, 
9Why do we still need witnesses? 
You have heard his blasphemy,. What 
is your decision? 9 And they all con
denmed him as deserving death., Vi 

Lk,. 22:66-71 

rvWhen day came, the assembly of the 
elders of the people gathered together, 
both chief priests and scribes; and 
they led him away to their council, 
and they said, 9If you are the Christ, 
tell us,.? But he said to them, VIf I 
tell you, you will not believe; and if 
I ask you, you will not answer. But 
from now on the Son of man shall be 
seated at the right hnnd of the power 
of God. 1 And they all said, 1Are you 
the Son of God, then?? And he said to 
them, 1You say that I amm 1 And they 
said, ?What further testimony do we 
need? We have heard it ourselves from 
his o-wn lips"'~v 

As one ponders these reports for clues which may throw light on what the 
historic Jesus believ0d about himself, one notices, as we have already 
suggested, that the Mark version is a clearly apocalyptic one: it seems to 
say that Jesus is the Son of man and that they (in their day) will see the 
Son of man coming. Luke, however, writes more cautiously,. If Luke 1s version 
is apocalyptic in some respects it is modified. For one thing, Jesus 9 reply, 
to the high priest is not an outright affirmation as it is in Mark, but is 
ambigiouso To the question in Luke, fi?If you are the Christ, tell us, n he 
replies, nrf I tell you., you will not believe; and if I ask you, you will not 
answer; vv and fart her on he says VVYou say that I am,. vv For another; he says 
that the Son of fficln will be vindicated by the power of God, not that they 
will see him come. 

Do we have here a significe.nt difference and a clue that leads us to believe 
Luke is presenting us with a more historic account than Mark? In any case, 
the differences between the two accounts, and Luke?s ambiguity, keeps the 
possibility open of answering the foregoing question in the affirmative,. 
Luke 9s ambiguous answer suggests that Jesus may have been signifying that 
they would not understend him in his true role as a messenger of suffering 
service. Why should they? They had not so understood him all along. Why 
now could any one expect them to understand in this late hour? Luke makes 
clear9 of course, that Jesus in some sense claimed to fulfill a messianic 
role, and also that the kingdom would be realized, no doubt soon.11 as an act 
of God,.78 

In aligning, however.11 the career of Jesus with the suffering messenger, or 
the suffering servant interpretation, it is undoubtedly wise to view the 

78,. Luke includes in his over-all presentation the view that the vvsuffering 
servantvv would ultimately be triumphant in the indefinite (but possibly 
near) future as the exalted vvson of mann: Lk:.., 9:26-27; (12:9); 22:29-30, 
69,. But note various details: Lk 21:31 reads vvthe kingdom of God is 
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issue with the caution and realism of C.,T., Craig" In his article, vvThe 
Identification of Jesus with the Suffering Servant,?179 in which he criticizes 
the view that Jesus specifically made this identification, he suggests that 
Jesus was a sufferer, not because he consciously or deliberately chose to 
fulfill the role of the Isaianic Servant ll but rather because events shaped 
themselves with this significance for his life., Craigvs conclusion bears 
repeating: 

nearv1 rather than.11 as in the M_qrk and Mn.tthew versions, 11he is near, 11 

Mk 13:29, Mtt. 24:33 .. Lk. 9:27 and 22:29-30 refer again to the exalted 
V1kingdomn without the 11son of mann references that appear in the parallels 
in Mtt. 16:27 and 19:28-29G 1k 21:27 and 17:23-24 refer to the coming of 
the 19Son of man, vz nm a cloud with power and great gloryn and vias the 
lightning flashes.11~1 -- apocalyptic ideas., But observe that Lk., 21:27 is 
an exact borrowing of Mk. 13:26; that Lks, chapter 21,parallels Mk, chapter 
13, concerning the signs by which we may predict the kingdomvs advent c:nd 
seem contradictory to Lk., 17:20., (Many scholars commonly agree that Mk,. 13 
was a written source 9 an apocalyptic tract, which l~3rk used among other 
sources-see Branscomb, Gospel of Mark, ope cit.,, p~ 23lf),. In Luke 9 s 
version, however, of the vv1ittle apocalypsevv appoars the significant commen
tary (not present in J:l'J.J{.,. 13 or the parallel in Mtt., 24) that vvJerusalem will 
be trodden down by the Gentiles, until tho times of the Gentiles are fulfilled,vv 
after which, following Mark 9 s wording very closely, Luke speaks of the cosmic 
nsignsl'V and the coming of the Son of man.. Luke 1 s version here seems to extend 
the event of the appearance into the indefinite future, and compares favorably 
with the announcement in Lk .. 17:20.11 23 end 19:11 thet the consummation cannot 
be predicted, although he does say in 21:32 that vvthis generation will not 
pass away till all has taken ple.ce,vv following Mark 13:30 .. 

In conclusion, therefore, we may say that at least in some places Luke seems 
definitely to qualify the common apocalyptic expecto.tion that the end would 
be VVi:mmediatelyvv; or that the time of its coming could be calculated exactly 
(in these matters recall Paul Vs counsel in the Second Letter to the Thessa
lonians)., Recall also that the Gospel authors are second generation editors 
of materials representing various traditions, and that what we find in their 
books is a faithful reporting or composit of several accotmts of the events 
and the sayings.. The student should examine closely for himself a Harmony 
such as Burton 9s and Goodspeed 9s at such places as: 

Lk., 9:27 with Mk., 9:1 nnd Mtt., 16:28 
1Eh29 & 22:30 19:28 
21:Jl & 22: 29-30 13:29 24:33 
22:67f with l~.:62f and 26:64f 
23:47 15:39 27:54 

We cite also Clarence T .. Craig 9s analysis of Luke 9s enforcement of the 
eschatological message of Jesus (Interpreters Bible, VII, p. 147): 

12:49 
51-53 
54-56 

57-59 
lJ: 1-9 

23-25 

had come v,to cast fire upon the earth., vv 
and bring a sharp division among men. 
the people of that generation could not read the signs of the 
times--otherwise they would get right with their neighbors.., 
soon they would face the judge and it would be too late_. 
judgment would come as suddenly as the tower of Siloam fell 
on the eighteen. 

- they should strive to enter the narrow gate for soon the door 
would be shut,. 



1'How did Jesus discover that his own. career,· which I believe was in some 
way messianic, was to involve suffering? Surely not from a book, but from 
the actual situation in which he lived,.· Men may choose to be a supreme 
servant of their fellow-men,. That choice Jesus certc:tinly made.. It is not 
proved by individual verses, but by his whole life-career,. That this· 
service shoUld involve suffering depended not upon himself, but upon the 
reaction of others to his mission,.·· Though he appe.1.rs to have been driven 
into retirement from Galilee, and though he doubtless suffered much mental 
anguish from the failure of his people to repent, he underwent no spech:l 
physical suffering up to the time of his arrest. What occasion would he 
have had to say to himself or any one else, ?I intend to be the Suffering 
Servrmt of the Book of Istd.2.h v? He was a 1 suffering servant 9 because of 
the tum which events took, not bec~use it was a role which he could have 
deliberately chosen.,. 

nit is conceivable, of course, that, as the probablity increased that his 
ministry would end in cteath, he may h3,ve found comfort in this chapter in 
Isaiah.... The meanjng of his death, if it came, would be like that of the 
Servant portrayed there • ., ... 

nTo the early Christians, who had to overcome the shame of the cross, it 
was exceedingly important to show the fulfilment of predictions in the 
scriptures. , But why should that type of apologetic be continued in the 
twentieth century? The tru8 moral grandeur of Jesus is seen, not in his 
following a path predetermined in a book, but in choosing what seemd to be 
the will of God in tho confidence tha.t God would use such obedience in his 
own wa;1 to his glory., Therefore, it seems to me to be irrelevant to claim 
that Jesus combined the figures of Suffering servant and the Danielic Son 
of man., That he identified himself in some way with the corning Son of man 
I find an inescapable conclusion., If that Son of man had to share in suffer
ing, what was that but E:, participation in the messi2,nic woes which must, 
according to tradition, precede the ultim2.te doliver,311ce •. Beyond that, I 
do not see how we can affirm more than that the secret of his mission lay in 
his own reali~ation of the will of God. With true insight the author to 
the Hebrews applied to Jesus the words, ?Lo, I have come to do thy will.,~. 
(Heb. 10:5-9) The discovery of what that involved was not mediated by any 
one passage of scripture, but by his own r:ineness with the Father amidst the 
critical scene in which he was called to work. ~i (p. 244-5)79 

Note, however, concerning 12:49 s. MacLean Gilmourvs comment., urn the light 
of vss. 51-53 it is evident that Luke thinks of it as the fire of conflict 
that will compel men to align themselves for oi~ -'lgainst the MessiahV£ 
(Interpreters Bible, Vol., VIII p., ,235).,. The saying theh in Luke is a figure 
of speech, like its Matthean counterpart ~va sword•i (Mtt. 10:34) in which 
Jesus recognizes the inevitability of conflict between his movement and the 
old order.. I Peter 4:12 speaks of the fire of persecution; could Jesus have 
h2.d this in mind in using the expression afire ii? Is this reference then, a 
good illustration of the way he used apocalyptic terms tmd thought forms as 
high metaphors of real experience and real events, current or expected? 

79. Clarence T. Craig, op., cit. note 72, p,. 244-245 .. 
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3.. The understanding of Jes'l!!L.?,S Divine in Christian Thought., Our discussion 
now enters an area of theological evaluation centering in the question: within 
Christian thought what meaning may the term ndivineve have as applied to Jesusvs 
li'fe or person? 

a.. The traditional Christian view reflects the over-all outlook o.f the 
Synoptic Gospels, and the Gospel of John,. The authors of Mark, Luke 2.nd ~thew 
believe (l.) that Jesus is the Messiah, who came to proclaim the good news of the 
ethical and eschatological kingdom of righteousness; (2 .. ) who performed mighty 
acts (or miracles) to prove his authority (or perhaps more precisely described, 
to show that his ministry had come with power);79a (3.) who was rejected, 
crucified, and yet rose triumphant; (4.) whose death, and victory over the grave, 
performed a work of salvation for men. (5.) They emphasize or assume that God · 
was active in him in a special way, without explaining at length in what philo
sophic or metaphysical terms this is to be conceived., Such reports as the Baptism, 
Petersv Confession at Caesarea Philippi, and the Transfiguration illustrate the 
way the Synoptics set Jesus forth as Son of God, Savior, Messiah, who was, more 
or less, conscious of such a role from the beginning of his ministry. The 
synoptics emphasize his miracles, above all his resurrection, and imply that his 
death has a special significance in the salvation of men. 

In extention of the somewhat more realistic or historical picture painted by 
the Synoptics, concerning some of these details, John 9s Gospel heightens the 
evidence of the miracles and the portrayal of Jesus as a supernatural being. In 
the very opening of~ Jesus is announced to be a pre-existent divine being, 
one with the creative Logos of God .. John depicts him as fully onmiscient., n:nd as 
proclaiming himself to be the way to eternal life, through whom men may find union 
with God .. 

Traditional, 19conservativevv Christianity has emphasized the portrayal of Jesus 
in John?s Gospel as an entirely supernatural being., Fundamentalist sects today 
take the Markan account of Jesus as apocalyptic Son of Man, who is to appear on 
the clouds of heaven., and interpret it into a doctrine of the ttSecond Comingiv of 
Jesus-that is to say, he is to appear yet again in the future history of the 
world. 

b. The more vn iberaltv or hist_o,rically minded Christianity recognizes a dif
ference between what Jesus may have thought about himself and the over-all highly 
theological presentation or evaluation of the four gospels. Liberal Christianity 
approaches the problem in the manner of our previous discussion of the messiah
ship, in which we reviewed the hpothesis that Jesus believed himself to be a 
messenger of suffering service. Its literary and historic assumptions are that 
the Gospels as we now have them are not kinds of stenographic reports written by 
people who stood at Jesus? elbow .. But rather that the Gospels are fairly late, 
compositions of the second generation period, though they are compiled out of 

79a. See our discussion of the miracles, page • The Synoptics report 
that Jesus refused to give miraculous proof of his authority, Mk. 8:11-13; 
Lk. ll:29f; 4:9-13. Rather his acts of healing in his ministry attest 
that the kingdom had come with power, Mk 2:3-11; Lk., 11:20,. Even in 
~J{., 2:3-11 his moral message and ministry precede his healing ministry. 
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earlier documents and sources. 80 The liberal perspective on the literature 
believes it finds evidences of growth in the traditions about Jesus. It is 
willing therefore to say that every detail of the stories in the several sources 
need not be taken as literal history,. As late first century writings, coming 
after 70 A,.D., there was time for the legendary and the imaginary to have crept 
into the picture; above all, time for a possible early Christian interpretation 
of Jesus as apocalyptic Messiah to have 1nade its stamp upon the :record. Having 
several sources behind them, however, we have also observed that the Gospels 
include the suffering service concept, and we have interpreted this as alter
native to, or in addition to, the portrayal of Jesus as a person preoccupied with 
apocalyptic hopes. 

Furthermore, a realistic type of appraisal of the life of Jesus finds evidence 
for growth or development in his own sense of mission, as his ministry moved 
toward its tragic climax, and triumph, on the Cross. The tradition of the temp
tation suggests an early inner struggle within himself, a resolution of conflicts 
and a setting of his face toward a prophetic ministry. His retirement to Caesarea 
Philippi, after his Galilean ministry had stirred up opposition in the authorities 
and some confusion among the people, and the record of his pointed questions to 
his nearest friends about the meaning of himself in relation to his message, sug
gest a maturing, personal idea of his own life r:md work. 

In any case, stated somewhat negatively, the thought of Jesus as a l:dnd of 
celestial play-actor, who assumes the role of a suffering human being, as if 
wearing a mask, without really entering fully and seriously into the life of 
humanity, may happily be abandoned,. Such would be an artificial view, which the 

80,. We should, of course, consider the possibility that Mark or Luke-if 
these names are used to refer to the authors of the books bearing them, 
or to the primary sources of these works--were younger V'lfirst generation" 
personalities who, at an earlier day, had some contact with eyewitness 
groups, as both early traditions and some ev1.dence in the New Testament 
outside these books suggests. Our present~ or Luke as we now have 
them were written in the second generation period. Though the issue re
mains in some dispute, many modem scholars indeed assign our present 
Luke-Acts work to v'1Lukei9, the physician and companion of Paul (Col. 4:14), 
and believe he was the author of the striking vvwen diary passages of 
Acts, as well as the first person author of the prefaces to Luke and ~-
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synoptic Gospels themselves do not contain .. 81 The New Testament portrays him 
as a man ntempted ir.'1 all things as wevv but., in the ultimate Christian evaluation, 
91\rl.thout siniV (Hebrews).. He listed himself, however., with the rest of imperfect 
humanity and submitted to Johnis baptism of repentance.,82 In any case., all 
Christians may join in thinking of him as vvdivinetv (if we are inclined to use 
this adjective of him) by his own moral victory in trying to live fully GodVs 
will, in the message and life of Agap~ .. This indeed is the deeper image in which 
all four Gospels., and St,. Paul, do present him,. 

c.. Where all Chr=b.§i,i.an may .join: Assuming that Jesus had a sense of special 
mission, which the tradition has called vtmessianic.,vv what reported words of his 
disclose his belief concerning how God?s Spirit was working in or through himl 
What was the quality of such level of consciousness with him? Some of the New 
Testament phraseology itself remains our best clue to this question. On the 
meaning of his messiahship and the idea of the divine quality of his life the New 
Testament is simpler and more appetling in its insights than later churchly 
formulations., such as that of the Council of Niceo., 325 A,.D. 

81., The Gospels portray Jesus as conscious of himself as living under the 
finite limitations of human life: 
1. His physicol experience was human or norn1al: capacity for pain., 
privc:;tion, fatigue, need of sleep., thirst., tears--his body of flesh and 
blood., 

2. His moral or emotional experience was human or normal: his clear 
sense of duty, courage, fidelity., patience, indignation and temper, even 
fear and temptation: iiWhy call me good, none good but God,n Mk. 10:18; 
GethseID.c:1ne,. 

3,. His intellectuol experience was human or normal: he was not 
omniscient. 

-NT says he grew in statue and in wisdom 
-''Of that day or hour lmoweth no man •• neither the Sonn, Mk. 13:32. 
-Asked questions to elicit information: 

regarding site of LazarusVs tomb 
asked who touched him when woman with issue of blood, etc. 
number of loaves 
name of the demented Gadarene. 

-Lacked modem scientific knowledge: believed in the demon pos
session theory of disease, and in the imminent end of the 
historic age. Jesus may have had an extraordinary r:mge of dis
cernrnent beyond the usutil., but the record :indicates that he was 
not omniscient., 

4. His religious life was norn1al: 
-habit of prayer to the Father. 
-simple faith :in the Father 1 s guidnnce. 
-his search for and desire to do God?s will,. 
-his sense of obedience and duty when God 1 s will was found. 

5. His healings lim.tted, depended on faith of patient--he was not 
omnipotent. 

82., Mark 10: 18 
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In our analysis we shall include the philosophic reflections of John, author 
of the Fourth Gospel., Along side his artificial depiction, of Jesus as entirely 
supernatural being (an emphasis which some ChristiMs will continue to make) 
St., John has given the Christian tradition at once its most natural and profoundest 
insights into the significance of Jesus and the meaning of his life., 

We find in the New Testament records the following primary points which help 
to illumine for Christians the quality of Jesus I's life as iidi vinevv: 

(1,.) Jesus emphasized his vvworksn of love as expressing the FatherVs Will 
and purposes: 

vvBut if it is by the finger of God that I cast out demons, then the kingdom 
of God has come upon you., vv (Lk,. 11:20)., 

UThe works that I do in my Fatheris name, they bear witness to me.,.,.I and the 
Father are one • .-I have shown you many good works from the Father .... If I am 
not doing the works of my Father, then do not believe me, believe the works 
that you may know and understand that the Father is in me Ghd I am in the 
Father,.n (John 10:25, 31, 32, 37-38),. 

vvno you not believe that I am in the Father and the Father in me? The words 
that I say to you I do not speak on my own authority; but the Father who 
dwells in me does his works. Believe me, that I am in the Father and the 
Father in me: or else believe me for the sake of the works themselves.vv 
(John 14-: 10-11). 

Luke 1 s saying above is the nearest Jesus comes in the Synoptics to describing 
how God is world.ng in him. 82a We find no formulation beyond this point, but the 
insight is clear and relatively simple,. GodVs spirit was in the truth of his 
thoughts and the righteousness of his deeds. He proclaimed his message of the 
kingdom, in parables, sermons, and neighborly deeds, as God Vs will ond work ex
pressed among men. As we might phrase it today, his own Vl'ffioral personalityn in 
thought and action was to him a medium or expression of God'ls will. 

Though the author of John 1s Gospels depicts Jesus with the aura of a super
natural being, the above essential and simpler insight--or the emphasis on the 
works-is not lost in John, as the above quotation, and those to follow suggest. 

We are reminded that the belief of Jesus at this point appears to be quite 
like that of his spiritual forefc'sthers among the great prophets of Israel. 
Relative to the way God is present in, and itJ'Orks through, life, Micah phrased it: 
nr am filled with power, with the Spirit of the lord, and with justice and might, 
to declare to Jacob his transgression and to Israel his sin.ii (3:8). Or as 
Jeremiah said, speaking no doubt of king Josiah: 1*le judged the cause of the poor 
and needy; then j_t was well. Is not this to know me? says the Lord. n (22:16) Second 

82a,. Note also the similar saying in Luke 7:22-3, where in reply to the 
question of JohnVs disciples as to whether he is the messenger of the 
kingdom Jesus replies: "Go and tell John what you have seen and heard: 
tho blmd roceive their sight, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, and 
the de2.f hear, the dead a.re raised up, the poor hnve good news preached 
to them., .And blessed is he who t0kes no offense in me. v1 
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Isaiah, from whom :mcidentally Jesus quoted the following words accord:mg to 
Luke, phrased it this way: HThe Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has 
ano:mted me to preach good news to tho poor., He has sent me to proclaim release 
to the captives and recover:mg of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who 
are oppressed..,.,~2.. (Is., 60:1-2; Lk. 4:18)., 

Christians have called Jesus divine by the love content of his life. We may 
profitably listen to the formula of St,. Paul in the Letter to the RomDns, where 
he speaks of Jesus as God's vvsonj who was descended from David accord:i.ng to the 
flesh and designated Son of God in power according to the Spirit of holiness by 
his resurrection from the dead.iv (1:3),. Here the suggestion is that he is God's 
Son by the power of his life of love, or V?holiness, v1 and that this quality of his 
nature is attested :in power by the resurrection. 

Writing a generation after Paul, the author of Jolm es Gospel stresses the 
same point, we believe, in his central chapters 14-15, which should be read in 
their entirety. We see the main point we are endenvoring to make in the following: 

nr am in my Father, e,nd you in me, and I in you., He who 
has my commandments and keeps thorn, he it is who loves me; 
and he who loves me will be loved by rny Father, and I will 
love him and manifest myself to him.,.,.,If a man loves me, 
he will keep my word, and my Father will love him, and we 
will come to hin1 and make our home with him .. ., •• Abide in me 
and I :in you .... He who abides :in me, and I in him, he it is 
that bears much fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing.,.,,. 
If you abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask whatever 
you will, and it shall be done for you .... As the Father has 
loved rne., so have I loved you; abide in my love., If you keep 
my command.inents~ you will abide in my love, just as I have 
kept rny FatherVs commandments and abide in his love,.,..,This 
is rny com1nandment., that you love one another as I have loved 
you. Greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down 
his life for his friends,. You are my friends if you do 
what I command you,. •• This I command you, to love one another,. ,v 

We recall the saying, reported in John, nr and the Father are onewt (10:30). 
It is clear by the context, above reviewed, that a moral oneness of will, pur
poses, and action is meant., Jesus?s moral purposes and values were the same as 
the eternal moral purposes of God,. 82b 

82b,. Such may be the quality for modern Christians of the ancient theology 
of Christ?s pre-existence expressed in John 8:42, 58. vv,..r proceeded and 
came forth from God; I come not of my O'Wn accord, but he sent me,. • ._Truly., 
truly, I so.y to you, before Abraham was, I am., vv Is it Jolm 9s view that 
Jesus identified himself with God in some 1iJnetaphysica1vv totality or 
unity? Characteristically in John 9 s Gospel, Jesus addresses God as his 
vvFather, ii as if a more ultimate source of being than himself. In the 
LordVs Prayer reported :L.'1. the synoptics it is ivour Father,.vv 
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(2,.) Our second major consideration, is to note Jesusts sayings that if 
others practice his comma..11.dments, they too may become i'lonen with him and God-
the content or quality of the Divine Life may be shared by a11g83 Speaking of 
the high, moral mysticism e.xpressed by the above passages, Harold De Wolf writes, 
tvit is not metaphysical unity that he (Jesus) is asking,. It is a unity of the 
most intimate sharing in underste.nding purpose, and love,.2~84 Reinhold Niebuhr 
has phrased it in a magnificent paragraph: 

ifThe God of Christian revelation is not disengaged from, but engaged in, 
the world by His most majestic attributes; it is consequently not the 
highest perfection for men to achieve a tmity of being from which all 
natural and historical vitalities have been substracted., The highest 
unity is a harmony of love in which the self relates itself in its 
freedom to other selves in their freedom under the will of Godvv.,. 
(Natur(tand Destiny of Man, Vol,. II, p., 94-95),. 

In Jolm?s Gospel Jesus says in the great prayer, 

n,...They may all be one; even as thou, Father, art in me and I in thee., 
So-·tha.t they also may be in us, so Thc;.t the world may believe that thou 
hast sent me,..,.., the love with which thou has loved me may be in them, 
and I in them.n · (17:21, 26). 

Such is the formulation of St. Jol:m concerning the divine nature in Jesus., 
and iwe: .have·,se:ert that the author of the Fourth Gospel includes also the possibility 
of other men shar:ing in the divlne life. 

This concept of the immanence of the div4...ne life and power :in moral terms, 
not only in Christ, but also in his followers, was beautifully stated again by 
St. Paul, or a Pauline disciple, in Ephesians: 

ti,..Be strengthened with might through his Spirit in the inner man, 
and that Christ may dwell in your hearts th1~ough faith; that you, being 
rooted and· grounded in love, may have power to comprehend with all the 
saints what is the breadth and length nnd height and depth, and to know 
the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, that you may be filled with 
all the fuJ.ness of God.,Vt (3:16-19). 

(3 111 ) Our third point concerns the philosophical, psychological or meta
physical question for modem Christians: in what sense may personalities ex
perience "union.ff? Only a dynamic theory of personality as :intellectual and moral 
energy can answer such a question._ Persons may e.xperience ~1unionn in two ways, 
(a) in the common awart;3ness of truth on the intellectual plane, and (b) in the 
quality and direction of will on the moral and active level., We have just re
viewed how St. Jol:m described the union of Christ with God -- and of his followers 
too with himself and the Father - in the profound moral sense of union indicated 
by our second way just mentioned" Relative to the first mode of union or sharing 
of life, was Jol:m referring to our comm.on awareness of truth on the intellectual 
level when he wrote such words as: iv.,.the Spirit of truth,...,dweJls with you, and 
will be in youueWhen the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the 
truth .... 97? (14:17; 16:13) .. 

83. See also 1st Jol:m 3:25; 4:7, 11, 12, 16., 
84. !heology of the Living Church, Harpers, 1953, P• 237. 



Persons conjoin when they share values together. The values which Jesus 
conceived and the purposes which he saught to realize were the abiding values 
and purposes of God -- such is one way of describing the heart of Christian 
faith and commitment concerning itthe Incarnationvv.85 

B. The Meaning of Jesus 9 ~ m the~ 

Beyond his teachings on such themes as the nature of God, Man, and the Good 
Life, the three chief aims of Christian theology have been to interpret Jesusv 
person as VVMessiahiV or the divine son; to understand the saving efficacy or 
power expressed :in his death on the Cross; and to accept his vvResurrection" as 
reality. We continue with a brief consideration of the last two of these 
theological issues. 

1. The outlook of the New Testament as a whole. In the apt summary of George 
B .. Stevens, the first Christians, and the ]\Jew Testament as a whole, nc1othed the 
death of Christ with saving significancev,. 86 Though there is in · · · the 
New Testament writings, primarily in Paulis letters and the Hebrews, some con
scious attempt to elaborate a theory of the Atonement, on the whole St. Paul, St. 
John, and other New Testament authors stress the point that Christ 9 s death has a 
saving significance, without expla:ining exactly how it saves. The problem par
allels their emphasis that God was in Christ, without telling expressly, in some 
metaphysical theory, how this was possible. 

Such conscious theorizing as we find in St. Paul develops along two lines. 
One of these suggests a tipenalisticit or vtjuridicaltv concept of the Atonement 
(elaborated in the later penal, legalistic, and juridical theories of the church); 
and the other has often been called th0 ttrevelationaln theory, and the Vl!noraln 
or Vt.moral influencen theory. We shall presently refer to this second possibility 
as the fl!noral-energyvv view,. In our opinion., it is tq.e predominating outlook of 
the Pauline letters, and of the other NT authors., where they refer to the signif
icance of the death. 

Prior to summarizing these two theories, however., we should recall Jesus 9 

concept of salvation :in the setting of his over-all teaching, and, expressly for 
our present purpose, consider his reported words relative to his death or im
pending martyrdom. 

2. His concept of salvation was discussed on pages 152-153. Recall his 
thoroughly prophetic view,. To the question: What shall a man do vvto inherit 
eternal lifetv., he replied :in the simplest ethical terms: repent., love and serve 

85,. For this mode of interpretation of VVThe Incarnationn, see Arthur 
Cushman McGiffert: Chr,i._stianity as History and F:aith, Scribner2 s, 
1934, P• 110-130, 178-182., 1Uso Wm. Newton Clarke: An Outline of 
Christian Theology., Scribner 2s., 1898, 19- ?, 295-297. Also Hugh Ross 
Mackintosh 2 s searching tre2.tise: The Doctrine of the Person of Christ, 
Scribner 7s, 1912,. 

86,. G.- B. Stt;::vens: The Christian Doctrine of Salvation, Scribner~s, 
1917 (?)., P• 58. 
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thy neighbor, honor and love Gode Review also our discussion of the concept of 
himself as an instrument of salvation, pages 154-156, where we said that n.,.as 
the messenger of God's kingdom of love and brotherhood, he came to think of him
self in quite a normal way - just as any teacher or prophet might do - as an 
:instrument of moral salvation. He realized that he was helping men to become 
citizens of the kingdom, that he was serving them and saving them by his own 
living example., his forgiving attitude., his healing powern., 

Beyond this we may "state by way of conjecture what the approaching death may 
have meant to Jesus as he faced martyrdom. After it became clear that the con
flict with the religious authorities might result in apprehension and death., 
Jesus began to connect his message and work with his suffering and death., and 
trusted that God would vindicate the Jdngdom in., through, by, or beyond his death -
as the climactic event of his total life of self-giving and service" • 

.3. Words of Jesus relative to his death. Without intending to present an ex
haustive conn:nentary., we shall pursue this topic by confining ourselves to the 
Synoptic tradition as based on Mark., the center of the historian 9 s material about 
Jesus,. 

In Mk 8:Jl; 9:1; and l4:21., we find references to his impending martyrdom, 
and expressions of trust that the Kingdom would triumph in spite of his death. 
The martyrdom loomed as the inevitable result of the free decisions he had made. 
nFor the Son of man goes as it is written of him ... " (Mk 14:21) may simply mean -
if Jesus had Is. 53 :in mind here - that he realized his role as servant would end 
in suffering and death, as described of the innocent sufferer of Is. 53. This 
suffering role Jesus himself seemed to be fulfilling -- not as a predestinated 
outcome of a clairvoyant prediction, but as a natural fulfillment of the type of 
life that he had freely chosen. The suffering outcome of such a life would be 
inevitable in his time and circumstance in Israel. Moffatt translates this pas
sage., "The Son of man goes the road that the scripture has described for him2V. 

In other words., the prophecy is ltprescriptiven of what will happen to the kind of 
obedience Jesus exemplified. It need not be understood as npresoriptiven of the 
end of Jesus Vs life :in some kind of mechanical, predetermined way. 

Jesus did not die by a mechanical fate, or an unalterable Divine "predestina~ 
tion•• - he died rather as the consequence of the type of life he himself freely 
chose, Mk 14:35-36; Jh 10:15, 17-18. The parallel passage to Mk 14:21., in~ 
22:22, says, nas it has been determined", which may reflect predestinationist 
ideas of the early church. But even here in ~, Hdeterrnined" need not be taken 
:in any mechanical sense: it can mean., as it often does., the natural outcome of 
free choice. (Clairvoyant and predestination ideas would, no doubt, be aspects 
of a conservative interpretation). 

Recall that Lk 4:l?f and 22:27, 37 associate Jesus with the suffering service 
ideal of Second Isaiah. Lk 22:27 may even suggest his conscious fulfillment of 
the Suffermg Servant role of Is. 53. Luke Ys "reckoned with transgressors" (a 
quotation of Is. 53:12) seems a natural reference to the fact that he was being 
classified as a criminal in the late hours of his life. This verse m Luke of 
itself does not elaborate any special theory of the Atonement; if the latter had 
been in Jesus's or Luke 9s mind they could have better quoted Is. 53:10 or the 
last part of v.12_. Lk 13:33 refers to his death as the perishing of "a prophetn. 
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Mk 10:45 - v~o give life a ransom for manyn: The passage does not say to 
whom a ransom is paid (as, for example, to God, or., as one ancient theory had it, 
to Satan); neither does I Tim., 2:5-6, which uses the ransom expression. It may 
simply mean here that his life is given for many, that is, in behalf of many .. 
iVRansomvv may mean that release is brought to captives, and the simplest meaning 
of the saying is that by his death he brings release to those in sin (the main 
point elaborated by St. Paul in Romans Chs,. 3 and 5),. His death is to beef
fective in saving men from the captivity of sin,. l'VThis saying does not formulate 
a theology of the Atonement, but it is one of the data upon which any theology of 
the Atonement must restn (Inter .. Bible VII 819)., The Luke version of the saying 
in Luke 22:27 omits Vl'ransom,v,.87 

Mk 14:22-25 -- nMy body..,.,and my bloodvt: There is no special theory of the 
Atonement formulated here.. The natural explanation of the passage would be that 
the references to bread and wine as V?bodyit and nbloodvv are symbolic in meaning, 
since Jesus real body, or flesh and blood, was standing there officiating at the 
supper. Our clue, then, from the circumsta~ce itself, is to interpret the 
reference to blood shed and body broken as symbolic expressions of the loving., 
sacrificing kind of life that does indeed save our human situation from sin and 
evil. The passage as a whole, of course, may reflect the sacramental and theo
logical interests of the early church, to the effect that there is saving ef
ficacy in Christ 1 s death. See I Cor. 11:25. (Exodus 24:8: where 2icovenantvv is 
symbolical; or, if Jesus meant JeremiahVs new covenant, Jer. 31:31 suggests that 
the interior knowledge of moral law is the way of salvation).88 

Mk 15: 34 -- the cry on the Cross: itMy God, my God, why hast thou forsaken 
me?tv is a quotation of Psalms 22:1, a description of some ancient sufferer in 
the last moments of life. Jesus Vs repete of a line which was no doubt familiar 
to him would represent a natural cry of despair, perplexity, ,md loneliness over 
the tragic outcome of his efforts to win the nation; it is not necessarily a cry 
of derelection or abandonment by God (as some theories might suppose). In a cry 
reported in Luke 23:.46 -- ViFather, into thy hands I commend my spiritv2 -- Jesus 
sensed that he was not abandoned by God. Mk 15:34 expresses JesusVs feeling of 
vvLoneliness and perplexity over the betrayal, the desertion, and the Crossvv.89 

Our conclusion: the implication of the Gospels is that Jesus 1s death con
stitutes a means of delivering men from sin, or symbolizes some way in which 
they are delivered. The problem is, What way? What theory may be constructed 
from the sparse sayings above mentioned, and the references particularly from 
PaulVs letters on the subject? We have mentioned the two possibilities in our 
introduction above, as the legal or judicial type theory on the one hand, and the 
moral-energy or revelational i.mderstanding of Christ 9s death on the other. We 
now outline the substance of these two views. 

87. See Burton & Goodspeed: Harmony_ of the Synoptic Gospels, op .. cit., p. 191 .. 
88. See pages where we present the Roman Catholic view of the 

Eucha.rist .. 
89. INTERPRETERS BIBLE, op. cit., Vol VII, P• 906b. 



4.. Tho two main theories of the Atonement of Christ: 

(1-) Penal or Legalistic Theo:ry90 It has been said that Jesus?s death is a 
kind of ransom paid to God (or to the Devil, in the crudest form of the 
theory).. Christ w s suffering and death are a penal_iy or punishment 
(which really should be exacted from men because of their sin) but which 
Christ assumes in our place, or which God lays on Christ in our place .. 

Resume: Its Leading_ Ideas -

a .. ) 
b .. ) 
c.,) 
d .. ) 

The Divine Wrath is emphasized., 
Requires a penalty (of hell?) or ttpunishrnentvt for manvs sin .. 
Removal of the penalty is necessary_ 
Christ's sacrifice (nshed bloodVi) is a literal, human sacrifice that 
appeases the Divine wrath., (Compare OT animal sacrifices)., 
Man is hopelessly corrupt and helpless; is saved by prevenient, ir
resistible grace (automatic grace); is a passive spectator of something 
that is done for him. 

Sum: removal of a penal judgment and its requirement of punishment., 

(2.,) Revelational and Moral-Energy Theorx,91 This view may also be interpreted 
from the Pauline scriptures, e.,g., Rom., 3&5; and to its advocates 
represents the dominant side of Pau1 9s thought, and the over-all teaching 
of the NT, in so far as it suggests a theory of the Atonement. The 
principal theme of the moral energy theory is that ChristVs death reveals 
GodVs full Agape, which removes -- not a legal debt or judicial penalty 
of some kind -- but the actual power and presence of sin in menVs lives. 
In other words, God 11 s love, acting to forgive and to impower is the 
vtgrace91 and "redemption..,.,in Christi, of which Paul speaks in Romans 3:25,. 

90. For classic expressions of this point of view see such sources as Irenaeus 
(2nd century), Henry Bettensonll Documents of the Christi,'.ll1 Church, Oxford, 
1947, p., 43; Rufinus of Aquileia (5th century))) Ibo p .. 49; St. Anselm 
(11th century) Cur Deus Homo, Open Court, 1944, p., 207; St. Thomas 
Aquinas (13th century), Selected Writings, Everyman Library, Dutton, 1943, 
P• 253. Luther, Hugh T. Kerr: A Corrrpend of Luther 9s Theology. West
minster, 1943, p,. 52.. Calvin, Institutes, Presbyterian Board of 
Christian Education, Vol. I, P• 552, 554. 

The classic theories of the Atonement have been variously described 
as the Ransom to Satan theory (Irenaeus, Ruf.iinus); the Feudal Honor theory 
(Anselm); the Penal theory (Aquinas, Luther, Calvin); the Governmental 
theory (Hugo Grotius, 17th century). 

91.. A history of the moral theory may be traced from the New Testament, 
through Peter Abelard (11th century), the Socinians (16th century), to 
various modem interpreters., 

For representative discussion of the history and types of theory 
of the Atonement see L. Harold DeWolf, A Theology of tj;le Living Church, 
Harper, 1953, Chap .. 31; George B .. Stevens, The Christian Doctrine of 
Salvation, op., cit., 

For penetrating discussion of such classic problems of the Atonement 
as the relation of nlawi' to l'Vlove" in GodVs attitude and the idea of the 
Cross as representing i?satisfactionn for God, see William Iitewton Clark, 
An Outl:ine of Christian Theology., Scribner 9s, 1898, P• 326-29; 347-43 .. 
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Resum.~: I_ts Leading_ Idea§ -

a,.) 
b.) 
c,.) 

Divine Love (Agape) is predominating point,. 
The condition or situation of human sin, failure, shortcoming. 
Removal of 'ltsinn and its power and influence over us, and its result, 
sonsequences or 'l'ljudgmentn in i'ldeathi'• 
Christ Vs Sacrifice (nshed bloodvv) reveals and releases the love-energy 
of God .. The shed blood terminology is a symbolical expression of the 
Divine or Self-sacrificing love that removes sin; and expresses GodVs 
suffering concern for sin. 
Man morally free-may receive the Divine grace as Agape flowing through 
his life; is an active participant in a process of renewal. 

removal of actual sin in life through God's real Love-energy,. The 
Divine erwrathn or ~9judgrnentt'I is expressed concretely in life and history 
when men fail to let God~s Agape flow through them. The judgments of 
which Paul speaks in Romans 5:16, which are removed, are vtsinV'I and 
vvdeathVW41 See the following passages: 

Rom: 3:2lf; 5:5-8, 12, 17b, 21b; 8:3, 35, 39 
Col. 1:19; 2:6, 13b 
II Cor,. 5:14, 17, 19, 21; 6:2-7 
Eph,. 1:5 
Gal., 3:10-13 (where Christ'ls death removes the ttcurse of the law," 
not GodVs curse),. 

In Rom,. 8:3 and II Cor. 5:21 where Paul speaks of Christ as entering into 
man vs sinful state he seems to mean something like this: vvchrist by 
~d ~ s will so identified himself with sinful men that in some way, Paul 
senses., he became involved with their sin; he helped them not by standing 
aloof and giving them directions as to what they should do., but by 
entering so completely into their situation that he stood in their place, 
shared their lot, and grappled with the problem for themn,. 92 

5,. The tmiversal or practical meaning of Jesus'ls ,g_eath to Christians. The 
Christian Cross has been the sign of GodVs Grace., His forgiveness, understanding, 
and bearing love,. We make decisions; sometimes well-meaning and innocent of 
evil, or hurtful intent; sometimes out of hasty spite or malice; and sometimes 
out of seeldng pleasure or security in a too self-centered or inordinate way .. In 
any case, we come to realize our decisions might have been other or better than 
they were. But it is too late now to change them., We have to go on in faith 
that God has understood and understands; bears their consequences whatever they 
may have been; that He overpasses in His love and mercy; that He forgives where 
necessary..., An experience of tvrepentancen may b0 a factor in such realization -
recall our previous discussions of repentance, pages 97, 99, 1430 

Our decisions are made from the standpoint of our finitude, our ignorance, 
and our sometimes heedless blunders; our sometimes too self-centered desires and 
passions.. To know of, feel., believe, the sustaining and understanding., bearing, 
forgiv:L.'1.g love and grace of God has been a type of experience of utmost value to 
religious souls. And we have seen its parallels in other religions we have 
studied. 

92. Interpreters Bible, op~ cit., Vol$ 10, p .. 344. 



c. ,Ihe Problem of the Resurrection 

Climactic in Christian faith has been the affirmation that Christ nrose from 
the dead"• What meaning may this have for modem Christians, as also for those 
who may observe Christianity and Christian belief from the outside? We shall 
look at various meanings that the resurrection belief has had, ranging from the 
most objective or 11bodily" understanding of the resurrection to more subjective 
or ''mystical" forms of belief, including denial that the resurrection was 
11realityn in any sense,. In attempting this we shall indicate the particular 
philosophic stance or values of each point of view111 The topic may be helpfully 
divided into the following three basic questions: (1) How far does the historical 
evidence concerning a. 11real91 resurrection reach - i.e. what is the basis of the 
historic, comm.on-place Christian faith that Jesus actually vvrose", in some terms, 
from the dead? (2) What was the historic fact - both from the standpoint of the 
particular meaning or meanings it may have had to the first generation Christians; 
(in so far as New Testament study helps to gather these meanings) and from the 
perspective of historians, psychologists, philosophers, or scientists in our own 
times as they reflect on the New Testament report of the event and its possible 
meanings? (3) What universal meaning or significance, at the level of religious 
emotion, may the accounts of the resurrection in the New Testament have to all 
generations of Christians of any time? Some such questions would state, we 
believe, as a kind of semantical prolegomena, the problems that this topic would 
raise for a contemporary, scientific age. 

1,. H.ow far does the lJ,istorical eyidence reach? What is the basis of common
place Christian faith in the resurrection? The main ttfact" that generations of 
Christians have commonly acknowledged ( whether consciously or unwittingly) is 
that the disciples believed in the risen Lord; the New Testament report is that 
they believed the p~onality of Jesus had triumphed over death. 

The passion narratives of the four Gospels agree :in the over-all point that 
Jesus rose from a tomb. Though the Gospel presentations differ in many details, 
they all emphasize the empty tomb. What we read in ~ 28:2-6 is puzzlmg, 
and presents a problem to those who must necessarily view these accounts in too 
tvlitera1vi a way-. By the order of the events and the time sequence implied :in 
these verses, Jesus would have arisen prior to the rolling away of the stone by 
the angell Do such problems suggest that some elements of these accounts are 
legendary accretions? In any case, bear in mind that the final Gospel authors 
or editors, according to much modem Biblical scholarship" were not eye-witnesses 
to the original events, but relied on others testimony., as we found by the intro-
duction to Luke's Gospel-. The best evidence, therefore, for Christians 
is not necessarily the empty tomb stories of the four Gospels, although those 
who would emphasize the ttbodilyn resurrection idea would rely primarily on these 
stories. 

The best evidence that the early Christians had an viexperiencen of the 
risen Lord, is found rather in Ste Paul1s testimonyo His letters are the oldest, 
first hand records that we have in the New Testament, having been written within 
the nfirst generation9Y period. In I Corinthian§ LS:1-8 he explains that some of 
the disciples, and last he himself, had an experience of the risen Lord-. In 
Galatians he writes that he had had a conference with Simon Peter and James, 
Jesus9 brother, :in an immediate confrontation within the :inner circle or im
mediate associates of Jesus; and from this eye-witness group he may have heard 
the resurrection story. Of course, from the standpoint of historic or scientific 
interest the problem is, What kind of experience is Paul speaking of in I Cor. 15? 



Later on in that great chapter - philosophizing about the meaning of resur
rection and i.mmorlality - he explains that i 11flesh and blood" cannot inherit the 
kingdom of God~ In any case, Paul 9 s testimony in that chapter implies that the 
experience was of unique kind in his belief; and., since he does not differentiate 
between his O'Wn type of experience and that of the original disciples whom he 
names, we gather that he meant to say his own experience was like their's in 
quality., 

Here is where common-place Christian faith stands. Christian faith has 
rested on the testimony of honorable men like Paul, and the unknown authors or ,,_ 
sources of the passion narratives of the Gospels, however much a type of critical 
"scientific-' attitude may regard these first Christians as mistaken or deluded., 
The inquiry from this point on is to ask., What form might such an experience have 
taken; or, more broadly phrased, What was the basis :in fact that gave rise to the 
resurrection story? At this level of inquiry, in the effort to say from a 
scientific or phil.osophic standpoint, What happened? We must grant that our re-
plies remain conjectural or hypothetical, though we shall see that some clues in 
the New Testament., largely those of St., Paul, suggest that a ~'mystical-mora.lii 
type theory is possibly the one most scientifically credible. In any case, 
beyond recognizing the possibility that the resurrection may not have taken place 
in any nrealn sense, - both from the standpoint of the religious agnostic, as 
well as those who regard it as a high;, but indispensible v~1ythn of the faith -
the following constructive presentation of various alternative views is premised 
on the assumption that existence is other than what a radical vtnaturalismn or · 
lower key ffmaterialismn say it is., relative to the place and significance of such 
qualities or energies as YVmindV'I_, nspiritvi or npersonsn in our world. 

2.. What was the historic fill? We suggest several :interpretations 
in an effort to analyze philosophically what may have happenedo93 

Two types of negatively critical theory are possible, concerning the origin 
of the story., One is that the announcement of Christ 1s resurrection was based on 
the possibility that the body was removed (see Mbt,, 28i-llf) and that 
some of the disciples, coming upon the empty tomb, proclaimed the Easter Miracle,. 
If some such events were the facts, however, we would still be puzzled by the 
record that the disciples themselves were astonished by the news of the resur
rection,. Though they tended not to believe in it at first themselves, they came 
to be conv:inced, according to the records.. Would just an Vtempty tomb1r, without 
a real vtappearanceiv :in some sense., have been convincing., even to them? 

Another negatively critical view would be to classify the resurrection as a 
v~subjectivevt visionary experience of emotionally ever-wro"Jght or distraught 
people; that the story had its orig:in in the report particularly of one (Mary 
Magdalene) or a few hysterical women.,_ (All four Gospels report that the ex
perience :involved initially certain women members of the apostolic group)., The 
evaluation here would be that the story is mtrustworthy because it originates in 
an hillucinatory or patho.logical belief.- However, the element in the record, 
particularly that of Paul, that the experience took place with many people, would 
t8nd to weaken this type of interpretation - unless, indeed, modem psychiatry 
can demonstrate :in some way that mass halucination of visions of ghosts is pos
sible and has in fact occurred. 

93.,_ See Charles Gore: Commentary on the Holy Bible, article on the Resur
rection for an interesting analysis of theories of the resurrection .. 
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Beyond this, of course, the critic could move out further into the meaning 
of"'hallucinationvv, as covering other types of emotional beliefs or commitments, 
which are not true in fact, such as, for example, strong political, racial, or 
other religious beliefs that people hold sincerely, or fanatically, as true. 
This point clailns that the first ChristiBns came to believe in the resurrection 
simply because they wanted to believe in it, or hnd to believe :in it; it affirmed 
values for them of a vital, :indispensible, life and death character. This kind 
of perspective becomes a positive mode of interpretation as we move :into the out
look that the resurrection may best be evaluated as Uhigh mythV?, our next pos
sibility .. 

The following are three main moqes of belief gbout the resurrection as viewed 
within a positiv& Christi.sn faith. 

(1 .. ) The first of these we have just mentioned: ~on.ce12t of the resur
recti9n as ~Vhigh m.ytqii, created by the :imagination of the early church, teaching 
its belief in the supremacy of personal values in the universe; or in immortality; 
but above all announcing the necessity of Vieschatologicali? or wYreligious faithn, 
that is, in the spiritual nature and destiny of man under God -- and this apart 
from any possible scientific or empirical Viproofev of such truths.. The resur
rection is symbolic truth; not scientific or historical truth.. It is the essence 
of Christian 97faitht9, which indeed transcends all mere historic or scientific 
claim or validation., It needs no such validation. The resurrection has the 
quality of the other great ViJnythsV9 of the Bible, such as the Fall of Man; the 
Miracles; the Divinity of Christ, His Resurrection and Ascension; the coming of 
the Holy Spirit at Pentecost; the apocalyptic closure of Time and the descent of 
the Messianic Kingdom from the heavens. 

BultmannVs version of the mythological character of the New Testament stresses 
the eschatological or apocalyptic world-view of the myths .. 94 He claims that we 
may - indeed we must -- ndemythologizen such materials as found in the Hebrew 
Christian scripture, if it is to speak to our scientific age; not by eliminating 
them, or attempting to rationalize them in some scientific or quasi-scientific 
way. Such exegesis will never succeed, much less appeal to modem man in his 
existential need 0 The i,mythologicaln world-view of the New Testament was one 
thing; our modem, prosaic., scientific age entirely another .. For the Bible to 
speak to modem men its myths must be demythologized,. It is to be held that the 
great myths of the Bible are ways that God, through the ancient mind, spoke to 
man of truth, not scientific, but spiritual, -- relating to the spiritual illness 
of man as sinner. Such myths invoke within man a response of v,raithVR, in the 
sri.ritual dilnensions of reality, particularly in God 1s mercy and forgiveness,. 
Ac,.:ording to this view, these myths speak to man :in his broken and separated 
stat,e, &'1.nouncing that there is a way for the heal:ing of distraught humanity; for 
reunion and ultimate peace with God. 

94. See page 161, note 57. 
~wdemythologj zingn began 
pretations themselves .. 
1958, p. 14-18; 32-40. 

Bultmann believes that sl:ch a process of 
:indeed with the Patil:ine and. Johannine inter
See his Jesus Christ and M:ct,hology. Scribner9s, 
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It is not our purpose here to criticize at length Bultmann's school of New 
Testament interpretation, or his l'Ve.xistentialistvi or tiNeo-Orthodoxn type of 
theology, except to state that his position seoms, to us, to over-stress the 
apocalyptic or other-worldly aspect of New Testament thought, at the expense of 
its realistic side. Our px•esent study has at·be:npted to point out the latter in 
many ways, while indeed rec~gnizing the eschatological framework of the New 
Testament world-view., 95 Indeed the major of these r.realisticn aspects of the New 
Testament seems to u.s to be its prevailing note)! that, in the case of the resur
rection particularly~ something evrealtv happenedZ At least generations of 
Christians have so r3ad tte material. Such a subtilo 9 l'iruythologicalU interpre
tation as Bult.n1?11...'1.?s 3 however true in some respects it may be, will not entirely 
eliminat0 this impres::ion of many readers of the New Test3Jnenti, The basis of 
that impressj.on of reJ.lity 1've have discussed in our first point above<> We now 
continue with a further analysis of the basic issue, What was the historic fact 
that gave rise to the resurrection story? How far may we probe such a question? 

(2e) The classic belief has been that Jesus appeared in some physicall~ 
Yi$ibl~Ji'ffiY - :i.n other words, it has been belief in a l'~bodily resurrectionzg .. 
This could be conceived as a physical bodily presence in some literal way; or, 
no doubt, as a more tenuous, 1'9ghostlyvv, or ?9objective vision?'• On the one hand, 
the reports in the Gospels are that the risen Lord ate fish, was handled by the 
disciples, etc., Yet even in the material left to us m the Gospel accounts there 
remain problems, if we interpret these events in a too literal ??bodily•1 way.. It 
also says that he appeared in the midst of them, the doors being shut, and that 
he disappears -- i~e§ the resurrection Christ passed unseen throu~h doors and 
material walls,. How was this poGsible, if the resurrection were 9ibod.i.lyvv in the 
ordinary sense? If belief that Jesus appeared in some physically, or objectively 
visible way is to continue, no doubt Westcot 1 s type of interpretation, in terms 
of philosophical idealsm; would be helpful. 

tiMatter is, so far as I can see, only the manifestation of force, life m 
the widest sense, under the conditions of time and space. It has in itself no 
e:x:istencevi0 'When Jesus tYentered into another form of existence under new con
ditions His life found a new embodiment ii. 96 

A more general way to state the same thing, based on a religious interpre-
tation of our world, without co:rmri.itting ourselves so completely to the belief 
that matter ethas no e:x:istencen, would be to say that the material aspect., the 
laws and forms of nature, are ultimately dependent on, and subject to, the Div:i_ne 
Will. Thus the resurrection, if in some real sense VVbodily,.v., could be ex:plain::Jd 
m terms of the direct operation of the Divine Will, as God saw fit to cause U:e 
e:,;:perience, which the disciples had of the risen Lord, to take some objective forrn,.97 

95-. For forceful criticism of Bultmann see Wilder, Esche,tolo-gy and Ethics iq 
the Teachings of Jesus, op. cit., p. 139-140, 191-192. 

96. From the Hibbert Journal, July, 1904. 
97 41 The event so interpreted would resemble, of course, the idea of Pi!n:i.raclen 

in classic sense"" 



(?,.) A third possibility is the vvm;y:sticaln inte retation, or, as it is 
cometi.mes e.xpressed (though this may be yet another issue the nspiritual 
r:esrn::;reptian~?. That is to say., the original disciples may have experienced 
subjectively, but in reality, the presence of the Christ -- particularly as a 
morally impower:ing Spirit. (The concept of the Resurrection and the Holy Spirit 
e.re interrelated problems in the New Testament) .. 

When st .. Paul described the resurrection as a mj_versal experience he, and 
other New Testament sources, speak of it as a spiritual experience. 

We should acknowledge, however, that careful readi..11g of the New Testament on 
the resurrection leaves the modem investigator with a possible unresolvable 
question,. It is to ask, Is Uthe resurrection of Jesus of NazarethiV the same 
thing as vvthe resurrection power of the universal spiritual Christiv? The latter 
concept is portrayed in St,. Paul, and elsewhere to some extent, in the New 
Testament. This writer is inclined to think that these issues are logically 
different, and therefore possibly historically different; and that tithe resur
rection of Jesus of Nazaretht9., conceived as the one unique, unrepeated event that 
occurred to an historic man of the first century and to certain of his immediate 
followers., can be accepted by modem Christians only on V?faithu, resting on the 
testimony primarily of St. Paul in the first portion of the fifteenth chapter of 
I Corinthians. St., PaulVs beautiful passages, however., on the ''spiritual resur
rectionn of the universal Christ, rising, or resurrected., in the hearts of 
believers., though it may be a related., may also be interpreted as a separate or 
distinct matter,. 

In any case., our point is to suggest that the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth 
may have been an historically unique., but subjective type of nmystical experiencen 
( which may be differentiated from a vtsubjecti vetv halucinatory experience)-. As
suming the validity of some mystical experience, the resurrection, as such a 
phenomenon., could be understood as a real or genuine act of God. Thus our present 
explanation would view the matter in more natural terms than a too simple ttbodilytt 
or 1Vphysical resurrectionu theory may do, which, when pressed., may couch in a view 
of miracle mtenable to some modem minds. If such were the event, the theory 
would stress God'ls use of Vi'subjectiven., npsychological lawsiv, or principles, 
acting within the mental and psychic level of reality; and specifically., from 
and through what we today call the subconscious mind,. The Resurrection may or 
may not have employed objective or material laws of light, sound, and body; it 
must necessarily have employed spiritual or mental laws of thought, evaluation, 
and love. We may favorably compare modem theories of mysticism along this line~ 
Specifically, we have in mind William Jamesv now noted effort to e.xplain mystical 
experience, in terms similar to the above., in his well known Varieties of Re
ligious E:x:perience.98 What, in general terms, is mystical experience, (and the 
reports by mystics the world over resemble each other)? Rare, high moments of 
exaltation, when men feel the Divine presence, as sustaining, living Reality, 
bringing peace., courage, pardon., if need be, new joy, new insight, new power to 
the receptive soul. Could the early Christiansv experience of the resurrection 
have taken this form, a sense of the mystic presence of the Divine to their 
minds, e.xpressed through the particular personality of the one who had loved 
them so much, and whom they were coming to love more and more and to trust as 
nMessiahn and nQodYs Son21? 

98. See especially the last chapter of this work. Compare also Sandoyts 
Christologies .Ancient,.§P.d Modem (1910), cited Hugh Ross Mackintosh, 
The Doctrine of the Person of Christ, op. cit. 
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Tho preceding paragraph represents, of course, a speculative theory. What 
we do have, however, from the New Testament, as some support of it, is St. 
PaulVs and St. JohnVs expl:mation of the resurrection in similar subjective 
terms, as a new ethical power that the holy Spirit was giv:i.ng to their lives. 
In any case, they believed iVresurrection;v to be a universal ex:perience, which 
all and sundry may share at any time. 

We mentioned above that St. Paul's and St. John's interpretation of the 
resurrection represented, according to Bultmann, an early type of wvctemythologizing11v 
process.., Not denying this possibility Ii and acknowledging a strong temptation of 
going in the direction which Bultmann offers, we nevertheless submit, along 
another line., the preceding theory of an original vvrnysticaln experience, which 
had the quality of reality and truth for the early Christians; and that such a 
theory may be suggested, to some ex!;ent at least, by st. Paul Vs nspiritual 
resurrection.Vv philosophy. Accordingly, we may now profitably move to a third 
level of jnterest, as announced earlier :in our discussion, and in so doing we 
review Paul Vs spiritual resurrection concept as possible evidence for a mystical 
resurrection theory. 

3.,, ~;1t 2,.s the .univ,3_rsal meaning or significance of the resur,.;cection..13];:Q.!:Y? 
In St,. Paul'ls and St._ Jobn9s writings we have the expression ~1resurrect:Lo~1 •i 

used to describe the new Christian experience itself, in its transformed ai.~d 
transforming life; nresurrectionvv is explained., at least in its universal sig
nificc'lnce, as the new found, personal, moral experience and power of the incl:vel
ling m.i..nd of the Christ. These authors were bold to inte:cpret resurrection in 
the context of affirnrlng that Christ is a contemporary living Presence (to bo 
sure at God 2s vtright hand :in the heavenly placesn), but also as a universal 
S:-:;irit of mind, a quality of personal and moral life, dweilL."lg in the believer, 
F.;.00m the Paulme circle of epistles, through Acts, to the Johannine material L."l 
some of the most sweeping and exalted ex:pression of more.l mysticism in the 
Hel're-,,-.. Christian Bible, we may trace this use of the concept nresurrectionvt, 
and resurrection ?tlightv-1. 99 

The following are typical such passages: 

v1But you are not in the flesh;, you are in the Spirit, if the Spirit 
of God really dwells :in you.,, •• But if Christ is :in you, although 
your bodies are dead because of s:in., your spirits are alive 
because of righteousnessn., Rom. 8:9f. 

n,And you were buried with him in baptism, m which you were also raised 
with him through faith in the working of God, who raised him from 
the dead. And you, who were dead in trespasses • ., .. God made alive 
together with him, having forgiven us all our trespasses1', Col,. 2:12-13.,. 

99. I. Coro 15; II Cor .. 4:6-18; 5:7; Rom. 2:10-11; 8:9f; 12:2; Col., 2:9-14; 
3:1-3; Eph. 1:16-21; 2:1; 5:14; Phil .. 2:1-6 

Acts 26:12-23 -- written by the author of Luke-Acts concemi,.~g Paulis 
conversion experience of the risen Christ on the Dan1ascus Road. 

Gospel of John 5:24; ll:25-26; I John 3:14, 24; 4:16 
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nAwake, 0 sleeper., and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give you 
light n, Eph,,. 5: 14.-

;~ruly, truly, I say to you, he who hears my word and believes him 
who sent me has eternal life; he does not come into judgment, but 
has passed from death to lif evi, Jhn 5: 24. 

~er am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in me, though he 
die., yet shall he live, and whoever lives and believes in me shall 
never die Vi, Jhn ll: 25-6. 

vvwe know that we have passed out of death into life, because we love 
the brethren,. He who does not love remains in deathri, I Jhn 3:14. 

As we read these materials, we have the impression that such terms are 
mystical expressions, purporting on one level of meaning, in the mind of the 
authors, to explain a totality of experience, including a unique event., nthe 
resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth??; on a further level of use in their minds., 
such terms seem to be figures of speech, or symbolic expressions., referring to 
the disciples? new found life Uin Christn,. We cannot perfectly say whether these 
two apparent meanings should be absolutely joined in some way, or how much the 
idea of the resurrection as "universal experienceiw is to be kept distinct from 
the idea of resurrection as a particular experience of Jesus. If we press the 
idea of their unity, or sameness, we underscore, I believe, the concept of the 
resurrection as 91mysticaliv., as previously described; ii we. press the concept of 
the·. eepara.tfl:ness of these impressions, we possible move in the direction of 
Bultl!k-mn? s views. In any case, for the generations of Christian believers the 
universal experience has been the relevant one to their own lives; belief in the 
particular Easter experience of Jesus and his disciples could only be left to 
faith .. 

Such passages on l'iresurrectionn point up an over-all theme of the New 
Testament concerning life after death, namely., that immortality does not wait 

· upon death, but begins here and now as t9etemal lifen.. We may close this section 
on the Christian understanding of the life, teachings, and significance of Jesus, 
with two memorable quotations concerning the resurrection, which we present 
without comment., F., s .. Turner wrote: 

ttit seems to me that the first and the imperative need is to experience this, 
resurrection and that those who have experienced this will need no other proof 
of the resurrection of the Lord. When the human soul has accepted the teaching 
of the Sermon on the Mount, has followed the Master to Gethsemane and Calvary, 
has entered into the meaning of the crucifixion and closed with it as his own 
death to sin and rising again into the new life of the children of God, then the 
resurrection of the Lord is to him the natural and necessary conset:1uence of His 
death ...... after He was raised from the dead, what prevented His showing Himself 
alive to Annas and Caiaphas, to Pilate and Herod? Could He not have visited the 
Pretorium., and the palace, and have taught in the temple daily as before the 
drucifirion? Could He not have presented Himself before the assembled Sanhedrci.,.~ 
and have com;pel,1gg, belief in His resurrection? Nothing of this kind happened~ e:o 
far as the history tells;i,..,. The reasonable and right inference is that it was r·.c..t 
the will of God to force proof of the fact upon minds of unbelievers, but, on the 
contrary, only to reveal the risen Savior to those who trusted and loved Him 
before the crucifirion n.,100 

100. F. Storrs Turner, Hibbert, Journal, r.v, July 1904, pp,. 379-384., 
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George A$ Gordon said: 

2VTake Peter as an exnmple of the believer m the bodily resurrection of 
Jesus. Which is the greater witness to Peter that his Lord is alive and at the 
right hand of God 1 the fact that on several mysterious occasions he saw Jesus 
after his p.1.ssion with the eye of flesh, or the fact that Jesus has given him 
out of the unseen a new mind, a new heart, a new character, a life in which the 
grace of the Lord is the prevailmg power? Which is the greater witness to the 
reality of the risen Lord, the sense of Peter, or the soul of Peter made like 
the soul of his master?vv Or consider Paul, ivrn the reality of the earthly Jesus 
he believed on testimone; in the reality of the heavenly Jesus he believed on 
experience~v.lOl 

101. George A. Gordon: Religion end Miracle, Houghton, Mifflin, 1909, 
p. 112-18. 
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VI .. Schools of Christi.an Thou~- Principal Sectarian and Theological Divergencies 

A,. Roman Qatbplic Christianit;y: A Sketch of Basic Ideas 

1,. A general definition and main history in retrospect: 

(1 .. ) A type of' church government: hierarchical 2 m.,onarchial.. This aspect of 
Roman Catholic Christianity was in fact fixed last in point of time, at the 
Vatican Council of 1872, with the promulgation of the doctrine of Papal Infal
libility, by Pius IX,. 

(2,.) A s_;z§tem of doctrines pertaining to sal vatiQn_: the sacramental syste111 .. 
This aspect was finally established by the official definition of the sacraments 
at the Council of Trent, 1545-65, after the Protestant Reformation had gotten 
underway. 

(3,.) A theocratic outlook on societ,r,. The Roman Catholic ex:periment in 
wielding "temporal powervv reached its height in the Middle Ages under such strong 
Popes as Gregory VII (11th century) and Innocent III (14th century). Traditionally 
Roman Catholic theory has looked favorably on a strong alliance of Church and 
State, with the state lending strong support to the Church., 

This aspect of Roman Catholic outlook is becoming, no doubt, more a point of 
the historic past. There is, for example, a vast gulf between the political 
philosophy of an Innocent III and that of Pope John XXIII.11 as ex:pressed in his 
recent Pacem in Terris, enshrining eminent democratic ideals. 

(4.,) A...:Qriestly system resting on certain theological attitudes: eog .. , the 
necessity of the clergy as mediator of the Divine Grace., This is probably the 
most fundnmental aspect of Roman Catholic Christianity, and the oldest. 

The priestly aspect of Roman Catholicism is another way to refer to its 
emphasis on SGcraments .. Historically the role of the clergy was atrengthened 
during the period of breakup of the Roman Empire (4th centary), when Christendom 
began to look to the clergy for spiritual and temporal leadership,,, In Rom.an 
Catholic interpretation the central, authoritative role of the priests had its 
origin in Jesus? famous commission of the Apostle Peter in Matthew 16:18, as, in 
this view, the first bi.shop or pope of the church:-

vv .... r tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I 'Will build my 
church, and the powers of death shall not prevail against it., I 
will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever 
you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever you 
loose on earth shall be loosed in heavenn., 

Roman Catholicism resembles Ezekiel 7s outlook in the Old Testament, where we 
find emphasis on ceremonial, or a ggsacramenta1vv understanding of religion, ancl 
on an official clergy who will mediate between a Sovereign, Holy God and the 
people., 

2.. The Roman CA.tholic theory of Church Government or the religious com,m.unity., 
F., H., Foster analyzed its view of church government in the following helpful way~102 

102,. In The F,mdamental Ideas of the Roman Ca,tholic Church., 
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The Roman Church is based on these principles: 

(1-.) Yisibility., Since man h1.s a bodily as well as a spiritual nature, his 
church should be •Vbodilyn or visible as well as spiritual., 

(2.,) !gj:.hori't.,y; and inf8.llibility jn matters of faith and morals., The reasoning 
behind this emphasis is the need for unity, or for religious order., A sacramental 
system of religion seems to require authority as the ultimate or absolute source 
of definition for the sacraments., For example, some ult:Lmate c:uthority is needed 
to define how .,~ransubstantion?~., or the change of the wine and wafer into the 
actual body and blood of our Lord, takes place., 

(3 .. ) Necessit,;y .. Membership in the Church is necessary, and membership should 
be universal., A visible church would be the necessary ch11rch .. 

(4,.) Hierarchy., Visibility is best manifested in a distinct clergy., Furthermore, 
a sacramente.l system of religion seems to call for a mediating clergy, to be the 
channel for God? s gr2.ce_.. If only priests can admi..'1.ister sacraments in due order 
and effect, a tightly organized and authoritarian controlled priesthood is 
required.. Celibacy for such clergy is e. necessary matter of discipline .. 
Family commitment would be another duty thc.t would distract from the absolute 
authority of the church. Apostolic succession or ordination follows as a neces-
sary requirement of this concept of the church nnd clerg-y-. 

( 5 11 ) 1:.~QX 
hierarchy point. 

is the logical end to which visibility, authority., and 
A visible church needs a visible head .. 

(6 .. ) Tradition is the ultimate source of authority., /mother way to say jt 5.s 
that the church itself, and his hi.story., is its own authority. Scripture is 
authority too, but the church said originally what would be Christian ~vscripturev? 
when Bishop Athanasius promulgated his Easter Letter, 367 A .. D. enumerating or 
defining the New Testament Books which we now have as Holy or Sacred Scripture. 

Tradition in broadest sense would be the interpretation of religion, or the 
Scripture, by the leaders of the Roman Catholic Church down through its histcry .. 
For example, the Roman Catholic tradition has affirmed that Jesus Commissio11 to 
Peter constitutes the specific historical origin of the Rcman Cc:\tholic lli.er
archical, sacramental system of religion .. The canons of the Council of Trent 
in the 16th century would represent in vecy concrete way the organized tradition 
at work defi.--iing the Christian religion and the nature of the church in the Roman 
view.. The decisions of the Second Vatican Council would illustrate the process 
today.. Tradition is not vague :mythology, but would mean the proper role of men 
continuingly end growingly to reason., council, proclaim, and institutionalize 
doctrines in religion which they deem true, and necessary to the salvation of men 
and society .. (There is, of course, tradition, in this sense in Protestontism, but 
it has not become centrally, dogmatically, and nuthoritatively institutionalized 
into one church as in the Roman system., Protestants can speak only in a more 
general way of the several Lutheran, finglican, Conservative, Liberal, etc. 
traditions). 

(?o) Laity., The Roman Catholic laity are not nmembers~1 of their church in 
the Protestant sense., They lack voice in thB control of the church. They are 
the wvcommunicantsvv, rather, of a bestowed sacrc1Jnental means of grace, through 
the medium of the church and clergy. 
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There are active laymen 9 s organizations within the Roman Catholic corrn:nunity, 
dedicated to community, charity, and churchly enterprises. The distinction 
between clergy and laity does not mel~n that the latter represent supine inactivity .. 

.3.. The Sacremental theory of Floman Catholic Christiani,!,,z: The Cmmcil of Trent 
formulated that eigrace is given through the sacraments, so far as God1 s part is 
concerned, always and to all men1HH!-by the sacre.ments 0 ,.grace is conferred through 
the act performedvi'II Sacraments vvconfer that grace upon those who do not place an 
obstacle theretovwal03 The reasoning behind this type of sacramental Christianity 
seems to be that the bodily nature of existence reqtd.res that the means of grace 
must be visible. They are not only an outward and visible sign of an inward and 
spiritual grace, but they are a physical channel of that grace. Godis love is so 
real that it needs a visible, material means of entrance into life. The conditions 
on the priestly side of the coming of grace through the sacrament are: 

1. The :intention on the part of the priest to perform the sacrament sin
cerely, (He must, of course, be duly orda:ined). 

2,. The formula or words must be correct, as for example in the baptismal 
words, in name of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 

3,. The use of the matter or substance, e. g,. the wafer :in the Eucharist,. 

The conditions on the side of the recipient of the sacrament are: genu:ine 
intent, faith, penitent heart, even performance of penance or required acts of 
contrition for sms requiring the same. 

The vwtransubstantiationtv of the wine and wafer, the elements of the Eucharist, 
is explained as a metaphysical change that transpires beneath the naccidents99 of 
color, taste., etc. 

In the words of the Tridentine Faith (Pius IV 1564) the Eucharist is na true, 
proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the deadn. 

~ass: YVThe Mass is organically related to Catholic soteriology &;.eory of 
salvatiW, which teaches that Jesus Christ, the Word Incarnate, was essentially 
Priest, and that His death on the Cross was a genuine sacrifice, whereby mankind 
as a unit was objectively redeemed, s:ince the sacrifice was offered by Christ &s 
Head of hmnanity, in whom all men were objectively represented: that, consequently, 
His sacrifice was all-sufficing m its redemptive efficacy, but not sole-sufficing, 
since its efficacy needs to be communicated and applied, by me8lls authoritatively 
determined by Christ Himself, chief among which is the Eucharistic Sacrifice, the 
center and source of Catholic personal and corporate lifei7.,104 

The Roman Catholic sacraments nre Baptism, Confirmation, Penance (or Confes
sion), Holy Eucharist (or Communion), Holy Orders, Holy Matrimony, Supreme Unction., 

103 .. 
104. 

Schaff, Creeds of Christendo:rn,J Vol. II, p., 119-122., 
John c .. Murray, s. J., m J\n Encyclo9edia of Religion, ed. Ferm, P• 474. 
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B., Protestant Chri~ianity: A Resume of Refo~iQn )deas 

Some years ago a number of Protestm1t sch::>lars collaborated :in a discussion 
of the basic principles of ProtestMtism. The following analysis is derived from 
their presentation.,105 Protestantism is characterized by four cardinal beliefs 
an..."lounced by the reformers of the 16th contury: 

1.. ~rustifica+,,ion b71 fai tji, or vvthe immediacy of man vs relation with Godvv , 106 

was the central Protestant idea,. The vispiritual initiative and the sanctity of the 
individual conscience above submission to external authorityvvl07 is vouchsafed 
by the direct saving grace of God through Jesus Christ acting in or upon the soul,. 
(One of the earlier controversies within Protestantism was whether grace was pre
destinated or free p see below under types of Protestantism)., 

This theme found its classic inspiration in St., Paul, in such words as the 
following: 

"'For we hold that a mnn is justified by faith apart from works of 
law • .., .-we are justified by faith.,..,~1 (Rom., 3:28; 5:1),. 

' / 
vrFor by grace you have been saved through faith; an'd this is not 
your own doing, it is the gift of God -- not because of works, lest 
any man should boastn (Eph. 2:8-9). 

In the Protestant view, priestly mediators are not necessary for salvation; 
salvation is primarily an individual affair, as one communes directly with his 
God .. 

2. 1'he Supreme Au,thor:it,.y_ of Scri12ture.. In the classic Protestant view the 
experience of grace is mediated by the inspirational reading of Scripture. Popular 
Protestantism interpreted the Bible literally in every detail., The literal under
st2nding of the authority of Scripture, as an irexternal or objective authentica+:.ion 
of truthivl08 is carried on by conservative and fundamentalistic sects today. 

Liberal Protestant thought 9 howmrer., arising in the scientific or historical 
investigation of the Bible, finds its authority nratified in experience or by 
reasonvr,. wwrt is only such ratification by the mind itself that can furnish a 
valid basis for belief~'• vv,.. .,the Bible still remains the supreme norm in Protestant 
thought,.. It no longer.~.has the authority of force; but it does, on its higher 
levels, have the force of authority. And this it has, not because of any mir2,r::·uJous 
origin., but because it is the supremo OJ1..1)ression in human history of that divi~ely 
inspired nature or reason which God has planted within us~i.109 

105P Protestantism, ed,., W.., IL, Anderson., Abingdon, 1944. 
106. Ib,., s_ M. Cavert, p. 2._ 
1070 Ibid. 
108. Ibw, A. c. Knudson, P• 130. 
109. Ibid. 
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In sum, for conservatives the Bible is the Word of God because, in theory, 
it was given to spocially endued men in a unique or miraculous way; whereas for 
liberal Protestants the Bible remains the word of God because, as a practical 
matter, it speaks to life at the deepest ranges of moral and spiritual inspiration,. 

3o ,1'p.e Right of Private Jud~. UThe real point of difference between 
Protestants and Rol!laJ:1i$ts was not the inspiration and authority of Scripture but 
the question as to who is its true interpreter. Romanists said the inspired 
church; Protestants said the inspired or enlightened individualn/JllO 

4• 1'.h,Q_~redn§..§S of the Common 14-ll, or, in classic Protestant terminology, 
called the ,ipriesthood of the believern,. This was ProtestantismVs way of object
ing to monastic asceticism, socerdotalism, and the traditional Roman Catholic 
distinction between clergy and laity. 

A corollary of the priesthood of all believers was that one?s vocation 
as a layman may be, and should be, a divine c.3lling, a special way God has sum
moned the believer to service., and stands as important as priestly office. It 
has often been pointed out that this view was an inspiraticn toward independence, 
enterprise, and rectitude in business life, and an impetus to the rise of capital
ism in the early modern period. 

c. Main Issues Between Catholicism and Prot,estantism 

1. The basic issue concerns the na,ture and means of ~gracen: The Roman 
Catholic view is that grace comes through necessary human and material media: 
The priesthood and the sacraments; and that the connection of the believer with 
Christ becomes direct in the miracle of the Eucharist. Elnphasis is placed on 
Christ's historical ticommission ~• to the Apostle Peter. 

The Protestant view has been that grace comes directly from God apart from 
mediating clergy, Emphasis is placed on Christ as present, living reality., im
mediately appropriated in faith by the believer acting as his own ttpriest 9g. 

2. The problem of church gover.runent. Protestants have traditionally been 
opposed to the authoritarianism of papal church government, and, in a parallel 
field, Protest&'1t culture in lilllerica has emphasized the strict separation of 
church and state. 

Protestants may believe that the Counciliar movement of the :tJf..iddle Ages (which 
stressed the general church councils as above the Bishop of Rome in authority) is 
expressed in contemporary Protestantismf:secumenical movement in national and 
world federation of denominations in the World Council of Churches,. In our 
century~ Protestnntism has had a notable series of ecumenical councils. Both 
Roman and Protestant groups at the present moment are looking hopefu..lly toward the 
Roman Catholic Second Vatican Council to open from the Roman side ways and means 
for greater cooperation between the divided churches of Christendom. 

3. Other points at issue: 
-The exact role of Scriptural authority. 
-The interpretation of Christ Vs vvcommission'' to Peter., Mtt.- 16:18. 
Protestants interpret this passage as meaning that Jesus would 
rely on Peteris type of faith, insight., courage for the ul.timate 
victory of tho Kingdom., or the Christian movement.-

110. Ib., Knudson., Pe 126. 



-Celibacy of clergy. 
-The problem of mixed marriages,. 
-The significance or validity of modem historical Biblical 

criticism.. 

1.. There are four main branches of the Protestant tradition: 

The liturgical or vis.3,cramentali'I churches: 

Lutheran 
Anglican (Episcopal) 

& Methodist 
Refortned (Presbyterian & 

Reformed Churches) 

These churches retain features of the older Catholicism 
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as to form of worshi"Q; however, except in the high Anglican, 
the mderstand:i.ng of the sacrPJUents is more nsymbolica1vv. 
They also tend toward hierarchy in Church government,. 

The Independent churches, a tradition historically characterized by 
ndissentv1 from established state churches: 

Congregationalists 
Baptists 
Disciples of Christ 

or Christian Churches 
Quakers (Friends) 
Unitarians and Univarsalists 
Pentecostals and newer 

Holiness sects 

The Independents are the non-liturgical or nconfessionalY9 
churches and represent the greatest departure from Catholicism. 
They represent an individualist Christianity fatherest removed 
from collectivist Christianity. 

We should mention the Christian Scientists and The Church of the Latter Day 
Saints of Jesus Christ (The Mormons), as major sectarian groups related in spirit 
to Independent Protestantism. 

2. The early major theological controversy that cut across all Protestantism 
was the Predestinationist vs. the Freedomist conception of the divine Grace: it 
reflected a similar controversy in the ancient Roman church between Augustinianism 
and Pelagianism. Jolm Calvin, the Geneva reformer, imd father of the Reformed
Presbyterian tradition, emphasized the divine predestination.. James Arminius, 
theologian at the University of Leyden (1560-1609), stressed man Vs freedom of 
choice in reaction to extreme Calvinism. The Methodists have been particularly 
prominent as Arminian Christians. 



Calvinism: 

Predestination: Godis Grace 
l'tprevenienta; in its worst form 
conceived of an exact number of 
souls predcstinted to salvation 
or damnation apart from their own 
wiJ.l or merit. 

tiAs God hath appomted the elect 
unto glory, so hath he, by the 
eternal and most free purpose of 
his will, foreordained all tho 
means theremi.to..,. u The rest of 
mankind God was pleased, accord
ing to the unsearchable counsel 
of his own will, whereby he ex
tendeth or withholdeth mercy as 
he pleaseth, for the glory of his 
sovereign power over his crea
tures, to pass by, and to ordain 
them to dishonor and wrath for 
their sin, to the praise of his 
glorious justicevv. (Westermins
ter Confession, 1647) 

Arminianism: 

Fre8dom: Godis Grace a question 
of manvs free acceptance. 

v,,. .,as respects the mode of the 
operation of ••• grace, it is not 
irresistible, inasmuch as it is 
written concerning many, that they 
have resisted the Holy Ghost, Acts 
vii ••• those who are incorporated 
into Christ by a true faith, and 
have thereby become partakers of 
his life-giving Spirit, have there
by full power to strive agamst 
Satan, sin., the world, and their 
own flesh, and to win the victory.,._ 
through the assisting grace of the 
Holy Ghost,. .. ~i (The Arminian 
Articles, 1610) 

3. A major contemporary controversy within Protestantism is that between 
''Liberalismo and t?Fundamentalismn or viconservatismn. This controversy cuts 
across all denominations today. In the United States., tho southern wings, of 

··the older Protestant denominations have tended to be conservative; whereas the 
northern groups have tended to become the liberal groups., The newer Pentecostal 
and holiness sects are strictly ftmdamentalist,. Granting that a more e:xtensive 
analysis of Conservative Protestant thought would acknowledge differences between 
various viewpoints with:in conservatism regarding II1c.-my of these issues, the follow
ing. represent possibly six major Conservative-Fundamentalist emphases: 

(1.,) Biblical Literalism: a non-historical, unanalytical approach to 
the Bible is made. Every word is an infallible moral and intellectual authority 
and guide. t1God must mean everywhere in the holy book what the simplest and most 
direct interpretation of the words would seem to in1ply •• • v9lll Fundamentalism 
does not recognize differences within the Bible; the idea that the Bible discloses 
a 11progressivea revelation or discovery of God's truth is denied. The total book 
must be accepted on one, single plane of absolute authority., The Bible to 
Fundamentalism is primarily an armoury of te:rl-Yerses, each of which is regarded 
as possessing a divine message and an absolute sonctity,. Fundamentalism is un
able to make a distinction between the Book as such and the history behmd the 
book, of which the book is the record. In its e:rlromo form Fundamentalism sug
gests tVbibliolatryn,. 

111. E. Ao Burtt, 1,ypes of Religious Philosophy, Harper, 1939, P• 161,. 
(Burtt is a commentator, not a representative of Fundamentalist 
Christianity). 
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(2.) Con2_ept of Revelation: This need to interpret the Bible in every 

detail "literally" rests upon the conservative theory of Revelation as uniquely 
"special" or "supernatural" -- that God's Word came to the authors of the Bible 
in a manner transcendent to their own personality and experience. To the 
Fundamentalist mind, the :Sible is authority and the Word of God because it was 
given through specially endued or visited men in a unique wa:y, that is, by 
abnormal dreams, visions, theophanies, auditions, etc. 

(3.) Prophecy as prediction: Closely allied to this concept of revelation 
is the interpretation of 11 prophecy11 as, primarily, the foretelling by the ancient 
prophet of distant future events in literal detail • .Appreciation of prophecy as 
chiefly a moral message of forthtelling (the significance that the great prophets 
themselves gave to their message) seems subordinated to the emphasis on prediction. 

(4.) The emphasis on miracles: .Accompa:n.ying the outlook on the Bible and 
Revelation is a stress on the miraculous stories recorded in the Bible. "Bereft 
of the miracles, the Bible would be a rnoJ~al teacher, stirring our hearts into 
conviction of sin, but there its message would end; with the mi:racles it reveals 
a Savior from sin. For these wondrous events, especially the virgin birth and 
resurrection of Jesus, attest the supen1atural power of Goel, and of Christ as the 
incarnate son of God ••• 11 112 Pronouncement of the beUef in the Virgin Birth 
tends to be considered by Fu.ndamentalism as the intellectual sine qua non of 
Christian faith. 

The classic issues emphasized by Conservative Protestantism in the notea. 
controversies of the 1920 1 s centered in: The Iner:rancy of the Scripture, The 
Virgin Birth of Jesus, the Deity of Jesus, and The Bodily Resurrection • 

.Another aspect of the controversy was a conflict with modern science, 
especially concerning the ,e;-,rolutionary theory. 

(5.) Man as si1me,..: PundaJ11entalism 1 s doctrine of man has tended to be 
Calvinistic, stressing the depravity of man through "original sin" inl1,9ri ted from 
.Adam. Accompanying this has been a conception of conversion as sudden, or abrupt 
experience, authenticated as an event at a public "evangelistic meeting". 

Our discussion of the penal theory of the Atonement on page 178 would express 
the Fu.ndamentalist concept of the meaning of Jesus' death. 

(6.) As for general ethical ou~ and the concept of history and human 
destinJ, }\u1da.mentalism tends to be individualistic and apocalyptic. Personal 
purity, a "Puritanical" approach to mo:cals is stressed. Along with the worthier 
virtues of love and neighborliness, a Calvinistic frugality, thrift, sobriety, 
diligence, have gone explicit prohibitions against the lighter sins of dancing, 
theatergoing, card-playing, social drin..~ing and Sabbath desecration. Fundamentalism 
has not recognized clearly the revelance of "a social gospel", that is to say, 
that the conditions of salvation are often social as well- as personal.112a Funda
mentalism has tended to overstress the efficacy of a...11 isolated personal piety as 
sufficient to bring the kingdom of God. In the last a,.'1alysis its view of human 
history and destiny is pessimistic. Under the necessity of interpreting the 
apocalyptic books, Daniel, or Revelation, in some literal sense, Fundamentalism 
believes that the outcome of human history is preordained, ancl has been predicted 

112 •. Burtt, Ib., P• 159. 
112a. Supporting this generalized observation, but also indicating on another 

side, that individual conservatives may have an interest in social justice, 
Edwa-rd Joh..11 Carnell, a leading spokesman for Protestant fundamentalistic 
conservatism, in a recent article, upbraids conservatives for their "neglect" 
of "justice" (as well as liberals fo:r.• their "neglect" of the "gospel"), 
r:Lhe Christian Century, August 7, 1963, P• 979-980. 
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to end in a catastrophic way -- the human situation is to get worse a.rid worse 
until God will have to send Christ, in his glorious literal second coming, upon 
the clouds of heaven, to save man from his evil situation. 112b 

(7.) The Pentecostal sects characteristically stress the "Second Bles
sing" or "Baptism of the Holy Spiri t 11

, authenticated mainly by "speaking with 
tongues" in highly emotional "erperience meetings". 

Liberal Protestantism 

1m able SlUTu11ary of the outlook of modern Protestant liberalism in its less 
extreme sense was that presented by the late Christian historian, Henry K. Rowe, 
in his Nistory of Religion in the United States.113 Main Liberal emphases are 
the following: 

(1.) Stress on the immanence of God and the Divine Love, to counter tl1e 
traditional over-emphasis on the transcendence of God, and the particularly 
Calvinistic stress upon the Divine as mainly sovereign and judge. Accompanying 
this outlook has been the conception of religion as vital and dynamic, with an 
emphasis on works rather than static creed. 

(2.) " •• the new theology em· hasized law as Gods method of worki • There 
is a revolution of reason in religion •••• Miracle may be a:n act of God that could 
be explained if our lmderstanding of divine law was large enough. The new 
theology tends to deny any chasm between the natural and the supernatural ••• God 
is the center of both spheres; if there is any distinction between them it is that 
the supernatural is the outer sphere that does not come within tho region of our 
sense perceptions". 

(3.) The new liberalism "humanized Christ ••• made his relations to human 
beings more real" as actual moral savior. It discovers and emp11asizes Jesus as 
moral teacher and savior over and above the miracle worker. 

(4.) Liberalism lifted the idea of Christ's atonement out of the meta
physical obscurity where the ancient controversies had left it, returning to the 
deepest implications of tho New Testament itself--. liberalism "reinterpreted the 
work of Christ". As li1Jeral Protestants read the New Testament, Jesus work 
was primarily to disclose the character of God as love. Jesus I sacrifice and 
death was not to appease the wrath of God, but to reveal His love and will for 
man. "Atonement is reconciliation; it is accomplished by the impact of the 
personality of Jesus upon the heart of the individual, and it is complete when 
the individual becomes at one with God..,.salvation is not from a place of torment 
but from a state of sin; not always from the bad to the good, but from satisfaction 
with a lesser good to a yearning for a higher good; from spiritual inertia or 
even atrophy to life E'Jld a more abundant life11

• Recall our discussion on pages 
178-179-

(5 .. ) Liberalism presented a new concention of human history and destiny, 
a new eschatology. 11 The future is another word for opportunity. Christ may come 
in visible presence; it is certain that ho is here now invisibly. Heaven and hell 
may be real places; it is certain that they are states of consciousness. Salvation 

112b. Characteristic of fundamentalistio conservatism, Carnell says, in the 
statement mentioned in the previous note, that the 11 regeneration11 of 
society 11 awaits 11 the second coming of Christ. 

113. P• 136 .. 9. 
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may brfog the individual into greater happiness, but the goal of life is ever 
larger opportunity for service in GodVs kingdom.. That kingdom finds its place 
in the sphere of social relationships.,:, Eschatology is to many persons another 
name for socie.l ethicst9,. 

( 61>) Liberalism believed that this atn_ew theologyvv was suggested by the 
Bible itself when._Mientificall;y or....Jr!..st.9r:lc,1aJJy inv;estigated. It was found to 
be a human book, containing various points of view, but with an over-all pro
gressive revelation of the nature of Deity; and to have a moral imperative and 
impact that authenticates its word as man Vs ultimate source of religious inspir
ation and truth. 

(7.) Liberal thought believes in the, sufficienq,.y and sanctity of human 
~ason, and human experience., as the normal or natural channel of divine 
revelation; operating,perhaps uniquely indeed, in the prophets of old on the 
plane of moral discovery, but functioning also today in .man Vs highest and finest 
moral, aesthetic., scientific, and social e.x:perienceo God comes into and is 
known in human life in the depths of the truth experience. 

4. A further controversy within Protestantism today, shaldng it to its 
very f01m.dations., is tha.t between an authentic, older 11tLiboralismH, the main 
tenets of which have just been presented., and wha.t has been variously styled by 
observers as ifNeo-Orthodoxer or ViJ'Jeo-Reformation Theology~v"' The issues argued 
between these schools represent a Christian form of wider philosophic debate be
tween the traditions of rational philosophy on the one hand, and what is called 
today v11existentialistH thought. Major figures in the Neo-Orthodox form of Con
servative ProtestDntism (though in many ways the Nee-Orthodox are more closely 
related to Liberalism than to historic or classic Protestant Conservatism) have 
been such men as Karl Barth and Emil Brunner in Europe, and Reinhold Niebuhr and 
Paul Tillich in the United States.114 We briefly present below the mam emphases 
in Neo-Orthodox or Nee-Reformation theology: 

(1) Its background: 

a) Protestant liberalism. Neo-Orthodox theology accepts the 
findings of liberal Biblical scholarship. 

b) Reformation thought -- Luther and Calvin. 

(2) Its outlook: 

a) Its criticism of vvJ.iberalismn -- distrust of a rationalist, 
cmd idealist approach to religion., Indeed, Neo-Orthodo:xy 
has been a wholesome corrective to some of the naive aspects 
of an earlier liberalism. 

b) Its reemphasis on the central aspects of classic Reformation 
thought, i.,eo;o 

-the s:i.nfulrtess of man concept, and 
-the necessity of salvation by iRfaithRV and itgracevr.,. 

c) A strong emphasis on social criticism, or social democracy 
and justice, in which again it follows the liberal tradition., 

114., One of the great philosophic and theological treatises of our era is 
Reinhold NiebuhrVs Nature and Dest:iny of Ma.11., Scribneris., 191.i,l.. Paul 
Tillich?s The Courage To B~., YaJ.e, 1952 11 captures the essence of Tillich's 
position in a forceful and challenging essay., 



5. Various Interpretations of the Sacrament of the Lord 9 s Supper or Holy Comrmmion center in three questions: 

Roman C .. 

Greek C .. 

Anglo-
Catholic 

Luthercm 

Episcopal 
& Method. 

Presbyter-
ian., or Re-
formed & 
Independent 

Onakers 

Christien 
Scientist 

I,. How related to thG original 
Sacrifice of Christ? 

~ real reenacted A memorial 
sacrifice: Christ of the act 
~iterally present ~ done: 
1:>epeating his an act of 
brt1cifixion: gratifica-
hPropitiatorya,. tion for the 

sacrifice,. 

II. The concept of the 
Lord vs Presence in 
the Communion? 

Real presence: 
a miracle per-
formed by 
priest: 
"Tran sub st an-
tiationtv,. 

III,. In what way is the 
Communion symbolical .. 

Real A.n. objective 
presence, rite with 
but by X"s symbolical., 
universal spiritual 
Spirit., meaning., 
not by 
priestly 
miracle,. 

A purely 
inward, 
spiritual 
me:.ming 
without 
objective 
rite,. 

I-' 

'° 0) 

" 
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Questions on Christian:i,1,;y, 

1. Describe the political, economic, and religious situation in Palestine of 
JesusVs day. What was the major political fact? Whe,t were the main religious 
issues or emphases of the Judaism of his day? 

2. What were types of Jewish reaction to Roman domination? What message did 
Jesus bring and how did it contrast with other types of reaction? 

3. Briefly describe, and relate, the basic teach:i.ngs of Jesus. 

4• Do you think 9ipersonalityn is the ultimate criterion of,' ethics? What do you 
mean when you say 91personalityn is ethical standard? In your opinion, what 
is the basic 'Philosophic content or qualities of human personality? What 
would "respect for personalityn mean :in terms of these basic elements? Does 
the principle of respect for personality apply when the state executes a 
murderer or kidnapper? What New Testament passages teach the principle of 
respect for personality -- illustra.te from Ballou? 

5., What are the two main types of love? 'What seems to be the psychological 
bases for the success of ttagapevv and the failure of ieerosev alone to achieve 
its end or goal? Are agape and eros always in conflict? Does agape in your 
opj_11ion cancel or fulfill eros? Are there legitimate planes of eros? Do 
you think that Jesus is Great Paradox solves the ethical tension between 
egoism and altruism? 'What New Testament passages teach agape -- illustrate 
from Ballou. 

6. Do you think agape is possible in life? If so, to what extent? If by 
nreasonvv or vvrationalvv we mean the coherent fitting together or nseeing
together-without-conflicttv all parts of a problem in an understandable whole., 
is Jesus~s Great Paradox an irrational principle or a rational formula -
what is your opinion and why? 

7. Read Ballou 11250-D. What various types of ethical philosophy do you f:ind 
Jesus recognizes here? Are these the majn types of tvpositive ethicsn -- are 
there others not covered? Can we transform all acts of duty :into acts of 
love or agape? Can we transforn1 utilitarian acts of reciprocity into acts of 
love? Of what importance is this latter question particularly to modem life? 
Can modem economic life be Christian~ or based on agape? 

8., What are main elements of Jesus concept of the Kingdom of Heaven? Cite New 
Testament passages to illustrate. How did it contrast with current concepts 
of the kingdom in his day? Do you think the Kingdom concept relevant or ap
plicable today? 

9. Give a sketch of Jesus over-all conception of salvation? Of himself as an 
instrument of salvation? 

10. 'What is the main significance of Jesus references to VVhell fire~', vtoutter 
darkn.essn, and being vvcast into the sea VY as expressions of ultimate judgment? 
If we take these phrases literally what problems do we encounter? 

11. Read Ballou ll55-58 and 1230-32 carefully. In this passage how did Jesus 
think of God as present and working in and through him? What kind of nunityu 
of natures is set forth in the passage from John ?s Gospel? In this and in 
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the passage from John 9 s letter what kind of itutlityn makes it possible for 
the believer to be vionen with Christ? Is this the same type of vrunityrv by 
which Christ is designated none" with God the Father? What are your con
clusions as to the New Testament teaching regard:ing Jesus vtMessiahshiptv or 
ndivine nature 9t? According to John Vs letter, by virtue of what may we be 
99sons of GodH? What is the condition of Vl'salvationn in these passages'? 

12~ What are the two major theories of the mean:ing of JesusVs death, or ttatone
mentQt? Do you understand the basic concepts of Godll Man, and Whet Christ 
Accomplishes according to each theory? 

13. What several :interpretations of the Resurrection are possible? What sug
gestions in the New Testament are the bases of each of these interpretations? 
What further questions and problems do you wish to raise about these views? 
On whc>,t general historical Vlfactvv does Christian faith in the Resurrection 
mainly rest? tilhat is the importance of the Christian Doctrine of the Resur
rection? 

14.- In largest sense, what is the meaning of Christ as tYSaviorn to modem 
Christians? 

15. What are the main tenets of Roman Catholic Christianity -- as to the nature 
of the church? as to the sadramental concept of religion? Explain why 
these views are held? 

16. What were the main issues of the Reformation? 

17. What are the main tenets of Protestant Christianity? and present the reasons 
supporting these beliefs? 

18 .. What are the main beliefs of Fundamentalist or Conservative Protestantism? 

19. Of Liberal Protestantism? 

20. What are the major types of Protestant denominations? Distinguish various 
attitudes or philosophies of church government? What is the main distinction 
between the Protestant and the Catholic view of the sacrnments? What are 
the varymg conceptions of Holy Comraunion? 
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I. Mohammed: 
about him., 

ISLAM 

Prgphet of Islam (570--632 A.,D.,). 
The main elements of his life: 

1. A poor., orphan boy., a camel herd. 

Much legend has grow.n up 

2. Taken by uncle on caravan journeys, north and south of Mecca 
3. At 25 enters service of wealthy widow, Khadijah, as her caravaneer; 

marries her., 
4,. At 40 goes through a religious experience., On his travels ap

parently impressed by the two religions of the Book., Judaism and 
Christianity., 

5,. Early converts from his ow.n household.., Begins to stirr unrest in 
Mecca when he starts preaching social reform., 

6., Eventually has to flee to Medina, the Hijra., 622 A.,D. As politician 
secures position at Medina, finally captures Mecca; destroys old 
Arabian idols of the Ka ~ba there., 

Muslims do not claim supernatural or divine virtues for Mohammed, They believe 
he was a man as other men., with the common virtues, cllld some of the weaknesses of 
humanity. 

In breaking with the animism and polytheism of pre-Islamic culture, his re
form of the religious life of Arabia vtas of utmost significance for good. For 
Muslims he was the special Prophet of God, superseding all previous prophets~ For 
non-Muslims he may be regarded as a prophet of God, who performed a significant 
religious and social revolution for his place and time in Arabi:.1.. 

Much of the background of Islamic thought lies in Judaism., Zoroastrianism, 
and Christianity. Within Mohammeden belief the unique quality of Mohammed 9s 
life and work was the supernatural deliverance to him of a divine book, the 
absolute revelation of God to m/311, and complete guide for human life in all areas 
of belief and cond1..i..ct., The fact that the faith is based too closely on a book 
believed to be superr1aturally given, as an :inerrant Word of God, has made for the 
regidity of Islamic thought and its 'itfundamentalisticVI' quality. 

There have been., however, within Mohammedan thought and history, significant 
rational or V?libera1vv developments; these, and pietistic and mystical :interpre
tations have greatly enriched the Islamic faith., adding to the original coure 
of belief laid dow.n in the Koran.. Islam, us other rel:i,gions, has had its 
sectarian divergencies and intemec:ine strifes~ 

A representative of Islam evaluates her fe.ith in the following thoughtful words: 

nrt has been pointed out by scholars of many faiths that Islam has found its 
success by its great realism as to human nature., Its ethical teachings are not 
transformed :into rigid demands :interfering with the biological needs of human 
existence. The divine laws are net zealously surrounded by narrow barriers of 
continuous ritual. God 1s charecter is not presented by mystical and secretive 
allusions. No original sin and self-sacrificial purifications interfere with the 
positivism of the MuslimVs attitude towards God.,. God is mericful an-d compas
sionate. He needs no interpretation by priest appointed by Him or devoted ex
clusively to the performance of religious rituals,. No theological hierarchy 
interferes with the immediacy of the individual Vs worship cllld his communication 
with his creator. 
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nislam can boast of being thoroughly practical., It makes no demands upon 
its adherents which require explaining away because of their impossibility, none 
that cannot be fulfilled .. It is too realistic to call the poor happy in their 
need. It may pronounce worldly things as vain but in doing so it does not neglect 
to take account of human needs and desires and provides for them with laws con
cerning property and g0ods11 

"The simplicity of the creed together with unelaborate but still all-pervading 
ceremonial of worship which keeps a constant unifying bond within the believers 
has proved to be of equal appeal to the primitive nomad as well as the sophisti
cated scholarn. 115. 

II. .Th~ _Koran 2 or Qur9an: __ the Scripture of Islam: 

III,. 

1,. Origin,: Q!1r 9an and Su.r,,9:. both memi Scripture lesson or recitation. 
Mohammed wished above all else to bring to the Arabs the religious 
heritage of a people of a Book .. Its source materials: 

Arabian paganism 
Judaism end Christienity 
Zoroastrainism 
Gnosticism 

Its formation: many passages were copied down during the life-time 
of the Prophet. After Mohamm.ed?s death great effort was made by 
leaders to get bis utterances in written form - turned to those who 
had heard the revelations. Eventual rise of several Codices, e.g .. 
in Dcmascus, Basra, Kufa,. 

2.. Contents: rhymed prose containing: 

His early poetical a..~d moral rhapsodies 
Materials on bis controversies and struggles to found his own 

community 
Legislation for his community 
Material relating to his own personal affairs 

311 Q.rthodo;,& theory of the Koran: 

Preserved table of the Koran in heaven~ Revelation piecemeal 
by the e.ngel Gabriel. The inerrant wor'ls of God Himself 9 

Matchless in s~yle; so importance of Arabic - imtranslatable; 
Contains all knowledge .. 

Creed and cultus of Islam (Ballou Pe1 1335-36): 

1.. .TI1§._Qt~ed 2 o~ articles of belief: 
- in God 
- :1.n angols 
- in Boo~i'.S (Koran principal) 
- in Prophets (Mohammed last and greatest) 

115., Salma Bishln:wy in Religion in the 20th Centu,rx. Philosophical Library., 
1948, P• 169-170, ed .. Ferm,. 



- in Judgment (apocalyptic ideas) 
- in Decree or Predestination 

2. The cul~ust._t_h~ five reguir~d religious or ceromqnial duties of 
~: 

Cgn-t:ession: or 

p .r a:y:Ell:: or 

Fasting: or 

Almsgiving_: or 

§haua4.sl, 

Salat, 

Ramadan, 

Zakat 

by proclamation of the Kalima: No 
God but Allah and Mohammed is his 
Prophet., ParallelVs Jewish Shema., 
five obligatory prayers daily, 
morning,11 noon, afternoon_, evening, 
night. 
for 30 days each year (March). 

Pilgrirna.g,0: or Ha.j.i, to Mecca at least once in lifetime. 

(In earlier days also Holy War or Jihad against Islamis enemies.) 

IV. Islamic Philosophy o,t Relig,=19.n, 

The Reli_gious Philoso12hy of th,e Koran 

1., Allah: the Idea. of God 
One, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent, transcendent, personal 

Spirit, ful,119,1! 1313, 1311. Denies Christian idea of Trinity 
in God 1309, 1324, yet praises Jesus, 1320, 1325. 

Creator ex nihilo of world, 13130 
Absolute determiner of all destiny, 1293, 1320, 1335. -- Some 

lines suggest that God wills what knowledge we have 1320, 
or arbitrarily wills truth and the good., 

Other lines imply the freedom of man, such as those containing 
the threat and the promise, 1291; those urging righteousness 
of life., etc. 

On one side depicted as mainly a Sovereign Judge :in Characte~, 
1291, 1342, whose wrath is to be feared -- men his subjects 
who mu.st submit are nMuslimsiv or nsubmittersvt, 1314., 

Yet forgiveness in God, is merciful., 1291 (see also 1342D), 
though His gra.ce or mercy is arbitrarily bestowed, 1312, 
13220 

Some lines contain the idea of the Divine concer-n for men, and 
God c:.s the divine sanction for altruistic conduct, or the 
idea of God as vv1oveu, 1290B, 1291D, 1298A, 1304-c., 

Against injustice, 1304. 
Favors the righteous., 1311 (see also 1342). 
Punishes the wicked and infidels in Hell, 1306, 13ll, 1312 -

yet incluo.es non-Muslims in salvation., 1324CJ 
Depicted as a God of War for the Muslil11E, 1317 (see also 1337, 

1338~"' 

2. The Book: The Idea of RevelatiOJl: 
Knowledge of God given in the absolute Book, the Koran, the 

literal W:')rds of God, Arabic the divine 1F~1ff-L~JP, 1300., 1306e 
This theory of revelation fallows from the O\'·cremphasis on God 9 s 
trc:cnscendence: somo extraordinary me-'1Jls are needed for God to 
corrununicate with men. 

God warns men through the Koran, 1291, 1295, 1300., 
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As we read the Koran we are impressed with the over-all 
idea that men are nMuslimsn; they must be submitters to a stern 
and Sovereign Divine Judge. In the Koran men seem to be sub
jects rather than m of God, though we have noted above that 
there is some expression of the divine love and concern for them. 

Are men free? Some lines depict them as determined, pre
destined creatures, and suggests a comparison to Calvinistic 
Christianity, 1293, (1335). Yet many other lines imply human 
freedom, such as those emphasizing GodVs threat and promise., 
those enjoining righteousness of life., and otherwise appealing 
to human freedom of the will. 

Note further Ballou passages on man: 

Possible good and evil in man -- a realistic psychology, 1329. 
Inner intentions define his character: a psychological depth, 

1335 .. 
All men 11s Muslims are equal., 1341: the admirable democratic 

philosophy of Islam. 

4. Ethics. Salvation and Destiny: 

Man must perform the ceremonial duties, but simple and un
complicated; hence Islamis appeal, (1336)0 

M"ID must be just, merciful, generous, 1295, 1299, 1304, 1316, 
1317 .. 

Opposed to religion as mere formr..:i.l piety or ceremonial, but de
fines religion as ethical acti01~, 1315 (Compare the great 
8th century B .. c .. prophets of Israel). 

Men destined to Hell if unrighteous, 1306. 
Will enjoy a w.aterial, voluptuous Heaven if righteous, 1296-7. 
Apocalyptic end of history and the world, 1305. 

(The Golden Rule and the Major Commandments are enjoined :i,n the 
writings of .An-nawawi, 1337, 1341.) 

5. Sunnnarizing observations on the religion of the Koran: 

(1) It is correct to say that the religion of the Koran stresses 
salvation by merit rather than by tifc.ithn in, or the ugracel'9 

of, an atoning savior., or mediator, in the classic Christian 
sense., Note Ballou 1309-10 where the Koran thinks little 
of the idea of nsin bearingi•'• 

(Note, however, the Passion Play of the month of Muharram 
of the Shi iites -- depicting al-Husain, Mohammed Vs grand
son?s martyrdom, as the great intercessor who died for 
sinsJ) 

(2) Tho Koran has nfaithV9 as genuine belief in AllahVs goodness 
and forgiving mercy or ngrace'l'I_, But faith or genuiness of 
belief is expressed in good works, in the Koran. (Compare 
the Epistle of James in the New Testnment). 



(3) There is the idea of the Divine Altruism or i1Agapen., We 
are enjoined to love our neighbor without thought of 
recompense, as reflecting the divine attitude or nature, 
1290B, 1291D., Also there is GodVs lov:ing care for his 
creatures on the plane of creation; and His concern for 
men, 1298A, 1304c .. But these themes appear within a pre
vailing context of God as Stem Father or Judge, whose 
sovereign (or condescending?) mercy forgives for sins, 
when men repent and live according to the Muslim creed and 
deed., 

B,. M2in developments of Islamic pliilosophy of religion beyond the 
Koran are found in the Mutazil::'...te., liberal rationalism.9 which 
stressed the freedom of man; and :in Sufi mysticism, which emphasized 
the idea of the Divine love. 

v. Sketch of main issues in the history of Islam - main sectarian divisions: 

3,. 

TraditJm or fig_q.j_th: 
Custom or Surna 

growth and application of Islamic principles 
to all phases of life after the original 
revelation by Mohammed was closed., M9ny 
conflicting Hadiths., 

Law/jurisprudence or E._i_gh.,. 

Main p0litic-secta~ian movements (though numerous groups) 
Sunnic _ (Syrillii@.§) 

folJ.ov/\Ters of the Caliphate 
system -- the traditionalists 
in theology .. 

Pietistic and.theological movemen:t§.: 
e.,g. Sufi mystics 

vs., §1:i_ Va (Sr.ct. ViteE:,) 
followers of the Imams 
who succeed in the 
family of Mohammed., 

Mu 1tazila rationalist theclogians influenced by Greek 
philosophy; attacked ort11odox denial of human freedom. 

Sunnis traditional:i.sts or ?~rl.amentalistsn 
Al Ghe,zzali, 11th centu:::•y, groat.est !Vio3lem theological 

synthesizer; brought traditionalism and Sufi mysticism 
together: religion must be moral and experimental 

repentnnce of sin 
openjng of heart to God 
attainment of virtuous character the ideal .. 

Moharnedan c.QP.quest_of the near east -- ChristianityVs greatest 
rival for nearly 1000 years., 



~is (Stm.nites) 

- 150,000,000; Turkey, Arabia, Africa 

- Followers of Caliphate ( tvsuccessorvv) 
system 

- Traditionalist in theology, e,.g .. 
Eternity of the Koran 
Divine Predestination 

- The successors of Mohammed selected 
from the ~ecompanionsiv of Mohammed: 

Abu Beker 633-634 A.D. 
Assembled Kor:m 
Subdued Arabian skeiks 
First assault on world 
~ 634-644 A.D. 

Captured Damascas 
Assassinated 

Othman 644-656 A,.D. 

Moawiya 660-
vommayad Caliphatevv (660-750 A.D.) ii' Cap. at Damascus 

Spain Persia 
The Abbasid Caliphate 

Cap., at Baghdad. 
Height under Harurn-al-Rashid 

(736-809 A .. D.,) 

I Mongols 12 58 

Moslem world falls into separate 
states. 

Ottoman Turk Empire, 13th century. 

201. 

Sh~va (Shi?ites) 

- 20,D00,000; Iraq (Persia), PQkistan, 
India 

- Followers of the Imams ( Uleadersvr) 
who succeed in the family of Mohammed 

- Theological views like Mutazilites. 
Hold that the Imnms are: 

Divinely ordained; believed that 
Mohammed designated 1Ali as 
successor.,, 

Infallible in interpreting the law. 
Sinless. 
Where the line ended, the Imams 

ttwithdrewvt from sight i and would 
return as the Messianic Madhi 
before the Judgment Day. 

VAli 656-660 A.,.D. Cousin of Mohammed 
and son-in-law. First Imam 

?Ali ---------~atima (M 9s daughter) 
assassinated \ · 
J;. .J., 

al-Hasan; 1st son; al-Husain, 2nd son; 
resigned imamate Thi:vd Imam; 
for pension martyred 680 A.D.,. 

at battle of Karbala. 
Called the Great 
Intercessor who 
died for sins: 
Passion Play of 

Muharran, 1st mcmth in the Islamic 
Year. Partisans o.f ? Ali called the 
Legitimi§.!&e All but one ShiVite 
sect curse Abu Beker, Omar, Othman 
as usurpers in their Friday prayers. 
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VI., Islamic Worship: A sketch 

1. ID the Mosgu'il: vvplace of prostrationit.. Term vvmosquevv derived from the 
Arabic ?masjidV., 

Worship is congregational (on Friday, day of public prayers) and private 
for purpose of daily devotion., 

'MihrabV: niche in central wall of Mosque indicating direction of Mecca., 

VMinbarv: pulpit for sermon on Fridays., 

Vl-ff.inaret 9: turret for proclaiming time of prayer. 

YMuezzin 1 : the official person who calls to prayer. 

1Imamv: prayer leader or preacher - is not ordained; holds a secular 
occupation as well. Laymen mc.y act as Imam., To be distinguished 
from the special Imams of the ShiH:te se-ots., 

High prayer occurs Friday at noon -- forty worshippers are required to 
be in attendance for the official service .. 

Women may attend the Mosque privately, but not the Friday prayers. 

Quoran quoted in Arabic, but the sermons are delivered in the language 
of the people. 

2. Private worship: 

Prayer is the central feature: ideally to take place five times a day. 
SPJ.at .. 

- ritual legal purity required by washing as preparation for prayer. 
- uttering of the takbir, expression that ViGod is most great vv -- the 

words which perhaps chiefly characterize Mu.slim·devotioo.~116 

- recitation of the first sura of the Koran. 
- prostration: the culminating point of the prayer. 
- Confession and praise to .Allah or shahada, and saying of blessing 

for Mohammed,. 

A.,lmsgiving. Zakat; Fastingi Saum, Ramadan; Pilgrimage to Mecca, Hajj. 

3. Festivals: 

The Great Festival: animals sacrificed to commenorate AbrahamVs sub
stitution of the animal for Ishmael, father of Islam or the Arabs .. 
(In the Old Testament the story of the intended sacrifice concerned 
Isaac, Ishmael 7 s half brother). Celebrated in the twelfth month, the 
month of pilgrimage .. 

The Prophet is Birthday celebrated publicly in all Muslem lands. 

In the first part of the month of Muharram, beginning the Islamic year, 
the ShiVites celebrate the martyrdom of Husain in a Passion Play, 
reinacting his sufferings ~.nd burial. Husain was killed at the battle 
of Karbala., 680 A.,D., The play explains the meaning of HusainVs 
sacrifice and intercession. 

ll6. Geoffrey Parrinder, Worship in the World?s Religions .. Association Press, 
1961., P• 194., 
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